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3ditoria3 "ote:

The translation of this German ar Jiary

was made in London, England, under b Ldance of

lander 3. I, ">
->:. lers, . his . .:.cc

was closed ind the branslation jroject was discontinued,

much unfinished material was sent to 11 ."."".1 Kistory Di-

vision, (OP-29).

Because the dissemination of the data eon—

baij 3d in .hose documents is important, ohe translations

and stencils h^vo not been checked for 3.ccuracy of in-

terpretation, phraseology, znC. spelling of officers* names

or ;eo graphical names, dstribution under these coviditions

seers justified because of the excellent reput .tion of die

London personnel and because translators r.re not available

in Naval History >ivisicn, search bo correct possible

inconsistencies did not warrant the time involved.

. . ut o? t i. -.

Office of the Chief of L'aval Oporati as

! aval History Division
as! in' ton 23, ), G.
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CONFIDENTIAL

1 January, 1945

Simferopol

1158 There was an air raid warning at Ivan Baba. The
enemy was driven off by an anti-aircraft barrage.
No damage caused,

1147 Air Force Staff, Crimea reported that air
reconnaissance in the southeastern Black Sea had
to be broken off because the plane developed
engine trouble. No sighting reports.
Reconnaissance over the central Black Sea had
to be canceled owing to the weather,

1520 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported an enemy
submarine 4 km, southwest of Cape Myshako,
course west,

1800 Commanding Admiral, Crimea wished to investigate
whether the defense of the bays in the coastal
sector Sovastopol-Khersonesc could be improved
by minolaying. Because it would endanger our
own shipping which is obliged to proceed
directly off the bays, the general mining of the
bays had to bo refused. On the other hand
orders were given to mine the pier in
Strolitzkaya Bay, The Array was given tho
following explanation:

a. Observation has revealed that only
Strolitzkaya Bay and Kruglaya Bay are suitable
for large -scale landings,

b. The effect of sea mines laid in the bays and
their approaches, even in large quantities,
should not bo overestimated. Furthermore,
moored mines in relatively shallow water are
bound to be torn from their moorings by the
tide, thus not only reducing the effectiveness
of the minefields but gravely endangering
shipping (vessels and lighters) off Sevastopol,
vital to the supply of Army Group A,

For these reasons the use of sea mines will have
to be abandoned. Mining the quay-sides in
Strolitzkaya Bay v/ith contact mines is a
possibility, however, since steamers are able to
draw alongside there. Moreover, plans for
coastal guns for Sevastopol will again bo
investigated in order that tho bays may be
defended by concentrated gunfire,

2325 Port Commander 25 reported that ho had withdr '

"

west of Elista according to plan and had
sustained no damage of any significance.

" ^-IP-TNTI AI -1-
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CONFIDENTIAL

2 January, 1943

S imferopol

1747 Air Force Staff, Crimea reported that air
reconnaissance over the' eastern Black Sea had
to be broken off owing to engine trouble.
No sighting reports. No enemy shipping was
observed in the central Black Sea,

1051 .in Naval D/P Station, Constantza reported
that enemy surface forces were not intercepted
in transmission. On 1 January also, radio
silence prevailed. According to radio
intercept reports, at 19 00 there was a
destroyer at sea in an unidentified position
in radio communication with a station on the
southeast coast.

AL -2-
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CONFIDENTIAL

5 January, 1945

Simferopol

Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A -transmitted
the following questionnaire:

"Armed Forces High Command need the following
data for their general survey:

1. What naval forces are available to take part
in the event of landings? Where* is their
base and what general plans has Admiral,
Black Sea for their employment in the future?

2. What defenses, e.g. minefields, are there
against enemy landings off Theodosia, Yalta,
Balaklava etc.?

3. Have the moles at Theodosia been repaired
again and do they now offer good opportunities
for the disembarkation of tanks etc.?

4. During the coming period U-boat operations as
close to the south coast of the Crimea as
possible would bo desirable. Likewise
increased and continuous reconnaissance
between Theodosia and Novoro3sisk.

5. Because of enemy pressure on the Don and the
Manych as well as on the Terek and from Kalmuk
steppe, the Army is expecting landings botween
Theodosia and Kerch Strait, also from the

. Taman Peninsula to Novorossisk in the near
future .

»

0558 Naval Liaison Officer's enquiry was answered as
follows

:

"1. In the event of enemy landings, E-boats
should be able to operate quite successfully
at night from Ivan Baba and Italian E-boats
from Yalta, in seas up to force 3«

2. It is proposed to repeat E-boat rocon..."..;/-: <. ic,
in accordance with Admiral, Black Sea Gkdoa.

, 5492/42,. as often as possible during tho
following nights. High seas have recently

vented boats from putting out,

• . A U-boat will operate in the southeastern
Black Soa in order to intercept tho enemy "•

ho leave 3 tho harbors.

4. The harbor entrance, moles and berths at
Theodosia will bo protected with contact
mines plus an anti-torpedo net.

AL -3 .
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CONFIDENTIAL

5. Yalta will be protected by a minefield and
an anti-torpedo net; Italian 2-boats will
carry out patrols off the Crimean coast
during the night.

6, There are anti-torpedo nets at Balaklava.

7 • At Sevastopol there is a boom defense and a

net barrage. The mining of the moles of
Strelitzkaya Bay with contact mines has
been ordered.

8. The moles at Theodosia have been partially
restored. The north mole is ready for
blowing up. The destruction of the moles,
as last year, is in itself no real obstacle
to landings. The places thus destroyed
may be easily bridged by placing suitable
vehicles across thorn.

9. The reconnaissance of Thoodosia/lJovorossisk
by day can only be carried out by the Air

• Force ."

1155 I submitted the following situation report to
Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A:

1. A.fter its earlier training period the Russian
• Fleet has been unusually active since the
beginning of December. The object of this
activity is obviously against German supply
traffic either off the west coast or making
for Sevastopol. No minelaying operations
have been detected so far. On the other
hand the routine submarine operations arc
remarkably quick to adapt themselves to
German escort and convoy traffic, so that the
routes used and particularly the approach
points have to be constantly changed,

2. With little variation, Russian supply traffic
off the east coast i3 divided equally between
Tuapse and Ghelenjik. It includes war ships
from the destroyer downwards and also
numerous mio.get craft, specially for landings
at Ghelenjik.

3. 'The German-occupied coast between Theodosia
and Anapa v;as survey/ed almost daily by

. . .z and planes in combined operations.

4. G: air reconnaissance and radio
intelli^ nco was hampered by the weather and
the short dajs and the enemy's maintenance
of radio silence.

\L -4-



CONFIDENTIAL

5. Own Situation: 1 or 2 U-boats on an average
operating between the central and the southern
ea^t coast. E-boats patrol the northern oast
coast and also the coastal waters from the
south coast of the Crimea to Anapa. E-boat
operations are largely dependent on the
weather. Their target is enemy supply
traffic and naval forces. The enemy evades
E-boat operations by sending supplies by day
when E-boats cannot operate.

6, Enemy movements, apart from coastal reconn-
aissance as reported under 3), at present

• offer no clear indication of major landing
plans | on the other hand there. are no signs
to prove that a landing is not intended.

7. The normal operations of German naval forces
and the defense measures in the harbors are
being undertajcon bearing the possibility of
a landing in mind."

1150- Since, according to Army information, a major
enemy landing is to be expected in the Thcodosia/
Novorossisk area, 2 boats of the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla were ordered to take up patrol positions
from 17 00 between air grid square 6525 and 75G5
and to enter port again at daybreak.

Two boats of the Italian E-Boat Flotilla were
also ordered to roconnoitor between air grid
square 45 o7 and 4545 and to enter Yalta at
daybreak.

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea was ordered to send
2 naval ferry barges to take up patrol positions
in Theodosia Bay.

1807 Air Force Staff, Crimea obtained no sighting
reports of -enemy naval forces. Planes were
several times prevented from operating because of
engine trouble.

1900 "Most Immediate, Most Immediate" was sent to all
commands

:

"1. Expect destroyers in central Black Sea.

2., Naval Shore Commanders ordered 'increased
operational readiness '

.

3. Naval forces escorting Naval Training Command
convoys will wait for the results of morning
reconnaissance."

i
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:- following poir :ehind this order:

it 0900 in the forenoon Main 1 D/F Station,
C: . I intercepted the destroyer

• reported radio intercept service in the
southeastern B] Sea. .640 this destroyer
was off the -al east ooas:, At 1825 Port
Command: , alta reported that, at 1745, about
15 km* south of the coastal observation station
utchuk Lambatj a sudden great flash of light

and a concentration of searchlights were
observed on the- horizon several times. This
fact, combined with the report that the enemy
had maintained radio silence for two days, led

tho supposition that Rus naval forces
Lght possibly imperil convoy

traffic planned for the next da;:.

1957 Main Naval D/F Station, Theodosia repor-ted that
a beari 184c :az Lned on a Rus si .ne

vessel which Could be 1 very distinctl t

This b: confir : is
being threatened by Russian naval forces.

2000 1st I- Flotilla reported that two
I- put out on patrol 7/erc
obliged to r tc Ivai 1950 :

to th r

.

2055 I report hat she had commenced her return
issage because her torpedo tubes were out of
dor.

_ng to the report of val Shore
Co: .:•, X - xes dated 50 December, Army Group A
is going to withdraw the fr rt; this would mean
that the units of Naval :der, Xerxes
would also have to withdraw. With reference

1 Liaison Officer, Arm
Group- A informed us th cer the front had
been s". aed, the Army Group intended also to

.-: trust Naval dor's units with
defense tasks* Today he continued by suggesting
to urar t all Naval Shore Commander's _s

by pail t: Mariupol,

On mp U val Liaison Officer requested
.. to alloc-. area tc tho Naval

3: _ 11 units, . including Port
tl . p Elistaj

. a, no objection to
deJE undertaken. The value of

Commander T s units would
be purcl nterosts trainin .

In addition I proposed today that Naval Shor-j
Commander, his Port Commanders be
r 1 far h 1 defense of Anapa

-

vorossisk and be transfer] ly to
. area.

AI -6-



CONFIDENTIAL

4 January, 1943

Simferopol

0850 Italian E-boats on patrol during the night off
the coast near Yalta put in to port without
having sighted anything.

1130 The order for "increased operational readiness",
issued yesterday to Naval Shore Commanders,
Crimea/Ukraine and Caucasus, has been canceled
since no fresh intelligence on the enemy has
come in.

2045 At 172 Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza
reported that the destroyer identified at 1640
on 3 January was still at sea.

At 1830, according to radio traffic, the
destroyer was thought to be off Poti and Batum.

At 2010 the large < estroyer "Charkov" was,
according to radio traffic, in the same area as
the destroyc reported at 1830, The Russian
vessels, surmised to have been at sea during the
last two days, seem to be returning to their
bases again,

2115 Air reconnaissance was impeded by the weather*
At 1306, 60 miles west of Sochi, 2 torpedoboats
were reported, course 100°, high speed.
Otherwise nothing to report.

In Kerch, at present, 7,000 tons of shipping are
in readiness for the increased supply traffic
for Array Group A. Half this space is at present
used for military supplies. More lighters are
on the way,

2330 val Shore Commander, Xerxes reported that as
regards the Army withdrawal, all the transports
requested will have been transferred from their
former headquarters to Essentuki by noon on
4 January according to plan, Because unloading
space could not be provided promptly and because
the routes were blocked, the following materials
wore; lost:

imately 80,000 rounds of 2 cm. anti-
aircraft ammunition.

Approximately COO rounds of 7,5 PK 16/n/A,
Approximately 450 empty petrol tanks.
Some field-gray articles of clothing.
Barrack equipment and some 600 bunks.

COjN [AL -7-
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CONFIDENTIAL

V.
rhen on 30 December Army Group A gave the order
that Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes was to be
moved back, the 4th Naval Motor Transport
Battalion was, at the urgent request of Army
.-roup A, still on operations with the 1st
Panzer Army. It was therefore quite simple
to place the Naval Motor Transport Battalion
at the disposal of Naval Shore Commander,
Xerxes. Not until the night of 3 January
was the last platoon of the above battalion
released by the Army.

XL -8-



CONFIDENTIAL

5 January, 1945

Simferopol

.•'aval Liaison Officer, Array Group A proposed
that Port Commander 23, who was in charge of the
supply depot of Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes in
Voroshilovsk, transfer to Mariupol together with
Port Commander 25 after the depot had been
loaded away • Both Commanders will be released
by Army Group A between 10 and 15 January. As
long as he continues operating with Army H.Q. I

(Tanks) it would only be possible to withdraw
Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes as part of a
general withdrawal of the whole front.
According to information from Chief, Army
Group A his release could not be considered
until the end of January. He further indicated
that it was at present difficult to judge how
far the present Army situation endangered the
naval supply depot at Rostov.

Furthermore, Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A
telephoned that Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus
intended to take over the defense of the Taman
Peninsula.

In reply I stated that should Naval Shore
Commander, Caucasus undertake the defense of the
Taman Peninsula, his forces would be insufficient
and that I would recommend their reinforcement
by Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes. I therefore
proposed placing Port Commanders 23 and 25 at
the disposal of Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus
until Naval Shore Commander, Xorxos can be
completely transferred there.

Should Army Group A disagree with this proposal
then Port Commanders 23 and 25. will have to be
transferred to Mariupol. Naval Shore Commander,
Xerxes' supply depot at Voroshilovsk is to be
moved to Mariupol,

1250 Group South transmitted an order from the Ftthrer
on the development and safeguarding of
communications ever Kerch Strait. It states
that the Navy must arrange for a rise in

ping operations in Korch Strait and take all
jsible precautions to prevent the traffic from
In : held up and enemy naval forces from
i- brating.

With rcforonce to this I suggest that it might
be possible to lay even more minefields in
Korch Strait and that U-boats might,
conceivably, be disposed in position lines off
the coast.

CONFIDENTIAL -0-
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.ere is esent more s] Lng In ?Lerch
Strait than necessary Tor present supplies,
ind . re is on the v .

1740 It was reported that the enemy had not been
': iir reconnaissance.

2100 Naval Staff, Operations Division, in a fairly
long teletype on the tasks arising out of the
conveyance of supplies for Army Group A across
the Crimea, considered that cooperation wi
the .

"
i sumed, organi

the convoys in bat our weak air
strength be put to the best possible us .

I : nccessit- striction of the
- "-ale reconnaissance aver the entire

C: la 3a in f of stronger defenses
for the nort :crn Black Sea and the inshore

i^s of ..

In connection with this I repli to Group Sor
the.t I had qui = cer.tly, o: 2£ December,
the sed the probl . conn-
i3 sane with General Zander (Air

• 7orco )

.

rman,
Rumanian and Bv Air Forces could be put
were explored. cry pos of
releasing fore >nt ar a .as been

austod. I would like to j _ that In
m ani Ln .t of Air Force Staff,

Cri .
' proposal to abandon large-

scale reconnaissance ov:

r

Slack Sea
would make it impossible for our convoys to be
mod of enemy movements in time, id with-

out adequate warning convcjys cannot be run.
La iai3sance can, of course, idcntii
m." saees advanc o the ar - jurvcyed

3er c _nty. .voys are then,
however, unable to evade attack early enough

;ause of ir slow speed, weak naval fere
lad above all, 1 Lck of air cover. Convoys
n only be . in time if enemy activity
detected st of 37° E.

. These remarks are based on the experience 'nod
pobj fc air r^c issancc operations and

have generally proved correct.

r
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CONFIDENTLY

G January, 1945

Simferopol

Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A reported that
Army II. Q. 17 did not consider it necessary for
units of Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes to
reinforce the Tainan Peninsula, On the other
hand it was hoped that Naval Shore Commander,
Caucasus would soon assume command of the
Peninsula on behalf of tho Navy. To this I

replied that the expression 'on behalf of the
Navy' was misleading • Naval Shore Commander,
Caucasus could only accept the task as sector
commander subordinate to the Army H.Q, concerned.
In accordance with FiShrer Directive 40
responsibility is to remain with the Army. In
connection with this I consider it particularly
unfortunate that the Army should wish this task
to bo carried out by Naval Shore Commander,
Caucasus at the present difficult juncture
because his Command played no decisive part in
•previous general defense measures ..on the Taman
Peninsula and could thus scarcely assume
responsibility for operations which may take
place very shortly. Furthermore, it should be
remembered that the Staff of Naval Shore
Commander is neither manned nor prepared for the
command of a largj-scalc, combined naval and
land defense operation. For such a task it
would need to be reinforced by one or two
General Staff officers.

Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A further
proposed that all naval units not needed by Naval
Shore Commander, Xerxes should be withdrawn as
quickly as possible to Mariupol or Berdyansk, and
those sections not absolutely indispensable to
Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus to the Crimea,

I agree to the proposal to withdraw the entire
staff of Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes, also the
4th Naval Motor Transport Battalion, and hereby
notify that I plan bo transfer the units to the
Crimea as soon as they are released by Army
Group A. I approve of the transfer to the
Crimea because tho Naval Shore Commander will
have better facilities for training thore and he
and his Port Commanders will form a considerable
emergency reserve for the otherwise weak forces
of tho Crimea,

1000 Regarding tho appearance of Russian naval forces
in the Black Sea, I submitted the following
situation report:

"1. Main Naval d/F Station, Constantza reported
that Russian naval forces maintained radio

i silence on 1 and 2 January,

CON fTJAI -11-
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CONFIDENTIAL

2. 3 January:

a. 0900 radio intercept report:
Destroyer in southeastern Black Sea,
1640 the same destroyer off the central
east coast.

b. 1745 the flash of searchlights was
observed several times south of Alushta,

c. 1937 Main Naval d/F Station, Theodosia
obtained a bearing of 184° on a Russian
minelayer, •

3. 4 January

:

a. 1236-1326 an object, 80 to 90 km, east of
Varna, was intercepted by radar, easterly
course.

b. 1400 the same making away 150 km, east-
southeast of Galata.

c. 1720-1724 several red, white and green
balls of light southsoutheast of Galata
reported by German sentries. They were
definitely not German or Bulgarian forces.

4. Main Naval D/F Station, Gonstantza intercepted
the large destroyer "Charkov" and a destroyer
off Poti and Batum.

5. Observations reported under 1) and 2) gave
rise to orders to Naval Shore Commanders,
Crimea, Ukraine and Caucasus for increased
operational readiness until the forenoon of
4 January. The departure of convoys was
made to depend on the next morning f s air
reconnaissance. In fact their departure
was prevented by adverse weather. Air
reconnaissance during this period observed
no enemy activity,

• The rest of the general observations led to
the conclusion that Russian naval forces were
attempting a renewed sortie into the western
Black Seal"

1010 As a result of a statement Issued by the Chief
of General Staff, Naval Staff, Operations
Divisio: ._ ssed the heavy responsibilities
the dcv-lopmonts on the southeastern front v/ere
thrustiu;; r-'H the Navy and therefore ordered *

that all dof^nsc measures so far planned by the
Navy to counter Russian landing attempts, should
be checked. With regard to this I have informed
Group South that defense measures against
possible Russian landings have been intensively
carried out for weeks and are being constantly

AL -12-
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improved uoon. During the bad weather period
offensive measures are, of course, very much
restricted because both our own and Italian
E-boats cannot operate when the sea is at force 4.

Several operations started in December had to be
broken off because of the weather.

Preliminary measures for constructing jumping-off
bases at Sevastopol and Theodosia have been taken.

Various methods for the execution of the proposed
extension of the minefields have been suggested.

Naval Shore Commanders, Crimea, Ukraine and
Caucasus have been instructed to re-check and
complete all defense measures, particularly the
fire plans of the remote batteries, for instance
on the Taman Peninsula,

1357 Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A transmitted
the following information on 4 January:

"Commanding General, Army Group A decreed in
IA-OQu 2 No. 61/43 Goh.:

As a result of the present special situation in
the Caucasus, as Commanding General of Army
Group A I havo boon given complete authority over
all military, police and civil offices operating
within the control of Army Group A. They are
thus directly subordinate to mo."

Thereupon I enquired from Group South whether
this was to bo interpreted to mean that Admiral,
Black Sea was also subordinate to Army Group A,
Should this bo so I requested an explanation as
to how far Army Group A could justifiably issue
directives for the conduct of naval warfare.

Group South replied that the complete subordi-
nation of Admiral, Black Sea to Army Group A was
impossible. For the conduct of naval warfare
Admiral, Black Sea was answerable exclusively to
Group South who alone were entitled to issue
directives

.

1730 Air reconnaissance wag badly handicapped by the
weather. No sighting reports came in. The
Caucasus coast and harbors wero examined.
Convoy traffic was normal,

2120 At 1842 Main Naval d/f Station, Constantza
reported a destroyer off Tuapse.

CONFIDENTIAL
. -13-
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CONFIDENTIAL

January,. 1045

Simferopol

0331 Main Naval D/F Station,

1100

1548

1830

1832

1903

2056

2105

Constantza reported
that af 0138 CET
the southeast.

a destroyer was making 'for

At 1600 the 1st E-Boat Flotilla was ordered,
weather permitting, to put to sea and occupy a
reconnaissance line in grid squares CI 6284
and 6645. On encountering the enemy a "Most
Immediate" report to be sent. Valuable
targets to be attacked.

Naval Shore Commander, Crimea reported that a
plane dropped 6. bombs and fired on 2 boats of
the Harbor Defense* Flotilla, Sevastopol. No
damage

.

Naval Port Commander, Kerch reported that route
Brown in Kerch Strait, which has been closed for
some days because of the danger of aerial mines,
was swept by the FZ-group and a minesweeping
plane and re -opened to shipping. The check-
sweep was delayed several days by the weather.

The 4 boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla put in
to Ivan Baba again because the operation had to
bo broken off owing to a rough sea and heavy swell,

Air reconnaissance by Air Force Staff, Crimea
had nothing to report. The harbors Poti and
Batum wore examined by visual reconnaissance:
heavy, well-placed anti-aircraft of all calibers
were identified.

At Poti were

:

Battleship "Farishskaya Xommuna",
1 heavy cruiser,
2 destroyers,
the hull of a heavy cruiser in dock,
the hull of another heavy cruiser afloat in

the inner harbor

•

A t Che le n j i 1 : , Tu ..
] > s o a nd Sochi a

freighters, coastal vessels and :

vessels were observed.

number of
smaller naval

At 195 - Naval d/F Station, Constantza
report >stro'yer presumably off the east
coast. further shipping movements were
identified

Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A informed me
that the situation demanded that preparations for
blowing up or otherwise destroying all naval
material, including shipping, be carried out at
Rostov immediately . I have directed Port
Commander, Rostov accordingly and requested Port
Commander, Mariupol to give him all possible
support.

CO' : M -14-



CONFIDENTIAL

January, 1943

Simferopol

I conferred with Commander, 1st E-Boat Flotilla,
Lieut, (s.g.) Christiansen, on the operational
opportunities open to his flotilla now that
operations have had to be repeatedly broken off
because of the weather, Lieut, (s.g.)
Christiansen told me that present conditions in
the Black Sea are part.icu3.arly unfavorable owing
to constant and frequently very strong winds
plus rough seas and a heavy swell which hamper
operations even when the winds in the
operational area are. still reasonably favorable,

I then discussed the question of laying mine-
fields off Theodosia Bay. The Flotilla
Commander reported that in an approach or return
passage of 200 miles an error in fix up to 20
miles was to be expected owing to errors in
steering and changing currents. This means that
the return passage to Ivan Baba may be steered
most inaccurately, making our own minefields off
the bay very dangerous to the boats, more
especially since the minefields have to be laid
as shallow minefields if they are to bo of any
use, E-boats cannot therefore pas3 over them.
Even when the heavy seas exclude the use of
armaments, the boats can still be put to limited
use for reconnaissance off the coast.

I have reported accordingly to Croup South.

1200 I have given Commander, Danube Flotilla tho
necessary instructions about the new mine laying
measures in Kerch Strait.

1518 Naval Port Commander, Rostov reported that all
measures for setting fire to the shipping and
wharves have been takon* Should destruction

• prove necessary, he enquired whether he should
act on ordors from tho army commands in Rostov or
await special orders from the Navy. I replied
that orders from the Army would suffice adding,
moreover, that as much as possible from tho
supply depot at Rostov must be salvaged* I have
already instructed Port Commander, Mariupol to
dispatch every available truck to Rostov and will
now order 1st Naval Motor Transport Battalion in
Melitopol to employ every available truck for the
removal of those supplies.

1700 Main Naval D/F Station, Gonstantza reported that
at 1130 a destroyer was probably in the south-
eastern Black Sea and that at 1530, the battleship
"Parishskaya Kommuna" was, according to radio

JENTIAL -15-'
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CONFIDENTIAL

traffic, probably off Batum. The battleship
was in communication with tho destroyer reoorted
at 1130.

2050 Air Force Staff, Crimea reported that no sighting
reports had been received from the southeastern
Black Sea. Harbor reconnaissance of the
Caucasus coast could not take place owing to the
weather. No reconnaissance over the central
Black Sea because of engine trouble.

val Liaison Officer, Army Group A reported that
it was not intended to hand over the defense of
the Taman Peninsula entirely to Naval Shore
Commander, Caucasus (see War Diary 6 January).
Indeed, Array Group A's request was that the
boundary between Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus
and Naval Shore Commander, Crimea/Ukraine should
be transferred westward so that the whole Taman
Peninsula would be in tho area of Naval Shore
Commander, Caucasus. I only approve of this
proposal because I consider that the defense of
Kerch Strait and the Kcrch-Taman supply traffic
must remain under one command. The* Naval Shore
Commanders have been instructed accordingly.

With reference to Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus,
Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A proposed that
those Port Commands not operating in Anapa and
Movorossisk be withdrawn to the Crimea as soon
as they are released by Army II. Q. 17. In
addition ho stated that Naval Shore Commander,

, Xerxes will hardly have been released by
Army H.Q. I (Tanks) before the end of January.

AL -16-
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9 January, 1945

Simferopol

0620 Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza reported that
no further observations had been submitted about
the battleship.

1100 Two boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla were ordered
to put out at 1600 and to occuny a reconnaissance
line in grid squares CL 6573 and 6531. "Most
Immediate'' report to bo dispatched if enemy
sighted.

1115 As a result of the present situation I have
conferred with Commander, Italian E-Boats,
Captain Mimbelli, and discussed the problem of
'how to establish the operational readiness of
boats which are out of action. It was decided
to transfer 3 boats to Theodosia as quickly as
possible and to station the rest at Yalta.

1735 1st E-Boat Flotilla reported that operations were
out of the question because of the weather.

1800 in Naval d/f Station, Constantza reported that
at 1G45 radio traffic identified the large
destroyer "Charkov" and 2 destroyers in the
southeastern Black Sea and at 1715, 3 torpedo-
boats off the central east coast. I therefore
requested Air Force Staff, Crimoa by telephone
to send out morning reconnaissance as early as
possible •

1900 Air reconnaissance over the southeastern Black
Sea obtained no sighting reports. The Caucasus
coast and harbors have been examined. The
battleship "Parishskaya Kommuna" was identified
in Poti, No sighting reports in tho central
Black Sea, Visual reconnaissance identified
4 warships at anchor in Batum roads. Apart from
tho battleship" thoro were the usual warships in
the inner harbor at Poti. During the last two
days supply traffic across Kerch Strait has
increased now that at last adequate supplies for
the Armed Forces have been delivered. On
8 January 863 tons, on 9 January 968 tons, of

for the Armed Forces wcro transported to
in Peninsula.

DENTIAI

JUftlTY
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10 January, 1943

Sii >ol

01 Main Navel d/P S1 Lon reported that, according
to radio t: Lc, another destroyer was at s- .

presumably central east coast.

0215 Command . s and Sscorts, Black S

ported t :>n the af : noon :

"Shir 19" put out from Sulina. Until about
0900 in the she stood off outh of
the Danut- , oceeded in convoy with the
"Budapsse" from Sulina to 1 :opol where she
is to : ::- : lo west coast of the Crimea
near Tarkhan y r Sari 2':; until her retiu
with the next cc. from Sevastopol*

0723 in Naval I ., Jonstantza ;ed that
:v" and the 2

destroyers r bed at £ ssterd .ad
pr: bly put ir t heir base,

1200 I i a Ion:: discuz Lieut, (s,g«)
_ abaum, C - lor, 30th 0-Boat Flotill-.,

bout U-boat . ?ations u t : present* I
reported the results to Group South rs follows:

1. U-boar . r. :ii" '.sed off Poti and Saturn
with the object of tying down the Russian
Fleet to its harbors is muc ssible.
The rccen- 1 af air defer.: in that
area very frequently forced our boats to
submerge even at night making prospects of

r of chance. Constant
submerging so reduced the range of vision

ven reconnaissance reports of
3eed, on-

- could only be supplied to
the boats on very long Trave, causing
considerable dela; .

ject is to harass the enemy by r.aki

lieve one of our U-boats is
_ .-d of: \ arts, le

the Its r tms in the Poti/
Ba ly intercepted

"• returns to her
1 'atlonal area,

3, Durii -t jat rati . i ht 3-4 r.iles
atly boon observed

that the Rus: obviously take a bearing :n
the noise of the Diesel ongir. a and vith
crossed searchlights mal 1 for the
planes in the point of ii n. _..^se

len search with flares start! rem the

.
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CONFIDENTIAL

point of intersection. By promptly switching
over to oloctric motors, the U-boat has so
far been able to escape pursuit.

4. Having carefully investigated all the
relevant factors in the present general
situation I would submit the following
suggestions for operations:

a. One boat to be disposed for attack between
GL 6930 and 9310.

b. One boat between GL 6670 and 6680.

These- positions guarantee a good breadth of
reconnaissance ahead of the probablo enemy
route, make possible operations against enemy
supplies and are well placed for rapid
disposition against possiole landing forces
not intercepted on the approach route in the
Theodosia-Wovorossisk area.
Accordingly on her next passage U 24 will
operate in GL 6930 and 9310. .

5. In order to increase the U-boats 1 operational
period, the intention i3 that the boats
should refuel at Thoodosia on the outward and
homeward passage. If necessary, a fresh
stock of torpedoes may be obtained from
"Romania" at Sevastopol, This intermediate
refueling will mean another 4 days in the
operational area. This would coincide with
the maximum physical endurance of the crew
(only a fortnight). Inclusive of the stay
in the operational area, tho whole period
would be 25 days.

6. Impossible to call at Ivan Baba since water
at the bridgehead is only 2.60 meters deop.
Reconnaissance has already been carried out.

7. Of U-boat operations in general it should bo
noted that the boats which have been
transferred from Germany have not been
thoroughly overhauled. In view of the
present situation maximum working hours have
to 3omc extent been exceeded. From March
onwards the need for thorough ovorhauls will
have to bo taken into account.

1335 Air Forco Staff, Crimea reported bhat at 0915
urn harbor 1 cruiser and 2 destroyers

w< q identified.

1545 Two planes raided the base at Ivan Baba. Thoy
wero driven off by anti-aircraft fire.

TT AL
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1756 According to radio traffic, Main Naval D/F
Station, Gonstantza reported a destroyer,
1 torpedoboat and a further small vessel at
1540 off Tuapse.

2100 It is reported from Kerch that a total of
1,380 tons of service supplies was unloaded
today.

2255 Air Force Staff, Crimea reported that there
were no sighting reports from the southeastern

. Black Sea. The Caucasus coast and the harbors
were examined. Supply traffic in a north-
south direction has increased. Reports of
Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza wore
confirmed by reconnaissance.

1355 Destroyers v/ere sighted in grid square 1314,
on a southeasterly course. There have boon
no significant changes in the shipping in the
bases. There was scarcely any shipping in
Batum. Reconnaissance of the central Black
Sea produced no sighting reports.

fTIAL -20-
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11 January, 1945

Simferopol

0849 • According to radio traffic, Main Naval D/F
Station, Constantsa reported a torpedoboat in the
southeastern Black Sea.

1057 Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza reported
another destroyer at 0849 in the southeastern
Black Sea.

1100 Captain Mimbclli informed us that he had received
a radiogram from the Italian Admiralty which
ordered the withdrawal of all Italian personnel
from the Black Sea for operations in the
Mediterranean, The Italian Admiralty and Naval
Staff in Berlin had agreed that Germany should
take charge of Italian E-boatS and U-boats. The
crews of the 4 Italian E-boats fit for service
would remain here until the boats were taken over
by German personnel

,

I have passed this information on to Group South
immediately and expressed my very grave misgivings
concerning this measure at the present moment.

1400 Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported that as
a result of a long tali-.: with Naval Liaison
Officer, Army Group A and of a teletype order
simultaneously received from Commanding General,
Army Group A, he would transfer to Temriuk by
14 January at the latest. It was impossible to
transfer anywhere else, not oven to Anapa, because
there would bo neither accommodation nor provision
for communications. The transfer would also seem
to bo expedient in view of operational artillery
headquarters at Taman.

I do not share Naval Shore Commander's views and
would therefore put forward the following points:

1. The present situation demands of the Naval
Shore Commander direct knowledge of the naval
situation. This is impossible from Temriuk.
The Naval Shore Commander should bo as close
as possible to the focal point of his area

Lich is at present Anapa.

.Svon the jriost efficient facilities for
iraunication from temriuk could not enable the

Naval Shore Commander to control artillery on
the Taman Peninsula. Local control will have
to be through the sector commandors in
accordance with general directives issued by
tho Naval Shore Commander,

\L_ -21-
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b the Naval Shore Cc: is at present
operationally subor o to Army Group A I must
confine myself to bria this fundamental

.tion to the .. "ice of Army Group A
through the Naval Liaison Officer.

2150 \ral Shore Commander, Zerr.es repc: tat on
the evening of 10 January he reached the ?t
:.: ^a Cherk ak -ccording to plan. Despite bad
weather no material offered*

21" Air Force Staff, Crimea ated that rain
squalls partially reconnaissance over
he southe tern . i no

crts, sLucasus cc aat od harbors
# . Increased c : vr

s

identified c Jochi.
in Foti was normal. Reconnaissance
cent: fj jause of th

-• ;htin -.

-I
.

Group South and ma division
2 on 10 Jar 2 Rus:_ ian

iestroyers on a no: 1 ac were sighted
from !Crabz( . _

- referred to tho
v ssels report val d/P Station,
Cone iant i -»

•
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CONFIDENTIAL

12 January, 1945

Simferopol

0630

1140

1500

Enemy Situation :

0600 radio intercept service reported 1 destroyer
in the southeastern Black Sea.
0630 one destroyer proceeding to the north.
0940 off Tuapse probably another destroyer.

In addition to the 2 destroyers reported off the
central cast coast at 1000 by radio intercept
service, radio traffic reported cruiser "A'',

3 torpedoboats and another small vessel, probably
proceeding in formation. All were receiving
radiograms from Poti transmitted via Tuapse.

A formation of 3 destroyers, on board one of
which was Commanding Admiral, Light Forces, was
identified at 1540 in the southeastern Black Sea.
A bearing was obtained on Commanding Admiral,
Light Forces along a line Mamaia-Coruh (east of
Trabzon)

•

1835 Re radio intercept report of 1600: the formation
probably included the large destroyer "Charkov"
on which a bearing of 110° was obtained at 1808.
In accordance with this, formation possibly on a
westerly course.

Air Force Staff, Crimea reported that adverse
weather prevented reconnaissance over the Black
Sea on 12 January. The Caucasus coast and
harbors wer^: partially examined. Nothing to
report. The bases at Batum and Poti were not
examined.

Comments :

According to radio intelligence there was a
moderately largo formation of enemy light forces
at sea. By contrast with enemy procedure during
previous operations when he preserved complete
radio silence until he was discovered, his lively
radio activity on this occasion was striking.

conclusions regarding enemy plans can be
drawn from the radio intercept reports. I

,, however, that the formation now at sea
offensive designs since lively radio

activity oxcludod tho surprise element so
important in landing operations or sorties
against our convoy traffic in the western Black
Sea.

I have informed the subordinate commands or Army
Offices concerned about the radio intelligence
and the above survey of the situation.

[ON
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Own Situation ;

0100 *ral Liaison Officer, Army Group A reported
that the acute threat to the supply route via
Rostov has to some extent been mitigated.

Adverse weather prevented operations of the 1st
E-3oat Flotilla planned as a result of the above

lie intercept reports.

The Kerch-Taman-Temriuk supply traffic had to
bo canceled today becaus<
ports of disembarkation.
bo canceled today because of a bottleneck at the

Difficulties caused by ice have greatly increased,
particularly on the rivers of the west coast.
Shipping to Nikolalev had to be stopped, ilatz
and Braila are blocked by ice.

For the routine chock-sweep of tho supply routes
Kerch-Tcmriuk, Genichesk- ' riuk f

Berdyansk-
Akhtari, Mariupol-Yeisk and Taganrog -Azov, which
will take place after the difficulties caused by
ice in the Sea of Asov have boon overcome, I
request the allocation of 2 minesweeper flotillas
of large Baltic fishing vessels, since more
minelaying operations will be necessary and the
available mine sweeping vessels arc quite
inadequate for any regular chock-sweep of the
routes •

IAL -24-
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15 January, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

0755 Ghelenjik harbor: 4 coastal vessels totaling
1,200 tons, 4 motor minesweepers, 6 M.T.B.s and
40 other boats were identified by Air Force
Staff, Crimea.

0740 According to radio intercept reports, 1 of the
destroyers reported off the central east coast
yesterday was still at sea.

0830 Two of the torpedoboats reported yesterday off
the central east coast presumably proceeding to
t he s ou th •

0845 Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following
reports

:

Tuapse harbor: 1 freighter of 6,000 tons,
1 freighter of 1,500 tons, presumably 1 mine-
layer and 5 coastal vessels totaling 1,500 tons,

0850 One tanker of 6,000 tons, 1 minelayer and 3
patrol vessels, course 120°.

1310 Batum harbor: 1 heavy cruiser with steam up,
1 light cruiser, 3 tankers of 2,000 tons on the
roads

•

1323 Poti harbor: 1 battleship, 1 freighter of 800
tons, 1 torpedoboat.

1550 According to a radio intercept report, 2 of the
destroyers reported at 1230 yesterday belonging
to the formation wore still Identified at sea;
position unknown, only picked up while receiving
radio messages.

1410 Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following
reports :

Grid square 0457 (30 miles west of Gagri)
1 tanker of 2,000 tons, 2 M.T.B.s, course 310°.

1417 Grid square 9461 (15 miles west of Adlcr)
1 destroyer, course 310°.

1430 Grid square 9417 (20 miles south of Tuapse)
1 tanker of 4,000 tons, 3 patrol vessels, course
southeast

.

1435 Grid square 0477 (30 miles west of Sukhum)
1 tanker of 800 tons, course northwest.

1442 Grid square 85.58 (20 miles south of Ghelenjik)
3 M.T.B.s, course southeast.

:uiilTY INF 'ION
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1452 Crhelenjik harbor: 3 tankers, 4 freighters,
coastal vessels and boats.

00 One of the destroyers reported by radio intercept
at 1250 according to radio traffic off Tuaose
at 1445.

Comments :

Visual reconnaissance of the Russian bases only
identified the battleship, 1 heavy cruiser and
1 light cruiser in harbor. iccordingly the

in body of the Russian Fleet, with 2 heavy
cruisers and 1 light cruiser belonging to it,
is at sea. Of the larger warships air
reconnaissance sighted only 1 destroyer in grid
square 9451, course 310°. .dio intelligence
had intercepted part of formation on
12 January. Thus enemy z have alrea."
been more than 24 hours at sea so that a fairly
large-scale or i ic against the Crimea or the
Anapa coast or a sortie into the western Blaci:
Sea must be expected.

Naval Commanders and Commander, Convoys and
Escorts, Black Sea have been advised accordingly.

Own Situatio n:

Naval Liaison Officer, A Troup A informed us
that it has b jon planned to occupy a bridgehead
osition centering on the Taman Peninsula, I

conclude therefore that the Army intends to
evacuate Novorossisk and the coast as far as
Anapa. Since Novorossisk is a keypoint if the

nan Peninsula is to be held, and since Kerch
Strait cannot be controlled without possession
of the Taman Peninsula. I thought it necessary
to send the following radiogram to Naval Liaison
Offie:: , Army Jroup A ,nd Naval Liaison Officer,
Group We bzel

:

'': ival Liaison Officer, Army Group A 85/43
os. Chefs, dated 13 January para. 5, I wish
indicate the decisive significance of the

Taman Peninsula, essossion of which alone
uarantees control of Kerch Strait and
conseqr - safeguards naval communication
with k Sea of Azov, In this connection the

of -. :d Novorossisk becomes of
roat . ficancc from the naval point of

vi '.. persistent destruction of
harb^ f cctivc for a limited time.

Admiral, 2lack Sea Gkdos . Chefs. 35/45 A I."

0C 30th U-Boat Flotilla reported that U 24 would
not be ready to put out until 16 January owing
to a defective periscope,

-26-
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Persistent bad weather prevented operations of
1st E-Boat Flotilla and caused minesweoping of
Kerch Strait to stop.

Group South has approved the immediate transfer
of the Italian Assault Boat Flotilla back to
Italy*

On 11 January Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus
submitted a situation report proposing that all
units of the Naval Shore Commander, except Port
Commanders, Anapa and Novorossisk and a small
commanding staff in Tenriuk, should be
transferred to the Crimea.

I asked Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A for
his attitude to this. Ho advocated the
immediate transfer of all sections of Naval Shore
Commander, Caucasus not required by the Array back
to the Crimea. It is further proposed to bring
back all units of Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes
to Mariupol-Berdyansk as soon as they aro
reloasod by the Army.

I have submitted the following survey of this
situation to Group South, at the same time
informing them of the conclusions drawn:

1. Naval Liaison Officer's survey of the
situation dated 15 January leads to the
conclusion that the Crimean harbors have
gained In importance as a result of the Army's
measures in the Caucasus.

2. Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes was today
released by the Panzer Army. He is therofore
available again for naval tasks.

3. The Army is shortly expected to release 3
Port Commanders of Naval Shore Commander,
Caucasus

•

4. The west coast of the Crimea is at present so
weakly occupied that a reinforcement of
defense measures is a priority there. The
following measures have thcrcforo been
adopted:

a. Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes;

1. Port Commander 26 v/ill remain in
.'iupol to safeguard Naval Shore
Mnandor's supply depot thorc.

2. Ono Port Commander will reinforce the
harbor defense.; in Sevastopol,
Eupatoria, Ak Mechct and Skadovsk. In
addition four 15.2 cm. guns (formerly
at Berdyansk Wost) will be transferred

TT AI -27-
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to Eupatoria and three 15,2 era. guns to
Ak Mechet (formerly Mariupol-Port).

3. The rest of Naval Shore Command, Xerxes
v/ill be stationed at Eupatoria as an
emergency unit*

D • Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus :

i. One Port Commander will reinforce the
harbor defenses at Kerch.

2. Two other Fort Commanders will be
transferred to the Crimea. Local
headquarters will be decided in agree-
ment with Commanding Admiral, Crimea.

c • Defense of Kerch Strait :

The five 10.5 semi-automatic guns so far
intended for the defense of Anapa and still
stored in Kerch, will no longer go to Anapa
but will, instead, be erected near Cape
Takil to provide gun defense for Kerch
Strait.

d# Hoinforccd Fron tier Control Service
(Coastal) :

The two commissariats with Naval Shore
Commander, Xerxes will be used to reinforce
coastal control off the western Crimean
coast and the coast to the northwest of
the Crimea.

Orders will be issued accordingly to Naval Shore
Commanders, Caucasus, Xerxes and Crimea/Ukraine.

1900 Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes reported that, in
accordance with orders from Army K.Q. 3 (Panzer),
on the morning of 13 January he transferred the
entire command to Sovtskaya, 20 miles south of
Armavir.

Not all the columns have arrived yet because of
bad state of the roads. He requested

further orders.

Ho was directed to march his units, as they were
leased, bowards Mariupol,

Futur il headquarters were allocatud
as follows:
Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes and

Port Commanders 23 and 25 - Eupatoria
Port Commander 17 - Sevastopol
Port Commander 22 - Ak Mechet
Port Commander 24 - Skadovsk
Port Commander 26 - Mariupol*

\L -28-
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14 January, 1945

S imferopol

Enemy Situation :

0720 Air Force Staff, Crimea identified a destroyer
in grid square 0542 (50 miles west of Ochemchiri

)

on a southeasterly course at high speed,

0900 Sochi harbor: 2 coastal vessels of 1,100 tons
and presumably 5 motor minesweepers.

0925 Gholenjik harbor: 2 transports of 800 tons each,
5 coastal vessels of 1,500 tons each, 2 motor
minesweepers and 4 M.T.B.s.

Operations in the southeastern Black Sea soon had
to be broken off because of ice. Caucasus coast
and harbors partially examined. No sighting
reports

.

One reconnaissance made of central Black Sea.
One piano between 31° 30' E, 35° 50 » E and
42° 50' N, 44° 50' N. No sighting reports.

2005 According to radio intercept reports, at 1830
1 torpedoboat and 2 submarines were off the
central cast coast.

Comments

:

Air reconnaissance and radio intelligence give no
clues to actual enemy plans. The only moderately
large vessel (a destroyer) sighted by the Air
Force 50 miles west of Ochemchiri was steering a
southeasterly course, i.e. course Poti-Batum.

Own Situation

:

The persistent gale, NE winds, force 6-8, today
again prevented the FZ-group from preparing for
minolaying operations in the southern approach to
Kerch Strait.

LverSc weather continued to hold up convoy
traffic.

Ice began to form in Kerch and Taman harbors, for
the first time hindering supply traffic.

1632 Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported that,
despite his protests, the cast mole and tho
U-boat berth at Novorocsisk were blown un by
tho Army.

CONFIDENTIAL -29-
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2105 Two Russian bombers raided Ivan Baba«
Defensive gunfire from the anti-aircraft
batteries repulsed then.

3 northern approach to Sevastopol as far as
Cape Luhul was swept for noored mines. Two
drifting Russian nines were shot up.

Port Commander, Rostov stated that there was
nothing bo report on the situation near
Rostov.
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15 January, 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

1010 Air Force Staff, Crimea identified 1 freighter
of 1,500 tons, 1 patrol vessel on a southerly
course at medium speed in grid Square 1335
(12 miles south of Ochemchiri).

1047 Two freighters, 2 coastal vessels identified in
grid square 1311 (Sukhum roads )

.

1100 One freighter of 1,000 tons, 2 patrol vessels on
a southeasterly course, medium speed, identified
in grid square 0457 (15 miles west of Gagri).

1220 Batum: 3 tankers of 4,000 tons oach in the
roads, 1 destroyer putting in.

1310 Air Force Stiff, Crimea identified 1 tanker of
approximately 1,000 G.R.T., 1 coastal vessel,
1 patrol vonsel on a southeasterly course, in
grid square 0479 (22 miles west of Sukhum).

1330 Sochi harbor: 1 freighter of 1,000 tons.

134:':3 One tanker of 1,000 G.R.T., 1 tug, course 310°,
identified in grid square 945G (8 miles west of
Sochi )

.

Ghelenjik harbor: 1 freighter of 1,000 tons,
3 coastal vessels of 500 tons each, 4 motor
minesweepers, 7 M.T.B.s and 55 other boats.

Tuapse harbor: 1 freighter of 6,000 tons,
3 freighters oach of 1,500 tons, 2 freighters
each of 1,000 tons, 9 coastal vessels of 3,500
tons, 1 floating crane, 4 motor minesweepers and
11 M.T.B.s.

2155 Three torpedoboats, 10 minelayers, 1 M.T.B.,
1 patrol vessel. The formation had been
previously intercepted from radio traffic in
the southeastern Black Sea at 2030.

Comments

:

dther the Air Force nor radio intercept
r'vico intercepted the forces of the Russian

Fleet. iiinemy supply traffic off the Caucasus
coast did not exceed the normal. From the
quantity of shipping in the harbors of Tuapse
and Ghelenjik, one must conclude that shipments
for the Russian Caucasus front are heavy.
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Own Situation : l

Again today the persistent NE - E winds, force
7-8, prevented the resumption of convoy traffic
and minesweeping, also operations of 1st E-Boat
Flotilla,

The sudden heavy drop in the temperature and the
previous drop in the temperature of the water
have caused a layer of fast ice to form within
2 days in the harbors of Kerch, Taman and
Temriuk which cannot be kept open with the
resources available. During the past few days
the weather has been holding up the proposed
transfer of the icebreaker "Solombala" and of
the .tug "Kiel", suitable for icebreaking, from
Sevastopol and Theodosia to Kerch, Should the
weather improve the tugs have orders to transfer
rapidly to Kerch. Owing to their deep draught
("Solombala" 5 motors, "Kiel" 3,5 meters) they
cannot be used in the approach and harbor of
Taman. The entire supply traffic in Kerch is

tied down. Those naval ferry barges fit for
operations have been placed in clear water off
Kerch and ordered temporarily to transfer to
Theodosia on 16 January in ordor to avoid being
frozen in at Kerch and exposed to air attack,
a particular menace there. All commands
concerned with Army supplies will be informed
of the new situation.

1st E-Boat Flotilla reported that the 2 reserve
boats, S 40 and S 52, proceeding down the Danube
to Sulina, have stuck in the ice 5 kilometers
above Braila. Sea Transportation Section,
Braila ha.s been ordered to make every effort to
tow the boats, which are sensitive to ice, to

. Braila.

Commander, 30th U-3oat Flotilla received the
following directive regarding U 24 which,
according to the latest reports, was to be
provisionally ready for operations on 16 January

r

"Further to conference with the Flotilla
Commander:

1. Opera:;?;, nil area of U 24 will be between
Adler ana Shache (Golovinski) to within 40
miles oi the coast. Beware of deep water
and enemy mines.

2, Proceed from Constantza directly to the
operational area,

5. Refuel at Theodosia on the return passage,

C0NF7 \L -32-
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4. Task: Attack supply traffic and enemy forces
from torpedoboats upwards. Observe and, if
necessary, report enemy activity with
particular reference to plans for landing in
accordance with the Flotilla Commander^
verbal instructions and directive.

5. If plans for a landing are discovered U 24
will occupy a reconnaissance line in 44° 40' N
between 37° 0' and 37° 20' E. Orders for
this will be issued by Admiral, Black Sea via
30th U-Boat Flotilla, cover name "Panther-
sprung".

6. Task in the reconnaissance line to damage the
enemy landing fleet. Therefore, above all,
attack the transports and then the escorts.

7. Details to be discussed with the Flotilla
Commander.

Admiral, Black Sea Ckdos . Chefs. 37 A I."

30th U-3oat Flotilla to report U 19 provisionally
read7/- for operations on 21 January.

According to Intelligence Center, Rumania and Air
Force Staff, Crimea, 'the Soviet will launch the
major attack on Kdvorocsisk during the next few
days. Simultaneously there will be a large-
scalci landing operation in the Anapa area.

(Signed) Witthoeft-Emden.
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CONFIDENTIAL

16 January, 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

1130 Two torpedoboats and 1 patrol vessel of the
formation reported yesterday by radio intercept
service were still identified at sea. According
to radio traffic presumably central to southern
east coast.

1750 1740 1 destroyer In the Tuapse area.

Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following report
for the day. Adverse weather prevented morning
operations. Reconnaissance was made of the
eastern Black Sea and the coast. Wo reports of
the enemy. Slight activity off the east coast.

Comments :

Apparently the enemy fleet was not at sea.
Weather conditions unfavorable for landings or
longer operations, hence the present slight
acitivity.

Own Situation :

Ice in Kerch Strait increased again during the
past night. The naval ferry barges which had
boon moved into ice-free waters arc frozen in*
A continuous layer of fast ice has formed from
Kerch to Pavlovskiy The plan to transfer the
naval ferry barges is therefore out of the
question at present.

IT 24 will be ready for operations by 17 January
except for the now sounding set whoso wiring
diagram has not arrived in time because snow-
drifts have brought the railways to a standstill.
In view of the urgency of operations, 30th
U-Boat Flotilla has boon ordered to send out
U 24 without the sounding sot on the night of
18 January in accordance with the directive
Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos . Chef 3 . 37 A I dated
15 January (see War Diary, 15 January). . No
improvement in the weather so that convoys and
1st E-Boat Flotilla were still unable to operate

The activity of the Russian Air Force becamo
lively. .ids were primarily directed against
the harbors of Kerch and Taman whoso importance
for Gorman supplies to the Caucasus front was
rightly recognized by the enemy. There were
5 raids on Taman (0315, 0840, 1030, 1115, 1145,
1152) and a total of 19 bombs was dropped but

AI ..35.,
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no damage of military importance • At 0317 and
1030 7 bombs were dropped on Kerch. The water
works sustained a direct hit, splinter damage
to several naval ferry barpjes and other vessels,
including naval ferry barge No. 532 which had
two casualties, one killed and one seriously
wounded, but the boat was ready for operations.
Naval ferry barge No. 469 was also hit, three
men slightly wounded.

Two raids on Ivan Baba (2055 and 2156). Enemy
planes were driven off by anti-aircraft fire
and prevented from dropping their bombs.

2350 Twenty-four bombs dropped oh Rostov. No naval
damage

•

Naval Staff, Operations Division reported that
the Italian Admiralty approved the suggestion
that the Italian crews of Italian E-boats ready
for operations should remain until they could
be relieved by German crews* The decision
whether to recall the crews now in Italy of the
Italian E-boats under repair is still pending.
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17 January, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy S i tua t

i

on

:

1016 In grid square 0325 Air Force Staff, Crimea
reported (12 miles southwest of Sukhum)
1 freighter, 1 destroyer, 1 minesweeper, 1 motor
minesweeper, course northwest, moderate 3peed.

1035 Sukhum harbor: 2 freighters.

1110 Ghelenjik harbor: 3 coastal vessels and 25
boats

•

Poti harbor; 3 escort vessels, 2 torpcdoboats,
2 minesweepers, 4 motor minesweepers, 12 M.T.B.s,
11 submarines, 1 tanker, 4 freighters of 4,000
to.ns each, 1 freighter of 2,500 tons, 5 freighters
of 1,500 tons each, 10 coastal vessels totaling
4,000 tons .

Sochi harbor

:

tons, 5 motor
Tuapse harbor
1 freighter o

4 coastal vessels totaling 2,000
nine sweepers.

1 freighter of 1,000 tons,
800 tons, 1 floating crane,

5 coastal vessels totaling 2,500 tons, 3 mine-
layers, 9 motor mine sweepers, 10 E-boats and
1 landing craft.

1120 Radio intercept service obtained a bearing on a
submarine at 1107 along the line Mamaia-Zonguldak,
and on a submarine in grid square 0229 (45 miles
.northwest of Zonguldak). Up to 1120 a submarine
was located about 45 miles westnorthwest of
Zonguldak.

1140 A submarine in grid square 9486-24 E (85 miles
cast of Varna)

.

2400 The submarine intercepted at 1107 along the line
Mamaia-Zonguldak was located at' 1140 about 85
miles cast of Varna.

Comments :

Radio intercept reports and air reconnaissance
givo little indication of enemy plans, Furthor-
Dre, weather conditions do not at all favor

landing operations.-

Own Situation :

Again today persistent HE winds, force 6-8, have
prevented bhe resumption of convoy traffic or
the occupation of a reconnaissance line by 1st
E-Boat Flotilla.

:;tial -37-
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Ice conditions in Kerch strait were unchanged.
Experience has shown that the ice will car.
difficulties until mid-Pebruar . A way of
transporting the most important supplies will
have to be found, I therefore invited
Commander, .. >ply Section 587 and
Command: ral, Crimea's technical experts
to confer with me on this proble . I reported
the result in the following teletype to C-roup
South:

" -'.e your Op, Ghdos. Chefs, 81/43:

Ro para, 1.

:

a. In consultation with the relevant Ar.

Offices, transportation of supplies from
Theodosia to the southwest corner of the
Tainan Peninsula has been settled,

b. Our proposal for the creation of a jumping-
off point of Theodosia near Cap:
Aul was rejected by the Army because of bad
road conditions,

c. The Arr.~ Llj if possible, build a landing
stage at a suitable point between Cape
Papa- Jniy Re .

d. a has joct as a port of discharge
since the bridges a royed, the route
-stes too much time and strong enemy

ccuntormcasuros are to be expected,

, Admiral, Black Sea will employ all naval
ferry barges ready for c. ions not frozen
in at Kerch,. Purther: : . , with the help of
icebreakers, he will pt to transfer

rch nav^l ferry barg-s oo Theodosia, Ice-
breakers :rrod to Theodosia;
their transfer to Kerch is impossible due to
the persistent northeasterly gales during the
past cays, " 3 rlcr.bala" is at present at
Balaklava and !,

::i 1" at Theodosia.

f. The possibilit :_.. the naval ferry
barg i fast ice will be investigated as
soon as it is strong enough. .ore seems
littl of this, however, since an

~ of mud and drift ice li
in front of the fast. ice.

. 2 .

:

The Amy will lay the ice ro-.d between Yrnikalc
and Kossa Chuchka. The necessary manpower is
available. : .ock-swoep of the ice road for
non-contact mines by a mineswecping Ju should
bo made.

AL -38-
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Re para. 3.:

For transportation of supplies from Theodosia in
accordance with para. 1 all naval ferry barges
ready for operations will be used. Orders for
their transfer to Theodosia have been issued.
They arc twelve in number plus the Kerch naval
ferry barges which it will probably be impossable
to free from the ice. For the present the Army
is expecting ten naval ferry barges. Other
craft unsuitable. The preparation of shipments
to Theodosia will take the Army about a week.

Further Information :

Array Commands are advised that the dispatch of
supplies from Theodosia as proposed

a. greatly depends on the weather,

b. is severely exposed to enemy count ermeasures,

c, can only be performed by making full use of
vessels and shipping,

d, is very limited in capacity and can therefore
only be regarded as a partial substitute for
the Korch-Taman traffic now at a standstill.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos . Chef s . 41 A I. "

In order to fulfill those new tasks I have made
the following arrangements and issued orders as
follows

:

"I.

Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea.
Commander, Crimea, Caucasus.
Commander, 1st Landing Craft Flotilla.
Commander, 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla.

1. Now that tho Kerch-Taman supply traffic has
been suspended it is proposed to organize
traffic from Theodosia to the south coast of
the Taman Peninsula,

2. For this purpose all naval ferry barges of the
1st and 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla ready for
action should be transferred to Theodosia as
quickly as possible. Discharge all material
on board at once unless it is destined for
Thcodor-ia or intermediate ports. Take on no
fresh cargo. Study the weather forocasts very
thoroughly.

3. Commander, Convoys and Escorts and Commander,
Crimea/Caucasus must report naval ferry bargo
numbers by return and the provisional date of
their arrival in Theodosia,

-JETJTT AL -39-
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4. All measures mist ;»e dealt with as quickly
as possible.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos . 507 A I."

"II.

Sea Transportation Section, Taman.

1. Once traffic between Kerch and Taman has been
suspended, supply traffic from Theodosia to
the southwest corner of the Taman Peninsula
by naval ferry barge must be organized.

o Sea Transportation Section, Taman, together
with the Staff of General Reinhardt, will
immediately examine the coast between Cape
Panagiya and Shelyesniy ^.og to discover a
suitable landing plaoe where a landing stage
could be constructed. Look out for shoals
or rocks off the coast. Immediately
establish corimunication with the Staff of
General Reinhardt who has already received
the ncccscai'y instructions from Commanding
Admiral, Crimea.

3, Request report as soon as possible.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 306 A I."

The Army intends to lay an ice road from
Ycnikale to Kossa Chuchka as soon as the
covering of fast ice is strong enough. Since
the route is mainly over shallow water and
since there are quite large quantities of iron
to be transported, transports might be exposed
to the danger of magnetic moored mines.

Therefore request Air Force Staff, Crimea to
sweep the sea area selected as an ice road for
possible non-contact mines.

The proposed new supply route Thoodosia-Taman
Peninsula leads between Capo Takil and Shelyesniy
Rog directly north of the Russian declared areas.
It is therefore imperative that the route should
be swept before opening it to traffic.

The 3rd Mq tor Minesweeper Flotilla has been
ordorod bransfcr 2 boats for this task to
Thcodoe;.: s .quickly as possible.

2031 Naval Shore Co] ler, Xerxes made the
following situation report:

"1. Two columns under the command of Lt. Cdrs.
Stiego and- Quedenfeld are proceeding from
Krapotkin to Tichorozk.

AL -40-
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2. The remainder of the Motor Transport Battalion
and Naval Communications Company 104 are at
Krapotkin. Further progress impeded by snow
drifts and 17° of frost.

3. Parts of the train loaded with goods at
Mineralny Vody were burned out as a result of
an air attack. Extent of damage yet to be
assessed. Ostonsibly no personnel lost.

4. 'Loading of goods at Voroshilovsk approved for
18 January, but still very doubtful whether
the necessary trucks will bo thei'e,

5. Naval Shore Commander arrived at Krapotkin on
16 January, On 17 January it was planned to
make for Slavanskaya since the Army produced
the necessary fuel."
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18 January, IS 43

Simferopol

Enemy Situat ion.

•

0736 Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following
reports

:

Ghelcnjik harbor: 1 freighter of 300 tons,
4 coastal vessels, several boats.

0741- A reconnaissance plane south of Ghelenjik
0755 sighted several small freighters and- coastal

vessels, mainly on a southeasterly course.

0757

0845

0855

Tuapse harbor: 1 destroyer of new construction,
1 freighter of 5-4,000 tons of new construction,
1 merchant ship of 4,000 tons, 1 merchant ship
of 3,000 tons, 8 merchant ships each of 1,500
tons, 2 merchant 'ships each of 1,000 tons,
1 destroyer and 19 motor .Minesweepers and
M.T.B.s. Off the harbor installations
1 freighter of 2,500 tons and 1 freighter of
1,000 tons entering harbor.

-ox

Poti harbor: 1 battleship, 1 heavy cruiser,
1 floating dock with a heavy cruiser, 1 cruiser
hull, 2 freighters of 4,000 tons. In the
southern part apparently 4 ships with steam up.

Ochemchiri harbor
each.

2 freighters of 1,000 tons

0900 Sukhum harbor: 1 freighter of 1,000 tons with
steam up, 1 freighter of 800 tons, 4 coastal
vessels totaling 1,600 tons and 20 boats,
1 tanker of 5,000 tons, 1 floating dock. In
grid square 03231, 5 miles west of Sukhum,
1 coastal vessel of 400
slow speed.

tons, course southeast,

0914 Sochi harbor: 7 motor minesweepers and M.T.B.s,
1 freighter of 800 tons.
Grid square 94441, 4 miles west of Sochi,
1 motor minesweeper, course southeast, medium
speed.
Grid square 94552, 10 .niles northwest of Sochi,
1 M.T.B., course northwest, medium speed,

0940 Grid square 85861, 5 miles west of Tuapse,
1 freighter of 8 00 tons, 5 motor minesweepers,
course southeast, lev; speed.

Air Ferce Staff reported the following sorties.
1 plane carried out reconnaissance over the
southeastern Black Sea: 41° 54' N, 43° 30' N,
37° 00' E, 34° 00 » E. Visibility greatly

riAL
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hampered by the weather. No sighting reports.
1 plane carried out reconnaissance over the
central Black Sea betwoen 42° 30 » N, 44° 45' N,
31° 30' E, 33° 30' E. Poor visibility. No
sighting reports.

Radio intercept service reported 5
central to western Black Sea* No
activity detected.

submarines
surface force

Comments

:

The exceed!
Tuapse harb
in addition
20,000 G.R.
Presumably
assembled a
operation,
a is sane e re

ngly large quantity of shipping in
or is most significant. At present,
to small craft, steamers of some

T. and 2 destroyers are anchored there.
the steamers in quostion have been
t Tuapse for the forthcoming landing

The radio intercept and rcconn-
porta throw no light on enemy plan3.

Own Situation:

0745

0900

Teletype received from Quartermaster General,
Army High Command

:

"The Fflhrcr has ordered goods and supplios to be
transferred from Kerch to Anapa for unloading.
The necessary measures will be taken immediately.
Out Station South reported measures under way.

Army Hi; h Command, Quartermaster General,
ffu ,

r
I . 1450/45 GkcTosT"

I presume that this order is only a general
directive for taking supplies to the south coast
of the Taman Peninsula as already agreed upon
between Admiral, Black Sea and the Army Commands
involved. Kerch cannot be considered as a
starting point for the new supply route on account
of the ice conditions prevailing there.

Port Commander, Kerch reported that ice
conditions in Kerch Strait had improved so that
there are hopes of freeing the naval ferry barges
which are frozen in. Ice reconnaissance by
Storch plane showed that the southern part of
Kerch Strait from Pavlovski as far as Cape Takil
was free of ice except for marginal ice which

3 juts out beyond the swept channel,
to the weather report of 1000 the wind

will /eer back again and the frost will increase.
There is no prospect that the improvement in the
ice situation will continue or that it will be
possible to resume tho traffic to Taman since a
fast layer of ice completely covers Taman Bay.
To avoid the naval ferry barges in Kerch from
being exposed to air attack, which the past day;;
have shown to bo a particular menace there, and

CONFIDENT] M -43-
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in order to have sufficient lable
in the event of an increase in su] traffic
to Anapa, I have ordered that every effort should
be made to transfer the -aval ferry I b fully

tor operations from Kerch to Theodosia,
ith the assistance of the icebreaker "Kiel",
lich left Theodosia fo: today, it should
possible to bring the naval ferry barges from

the harbor* and bay of Kerch into clear waters
19 January,

:e examination of the south coast of the Tainan
ninsula by t] :aff of ral Reinhardt has

s" chat there are no suitable landing places
bb proposed supply traffic from Theodosia

,

I have therefore decided to unload at Anapa with
dut cons id hen for the risks and die res
involved as reported in Admiral, Black Sea C-kdos.
aefs. 41 A I (see War Diary dated 17 January).

Naval Liaison Officer, :rour A was ordered,
in coop. .val Shore Go:. .r,
Caucasus and For: nndcr, Anapa, to construct
landing stac.es for the naval ferry barges in
Anapa Bay. For the time b ing a daily shipment
of 200 tons from Theodosia has been agreed on by
the Army Commands concerned. To this end the
necec ;es arc to be ready in
Theodosia for loading from 20 J co that
shipments may start as soon as the landing sta
arc rca~ .

Cons t lac ier.

13C D 24 put out for operations in acccrc-aiccc with
L| 3k Sea C-kdos. Chefs. 37 A I (see

[ 1 .rv, 15 January) •

U 19 will be y for opei :s on 21 January.
Commander, 50th U- c Flotilla has received tj

folic orders Ls boat:

"1. Or :- ..ill be between Sh a and
Tuapse tc Lies of the coast.

2. Rcfi outward and homeward passage
place at Theodosia.

. Toursc . stions be followed on puttie,
in tc from 44° 46' N, 55° 3o» Z 5

Par as point of intersect!
I , a via Brown 12 to

.

lot vessel may be ready to bri
U 19 in jia, : port estimated time
of arrival at Brown 1 .

5. On receipt of the cover name ''? .ther sprung",
3 11 quickly occupy a reconnaissance

line in :-4o 40< N from 36o 0' to -36° 30 » Z,

At -44-
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6. U 19 's tasks as ordered in Admiral, Black Sea
Gkdos. Choi's. 3V A I for U 24.

Admiral, .Black Sea Gkdos . Chefs. 48 -A I."

Air Force Staff, Crimea sanctioned my request for
the ice road across Kerch Strait to be checked by
a mine sweeping plane. (See War Diary,
17 January.) Enemy air force activity was today
confined to some reconnaissance flights,

A northeasterly wind, force 5-6, made it
impossible to resume convoy traffic and make
preparations for minelaying in the southern
Kerch Strait.

CONFIDENTIAL -45-
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1 "\r.v. I',-", 11-47

Simferopol

"^ Sj t uation:

(7745- ir Force Staff, Crimea made the following
0936 reports

:

Gri square 85575, 4 mil uth of Ghelenjik,
tensibly 1 . inesweeper, 1 freighter :7 1,100

tons, X co sel, course southeas .

Off - ojik: 1 coastal vessel, course
3c at, 1 c; sel, course northwest.

Id square £715, IS miles west of 7A r

1 freighter, 1 patrol vessel, course northwest,

C-rid square 0522, 1C iles west of Sukh 1 -.
,

1 freighter of 2,500 ;on3, course northwest.

square S469,
,

^rid 9453, Sochi,
1 coastal vessel, course orthwest.

_ harbor: - rs each of 1,500 tons,
2 frei _,000 tons, 7 coastal vessels
tc 1 4, 00C , son ~or mineswc a and

. . . and 25 other boats

.

0900 :.. rid : .
' --.

.

1 d .nt ship of 1,500 tons, 1 guard bc:
coursc north . lc reed.

0930 Ghelc I r: 1 merchant : Lj of 800
tons, -7 c: .

Southca d Black Sea: 1 plan ;d out one
re Lssance of the sea arc .-l 3 45 f H, 43°
15' I, 37° 00» E, 39° 00' I. -ting

a

.

ntral 1 _.: Soa : 1 -1 ^rried out one
reconn sea between 42° 50 » .,

45 « 1. 3 00' S, 53° 50' 77. .
- :

report a

.

7.: :

---.1
7. i Station,

C: . to radio intercept
sast, apart from move-

ments of patrol and escort vessels, nothing
identii . jntral tc sastern llil Sea
5 submarines, 2 c_ :n rei . East
coast 2 submarines intercepted.

•""" "
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Comments ;

Today's visual reconnaissance of Tuapse harbor
revealed less shipping in port than on the
previous day. The large assembly of shipping
was therefore not in readiness for a landing
operations but for the conveyance of supplies to

the front at Tuapse-Novorossisk.

Own Situation :

The transfer of 16 naval ferry barges from Kerch
to Theodosia took place today as a result of
improved ice conditions in Kerch Strait, On
20 January, accordingly, 20 ferry barges v/ill be
at Theodosia to take part in the supply traffic
to Anapa, I have instructed all stations
concerned.

The transfer of the naval ferry barges to
Theodosia means that this port will be very
heavily occupied. The boats cannot be separated
in order to lessen the danger of air attack
because of the lack of space. Daily enemy air
reconnaissance will certainly identify the
concentration of shipping in port and heavy raids
must be expected,

I have therefore requested Air Force Staff,
Crimea to reinforce the anti-aircraft defenses
and to be ready with the necessary fighter cover.

Improved weather enabled convoy traffic to resume
full activity, including 2 convoys of steamers
from Constantza to Sevastopol (totaling 15,000
G.R.T.).

The weather has been a great handicap to landing
operations. With improved weather conditions,
however, enemy operations must be expected to
increase. The latest prisoners* reports suggest
that the south coast of the Taman -Peninsula will
bo chosen for landings,

1st E-Boat Flotilla was ordered to dispose 2 boats
in a patrol line off the south coast of the Taman
Peninsula during the coming night. Since, at
present, the flotilla has only 4 boats ready for
operations, I am limiting myself to 2 boats so
that, while the good weather lasts, at loast 2
y/ill always be available for operations.

Orders :

"Situation: With improved weather enemy landings
arc again to be expected. According to the
latest information the south coast of the Taman
Peninsula would be particularly endangered.

FIDENTIAL -47-
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Order

:

1. Two boats of the 1st I>3oat Flotilla will put
out at 16 00 today from Ivan Baba to occupy a
reconnaissance line from 1900 in 45° 0' N
from 36° 50' to 37° 7* E.

2, Observe enemy mine situation off Anapa and
south of Kerch Strait.

5, If enemy encountered send "Most Immediate"
report.

4. Valuable targets may be torpedoed.

5. Leave the reconnaissance line at 0ZQ0 on
20 January, and put in to Ivan Baba.

G. Should weather force re-entry prematurely,
report by radiogram.

Admiral, Black .on Gkdos. o44 A I."

To protect the landing stage in Strelitskaya Bay
from enemy attempts, it is to bo rained from the
land by 4 separately detonated groups of mines
each consisting of 5 FMB mines.

The ant i-torpedo barrage at Ivan Baba was again
heavily damaged by heavy seas during the past
few days. The Hot Barrage Group, Black Sea was
ordered to relay the barrage, using German nets.

2152 A decision must be made as to whore the units of
Naval Shore Commanders, Xerxes and Caucasus,
returning from the Caucasus and released by the
Army, arc to be transf .rrL'od. Tho matter should
be considered in the light of the following
points

:

1. During the past months many Army units have
boon wlthdrawi from uht Crimea which has also
weakened the harbor defenses. Admiral, Black
Sea was therefore obliged to withdraw 150 men
from Naval Shore Commander, Ukraine in
Decc. end them as broops to Theodosia,
a vital point in any defense against Russian
landings

.

2. Recent developments in the Army situation in
tho Cauc L3US rave made it necessary to defend
the ortant Crimean ports more
heavj is of late boon possible. The
withdrawal of the units of the Naval Shore
Commanders until recently in the Caucasus, is
a good opportunity to do this. It is therc-
foro proposed to send one Port Commander as
additional emergency unit to Kerch and one
to Sevastopol.

XL -48-
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3. The Port C icier, formerly at Ale Mechet, was
withdrawn when the war in the Black Sea was
thought to bo nearly over, Nov/ the area is
again faced with dangers, Ak Mechet will have
to have a Port Command again. The same
applies to Skadovsk. This port must be
regarded as of particular value to the
Russian;.;, since the Perekop Isthmus might well
be scaled off from there.

4. Near Eupatoria, the danger of a Russian
landing, with the object of occupying
Simferopol, deserves specially careful
consideration iince there is a very good road
there. For this reason Admiral, Black Sea
has succeeded in obtaining accommodation in
Eupatoria from Commanding Admiral, Crimea so
that the remaining units of Naval Shore
Commander, Xerxes and the administrative units
of Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus may be
transferred there. Thus Naval Shore
Commander, Xerxes would, to some extent, be
able to maintain a centralized control over
his units and supervise their training during
the coming period,

5, Ono of Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes' principal
depots remains in Mariupol, It would there-
fore be indicated to reinforce Port Command,
Mariupol with a Port Command from Naval Shore
Commander, Xerxes, Another point in favor of
taking this action is that tho Army situation
might once again call for the reinforcement of
the north coast of the Sea of Azov, For this
reason it is also intended to re-station the
two 15.2 cm, batteries of Naval Shore
Commander, Xerxes on tho north coast of the
Sea of Azov, namely at Port Mariupol and at
Berdyansk where they were before,

6, An additional argument for tho above decisions
was that the Rostov-Melitopol area was very
largely claimed by the Army leaving very
little accommodation for the Navy. It was
intended to billet the 4th Naval Motor
Transport Battalion at Mariupol for tho repair
and refit of their vehicles. This foil
through, however, so that a request had to bo
submitted for the withdrawal of this battalion
to Germany* Only the 1st Naval Motor

-port Battalion which is undergoing a
ough overhaul in Melitopol will, until

further notice, remain in the area. This
battalion has also had billeting difficulties
because the buildings it prepared wore claimed
for hospital purposes. Thoy will have to be
content with rather inadequate accommodation
which will have to bo transformed into billots
again.
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7. Once the above measures have been carried out,
the defense of the harbors in the area of
Naval Shore Commander, Crimea/Ukraine should

. be adequately guarantee . The emergency
unlts formed by the Fort Commanders from the
formations returning from the Caucasus, v/ill
considerably reinforce our naval installations.

A similar report has been submitted to Croup
South v
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20 January, 1945

Simferopol

Bacny Situation :

0635 Air Force Staff, Crimea reported no enemy ships
in the Kcrch-Novorossisk area,

0640 Ghelenjik harbor: 4 motor minesweepers,
8 M.T.B.s, 4 coastal vessels, 1 vessel of

• 800 tons,

0800 No enemy ships in the Ochemchiri -Datum area,

0805 Ochemchiri harbor: 2 merchant ships of 1,000
tons, 2 motor minesweepers, 1 coastal vessel,

0810 The destroyer reported at 1815 EET on 19 January
by radio intercept service, was located at 0714
EET in the Tuapse area,

0812 Grid square 1517, 12 miles south of Sukhum, Air
Force Staff, Crimea detected 1 merchant ship of
800 tons, 1 tug, course 120°, medium speed,

0830 Grid square 0471, 5 miles west of Gagri,
1 merchant ship of 800 tons, 2 escort boats,
course 310°, medium speed.
Grid square 04710, 10 miles southwest of Gagri,
1 freighter of 800 tons, 3 escort boats, course
310°, low speed,

0835 Grid square 94620, south of Sochi, 1 coastal
vessel, 1 patrol vessel, course 310°, medium
speed,

0915 Grid square 0321, 20 miles west of Sukhum,
1 merchant ship of 1,500 tons, 1 motor mine-
sweeper, course 310°, low speed,

0935 Tuapso harbor: 2 merchant ships of 1,500 tons
each, 1 of them with steam up, 2 merchant ships
of 1,000 tons each, 1 merchant ship of 2,500-
3,000 tons, 7 coastal vessels, 2 minesweepers,
5' notor minesweepers, 6 M.T.B.s,

0957 Grid square 9462, 10 miles south of Sochi,
1 c .1 vessel, 1 guard boat, course 310°,
medium speed,

0940 Grid square 85590, 25 miles southeast of
Ghelenjik, 1 coastal vessel, 1 motor minesweeper
in 120°, medium speed,

0945 Ghelenjik harbor; '4 motor minesweepers.
8 M.T.B.s, 4 coastal vessels, 1 merchant ship of
800 tons, 3 landing craft.

C01 TIAL -51-
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1145 Grid square 1384, i.e. Poti harbor, 1 battle:
I heavy cruiser up.

10 1614 radio intercept service obtained a bearing
. destroyer along the line Theodosia-Tuapse.

1715 other destroyer In the Tuapse area, central
ist co" st 1 torpedoboat identified.

1845 1800 a destroyer was intercepted sending a
age iq the southeastern Black Sea, :>wing

sul Lne activity since the afternoon. Ten
sercepted so far, probably 5 off

the oast coast and 5 in the central to western
.ck Sea.

1915 According to radio traffic crujser "A' 1 is
probably at sea, presuira central to southern
east coast,

. -ments ;

Supply traffic cone 3 to be lively off the
Caucasus coast. Id. on by air
reconnaissance of Jtleship and a heav
cruiser v:. fc at 1145 in Poti harbor

,

did not - c „' 1 measures being
ordered for the eomin 3d 3e, even should
the ships be I li^ed to their speed to as
much as 1 Is, they could not reach the Taman
or Crimean coast before daybreak.
cruiser "A 11

, identified by radio intelligence in
the central to southeri lack Sea, would have

• been too far away r :ut a landing
tion during the night.

Can Situation :

aovoross:

0200 Sevc .T.B.s attacked Novorossisk harbor;
ptlve fire sot 1 boa light. He report

ived of German losses or of b extent of
the damage sustained,

Iv: i _ l_a

0901 E-boats md S 102 put in from the patrol
lino south of the Tainan I 3 .. oats
were . from 1900 to 0500, moon-
II t )ry good visibility revealed
no or Is ,

1015 An enemy lane :ttacked the wreck of a
sian minelayer beached on fc] .ores of

Eupatoria 3a . 3do succeeded in hitting
the wreck.

IAL -52-
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1114 In answer to my request (see War Diary
19 January) Air Force Staff, Crimea replied that
a heavy anti-aircraft battery was today
transferred to Theodosia to reinforce the anti-
aircraft defenses, but additional fighters cannot
at present bo spared. The 43rd Rumanian Fighter
Staffol with 14 planes, is responsible for the
defense of the whole area,

1200 Two boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla were ordered
once again to occupy a patrol lino off the south
coast of the Taman Peninsula on the night of
21 January,

. Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A reported that,
in view of the particular danger to which naval
ferry barges were exposed, the Army Group would
only make use of the Theodosia -Anapa supply route
in emergencies. Less ferry barges will there-
fore now be needed at Theodosia, To prevent the
port from being overcrowded which brings the
danger of air attack, I have ordered 4 barges to
be transferred to" Yalta and 4 to Sevastopol from
where thoy can be very quickly withdrawn if
needed,

1315 Near Green 26, some 10 miles northeast of Bugaz,
the Russian torpedo plane unsuccessfully attacked
the steamer uArcadia" proceeding from Odessa to
Constantza escorted by 2 Rumanian gunboats and
5 naval ferr/ barges

•

Kerch-Taman

In addition to normal reconnaissance activity
which caused repeated alarms in the Crimean ports,
tho enemy attacked the supply ports of Kerch
Strait at various times today. Between 0650 and
1300 Taman was raided 3 times and 12 bombs were
dropped without causing any damage, Kerch was
raided twice and 38 bombs dropped, several houses
destroyed and civilians killed; 1 Siebel ferry
was damaged, otherwise no naval damage,

2000 1st E-Boat Flotilla reported that it had so far
been impossible to tow in E-boats S 40 and S 52,
held fast in the ice near Braila (see War Diary
15 January), An attempt will be made to cut a
channel in one of tho side arms of tho Danube

tore tho boats will bo protecbed against drift
lC\;.

Before.; supply traffic starts between Thoodosia
and Anapa, bhc route from Cape Takil eastward
musfbe checked for moored mines. For this task
I have ordered motor minesweepers R 165, R 164
and R 30 to go to. Thoodosia where they should
arrive in tho coming night and reccivo my
operational orders which arc not only to swoop

CONFIDENTIAL -53-
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the route but also to c 3 sea area
intended ae a ninefi southe:
Ker rait:

"!• Motor mir. : 165, R 164 and R 30,
under the co-jiiand of Lieutenant (s.g.)
G-lascr, will perform following task on

-inuar

a. 0700 they will leave Ivan Baba and proceed
_a route Br : own IE .

b. 11 then sweep the 1 fee from

La

he route by a central line of
:, with meter pendant*

found send "Most Ln ort and
y to c; --; 3S 1. ..field.

c. Saving c~ line-
sweepers will r near . ipe Takil.

d. On 22 1 '
- minesweepers will

chock t llowing course from 45° 5 f N,

.
' _ ._ ,7« N, 36° 28.5' E

via 45c S.o» 1, 36° 35. 6» E to 45° 7» 1,
36 56. {

'

1 . They will use 5 meter
:. If minea . .countered send "Host

Immc: I 1 repor . Identify position and
::::.:t of field. On completion

put in to Ivan 3aba.

2, 1 - situati n; Attacks by Russia:; .lar.es
to be anticipated on light forces.

•3. So ..-orman naval forces of Cape Takil.
Ge: >o be expected on route
I:

4. Naval S3 Commander, Caucasus and Fort
Gc ler, Anapa will ensure that t 30 -stal
defenses on the south coast of the Taman

1 of the resenc
mote 2rs cr. 21 a u y.

"
. /

' ill report i Qder,
Crimea of return fi . Cape Takil to
Iv . on 2' ry,

___^_l.
i 1 1: Set ::dos. 3"7 A I.' 1

Today*£ > r ice condi -

realed that the ice in Taman Bay and in
Kroni- : area is still fast and

unbroken. Th le by the tug !,?Iicl"
to cut a : 1 to Led*

-i- --
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CONFIDENTIAL

21 January, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy 3 i tua t 1 o

r

.

;

Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following
reports

:

0730 Ghelenjik harbor: 5 motor minesweepers,
11 M.T.B.s, 7 coastal vessels totaling 2,200
tons, 20 boats.

0515 Sochi harbor: 2 coastal vessels,

0C25 Grid square 94350, 15 miles northwest of Sochi,
1 merchant ship of 2,000 tons, 2 guard boats,
course southeast, medium speed,

0902 Tuapse harbor: 5 minesweepers, 4 motor mine-
sweepers, 12 M»T,B,s, 1 merchant ship of 5,000
tons, 1 merchant shir) of 4,000 tons, 2 merchant
ships of 1,500 tons oach, 1 floating craae,
4 coastal vessels totaling 1,500 tons, several
boat'>, off the harbor 1 merchant ship of 1,500
tons

,

0915 rid square 05540, 10 miles soutn of Ghelenjik,
1 merchant shin of 800 tons, course northwest,
low speed.
Along the coast: 5 coastal vessels, course
northwest, 5 coastal vessels, course southeast.
Otherwise, up to a distance of 30 kilometers out
bo sea, no other shipping detected,

1103 Grid square 8 559, 25 miles southeast of
Ghelenjik, 1 destroyer, 1 patrol vessel, course
north.

1230-
15 00

1525

1520

1535

1405

Foti harbor: seen through gaps in the clouds,
I battleship, 1 heavy cruiser hull, 2 destroyers,
1 floating dock, 1 heavy cruiser not clearly
visible.

Grid square 0321, 18 miles west of Sukhum,
1 tanker of 600 tons, course 150°,

Grid square 0479, 25 miles westnorthwost of
, 3 merchant ships of 800 to 1,500 tons,

2 patrol vessels, course 150°.

Grid square >9, 12 miles west of Gagri,
1 tanker of 2,000 tons, 2 minesweepers, course
norths . st.

Grid square 850.1, 20 miles northwest of Tuapse,
1 small tanker, several coastal vessels, course
northwest.

!NT1 AI
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wording to radio t reports 1 er
central east coast, fc from 2 minelayers

d small vessels in the coastal are
identified* Central to westei .ack Sea and
cast coasts, marines in each area and
1 further submarine intercepted, poaiti
uhk

omments ;

Air reconnaissance and radio intelligence reports
..ere without special significanc . Su
traffic identified did not exceed normal.

ing in I\i: i still remarkably heav; .

Cr:::i Siti :n

:

Ivan Baca

074C E-boata 3 51 and S 102 put in from the patrol
line assigned to th m. ather v/as favorable,
visibility moderate »ad the boats were south of
the Taman Peninsula from 1900 to 0400, No
traffic v;as obsoif .

1000 Commandir] iral, Crimea reported that
accord:/ roi i, preparations and
loading operat -ved at Tuaps

.ing in
, aeart

In view of the abnormal amount of
port the observation is credible.
from the fact that there is a full r;oo~, the
weather favors Ian i [ s, I have decided

the comin be upy a patrol lino off
the south coast of the Crimea between Theodosia
and Cape Takil in ion tc the line previously
occupied off the south coast of th: Pa an
Peninsula*

Orders to 1st E- lotilla:

"Situation: 5hi] in Puapse harbor haa been
unusuall; . Moreover,
pr tions and loading operations have bee .

observed and liver activity _ :cted
Poti and L. quite son : .

nee, enemy landii ns arc be
expect ., rticul irly since, apart from the

;he _ j weather is at -ere sent

Orders

:

1« On the night January 2 boats of the
1st E-] _ .till ccupy a recor :ce
line off the sou fc of the Taman Peninsula,
as ordered i ir .1, Black Sea Glides • Z A

A I dated 19 January

... .
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2. a. Prow 1900 2 boats of 1st E-Boat Flotilla
will occupy a reconnaissance line in
44° 531 :! from 35° 40' N to 56° 5' E.

b. Boats will leave the reconnaissance line at
0500 on 22 January.

c. Procedure in accordance with Admiral, Black
Sea Okdos. 544.

3. For information:
Motor minesweepers of the 3rd Motor Mine-
sweeper Flotilla will sweep the route Cape
Takil, Shelyosniy Rog, Banka Maria Magdalina
and back on the afternoon of 21 January and
then weigh anchor near Takil.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 597 A I. n

1500

1545

1431

1500

1715

1800

2012

Two FZ-groups put out from Sevastopol for
Thcodosia, The groups are to check the rained
area at the southern exit from Kerch Strait for
FZ mines,

U 19 put out from Constantza on operations in
accordance with Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos • Chefs

.

50 A I (sec War Diary, 20 January).

Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported an air
raid on Anapa; 86 bombs were dropped near the
harbor,
damaged.

1 killed, one cm anti-aircraft gun

The Cons tan tza-Sevastopol steamer convoys put in
to Sevastopol without further incident.

Motor minesweeper R 165 reported that the supply
route from Cape Takil eastward was swept and
buoyed as ordered. No mines swept.

Commanding Admiral, Crimea ordered. the first
degree of alarm for the coming night because of
the loading identified at Tuapse.

E-boat S 26 reported from the reconnaissance line
south of the Taman coast: 1 engine out of order,
maximum speed 12 miles. The 2 boats were
ordered to put in to Ivan Baba, Since the patrol

c off the south coast of the Taman Peninsula
is particularly important (presumably the Taman

ist aild be primarily involved in the event of
oncrv landings) the 2 boats standing to the south
of ' Crimean coast were ordered to occupy the
p trol lin r.outh of the Taman coast immediately.

Air Situation. Slight enemy air activity in the
Kerch-Taman area by day. Five raids, about 15
bombs dropped, no damage. In addition,
reconnaj c, planes over the southern coast of
the Crimea.

[ AI -57-
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22 January, 1945

Simferopol

31 y Situation :

1135 According to a radio intercept report an unknown
vessel waa identified at 1135 off the central
east coast.

Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following
reports

:

1215 5 tankors in Datum roads.

1235 Poti harbor: 1 heavy cruiser in dock, 1 battle-
ship, 5 destroyers, 1 tanker of 4,000 tons.,

1 minesweeper putting out on a southeasterly
course •

1245 Ochemchiri harbor: 2 submarines, 1 tanker of
1,000 tons.

1257 Sukhum harbor: 1 tanker of 2,000 tons.
Sukhum roads: 1 heavy cruiser.

1510 Adler : 3 merchant ships of 000 tons each,
2 M.T.B.s, 1 patrol vessel on a northerly course.

1311 Grid square 0453, 20 miles west of Adler,
1 torpedoboab, course southeast.

1544 Grid square 9577, 5 miles southeast of Tuapse,
1 tanker of 1,500 tons, 1 patrol vessel, course
southeast.

1357 Grid square 9436, 10 miles west of Sochi,
1 tanker of 6,000 tons.

1402 Grid square 8557, 20 miles south of Gholon.jik,
1 steamer of 2,000 tons, course southeast.

1408 ^-rid square 7553, 30 miles souths outhv/est of
xholenjik, 1 merchant ship of 800 tons, 1 tanker
of 1,000 tons heading for Gholenjik.

1750 According to a radio intercept report 1 destroyer
at 1730 off Tuapse.

Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following
reports

:

One plane made 1 reconnaissance of the eastern
Black Sea over the sea area 41° 45' N - 45° 50' 17

56° 00 » E - 38° 50 » E. Nothing to report.

One piano made a reconnaissance of the central
Black oca over 42° 50' N - 44° 45' N - 32° 00' E
35° 00' E. Nothing to report.

C01TTD5"
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Situation report; An unidentified vessel with
Commanding" Admiral, Light Forces on board was
intercepted at noon off the central east coast;
in the eveni ig 1 destroyer. In the coastal
area activity of patrol vessels and small craft
increased. One submarine was intercepted in
the central to western Black Sea area and one
off the east coast

•

Comments

:

The main body of the Russian Fleet continues to
remain at its bases. Shipping identified did
not exceed normal.

Own S i b ua 1 1 on :

Ivan Baba

03:50 E-boats S 26 and S 49 put in to port. S 26 out
of action because of damage to bearings.

0942 S 51 and S 102 returned from the reconnaissance
line assigned to thorn (see War Diary 21 January).
A clear moonlight night with good visibility
revealed no enemy forces.

1155 Two beats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla were ordered
to oc. cv >y i reconnaissance line off the south
coast of bhe Taman Peninsula again during the
coming night

•

1450 Aerial torpedo attack xm a convoy assembling off
Sulina. Steamer "Kolosavar" hit aft by a
torpedo ; 3 anti-aircraft gunners, 3 soldiers of
the convoy and 7 Hungarian members of the crew
reported missing; the bodies of 2 anti-aircraft
gunners wore recovered. The "Koloszvar" was
towed ashore outside the north mole.

Enemy aerial torpedo attacks have increased of
late. One gains the impression that the enemy
is using torpedo planes for air/sea reconn-
aissance, thereby achieving two objects.
Moreover it is surmised that air force operations
are also under British influence. I viev; the
continued vigorous and systematic use of the
aerial torpedo weapon as a grave threat to our
convoys which are but poorly protected against it.

Li tit r L! 7, which wont aground in Ak Mochot
i D< comber, was towed clear and salvaged
i v "Stralsund" and "Net.y".

As a result of considerable movement of the Ice
in Kerch Strait some 20 mines have recently boon
swept from Pavlovski minefield. Other mines
are known to have gone because our own vessels
approached them. Thus the minefield has becomo

DENTIAI -59-
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less effective. mine sections are,
in any case, to be laid in the southern part of
Kerch Strait and the work is alrea ^oftoss
and the Pavlovski ingers Sen

ing, 7.
re ordere: lining a to

be s; b. It :t at present intended to
field .cause even without it

ret trait is sufficiently defended by coastal
03 a Group Sou roved this measure*

1600 Motor minesv/eepers R 165, R 164 and ?. 30 in
to Ivan Baba after check-sweep of the minefield

crait (c Imiral, Black 3ca
- s . 377 A I, -.".• Id, War Diary, 20 January).

. lir 3 swept.

2100 .3 2 boats >J be 1st E-Boat 71otilla were
forced to leave their reconnaissance line because

increasingly heavy 1 strong swell,
SSW winds, and return be Ivan Baba.

45 put in to Ivan Baba.

The ice situation in Kerch Strait is un ed
d_ fch ather. For this reason

rch-Taman traffic could not be resumed.

val Shoi Ler, Xe: that
lj v iv 3d at Mai iup :i with ly I
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25 January, 1943

Simferopol

Enomy Situation :

Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following
reports

:

0701 Grid square 9417, 17 miles south of Tuapse,
1 merchant ship of approximately 5,000 tons,
1 large patrol vessel, course 130°, medium speed.

0710 Grid square 9446, Sochi, 2 merchant ships of
1,000 tons each in the roads, 1 merchant ship of
800 tons in harbor,

0925 Tuapse harbor: 2 merchant ships of 1,500 tons
each, several motor minesweepers, M.T.B.s and
coastal vessels,

1050 Tuapse harbor: 1 freighter of 2,000 tons.

1310 Grid square 0521, 20 miles west of Sukhum,
1 freighter of 2,000 tons, 1 patrol vessel,
course southeast.

1320 Grid square 0478, 15 miles southsoutheast of
Gagri,'l freighter of 3,000 tons, 2 patrol
vessels, course southeast.
Grid square 9468, 12 miles southwest of Adler,
1 freighter of 1,000 tons.

1330 Grid square 9455, 30 miles southsouthwest of
Adler, 1 freighter of 5,000 tons, 1 minesweeper,
4 patrol vessels.

2315 According to radio intercept service the large
destroyer "Charkov" and Commanding Admiral, Light
Forces aboard an unidentified vessel are
apparently at sea. At 2346 a bearing was
obtained on the latter in the Batum direction.
Radio traffic was noticeably slight.

Air Force Staff, Crimea carried out reconnaissance
over the southeastern Black Sea, Between 1000

I 1300 one plane was over the area as in War
Diary 22 January. No sighting reports.
Central Black Sea: 1 plane made a reconnaissance
of the area as in War Diary 22 January. No
sight in- orts

.

Comments :

No radio intelligence or sighting reports of any
importance, normal traffic. Harbor and coastal
reconnaissance were greatly impeded so that the

CONFIDENTIAL -61-
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fleet's bases were not B3 ad. I

Lgna :_ plans foo :ions on a fairly
large scale by th lleet.

Situation:

.11- -ions
01: ::'s::-:;:za in prepai a for se-

nt of the Constantza inefields; 1 mine, and
explosive ys .vere swept.

ICC folloi : was received 1

Shore C . s :

1. All his motor sport . Lng personr.
and . L, and Ope ,

also u: stra serial,
:,ve passed thrc for s'r s.

2. Port 3c Baan r 17 " rill 1 fro:- Mariupol
to Sevastopol by rail i*y«

3. 1st and "-
- . cm*

ns and two 2 cm. anti-aircraft ach,
ha rters as ordered
at Berd L Fort v

4. .onal ation fr upol is
beir read or rail, ace or
to the coi b •

1 fcorpedc planes by th
lurii ;he 1 - ; i ays haa c lied
de: asures foi L st amers 1

in harbor vastopolj since sheir chief berth,
eoaling wharf, is expc sc rial ;orpedo

attacks. wal . nder, Sri]

tr_ 3fo] een or ,
ration with the

Set Bar -: :ur , Black a, be : niarc t

berths at the cor ickly ilble
- double rr.si-torpedo net barrage and, until

ic nets are ready, t Lighters i i the
rest possible it lis alongside the

earners.

1100 C: , ls~ 1- t Flotilla re: baft
. I hat she would have : ut in

• he rece i
-

:. :: 3 :-rs

to pr " . Lnce S 56 ia also led through
dar. . , there it j resent only

:s,

1200 , tits i that Harbor
lc sill i led an :..:. r~ I

mediately off the coast bet
itodor south of ... r 1. Hie flotilla

cut 8 mine . je of line alod that her
Lhefield laid by submarine trine

- 2-
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shaft laid mines). Motor minesweepers R 165 and
R 164, which put in to Ivan Baba at 1600 on
22 January after the completion of their mine-
sweepinj; operations south of Kerch Strait, have
received orders to make quickly for Yalta and to

;ep the minefield on 25 January and also the
L'oach to Yalta and route Brown between Yalta

and Cape Aitodor.

1200 Two boats of 1st E-boat Flotilla were ordered to

occupy a patrol line from 1900 to 0500 on the
night" of 24 January off the south coast of the
Taman Pcn5.nsula.

1500 Port Commander, Kerch reported that the ice-
breaker "Kiel" had today out a channel to Taman
and had then returned from Taman to Kerch with
3 loaded Sicbcl ferries. The channel lies
between Kossa Chuchka and Tuzla, somewhat south
of the normal supply route* I have therefore
requested Air Force Staff, Crimea to send a
minesweopihg Ju plane to check this route on
24 January* If the ice situation docs not grow
worse in the coming night, supply traffic will be
resumed on 24 January by the naval ferry barges
and Siebol ferries lying at Kerch,

1500 The steamer "Koloszvar" was towed into the
Sulina channel and docked by mole 2 # She will
start discharging her load of scrap metal and
ballast on 24 January.

1900 Harbor Defense Flotilla, Kerch
sweeping Pavlovski minefield,
so far.

today started
No mines swept

2205

2219

25-30

Tho 2 E-boats in the patrol line reported that
they had turned back and wore putting in to Ivan
Bab;., at
was not
weather

,o400.
given,
mado thi

for their putting in
that the deteriorating

:andon their patrol.

Tho reason
I presume

S 49, proceeding to Constantza, reported that she
had had to put in to Ivan Baba again because of
the weather.

The towed convoy from Ak Mcchet to Sevastopol
(tugs "Netty" n ' "Stralsund" with lighter)
escorted by naval ferry barges F 125 and 309, was

• eked by a submarine 12 miles westnorthwest of
Eupatoria, Two torpedoes missed F 125:

' them was outmancuvcrod, the s econd
• tho target. The submarine then

b the convoy with her guns and scored some
nificant hits on th< ;s and lighter,

causing no casualties. The escort vessels
returned fire with 7,5 cm, and 2 cm, guns, F 125
reported that the 7.5 cm, gun scored a hit on the
submarine which immediately subm • Eight
depth charges were dropped where she submerged
without visible effect.
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24 Januar? , 1945

Simferopol

y,ncmy S i tua t i on

;

Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following
reports

:

0923 Grid square 9574, Tuapse harbor, 1 merchant ship
of 4,000 tons, 1 merchant ship of 2,000 tons,
7 coastal vessels presumably of 3,000 tons,
5 boats, 2 min c sweepers,

0925 Grid sou are 3506, 5 miles west of Tuapse,
1 merchant ship of 300 tons, 1 patrol vessel,
course southeast,

0935 "rid square 8555, 15 miles southsoutheast of
Ghelenjik, 1 merely. approximately 1,000
tons, motor minesweep re, 1 patrol vessel, course
southeast, low speed,

0730- Grid square 0479, 20 miles southeast of Gayri,
0935 1 freighter of 2,000 tons, 1 patrol vessel,

course norbhwest, low jpo^d.
Grid square 0525, 15 miles southwest of Sukhum,
1 freighter of 2,000 tons, 5 patrol vessels,
course northwest, low speed.
Grid square 9452, 8 miles west of Adler,
1 'freighter of 300 tons, course southeast, low
speed,

1235 Datum harbor: 1 heavy cruiser, probably another
cruiser, not accurately identified, large
destroyer "Charkov", 2 freighters or tankers
each of 1,000 tons, 1 merchant ship of 5,000
tons, 1 destroyer and 1 tanker of 2,000 tons
leaving port,

1320 Foti harbors 1 battleship, 1 heavy cruiser in
Jock, 2-3 destroyers, 1 floating dock putting
out with 2 tugs, 1 cruiser hull, ,

1550 Grid square 1356, 5 miles south of Ocherachiri,
1 freighter of 3,000 tons, in ballast, and 2
patrol vessels, course southeast.

1335 khum ':

:
; 1 destroyer and 1 freighter of

•.,000 tons.

1555 Grid square 9461, 15 miles west of Adler,
1 freighter of 5,000 tons, 5 patrol vessels,
course 31 ;

.

1400 Grid square 9432, 20 miles northwest of Sochi,
1 tanker of 3-4,000 tons, 3 patrol vessels,
course 510°.

AL -64 -
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1715 One destroyer was identified at sea by radio
intercept service probably southeastern Black
Sea. She sent out an unidentified short signal
to Batum.

Situation report: Northern to southern east
coast continuous activity of patrol and escort
vessels; 1 destroyer probably identified in the
Batum area during the evening.

Two submarines, position unknown, intercepted at
sea.

Comments :

Air reconnaissance intercepted the main body of
the Russian Fleet at about 1500 in the harbors of
Poti and Batum so that the Crimean or Taman
coasts could not be the target of an operation.
Furthermore, there was lively shipping traffic
off the Caucasus coast, which was today
proceeding mainly in a southeasterly direction.

Own S i tua t

i

cn ;

0006 E-boats S 51 and S 102 put in to Ivan Baba.
From 1847 the boats occupied the reconnaissance
line as ordered off the south coast of the Taman
Peninsula but were obliged to break off the
operation at abort 2100 owing to souths outhwest
winds, force 5, sea 4, and heavy swell from the
southwest

•

0700 val ferry barge No. 525 equipped with towed
loop gear, proceeding from Kerch to Theodosia in
Kerch Strait near Yoltungen, struck a non-contact
mine and sank. The escort vessel WM 4000 was
only able tc rescue 2 men, one seriously injured
and one slightly injured. The heavy loss of
personnel is becauso the mine exploded right
under the ship's stern and a large number of the
crew were below deck. As a result of this
incident I have again ordered the forces under
my command, •./hen proceeding through danger areas,
to keep the crew, except for the witch which must
be below deck, on the upper deck wearing their
life jackets .

1157 Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus sent information
it the site requested by us at Anapa for the
loading of 5-ton loads is ready to receive the
>odosia-Anapa supply traffic. Thus the first
.val ferry barges can proceed on 25 January if

the weather is favorable.

I intend the groups to leave Theodosia so as to
reach Cape Takil shortly before dusk, anchor
there and continue at daybreak the next day with
minesweeper and PZ-boat escort for Anapa. After
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hastily unload: . : :
":. passage must be

undertaken by du, he same
be; are bac re Takil again.

1502 .eepers '.. 1 164 sv/ept another
8 inertia cor.t-c ss laid by an

te eno: _ cfield near lta.
3 is sit-.. ;od between 44° 27.61 R, . _-

:
' 10'

and 44° 28' U, 34° 11.2 « E. Th its were
ordered to c harbor approach to Yalta

id route Brown between points 5 and 7 on
January,

1900 Th' 3 situation in Kerch Strait has greatly
ved duri . : icebr

1 , 2 naval ferr 6 Siebel ferri
ible ) pro" plies from Kerch to

LI 2 and li Siebel ferric:
le to ma] i Lth frei| :

fr "
. -

.

7":. b - rrecast predic - ~_i spell
and : :r on

"

Is f or the morning
of 25 L .

,

" mary making - land
on Tainan one: le ie .ause the i<

will be causir. Lculties.

I hav .

"

3ci led, in add to the
vessels 1 h, .25 January to

1 3 8 naval f : irges 1 In in
heodosia n tc be unloaded. laving

unloaded, the ferr will at once return
Theodosia in order tc readiness

for the Theodosia-Anapa 1 paffic lest the
riod of frost from tl pal
3ather - r : . st should brj he Ker : - . .n

- idstill.

Orders :

"1. All naval f n : IheodosiE a are
full; i ns will transfer to

. fanuaj ider,
indie Lotilla.

'

, \ _ to leave Theodosia to :

Cape 1] t 0900.

7. , Danub 1'. will rovid
.- : or

the fc r- as I i.
: to Admiral, Black

, ord Landir _ _ lotilla
shoul 1 LVing

Is escort. In : case the
naval .1 proceed 1 of the
rescribed e mcl close intc :. . st
bhout 2V escort.

-.-3
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CONFIDENTIAL

4. Request Commander of the Army supply trocps to
ensure the immediate unloading of the boats at
Taman.

5. Commander, 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla will
bring baci . naval ferry barges empty to
Theodosia on 26 January. The barges must not
be frozen in at Tainan, The Commander of the
flotilla will negotiate directly with the
Commander of the Danube Flotilla regarding
minesweeper escort for the return through
Kerch Strait.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 475 A I."

2100 While sweeping Pavlovski minefield Harbor Defense
Flotilla, Kerch cut two of our mines.

Naval h Command stated in AMA/M Wehr Be 321
Geh. dated 14 January that the 1st Naval Motor
Transport Battalion, which because of the
situation was granted leave until 30 April 1943,

.s subordinated to Army Croup A for vital
transport tasks.

Thereupon a report was sent to Group South that
the 1st Company of the 1st Naval Motor Transport
Battalion still engaged on urgent transports
for Naval Shore Commanders, Xerxes and Caucasus,
after which it would have to be thoroughly over-
hauled, e remainder of the battalion was
already at Melitopol awaiting overhaul and most
of its vehicles were unfit for operations.

During December the 4th Naval Motor Transport
Battalion was c ;ed in uninterrupted operations
by day and night over very bad roads with Army
[,Q, I (Tanks) and then carried out the with-
drawal to Mariupol of Naval Shore Commander,
Xerxes. est of the vehicles arrived but more
than 100 trucks still lie along the route.
Since this naval motor transport battalion is in
complete disrepair and there are no suitable
quarters at Mariupol or any other place on the
Asov coast for carrying out a thorough overhaul
because the Army has commandeered everything,

Dup South was requested on 13 January to with-
the naval motor transport battalion to
ny in order to refit it there for the tasks

L, sprin . In view of the general
lation bhis ap .red to be the only way of

bhat the battalion would, in fact, be
±<: to the Navy again. As long

as it r s here previous experience has shown
that the irra; is likely to claim serviceable
vehicles for itself at any time,
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Now, on 24 January , Naval Liaison Officer,
Quartermaster General South reported that, with

consent of A 'Jommand, Quartermaster
General South has subordinated both naval motor

;nsport battalions to himself and ordered ther.

to remain in the area and transfer to Krivoy Re
for rs. -us both naval motor
transport battalions ha v. been withdrawn
until further notice.

Prom previous experience it is r rery doubtful
ther these battalions will be fully ready in

time for operations with the Naval Shore
Commanders en the Caucasus coast or Caspian 3e .

~up South is therefore requested to ensure
3 Naval Shore Commanders can exc. any

vehicles unfit for service for new 1c istanco
ones in the spring • ibove all, all the French
trucks which proved quite unsuitable in the
Caucasus must be \ ;n. r*s tasks
will be very much harder than last year's since
still vaster areas over the worst possible roads

11 have to be covered before the Naval Shore
Commanders reac . proposed operational ports.
It may, under c lin circumstances, be necess:

use a fresh naval motor transport battalion
from home

•

rxperience has shown that anti-aircraft
alone is an inadequat iefense against heavy

.1 torpedo attacks, I have requested Air
Force Staff, Crimea to supply fighter cover for
important convoys. I would like to point out
that the loss of further steamers will have
serious co. lies. ighter
cover should, in . ., during p ge be
concentrated off Rumanian and Crimean coasts.
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CONFIDENTIAL

25 January, 1945

Simferopol

iemy Situation ;

Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following
reports

:

1130 Batum roads: 1 freighter of 4,000 tons,
4 freighters each 2-3,000 tons.

1145 Poti harbor: 1 battleship, 1 heavy cruiser,

1130 Poti harbor: 1 floating dock with heavy cruiser,
much shipping In port, no details observed*

1200 Off the Chobi estuary: 3 freighters of 500 tons
each, 1 destroyer, 1 freighter of 5,000 tons
with 2 tugs.

1240 Tuapse harbor: 1 merchant ship of approximately
3,00C tons, 5 coastal vessels, several motor
mine sweepers and M.T.B.s.

1248 Grid square 8567, 25 miles northwest of Tuapse,
1 merchant ship of 1,500 tons and 2 patrol
vessels, course 150°.

1315 Grid square 8575, 23 miles southsoutheast of
Ghelenjik, 1 motor ship of 1,500 tons, 1 freighter
of 500 tons and 1 patrol vessel, course southeast.

There was no air reconnaissance over the Black
Sea on 25 January owing to the weather.

Situation report: According to radio traffic no
activity of surface forces identified. Slight
activity of small craft in the coastal area.
Central to western Black Sea, 2 submarines
intercepted, and off the cast coast 4.

Comments

:

day's air reconnaissance reports reveal
.rkably little shipping in Tuapse harbor.

he assumption that the steamers concentrated
urin bhe past days wore for landing

op nations Is, accordingly, incorrect. They
pro'b »1; L nded reinforcements and supplies at
Tuapse for bhe Tuapse -Novorossisk front.

Own Situat ion

:

Thcodosia

0200 The formation of naval ferry barges put out for
Taman.

; 0600 approximately the boats had to

AL -6 9-
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anchc at of Ca ^:il because of fog*
During the- Ind freshened ft he

orce .
" - r la shelte:

so tha no danger*

1400 C: .er, 3rd La ig Craft Flotilla v;ho is in
charge of Ltion received the following
directive;

1. The formation will anchor 1 early on the
26th and the i pre :ved visib:
weather permi ; , to Taman; rwise they
must make for Theodosia,

. ZhouId they be discovered by enemy reeonn-
aissanc lanes they cms oodosia

z.ie vessels 1 from
being attacked by 1 torpedoes,

1500 1 aison Office:-, ~rted that
the sup ly progra pplyii
Caucasus armies (Stel •

.

"

1 ly
have to bo alte ause noi :'._. rroops

: retired to th 1 f ),

remriuk is too close to the fr and \

carsnot be us ^rt of icoharge.

? entire supply organization ant
returning tr ill have to pass via the
Kerch-Tainan route. 11.: arbor constructi

ted in and neai ill ba ii quate for
the i is.

1700

I would therefore i ] : the folio..: uests
e.bout the vrork:

. Faman harbor: 4 bridges for lc nd
unloading ligl with a pier -head 80 meters
long for naval ferry bar a (as requested in
th Stftr cam) •

b. Senaya: : idges (as earlier requested),
is a pier-head 6C rs lc:. .

c. At the fish- works: pier- 1 60 meters
long for 3rry barges*

Port Cc: p, Kerch I jrted that fc 1
lebel ferr: Ich 1 ft Kerch

thi . hoav irift ice off an
lc; they had to retu:

to Ker .

of the : n the
tcr.. _ uri- the ice situation is
become r pi ly _ acute. Ti: : n of
nav 1 ferry LI h

re been instructed to retur: : .. ..

[

i
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CONFIDENTIAL

I have rep Group South and to the Army
Commands concerned as follows:

"1. New ice difficulties have halted Kerch-Taman
traffic. val ferry barges and Siebel
ferries which set out today had to turn back
to Kerch because of heavy drift ice off
Tama n •

2. Hence barges leaving Theodosia for Taman
today were ordered to turn back.

3. If the weather improves It Is Intended to
start supply traffic from Theodosia to Anapa.

Admiral. Black Sea Gkdos , 486 A I,"
— in .j i m» i i —— m -m -

i
- T - 1 il r r » i

~ - -

Motor minesweepers R 16 5 and R 164 swept the
roach to Yalta and route Brown between Yalta

and Cape A itodor but no mines were swept.

Russian air activity was today confined to
reconnaissance sorties over Theodosia and Kerch.

CO] \J -71-
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CONFIDENTIAL

26 January. 1943

Simferopol

Ene -situation :

1100 According to radio traffic at noon in the
Tuapse area, 1 destroyer, 1 torpedoboat and
3 . .3.s were located at sea. No bearing
obtained,

1150 Photographic evaluation by Air Force Staff,
Crimea

j

Poti harbor: 1 battleship with steam up,
2 heavy cruisers ("Kirov 11 class), 1 of them with
steam up, 2 cruiser hulls, 3 destroyers, 2 of
them with steam up, 2 torpedoboats, 1 tanker of
6,000 tons, 1 submarine scoraraodation ship of
8,500 tons, 1 frei titer o± 4,000 tons, 1 freighter
of 2,000 tons.
Bat urn harbor: 1 heavy cruiser ("Krasny Kavkae"),
1 light cruiser ("Krasny Krim ;f

), 4 submarines,
7 M.T.B.s, 1 submarine accommodation ship of
9,000 tons, 2 freighters of 6,000 tons each,
4 freighters of 4,000 tons each, 1 freighter of
3,000 tons, 1 freighter of 2,500 tons,
2 freighters of 2,000 tons each, 4 freighters
of 1,500 tons each, 3 freighters of 1,000 tons
each, 2 floating cranes, 9 coastal vessels
totaling 7,000 tons,

1300 Grid square 9466, 5 miles south of Adlcr,
1 tanker of 5,000 tons, 1 minesweeper, 2 guard
boats, course northwest, ium speed.

Situation report from Main Eaval D/F Station:
Central to southern oast coast: 1 destroyer and
lively activity of patrol and escort vessels
identified by radio intercept service.
Central to western Black Sea: 2 submarines
intercepted, 1 off the central and 1 off the
southern cast coast.

Own Situation :

The bad weather (NE winds, force 6-8) has caused
the canco" ; >n of escort and nin sw eping
tasks an prevented operations by the 1st E-3oat
Flotilla, .-;- frost has further aggravated
the ic so that it will be impossible
to resume si traffic during the coming days.

Because of the weather FZ-groups cannot check
for non-contact mines in the area south of Kerch
Strait where it is planned to lay minefields.
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CONFIDENTIAL

That the minefields may be laid as quickly as
possible I have requested Air Force Staff,
Crimea to use the mine sweeping plane.

In reply to my request of 24 January (see War
Diar?/ 24 January) Air Force Staff, Crimea stated
that parts of the 45rd Rumanian Fighter Staffel
have been transferror! to Eupatoria for the
protection of convoys and that Rumanian Air
Force Command was endeavoring to supply fighters
for the same work off the west coast.

confident: m -73-
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CONFIDENTIAL

27 .January, 1

Simferopol

Enemy S i tua tion :

1430 Memel battery reported 2 minesweepers or patrol
boats about 14 miles south of Cape Myshako and
2 more 8 miles away on an easterly course.

154 At 1550 1 destroyer was identified by radio
intercept service off the central east coast.

No enemy shipping identified during sea
reconnaissance

•

Coastal reconnaissance reported slight activity
of coastal and patrol vessels off the central
Caucasus coast. Shipping In the Caucasus
harbors so far examined was as yesterda .

Main Naval d/p Station report:
Central to southern east coast, activity of
patrol and escort vessels persists. One
destroyer south of Tuapse during the afternoon.

Own S i tu a tio n:

Weather forecast: us winds unabated, force 7-8,
ice increasing in Kerch Strait and the Sea of
Azov, impossible to resume convoys, supply
traffic and minoswoeping tasks.

1257 Fort Commander, Mariupol reported that the ice
road Taganrog-Kagalnik-Azov and Scmibalko is in
use and that the second ice road from Vessclo
Vosneaenski to Margaritovka is under construction
and will bo completed by about 2 February.

According to Naval Liaison Officer, Army Group A
the Army Group intends to set up unloading staffs
in Kerch and Tarnan for the large numbers of
returning transports. Colonel Honke (,\egimental
Commander Assault Battalion) has been appointed
to control the operations of the numerous
combined operations craft (such as Siebel ferries,
large combined operations craft, heavy and light
vessels). In my opinion the Navy must bo
strongly r .bed within this new Army
organisati ; naval interests are to be
preserved en., unified control of all transport
activity ensured, I therefore request Group
South to appoint a senior Staff Officer, 2
representatives and a small subsidiary staff
from Operations Staff, Admiral, Black Soa to
this organisation.

\L -74-
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CONFIDENTIAL

Only 2 boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla are at
present available for the defence of the inshore
waters off the south coast of the Taman and
Kerch Peninsulas since 2 of the Group's boats
are out of action with engine and shaft trouble*
In view of their importance during the present
situation I have reported the present state of
operational readiness of this flotilla to Group
South:

"1. 1st E-Boat Flotilla at present 2 boats, after
27 January 3 boats at operational readiness
(S 26, 51, 102).

2. S 28 and S 72 are at present in Constantza
for an engine overhaul. The deadline of
5 February will be groatly exceeded by S 72
since the necessary reserve shaft probably
only left Kiel today. Thus, after
5 February, 4 boats will be ready,

5. S 49 is disabled at Ivan Baba with a broken
shaft; -she will leave for Constantza when
the weather improves • The length of the
dockyard period cannot be foreseen since no
reserve shaft is available.

4. 3 47 should be in order by 15 February and
then, manned by the crew of S 49, at
operational readiness

•

5, When 3 47 arrives at Ivan Baba, S 102 must
go to Constantza for an engine overhaul
because the engines are at present only good
for 5 operations.

Fur thor Informa t i on :

Request your support for the delivery of reserve
shafts. At the 'request of 1st E-Boat Flotilla
shafts were first ordered by Commander, E-boats
in G 6952 Ing. dated 14 October 1942 from the
docks at Kiel.

Admiral, ^lack Sea 506 A I."

1630- -• raid warning at Rostov • Many bombs dropped,
2400 but no damage to naval installations.

AL -76-
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28 January, 1 v

r-opol

Z'.^z" C --~-v-> ~irn :

Air I: .
: Staff, Crimea made the following

;htin reports:

0950- C-helenjik: 4 coastal vessels totaling 1,200 tons,
1250 :tor mines: rs, 50 small boats

•

Tuapse: If iter of ,000 tons, 5 coastal
Is tot - ,500 tons, several small boats,

hum: 3 coastal vessels total .000 tons,
some boats, _ og dock of old design, 1 tanker
of 7, ;:•: - of old design.
Poti: 1 battl ,1 heavy or . in dock,

. 2 cr-v i . rcral n»s and

1800 idio intercept service rted 1 d >yer off
th.€ bral st coast, - ly near Zv

b 1745.

Situ:. rt: Accc ig to radio traffic,
only smaller vet were active off al

sc " :>n east ccast. , 1 destroy3r
durir. ;, 4 arines, - pal to

Sea, 3 off t cast coaa .

C ..
. r. fag :

_ .. tit coastal traffic according to air
reconnaissance « : r _ ;s have bee.
ex , 27 January showed no

th 3hi pinf - >rt« Since according
to Main Naval D/l ;ion, radio intelligence had

pecial to rr.rort, it would appear that
has nc particul .1 1 _s«

n Situation :

Lst: Zc chan , Z. winds, force 6,

cort and r >ns are
. it a standstill" and the lst E-Boat Plotil]

mot . . rroasi^r in Kerch
Jible bo resume supply

"-
. .

'

. .::ers "Solcmbola" and
... " .

".1 '.'..
._. r, Ai roup A reported that

th 3e t up a Corps Z. -, . for the
tre tions to and fro >£ rch
Strait. following will be subordinate to

Corps H.O. apart from the Staff of Goneral
.
._ It

:

31
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CONFIDENTIAL

1. Colonel Ik 's transport group of 2 combined
operations companies, 2 ferry battalions,
2 commands of assault boats an 1 2 unloading
staffs,

2. Combined operation units on the east bank of
>rch Strait for the expansion of Taman,
naya and Temriuk,

3. Unloading staffs on the east bank at Temriuk,
Kossa Chuchka, Senaya, Taman, Kossa Tuzla and
the fish-salting works.

The following crossing places have been
provisionally considered for crossing Kerch
Strait:

1. Prom Ilich to the bays west of Capo tiro and
Cape Tarkhan.

2. Prom the middle of Kossa Chuchka to south of
Cape Fornar.

3. Prom the southern tin of Kossa Chuchka to
Yenikale,

4. Prom Taman to Kerch*

5. Prom the fish-salting works via Kossa Tuzla
to Akburnu.

;?his plan and the employment of a Corps H,0„,

shows the importance attached by the Army to
transport duties - return transports, supplies -

across Kerch Strait, Under the circumstances
I do not consider the limited operational staff
which I requested as sufficient and would there-
fore now demand more (see War Diary 27 January)
and ask Group South for the command of a full
Operations Staff, At the same time I propose
the following ruling:

1. Operations Staff to be subordinated for
operations to the proposed Corps H.Q. as

one rati on "Blttchor".

.3. A staff officer to.be appointed to each of the
loading staffs at Kerch and Taman and a junior

3 officer to the remaining loading stations
Lson officer to the loading staffs.

3. All naval vessels employed on transport duties
to be subordinate to the Operations Staff
which will, moreover, assume full naval control
of the entire operation.
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Jaguar , _ 45

Sir.-srrpol

1825 lie _- .-ice i hat at 1748 the
Command - for patrol, escort and nine
v: i and Anakriya sent out a moderate

ng radiogi be routine to - ?1
ssels, 22 mine vessels .... nvoy
tivity ha3 pi I ased off the east

coast.

2245 2215 2 destroyers identified at sea, ition
unknown*

Air Force S , I —
identified by rec se over the sea on

uary. Lively activity of coastal vessels
in both dir' the Caucasus coai .

Large oil patch 3ti. At Tuapse 1 I ,

3 small f: »s, 12 ;oastal - Is, total'
4,500 tons, ps, toi inesweepers,
some M.T.B.s. coastal lei off the harbor,

patrol boats. o coastal vessels, 1 freighter
.' 800 tons, 6 rs, several M.T.B.s

jik« . - .•'., C :.:/.:':•:'.

unchanged

•

.tuation report: Ac: ag to radio traffic
lively tiv: . 1, ^cort and minesweeping
vessels to southern cast coast.

inight 2 destrc "obably off the pal
st coast. Six sut ,

: f th m probabl
"

irestei : .,

2 off th ist coast.

I

pec Its radio intelligence
continue ly ply tr ffi ff the
Caucasus 3 oast, : intentions sannot

;hese obs .

!".~: Si~:."i .":;

uj ~ ini : Jchourl
:out the Oper CI

for ti for which I made a request.
11 val lav atrusted the duties to

Lieut mt '.";•) : (Cc. Ler, Sea
Miction, Blac l). will be

ivailablo at Kerch _t r 31 J

1600 that th: mage to the clutch has
re Z-boa S jain fit fcr service.
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1649 According to a mes from U 24 she is shadowing
a steamer which i ssing through her
operational area, course 310°, speed 10 knots*
U 24 has informed U 19 which is in the adjacent
operational area to the north.

1800 Attempts by the icebreaker "Kiel" to cut a
1 from Kerch to Taman were unsuccessful.

North of Capo Tuzla the icebreaker encountered
thick ice which she was unable to cut through.
Hence traffic across Kerch Strait cannot operate
until further notice.

I have sent the following report on the present
position of the Naval Shore Commanders to Group
South:

"1. Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes visited
Simf "1 • ..turned to Mariupol to
direct the withdrawal of the remaining units.

2. Port Coi ;. 17 boday arrivod at Sevastopol.

5. Port C -dor 22 arrived at Ak Mcchet,

4. Po ider 24 is on the way to Skadovsk.

;•• Cc idor Stiogc's Coastal Group has arrived
at Rupatoria with the Advance Detachment,
Xerxes

•

. Deitmor battery - rdyansk and Kotlarski
battery ai . lupol arc both operating with
two 7.5 cm. guns. Question of further
equipping thorn with throe 7,62 cm. guns each
is in the balance.

7. Oper is Command, Craraor near Tichoresk is
trying to continue the march to Mariupol.

8. Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus will transfer
to -

. on 29 January (I . . of Artillery
Commander and 10th Rumanian Infantry Division).

. Port Commander "1 is very near Slavalskaya.

10* Port Commander 19 has evacuated Krasnodar.

11
• -

' -1 Harbor foster, Ycisk has arrived at
; ri

.

1

- tits if Naval Shore Commander,
, r direct sholter of

, remain in the Caucasus area, i. .

Port Commandors n 18 at Novorossisk,
Port indor 20 at An
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13. Naval Shore Commander, Crimea/Ukraine has
transferred the entire Command to Theodosia.

14. Commanders of the 1st and 4th Naval Motor
Transport Battalions are in conference with
Quartermaster General, South,

15. Admiral, Black Sea has been obliged to ask
Quartermaster General, South to place
transportation space at the disposal of
4th Naval Motor Transport Battalion in order
that it may transport the remaining units of
Naval Shore Commander, Xerxes since rail
transport is doubtful."

' -80-
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CONFIDENTIAL

50 January, 1045

Simferopol

Enemy 3 i tv>a tion

:

Air Force Staff, Crimea made the following
reports

:

0915 Grid square 9574, Tuapse roads, 1 merchant ship
of 1,500 tons, 1 merchant ship of 800 tons,
1 minesweeper, 1 motor minesweeper.

0955 Grid square 3557, Ghelenjik, 1 merchant ship up
to 1,000 tons in harbor, 1 minesweeper, 5 coastal
vessels totaling 1,200 tons, 1 mine vessel,
20 boats, 1 minesweeper in the roads.

Situation report; Ghelenjik, 1 freighter of 800
tons, 5 coastal vessels totaling 1,200 tons,
1 minesweeper, 20 boats, 1 minesweeper stopped
off the harbor. The other ports were not
surveyed because of the weather. Lively traffic
of coastal vessels and small freighters persists
along the Caucasus coast.

3adio intercept service reported i During the
afternoon 1 destroyer in the central to southern
east coast. Continued activity of patrol and
escort vessels in the coastal area. Three
submarines central to western Black Sea,
2 submarines off the cast coast.

Own Situa tion :

During talks, Colonel Henko, Chief of the
Transport Group in the Corps IT.Q. newly formed
by the Army, confirmed the Army's plans as
reported in War Diary 28 January, Ho added that
when returning formations from Taman to Kerch the
possibility of two particular tasks should, as a
precautionary measure, be borne in mind:

1. Hen and material no longor required for the
occupation of the Gotonkopf, must bo
bransferred back in an orderly manner,

2. Should the whole area east of Kerch Strait
hav bo be evacuated, the transfer of the men
would have to be rapidly organized.

In the second case every vessel must be used to
remove men from every point on the eastern shoro
of Kerch Strait as it would no longor bo possible
to assemble troops at the usual places of
embarkation. We mu3t not allow our minefields

CONFIDENTIAL -81-
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inside Kerch Strait to become an obstacle to our
ferr;

;
:• I • :refore order lat

the la of the . _ 1 Kosa 1

and the fish-sal:: be postponed until
the sitv : becomes clearer and that top

-*en to 1 . fi 'Ids in the
sov ich fcc >ch Strait between Cape
Takil and :

1 sniy Re ,

northern section of minefield 3 57 ordered
to reinforce istantzf Lnefielda has been
laid according to plan "c; ine carriers

;e3cun ind "•

- :- Ion 1 '
'

'—>ln toe
continue ork in K Strait when

Lofflbol >n the wrec 3 d g in
45° 18. 9 » H, 36° 31' Z. ship lies on
v. .1. 1 r and stern 0.5 motors

out of the water. .terti , Lne
and rud . forts by val

3 to tow 1 s far failed*

I. nine iplctod chock:
the' area t Thuchka . ] in
preparation fo: : roa : made there
should the ico .

for the sube ra >rt coute. Levon
ce- ino« ~ •
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PIDENTIAL

31 January, 1943

Simferopol

Snemy Situation

:

Air Poroe Staff, Crimea made the following
reports

:

0830 Grid square 94361, 15 miles northwest of Sochi,
1 destroyer.
Grid square 94472, 5 miles west of Sochi,
1 destroyer, medium speed, northerly course*

0957 Grid square 04872, 12 miles west of Sukhum,
7 barges in tow totaling 7,000 tons, 2 patrol
vessels and fighter cover, course northwest.

1000 Grid square 048/, 15 miles west of Sukhum,
1 freighter of 4,000 tons, 2 patrol vessels,
course northwest.

morning one1545 Of the destroyers reported in the
put in bo se, one in to Ghelenjik.
Ghelenjik: 1 freighter of 800 tone, 7 coastal
v 3 i

s
; 5e 1 s , 1£ small b oat s •

Tuapse: 1 freighter of 4,000 tons, 1 freighter
of 1,500 tons, 1 freighter of 800 tons,
5 coa3tal vessels, 1 freighter of 1,000 tons
off the harbor.
Sochi: 3 coastal vessels, 5 boats t

Sukhum: 2 freighters of 1,000 tons
1 freighter of 2,000 tons, 1 patrol
port 1 destroyer (now construction).
Grid square 8585, 10 miles west of Tuapse,
2 coastal vessels stopped.

1915 According to radio traffic, cruiser D, Commanding
Admiral, Light Forces aboard an unidentified
vessel, and destroyers are to be expected at sea.
The vessels intercepted receiving messages are
no longer in Batum.

on the roads,
vessel, in

Situation report: Further lively activity of
escort and patrol vessels off the northern to
southern ea3t coast.' Cruiser D, Commanding

liral, Light Forces aboard an unidentified
1 and 2 destroyers wore probably at sea in

ning in an unknown position.
Con storn Flack Sea 3 submarines, oast

1 submaririo intercepted.

Comments ;

Apart from the above reports of single ships
identified, Air Force Staff, Crimoa reported
lively' activity of many coastal vessels along
the Caucasus coast, course northwest. Thi3

CON 1 TIAL
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16 00 E-boats S 26 and S 51 put out from Ivan Baba for
the operation according to plan.

1800 The boats put in again because the weather was
deteriorating.

A minesweeping plane began to chock the southern
part of Kerch Strait toda;/-; so far no mines
swept.

The tup; "Kiel" continued icebreaking tasks off
Taman. It has still been impossible to cut a

channel through the ice for the supply traffic.
Attempts to salvage the icebreaker "Solombola"
have so far failed.

2005 Main Naval D/F Station, Capo Hi reported that
the radio picture obtained in conjunction with
Ma^ "-- ''

,

- -;:, Constantza intercepted
. ....

. ... .i} Commander | Minesweepers in air grid
square 6570. The number and type of vessels
was not identified.

The presence of Commander, Minesweepers wou]
suggest a moderately large formation with the
nosslblc task of:

1« Operating against the south coast of the Taman
Peninsula or the Kerch peninsula; in view of
the position reported, pro! b?

2, Providing a swept channel by which to approach
the abovo-mentioned coasts \yith a larger

its wake* I shall take the
j. ^ilov/i .-jig measures

:

1. Two boats of 1st E-Boat Flotilla will at
once occupy a patrol line south of Cape
Chauda.

' Italian E-Boat Flotilla will
. 1 lofcween Yalta and Cape

Moganon.

3. Naval Shore Commander, Crimea will
advised of the situation . . will receive

--'ding the necessary measuros
Lcfense*

I must do without a patrol line south of the Taman
Peninsula because; it will be impossible to pass
south of Kerch Strait under present north
weather conditions because the land there offers'
no protecti >n«

2220 E-boats S :- , S 51 and 3 Italian E-boats left for
the patrol lines according to plan.

(S igncd ) Witthooft-Eradcu

.
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Comments on the War . : y of Admiral, 3lack Sea
16-51 January, 1^^

: page oo, IS J^-.-.ua:-;' :

Daproving the equipment of Geman U-boats with technical
navigational devices, in particular wit; . oundi.
set with greater rol, is an urgent priority
because of t. ocial conditions obtaining off the
eastern Black Sea coast.

£ 48-50, 19 Jaguar: :

•Y/it. nee ba of units of the Laval
• a -ould i Amy is,

in fact, r i Lble be struggles for the coast*
aae use of . units as emergency unit can only

sanctioned for the necessary protection of naval
filiations and inte* . In the pr- case

Admiral, Sea's* decisi since the
ival units are net require la .her-, and thoy will

be able to inforcc the coastal defenses which
are a: 3ent i

page 62- 23 J and i 75* 27 January:

vy de: -do or. I- z: by frequent operations
and bad weather d con t breakdowns « ~"-ee Crroup

refore sent as Lai request for the boats to
increased by a flotili-.

Re par: 68, 24 J:.rv.:.:

Despi - ell-known sh rtage of pianos in the Air
Force, the request* for I v cover must be repeated
if ir Lacoable shi I ig loiz^s arc to be avoided,
Lo3sc. itually . t to the disadvantage of Army
operations

•

: , - J:\nua -1 -

Ibx up did not subordination of
Operations St . «, inst id it ordered

bordination to A .1, Bla * e.

If of 1 .v l1 >roup Cc. 1 South:

f.

(ee . I) en*
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CONFIDENTIAL

February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

0800 Coastal reconnaissance plane sighted 1 cruiser,
3 destrovers, 1 submarine standing on and off in
air grid square 9465 (15 miles southwest of Sochi).

0900 Main Naval D/F Station Constantza reported
cruiser "D" probably in the sea area central
east coast.

1205 Main Naval D/F Station Cape III obtained a bearing
of 115° on this cruiser.

1225 Air shadower reported the enemy formation, course
120° and moderate speed, in air grid square 1374,
30 miles west of Poti.

1400 Formation put in to Poti.

1200 - Air reconnaissance sighted several escorted
1300 freighters on course 310° off the Caucasus coast

between Gudant and Tuapse. Two 4,000 ton
freighters, 2 of 2,000 tons, 2 of 1,000 tons and
6 of 800 tons and 6 coastal vessels were- identi-
fied in Tuapse harbor.

There is 1 destroyer at Obelenjik, in addition to
the usual coastal vessels and numerous small craft

The survey of radio intelligence shows that Main
Naval D/F Station suspected a cruiser "A" off the
south Caucasus coast in the afternoon and in the
evening 1 destroyer in the same area proceeding
northwestward out to sea.

No enemy forces were intercepted during reconnais-
sance of the eastern and central Black Sea despite
good visibility.

Survey :

Air reconnaissance identified heavy traffic off
the Caucasus coast including some fa'irly large
3tesmera« Shipping in the chief supply port of
Tuapse has further increased. I assume that the
enemy formation intercepted today by the Main
Naval D/F Station and sighted and followed by air
reconnaissance until it put in to Poti, was
intended as flank protection for the heavy supply
traffic. IJnusuall?/ heavy supply traffic and
concentration of shipping at Tuapse suggest larger-
scale enemy operations shortly. However, since
the warship formation put in to Poti at 1400 today.

DENTIAL

HSCURITY IN]
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I do not think the expected operation will
be carried out in the coming night.

0500

1345

Own S ituation :

Our own and Italian E-boats returned from
their reconnaissance line to their bases at
Ivan Baba and Theodosia. No sighting
reports

.

In an earlier report Main Naval D/F , Station
Cape Hi claimed that Commander, Minesweepers
was at sea at 2005 on 31 January in air grid
square 5570, and thus occasioned special
measures on nrr part (see War Di'-ry 31 Jan.).
A check of this report by the Head of the
Radio Intercept Service who is temporarily
here did not confirm the assumption.

Two boats of 1st E~boat Flotilla were ordered
to take up a patrol line off the south coast
of the Taman Peninsula tonisrht.

Ivan Baba

1600 E-boat S 49 put out for Constantza .for
repairs (broken shaft).

170?

1819

Totor minesweeper R' 1S5 reported 4 mines
swept during sweep of route Erown 6 to
Brown 4 (see War Diary 31 Jan., 0010) from
44° 21.8' N to 33° 49.5' E. This confirms
that the submarine reported by Reinforced
Frontier Control Service (Coastal) had laid
a minefield on her own supply route. I

have closed route Brown from point 1 to 5.

Motor minesweepers will continue sweeping at
daybreak on 2 February.

Report received from S 49 that her second
engine is out of order end she is returning
to Ivan Baba at a speed of 9 knots.

Harbor Defense Flotilla Sevrstopol today
swept the route Sevastopol - Cape Lukull.
No mines swept. 12 drifting mines (4 horned
mines and 8 inertia contact mines) were shot
up.

Group South does not approve my suggestion
that the •• -vol Special Transport Staff should
be put under the Corps HQ formed by the Army
for transport tasks from Kerch to Taman (see
War Diary 28 Jan.) and has instructed that
they should remain, under Admiral, Black Sea
both with regard to the actual execution of
the transport duties at sea and the preparation
and rtrdiness of transport vessels. Admiral,
31ack Sea will be entirely responsible for

XL -2-
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transports within his area and will also
direct the bringing of transports from
Sevastopol and the Danube ports to the Taman
Peninsula. The Naval Special Transport Staff
will primarily be assigned to the Staff of
General Reinhardt as a Naval Liaison Staff.
The authority of Corps H$ Kerch does not
extend beyond fixing priorities and quantities
of supplies and personnel to be moved.

The following radiogram confirms that procedure
will be in accordance with this directive and
at the same time explains the reasons for my
earlier suggestion:

"Re your Op. 507 Gkdoa

:

A. In accordance with your directive, Naval
Special Transport Staff will be subordinated
for operations to Admiral, Black Sea and we
shall endeavor to persuade Army Group A to
put all the Army vehicles used for transport
duties (Transport Group Colonel Henke) under
Naval Special Transport Staff.

B. Admiral, Black Sea's proposal under Admiral,
Black Sea Gkdos 523 AI was based on the
following considerations

:

1. The new situation has completely altered
the plans with regard to the previous
Stoer program.

2. The new transportation taak primarily
involves transport from Taman to Kerch,
also movement of supplies in a west-
easterly direction. Both tasks
exclusively concern the route over the
Kerch Strait.

•2

5. According to Army Group A there are two
alternatives with regard to return
transportation from Taman to Kerch:

a. Regular evacuation of men and material
not required for occupation of Gotenkopf;

b. Forced evacuation of personnel 'if we
cannot bold Gotenkopf.

. In the case of 3b, all available vessels
down to rubber boats would be employed
and embarkation would take place along
the nbire coast without regard for the
mine situation.

5. With reference; to 3b, Army Group A must
act ahead; hence the build-up of a strong
organization with a High Commnnd at its

-3-
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head and assembly of a large number
of Army vessels.

ust reckon with the fact Army
Group A will probably refuse to sanction
the existence of independent naval
orgs- "ions within the overall set-up,
at any rate the subordination of the
tra *t group (?olonel Henke ) . Since
unified direction is Imperative, it is
not Impossible that, should subordination
of r

7aval Special ~rsr sport S^ be I

Group A be refused, in the event of
critical develc :s Army High : nd
may defend the subordination of Admiral,
Black Sea together wit sval
Special Transpc 31 ff to Ar ^ouo A.

7. The position of the Chief of the Naval
1 Transport Staff would probably

be stronger were part of Corps
ned outs id .

8. In the event of failure the Army is
inclined to la" blame on the Navy.
Behavior durin ' lucl r" operation
a case t. If + hr Naval Special

isport Staff is not subordinate to
Corps H^ a worse situation may ari.r .

9. art duties at Bea, i~:ludin I se
rheodosia to Anspa (which need

scarcely be considered o Kerch - Tainan
traffic has be, .) fall outside
the scope of this discussion and £

purely naval ts.eks directed and controlled
rely by Ac. 1 , Bla ek S e a .

C. Request you to reco'nsio-:^ -our decision
subject to the above cor ations.

Admiral Black Sea Gkdoa.Chefs. 80 AT."
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2 February, 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Lively shipping traffic in both directions
along the Caucasus coast. Escort provided by
3 destroyers and 1 torpedoboat * Harbor
reconnaissance prevented by the weather. Air
Force photographic survey of Tuapse, Ghelenjik
and Poti revealed nothing of importance. At
Ghelenjik 5 motor minesweepers and 8 E-boats,
2 landing craft, 50 small craft, 8 freighters
of 600 - 1,500 tons and 6 coastal vessels were
identified. The radio picture did not reveal
any movement of larger vessels.

Own Situation :

S 51 and S 102 of the 1st E-boat Flotilla
occupied a reconnaissance line south of the
Taman Peninsula until 0500 on the night of
1 February. No sighting reports. After
midnight NE winds, force 4, sea 3, increasing.

The repeat operation scheduled for the night
of 2/3 February had to be abandoned owing to
the weather.

1150 S 49 put in to Yalta and will proceed to
Sevastopol as soon as route Brown is re-opened.

1725 Tho commander of motor minesweeper R 165
reported that the area where mines were
detected yesterday off the southwest tip of the
Crimea, to south of route Brown and 1 mile north
of it, has been swept free. No more mines
were cut. Hence the minefield consisted of
4 submarine inertia contact mines (not overgrown)
laid diagonally across the route 150 meters
apart. Route Brown was swept from point 6-4,
twice parallel to the coastal route and once
from point 5-6.

2020 The route from Brown 1 to Brown 6 has been
opened. Telephone orders have been issued to
motor minesweepers R 165 and R 164 to escort
5 49 from Yalta to Sevastopol early on 3 February
with sweeps streaming.

1,415 The convoy "Ardeol" put in to Sevastopol with
3 destroyers and 2 motor minesweepers.

TIAL -5-
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5 February, 1943

Simferopol

Ener. T* Situation:-

1212 Air Force Staff, Crimea reported 2 cruisers
in air grid square 8383 at 1035, 3 destroyers,
course 300°, moderate speed (11-17 knots)
with fighter- cover.

At 1315 we learnt from Air Force Sta: ,

Crimea by telephone that rhe air shadower
hod been driven off and returned to base,

o fresh planes would take off, however,
to do reconnaissance in large' grid squares
74/73/&4/£5. Since a convoy escorted by 3
Rumanian destroyers and 2 rotor minesweepers
was to proceed at 1300 from Sevastopol to
Constantza, a "Most ] te' 1 radiogram was
sent to Commander, Co and Escorts, Black
Sea and to Commander, Crimean Coast:

onsider it desira'rJ : to r LI Sevastopol-
Constantza convoy."

Commander, Convoyaand Escorts issued a relevant
direct: ve

.

2000 Air reconnaissance during the afternoon had
nothing to report. Low cloud and poor
visibility pre'.- 3 exhaustive observation.
According to radio intercept reports from

In Ni vsl D/P Station Constantza 1 cruiser
ind 1 destroyer outheastern
Slack S . Radio traffic revealed another
destroyer off th central east coast. At
1500 Main Naval D/P Stat:' on Constantza reported
that the radio picture showed that a battleship

t be at sea. At 1431 the destroy*
reported off the central east coast transmitted
a short signal to an unknown coastal radio
station in the Tuaps - jlenjik area.

us considerable sections of the Russian
Fleet apf :

n to be a. Nothing, however,
was revealed regarding their Intentions*
Air reconnaii it shipping also

: led tc yield y nifleant reports.

Own Sltiu ~ ' n ;

In view of this situation, at 2015 increas
readinees was ordered for the harbors of Naval
Shore Commanders, 3rimea/Ukraine and Caucasus.

2320 Fort Commander, Kerch reported tl ht
signals and tracer anti-aircraft trails had

DENTI [ -3-
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beon repeatedly observed at sea in a south-
easterly direction, probably engagements at
Anapa.

2325 Night reconnaissance "Staffel" reported a

probable enemy landing in air grid square 7517;
ships were firing.

2350 Port Commander, Kerch reported artillery and
machine-gun fire south of the Taman Peninsula,

2400 Reconnaissance planes reported three ships
stopped in air grid square 66853, shelling the
coast

.

Thus enemy landing attempts in the area of the
Taman Peninsula-No vorossisk are to be expected.

Adverse weather precludes ooerations by the
1st E-bost Flotilla.

CONFIDENTIAL .7.
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4 rebruary, 194;

Simferopol

0000 Air raid on Anaps and northwestern batteries
and at the same time brief ineffective shelling
by four ships.

This is evidence that the enemy intends to
- out a l8rger-scale operation against

the German occupied coast.

0105 19 and 24 were therefore ordered into
the patrol line "Panthersprung"- (see War
Diary 22 Jan. ).

0522 Air Force Staff, Crimea reported enemy
attacks on Shirokaya (northwest of Movorossisk

').

0500 Main Naval d/F Station Const I za intercepted
2 destroyers, 2 torpedoboata sr.d 2 pstrol
vessels off the northeast coaa .

0700

0745

0811

0945

Lonr- j recom ae on landing
in air grid square 14541 reported six 1,000
ton t titers

4
enesweep^rs, 2 destroyers

about 8 kilometers off the co«st. A
^rcyer shelled Shirokaya - 3& Iks . Three

landing craft and 1 burning minesw r off
coast near Oslereika, 15 motor mine-

sweepers and E-boats in Kabardinka Bay
shelling the sement factory.

Air Fore-. Staff,
"

rued .enemy
landings near Novorossiak laat night*

Air recor id an enemy
formation in air grid square 85371 hesdi-
for Ghelenjik harbor.

I gav cup South and all the Pava] and
- nds concerned a situation report

based on informs t ion received so far.

1000 3y w;. -adio traffic. Main Naval
D/F St8t natantza identified 5 destroyers,
2 tor] ts and petrol vessels off the
north id Ln th art Vovorcssisk-
helenji -.

1142 I received definite i Ion from Air
Force Staff, Crimea that 200 me- and light
tanks had landed in air §rid square 7545 (south
of Novorossisk) . poor r econnaissence flown
during the morning identified 1 battleship,
2 heavy cruisers (one of them in the floating

"
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dock) and 2 destroyers in Poti. No warships
were identified at Batum. Thus only part of
the Russian Fleet is being used to protect
the landing operation.

1307 Report received from Naval Shore Commander,
Caucasus that the enemy landed two tank
battalions near Osiereika and south of
Novorossisk; single craft landed more troops
near Sudchikaya, Countermeasures in progress.
Attempts of weak forces to land in Novorossisk
harbor driven off.

1333

1335

Further landing attempts, bringing up of re-
inforcements to earlier landing sites and support
of Russian land operations by gunfire from
cruisers and destroyers at sea must be expected
in the coming night. The patrol lines
("Panthersprung"7 assigned to U 24 and U 19
are too far north to be an effective defense.
I have therefore decided to station the boats
as close to the coastal landing site es
possible and they have been ordered to take up
a patrol line from air grid square 3539 (lower
edge center) to air grid square 7547 (lower
right-hand corner).

Radio reconnaissance identified 1 destroyer
in the sea area between Adler and Gudant.

Air reconnaissance, taken together with the
radio picture, reveals that the following
ships of the Russian Fleet are at sea:
the heavy cruiser "Krasny Kawkas", the light
cruiser *'Krasny Krim", the large destroyer
"Charkov", 5 destroyers and 2 torpedoboats.
The cruiser formation sighted in air grid square
8383 on 3 February was not again intercepted
today but, according to photographic survey,
is still at sea.

1530

2100

I have therefore ordered harbor defenses to
remain at increased readiness; the ban on
convoys also still holds good.

Port Commander, Novorossisk 1 s situation report
stated that the harbor was under contimial
artillery fire. An enemy ship is lying damaged
and deserted on the shore near cement factory 2.
Three of the Port Commander's platoons were made
available to the division for sealing off the
southern quarter of the town.

Radio intercept service reported that the
destroyer reported at 1335 off Gudant by the
D/F Ststion Constant za was in the area west
of Poti and would therefore 3eem to be returning
there.

METAL
lOHTnriNTOHMATION
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2222 Air Force Staff, "Crimea reported that the
enemy had made a fresh- larding to the right
of air grid square 75424.

"Solombola" today -capsized ov/ing to drift
ice: crew left the ship. Further attempts
at salvage with the available resources out
of the question. A3 a result of persistent
northeasterly winds Kerch Strait south of
Pavlovski is ice-free. North of Tusla there
is fast ice; this prevents resumption of
supply traffic to Taman or the fish-salting
works via the normal mine-free route.

I have therefore decided to have a mine-free
route cleared as soon as possible south of
Koss8 ;

m

uzl9 , so as to enable the fish-salting
works to be reached from Kerch or Kamish-Burun
via an open fairway.

The Commander, Danube ^'lotillo has instructions
that on 5 February he is to use the ice-
breaker "Kiel" and also explosive charges to
free the FZ-groups at present ice-bound in
Pavlovski harbor, end send them to sweep a

clear route.

During nn air raid the new mooring jetty at
Taman was badly damaged by direct hits.

U 9 reported that she would put in to TLeodosia
at 1000 on 5 February to refuel.

During the course of the day there was lively
enemy air activity in the area Kerch-Kamish-
Burun (planes flew over in six waves dropping
five bombs); there were also several reconn-
aissance planes over Theodosia-Yalta-Balaklava

.

CONFIDENTIAL -10-
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5 February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Adverse weather prevented air reconnaissance
except off the east coast as far as Tuapse.
Some coastal and patrol vessels, also two
submarines, in the sea area Novorossisk.
Shipping in Tuapse harbor normal.

The destroyer reported yesterday evening off
Poti heading for the northwest was, according
to radio intercept report at 1530, in the sea
area west of Adler-Sochi. At 1906 two further
destroyers were intercepted by the Main Naval
D/F Station off the central to northern east
coast. These destroyers were receiving messages
from. Novorossisk. In addition, some small
vessels were intercepted and 1 submarine between
the central and western Black Sea.

Own Situat ion

s

0230 Naval Liaison 0fficer/5th Army Command reported
that at dusk on 4 February the enemy brought
reinforcements to the bridgehead south of
Novorossisk. Fighting still continues at both
landing sites. Three tanks and a number of
craft were shot up. The enemy forces which
have landed are cut off at the bridgeheads.

0758 Air Force Staff, Crimea reported that morning
air reconnaissance cannot be flown owing to the
danger of icing and that the unfavorable weather
seems likely to persist. Thus the position of
the Russian cruiser formation will again remain
undetected today.

1011 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported on the
situation there:

"Situation until dusk %

Southern part of the city shelled and bombed.
Supplies dropped to the recently landed troops.
Heavy bombardment of the supply routes to
Novorossisk lasted until about 1000. Almost
quiet at night. At 0555 German guns fired at
some ' lit vessels with small craft in Kabardinka
Bay; type of vessel not identifiable. When
fired at, the small craft made off out to sea.
At approximately 0700, five small craft were at
sen on a level with Gholonjik. Situation in
the southern infantry sector unchanged. After
0G30, slight enemy gunfire against the southern
quarter of the city."

CONFIDENTIAL -11-
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1030 According to the Ireather forecast from the
Simferopol meteorological station, SE winds,
force 6-7 will continue. Operations of the
1st S-boat Flotilla rod Italian E-boat s are
therefore not possible tonight*

Organization of Theodosia as an Italian
E-boat base is now complete.

1100 Italian E-boat Flotilla was ordered to transfer
4 boats to Theodosia on 6 February.

Owing to a sudden change in the weather, the
Ice situation in Kerch Strrit during the day
Improved* The northern section is partly
ice-fret; so that transports from Folonka mole,
where 4 loaded naval ferry barges are now-

anchored, to Kossa Chuchka can perhaps be
resumed on 6 February, The necessary
preparations are being le.

To Naval- High Command, Opt - ona Division
and Group South:

"l. Possibilities of transport across Kerch
Strait out of the question latterly due
to ie . Sin?- 4 February the prevailing
thaw together with southerly winds has
improved the Ice situation in the northern
part. Plana for 6 February: Naval
ferry barges and combined operations
landing craft will attempt to cross from
Yeniksle to Kossa Chuchka. Success
doubtful because of fresh drop in
temperature

•

2. Preparations by Admiral, Black Sea for
transportation of supplies from Theodosia
to Anapa now complete. Naval ferry
barges in readiness at ^heodosia. Army
Group A expressly desire that traffic
should only proceed in extreme emergency
in order to av^id loss of barges from
nemy action on this exposed route.

Admir 1 33 k Sea Gkdos. 700 A:

Th change in the bher and blasting of
. the ice have succe ded in freeing the FZ
vessels from Pavlov ; bor. Mine sweeping
of the rout-, f^om Kamtsb Burun to the fish-
salting works will begin on 5 February, weather
permitr' . Ch< - ? of the eastern
section of the ro^f , not laid with n
non- contact mines, will be mad nine sweeping
planes

.

Since t v lemy formation r< ported on 3
February is probabl-- gtill at sea, I have not

AI -12-
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withdrawn the ben on steamer convoys from
Constantsa to Sevastopol, If the enemy's
object was an operation against German supply
traffic in the western Black Sea, it seems
unlikely that he will still be in this area on
5 February (rudius of action of destroyers).

1950 Commander, Convoys and. Escorts, Black Sea was
therefore directed to allow convoys to proceed
on 6 February at his discretion after receipt
of results of the morning's air reconnaissance.

2400 No reports have been received from U 19 and
U 24 which still occupy a reconnaissance line
south of Novoross isk..

CpiiFTDEMTIAL -13-
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6 February, 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Air Force reconnaissance off the northeast
coast was again rendered difficult by the
weather. Nothing was sighted in the central
and eastern Black Sea area (visibility 20-
30 kilometers). One destroyer was sighted
at midday on a northwesterly course in the
sea area Ghelenjik; she probably put in to
Ghelenjik at 1210. Shipping in Ghelenjik
comprised about 6,000 tons of merchant
shipping, 1 destroyer, 6 motor minesweepers,
6 E-boats, some coastal vessels and several
small craft. A smaller convoy on north-
westerly course was intercepted in the sea
area Tuapse. At 2215 Main Naval d/f Station
reported that, according to radio traffic,
there were 2 destroyers in the central to
northern part of the Black Sea. According
to radio intercept report, apart from some
small craft the radio picture revealed no
shipping movements on the entire east coast.
F5 ve submarines were identified in the central
end western Black Sea, 2 off the east coast
end 1 whoso position was unknown.

Own Situation:

074.0 After refuel, TJ 9 left Theodosia
patrol line "Panthersprung" (see
22 January)

.

for
War

the
Diarv

0906 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported an enemy
motor vessel at 0520 on a zigzag course making
for Kabardinka Bay. Enemy attacks on the
southern infantry sector. The enemy
penetrated to a depth of approximately 50
meters and is pushing in & northerly direction.

107,0 According to today's weather forecast, a

southeast wind, force 5, will continue off
the north Caucasus coast. Intended operations
of the 1st E-boat Flotilla and Italian S-boats
must the-r< fore be abandoned.

^he Net Barrage ""cup, Black Sea was ordered
first to lay the anti-torpedo net at the
Sevastopol coaling vh nd then to ley a

double anti-torpedo net to protect the steamer
berths at Theodosia against aerial torpedoes.

1112 According to a report from the Naval Shoro
Commander, Caucasus, the situation on the
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southern front at Novoroasisk Is regarded with
confidence. The enemy did not receive any
supplies during the night. The enemy bridge-
head at Osiereika will shortly be mopped up.

1115 Information from Port Commander, Kerch 3tated
that the ice situation in Taman Bay had
deteriorated as a result of a westerly wind.
Use of the icebreaker "Kiel" offered little
prospect of success. Kerch was ice-free out-
side the moles and the northern section of
Kerch Strait. Traffic between Yenikale and
Kossa Chuchka was resumed by 2 combined
operations craft. Pour combined operations
craft proceeded this afternoon from Yenikale to
Kossa Chuchka'. Chief, Sea Transportation
Section was also ordered to come over to Kossa
Chuchka with the loaded naval ferry barges from
Kolonka mole crossing under the command of
Commander 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla.

1230 After removal of the ban on convoys, "Ardeal"
left Sevastopol with 3 destroyers.

1330 "Tissa" and "Albaro", escorted by 3 motor
minesweepers, came from Sevastopol to Constantza

1615' Commander 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla who
was escorting the steamers "Tissa" and "Albaro"
from Sevastopol to Constantza with 3 vessels,
reported a mine warning 3 miles south of Green
41 (on the route from Sevastopol to Eupatoria )

;

one mine cut.

I have closed route Green from point 40 to 42
on account of suspected mines and have ordered
motor minesweepers R 165 and R 164 to search
end, if necessary, sweep the minefield on 7
February.

1730 Chief, Sea Transportation Section reported
that the snow storm prevented naval ferry barges
from putting out from Kolonka for Kossa Chuchka.
The four combined operations boats which left
for Kossa Chuchka could not start on their
return passage because of adverse weather.

Since air reconnaissance of ice conditions
discovered ice-free water north of Kossa Tuzla,
on 7 February I shall dispatch four naval ferry
barges from Kerch to the mooring jetty at the
fish-salting works. The icebreaker "Kiel"
will it.

Adverse we ather today compelled the FZ groups
to stop the minesweeping begun on the route
from Kamish Burun to the fish-salting works.

Today four Italian E-boats were transferred

CONFIDENTIAL -15-
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from Ye Its to the nevr base at Theodoaia*
This enables r.e, we bting, to tu

them to occupy th^ 1 lir. he
south coast of

ploy the Lat I-boat Flotilla ::r
offensive : :>ast.

.eswe R lec: and R 153 h swept
route Brown frc :1 -.3 Yalta with
cut4 Lng kite sweep, 10 met^r rendant wires,

ines swept up.

A: ing dock instal :ns and
ittllr vessels, the remainder of the

Rostov Corar.snd (22 mien) arrived at
toda^.

40 Radar based on Cape Aitodor report-^ b

unit in 167° at a d it lometer
'iously a submarine*

tor oers R 165 snd R 163 put out.

•_•
:

.

2340 Anti-sub- Italian E-boat«

i2 :
T?val Liaison Off icer/5th Army nd

1 that fight ii Lka was
t j

stiff opposition, forcer were zlo? in
on t] lemy groi i of jfovorc :.

5th Army Commend ' further
landinrs

.
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7 February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation J

There was no reconnaissance at sea on 7 February
since the planes were used as close cover for
German convoys. Strip flights were made as
far as the Turkish coast; no sighting reports.
Lively convoy activity in the coastal area between
Tuapse and Ghelenjik, mainly in northwesterly
direction. Air reconnaissance discovered that
there were no coastal vessels or craft lying
in Kabardinka Bay. In Ghelenjik there were
about 6,500 tons of merchant shipping, 30 small
craft, several E-boats and minesweepers.
Shipping in Tuapse comprised about 11,000 tons
of merchant shipping, 20 small craft and 1
destroyer entering port. At 0815 two destroyers
were Identified about 20 miles southeast of
Tuapse, course 130°, high speed. These are
probably the destroyers intercepted yesterday
at 2215. South of Tuapse to Batum, no shipping
identified. Position of the cruisers "Erasny
Kawkas" , "Kraany Krin" and the training ship
"KomintornM still not identified. In the after-
noon d/f Station located two destroyers off the
central to southern east coast; on the morning
of 8 February another destroyer off the northern
section of that coast. Lively activity of
minesweeping vessels and E-bosts over the whole
coastal area, also appearance of patrol vessels.
Four submarines were intercepted in the central
i;o western Black Sea, two off the east coast.

Own Situation ;

0800 Improved ice situation north of Kossa Tuzla
permitted five naval ferry barges to put out
from Kerch for the fish-salting works. They
will return to Kerch with troops this afternoon
and will be re-loaded overnight for fresh
operations on 8 February.

1023 Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported that
the Osiereika bridgehead has bt.en mopped up;
there wer« 150 prisoners and approximately 300

ed; 10 tanks were destroyed on land and 10
In bhe water. Between 30 and 40 Anglo-American
landing craft, some of them undamaged, are
lying on the shore . Fighting continues at the
bridgehead south of Novorossisk.

1030 According to the forecast , th r weather should
quieten down with easterly winds, force 2-3,
during the coming night* Last night the enemy
sent more reinforcements to the bridgehead south

AL -17-
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of Novorossisk either from Ghelenjik or
from Kabardinka Bay. I have therefore
decided to send the 1st E-boat Flotilla on
operations against supply traffic immediately
off the coast between Ghelenjik and Cape Doob,
i.e., between the Russian minefields in this
area - repeatedly reported in agents' messages -

and the coast,

1st E-boat Flotilla was ordered:

"Situation: Russians landed on 4 February
near Cape Myshako. During the past two or
three nights troop transports have brought
reinforcements to the bridgehead there by
sea. Kabardinka Bay and Ghelenjik arc the
most likely ports of embarkation.

Orders

:

1. At 1500 three bouts of 1st E-boat Flotilla
will put out from Ivan Baba for operations
against enemy supply traffic off the coast
between Ghelenjik Bay and Cape Doob on the
night of 7/8 February.

2. Permission granted to torpedo any valuable
target.

3. The boats will leave the operational area
at 0300 on 8 February and put in to Ivan
Baba towards 0800.

4. German U-boats will occupy the patrol
line south of Kerch Strait and south of
Novorossisk. Also there is the possibility
of meeting German U-boats during the outward
and homeward passage. Anti-submarine
operations are therefore forbidden.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos 712 AI. "

To protect the south coast of the Taman
Peninsula against :mo"ry landings, Italian
E-boat Flotilla has been ordered to occupy
a patrol line west of Cape Utrish:

"Situation: Enemy landed south of Novorossisk
on th nJ tit of 3/4 February. Further landings
to be expected off the south coast of the Taman
Peninsula .

Orders

:

1. Three boats of the Italian E-boat Flotilla
will leave Theodosia at 1700 nn 7 February
and from 2000 will occupy a patrol line west
from •'"ape Utrish. Length of patrol line
12 miles.

CO] I \L -18-
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2

.

Ta sk

:

e. Should enemy forces be encountered,
send radiogram; ensure very rapid
transmission to Admiral, Black Sea.

b. Torpedo all valuable targets.

3. Boats will leave the patrol line at 0400
and enter Theodosia.

4. German U-boats will be In the sea area
south of Kerch Strait and south of Cape
Utrish. Expect to meet German U-boats on
the outward and homeward passage. Anti-
submarine operations are therefore forbidden.

Admiral, Black Sea 711 AI. "

1300 Another naval ferry barge put out from Kerch
with supplies for Taman.

2000 R 165 and R 163 put in to Sevastopol after
sweeping the route between Green 40 and 42.
No mines swept. In view of the importance of
this route (the supply route from Sevastopol
to Constantza) I have given orders for it to be
swept again on 8 February twice in each direction
with cutting kite sweep, '15 meter pendant wires.

2307 Naval Liaison 0fficer/5th Army Command reported
a fresh enemy landing south of Novorossisk.
The 1st E-boat Flotilla which is at sea will
be informed by radiogram.

FZ group today began minesweeping of the route
Kamish Burun and fish- salting works with two
covering runs. No mines swept. Lively enemy
air activity during the day, particularly in
the area Kerch-Taman. Planes attacked eleven
times in all, dropping 51 bombs; damage was
only slight.

No reports received from U 24 and U 19 (in the
patrol line south of Novorossisk) and U 9 ( in
patrol line "Panthersprung" ) . U 24 leaves the
line today to refue.l at Theodosia.

2330 Naval Liaison 0fficer/5th Army Command reported
that the enemy is reinforcing his bridgehead
south of Novorosaial . I have informed the
E-boats at sea.

DEI'TT AL -19-
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8 Fetruer-, IP 4

3

Simferopol

0800 Command taken over from Vice-Admiral
Witthoeft-Emden by Rear-Arimiral Kieseritzky.

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance of the central to western
Black Sea snd the inshore waters off the
Crimean coast yielded no result* Only
slight convoy and patrol activit- between

vorossisk and Tuapse, According to
harbor reconns issence , shipping in Ghelenjik
nd Tuapse normal. The battleship "Parishka

Komruna", 2 heavy cruisers, 2 destroyers,
2 cruiser hulls, 12,500 tons of harbor defense
and 7,000 tons of tan t* space snd 8 submarines
were observed et Poti.

At 0445 Main Naval D/F Station reported 1

destroyer coming from southeast in the
sea arse off the northern part of the coast.
According to radio traffic 'here wes 1
destroyer off the central east eoast during
the evening and also lively patrol ectivil
in that area.

Own Situation :

I yen Babe

0833 1st E-boat Flotilla put in from night
operations. From 2000 until 0048 the
boe-ts lsy in wait northwest of Cape Doob,
To supply traffic yos observed betwe
' helcnjik or rdinka T- - s nd the enemy

i, although visibility was good,
- radiogram concerning fresh enemy

landings
I

War Diary 7 February, 23?0)
the E-boats or ted from 0048 between Cape
Kyshako and Sudchuk, E-boat S 102
scored a direct hit with a torpedo and sank
a coastal vessel of about 250 tons off the
coast southeast of Cape Sudchuk. No other

/ted.

From ol Lon last night, Cornr.ander 1st
E-boi Lotillj t t the enemy is
crossi' a * 11 craft either from

positions to the
north of it to -.1 of disembarkation
north of C Sudchu . This traffic of
small crsft within Novorossisk Boy cannot
be intercepted by our E-bor.ts, since the
position of the mines (the pr • us Russian
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mine-free approach channel runs immediately
off the enemy-occupied east coast) and gunfire
from German and Russian batteries make it
impossible for them to enter the bay.

0900- Italian E-boats put in singly from the patrol
1300 line west of Cape IJtrish. Despite adverse

weather, the?/ remained in the patrol line until
0400 but sighted nothing. No. 568 touched
bottom near Cape Chauda on her return passage.
She sprang a leak and is out of action.

Temperatures at sea during the night were also
below zero, so that the boats iced up badly
and could not use their armament. The
operation has again proved that only very
limited use can be made of Italian E-boats in
the Black Sea during the winter months. If
temperatures are below zero, torpedo operations
are no longer possible since the torpedoes lie
on the open deck (no tubes) and therefore ice
up.

1215 Pour boats of the 1st E-boat Flotilla were
ordered to repeat last night's operation.

1312 Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported
renewed heavy attacks on Novorossisk; own
positions not endangered. At night heavy
explosions were observed at sea, probably
S 102 'a torpodo hit.

Thoodosia

1330 U 24 put in from an operation for refuel.
From 21 January until 4 February she was In
the attack area between Sochi and Adler.
Both on 30 and 31 January her torpedoes missed
r netlayer of 500 tons (torpedoes were surface
runners) and a tanker of 1,500 GKT. One or
2 cruisers, 3 destroyers were sighted. . There
was no opportunity of firing because range
was too great. Air reconnaissance in the
operational area considerable. On 4 February
she proceeded to position "Panthersprung"

,

sighted two destroyer formations but had no
opportunity to attack. She was in the patrol
line ?:outh of Novorossisk from 4 to 7 February
but sighted nothing.

On February, after refuel, U 24 will leave
temporarily for "Panthersprung".

1658 Port Commander, Novorossisk submitted the
following situation report (extract):

"By contrast with the night, intermittent
enemy air activity, fairly long intorvals
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retween ra*ds. PI ^d and gunned
a town, harbor and southern infantry

sector. ildir. -re dame
ordnance depot of Port ^o -"-ander
a direct hi"-

, d stores.
slight gunfire from both 5i0.es.

ie snail br in
of td but it was sealed
off r- - ;ely 1200. At 1320 G

: ounter-e ttacked.

"

and the
18 received
There was
At 1100

^tion

1709 ' -or minesweeper R 165 reported 14 min
t during check-sweep between Sevastopol

and Eupatorla.

\ictor minesweepers were ordered to t r

up sweeping again at c on 9 ] ^uary.

y order for clor route still holer .

163 soldiers, 900 tons of supplies and 1

vehicle were Bent today frc rch to the
fish- salting works* 1,4C0 soldiers " nd
12 vehicles were tr >rted by return .^rom

the fish-s "ting works tc -h. Supp]
nt k t down by the small

capacity of the moori: it the fish-
iting works end the limited transport

faci] from T e to the east. In view
of the cargo s lable, cor. c eble

j-1 3se of supplies should be possible*
1 order to "aise the r of troops brought
back frc h - m Army Ore up A has

ted a priority - I : i to use
extr« al fee which will rroce:d
empty frc: bh 1 b- iting v.

Torks
and j if necessary, embark troops tl with
the help of auxiliary se ly boatc. I have
InJ d Army Group A ar. An -ds
concerned of this and reaue

1800

1. P.apid extension of - coring jetties
at the fish-salting works.

2. 1 up of suf t t

full use of the cspaci*- ~ ~. val
ferry on their return passsg .

a returning to K rch to-
:ot filled to capacity :se

insu_ nt troops had been got read-
to : .

)

Corr .ing
'

P] etill
ordered to tr r.fiv naval ferr- -ges
from Theod tc r 9 February for

scheduled return transported: ~.
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1830-
1950

1950

2037

The air base southeast of Solenoye Lake
(18 kilometers southeast of Taman) observed
lights and large flares and heard the roar of
guns at sen The report suggests an operation
against Anapa or the neighboring coast, I

have not any forces at my disposal for operations
in that area since the Italian E-boats, with
one exception, are out of action.

5th Army Command called up and reported that
the enemy was screening the coast between
Myschako and Cape Sudchuk with 3moke • The
Command suspocts plans to l;;nd under cover
of the smoke and requests support from the
1st E-boat Flotilla. 1st E-boat Flotilla has
been advised by radiogram.

The vessels of the FZ-group which today
continued to sweep the route south of Kossa
Tuzla are, all but two, out of action due to
damage caused by i'ce and engine failure. in
view of the urgency of the task I have ordered
transfer of Navel Ferry Barge No. 126 -

equipped with towed loop gear - from Theodosia
to Kerch and equipment of another ferry barge
with remote sweeping gear. loth are to be
under the Commander, Danube Flotilla. I am
quite aware that, despite their degaussing
equipment, the use of these vessels in shallow
water where ground mines are suspected is a

dangerous procedure. However, owing to the
importance and urgency of the task, I have
decided to take the risk.

I ordered Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus
to secure for the Navy any undamaged enemy
landing craft lying near the Osiereika bridge-
head - now mopped up - and investigate possibility
of transferring them to Theodosia via Anapa
with personnel available on the spot.
Repeated bombing attacks on Taman during the
day* a total of 33 bombs dropped, hits scored
on the new mooring .jetty, otherwise no damage.

CONFIDENTI M -23-
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9 February. 1

Simferopol

Er.eiry Situation :

Today's early morning reconnaissance did
not discover any enemy shipping from the
southern approach of Kerch Strfit to
AT ovorossisk snd in

*

. Five
. les south of C-helenjik, 1 freighter of

2,000 tons escor^ y 2 motor mil pers
w '

-.d 15 mllos southeast of
jik, 1 escorted merchant vessel of

:ut 3,000- tons. Sh:, Ldentifled at
helenjlk comDrised 2 merchant ships, each

of 2,000 tons", 1 of 1,500 tons, 2 of 800
tons, 4 ccastal vessels ai I approx ly
30 other craft. issence
of all the bases on tt ucasus cof st r led
the enemy formation not sighted since 3 Febru ry
("Krcsny Kavkas", ' ly Krim", Charkov")
in Batv . -P> 2 heavy cruisers
of the "Kirov" class, another cruiser in
dock, 4 destroyers ?veral submarin

... . . : - pe ly it Poti. Air
hted a total of 9 destroyers

during, the day as against only 7 at the
1942. One of the Destroyers in

turn had a funnel sir.ilar to that of the
"Gnewny" class end a broaa stern*

From radio traffic mai al d/F Station
tza identified 1 destroyer off the

atral snd 1 off bl .east coast on the
night of 9 February. Fur bu woi , iser
"D'' was probably at sea in the Batun ere .

:io traffic suggested lively activity
•oj 1 .

.- :ort vessels off the entire-
east it.

Own Situotj n :

0400 Port Command stov tr rred to
Mariupol.

0700 IT 24 left TheodosJ
line •"

.

py the petrel

0745 1st E-t - Flotilla put
from operat 3 os. Fc

from 2050 the
Visibility v.

c,r

in to Theodosia
boats lay in wait
- r vlous night.

- first and then

off

good, but no traffic observed. One ccostal
vessel and 2 . P.B.s proc utheast

-: sighted coming from Kabardlnka Bay.
st between Hysheko and Sudchuk on

-
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0750

8 February was shrouded in a natural mist.
5th Army Command's information regarding
operations of enemy smoke-screen planes was
probably mis-observation. I have ordered the
1st E-boat Flotilla to rest during the coming
ni ht since on each of the last two days they
have been operating in unfavorable weather
from 1500 until 0800.

Bombing attack on Yalta. The bombs fell into
the water outside the harbor and did no damage

Novorossisk

0852 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported slight
gunfire with heavy fighting at the site of
the break-through at the bridgehead. At 0530
six enemy M.T.B.s attempted a landing but were
forced back by gunfire.

0917 An enemy plane dropped a torpedo from an
altitude of 150 meters southwest of the pier-
head at Yalta. The torpedo, which sank after
a short run, was apparently aimed at the wreck
of the lighter "Saone" lying at the harbor
approach.

Lack of anti-aircraft defenses is always
making itself felt at Yalta. After receiving
reinforcements the Command of the 9th Anti-
Aircraft Division intends to transfer two
heavy batteries there.

1205 A message received from Naval Liaison Officer/
5th Army Command reported that the enemy again
brought up reinforcements to the bridgehead
overnight. The enemy is attacking to the
south and fighting continues.

1252 U 19 reported that she would return to Theodosia
from the operational area on 10 February.
She should arrive there provisionally on the
morning of 11 February and, after refuelling,
put out early on 12 February for further
operations lasting 5-6 days.

1652 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported losses
sustained since 1 February 1943 in fighting

ainst the enemy landing forces and from
' lombar-dment of the harbor as 15 killed, 38
wounded.

Favorable ice conditions permitted traffic to
cross from Kerch to the fish-salting works to-
day. 444 tons of military supplies, 27
vehicles and 124 soldiers were loaded on to
3 naval ferry barges and 7 Siebel ferries.
Better conditions for disembarkation at the

iQNFTDSNTIAL
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fish-salting works and quicker transport
to the east would ass. va liable shipping
to achieve larger transshipments. I have-

sin indicated this to Army Croup A and
the local Army Offices responsible*
1P20 soldiers', 133 prisoners of war ^nd
20 vehicles were transported by return from
the fish-salting works. "his did not use
the vessels employed to full capacity. I

shall again- point out this fact to Army
Group A and urgently request attention to
the matter of br: » up sufficient men
for return transportation.
Remote mines^ee ping south of Kossa Tuzla
has been at a s1 -till trd^.y due to
disablement of the PZ vessels.

aval ferry barge *!o. 126, equipped with
towed loop gear, v/as brought from Theodosia
to Kerch. Since, in addition, naval fer
barge No. 472 is soon tc be equipped with
towed loop gear, we shall have two ferry
barges with remote rr.ine sweeping gear
available in Kerch Strait as from 12 February,
so that urgent cen be done even
during adv. rse "her.

A mine swooning plane today completed ch:ck-
sreep of the area betv.-. r 3ape Panagiya
and Cape Takil as a preliminary for the
intended mining of the southern part of
rch Strait; no mines swept.

Motor minesweepers R 16c" , R 163 have-

concluded mine sweeping of route Green
between Sevastopol and Supatoria. The
route was swept for one mile to the west.
A tot^l of 22 overgrown mines of type M 12
were swept. Depth sett in c curate ly

asuredj was 6-7 meters. What purpose
such- a minefield was intended tr aerve is
not clear since > apart from a few steamers
in the Black Sc-s, t .v. no German vessels
with such a deep draft.

r 10 February | th« steamer convoy (Oituz,
Baibal) proceeding from Constantza, destination
Sevastopol, is to put in bv way of the swept
rc 1 :^ .

Ac a pr n, I have ordered minesweeping
escort •-

I 161 , R 163 on 10 February from
Green 41 t< - n 42.

ith r success ncr sighting reports have
been received so far from the U-boats standi
in the patrol line south of Novorossisk and

_ : - _
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in "Panthersprung" . The reason probably is
that when bringing up reinforcements for the
bridgehead south of Novorossisk from Ghelenjik
or Kabardinka Bay, the enemy hugs the coast,
using the Russian minefield there as protection.
Thus, from their present positions, U-boats
are unable to intercept this traffic.
According to air reconnaissance reports,
Ghelenjik may definitely be regarded as the
chief supply port for the Novorossisk front.
Latterly, traffic between Tuapse and Ghelenjik
and southeast of Tuapse has been particularly
lively. As the situation is at present, I

regard it as vital that this supply traffic,
sometimes carried out by large steamers, should
be attacked in order to relieve the Army.
This requires transfer of U-boats; I have
therefore decided to order them to the following
positions :

1. U 9 just off the coast between Ghelenjik
and Tuapse;

2. U 24 just off the coast between Adler and
Cape Pitsunda;

3. U 19, after refuel in Theodosia, to the
former patrol lino south of Novorossisk
on 12 February.
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10 February, 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

According to morning air reconnaissance,
coastal waters bet.ween ".'erch Strait and

crossisk were free of enemy vessels.
Air reconnaissar.c of the southeastern
Black Sea and the Crimean sea. prea likewise
revealed no ore;: . Shipping was

al off the east coast between Novorossisk
•and Sochi.

1315 A reconns las olane 20 mil-is west of
jik sighted 1 destroyer, course 300°,

and 1 in -it ship o_' about 1,000 tons
by 2 patrol Is, course 120°.

Shipping st Ghelenjik m orted to toi-al
8,500 tons, at Tuapse 8,COO tens. 1 freighter
of about 4,000 tons entering Tuapse.

0800 . or twer y )s southwest of
Ochemchiri, 1 rted merchant ship of 4,000
tons, course sc ast, 1 tanker of 5,000
tons with 2 patrol vea , course northwest,
were ob a.

D\ mi of radio traff ic, y.air.

aval T)/~- Station Constantza interc€ -
i 2

destroyers, 1 torpedoboat and some small
craft off the central to northern east coast
during the aft n. - o traffic also
revealed a third destroyer, probably in the
southeastern Black Sea, position unknowi .

The station also interc d five submarines
in the central to western Flack Sea, 1 submarine
off the cast coast.

yovorossisk

p Sit ua tier ;

0600 Port Commander, Novorossisk In his situation
report stated that our own 3 had set fire
to a mr ly la" 3l, rrobably a

coastal ightor, b-itween the
cement a I at dinka Bay. On 9

ht d during the day heading
for the lsi site were forced to retire
by our gun: - . ty continues to

t pressure on Gorman positions without
result

.

0800 Strong northeas t_rl;r winds end a fall in
temperature have caused the ice situation
in Kerch Str* it to deteriorate again* The

_
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one landing stage on the east bank (fish-
salting works) to remain Ice-free so far, is
now blocked by heavy drift ice and ice barriers
north of Kossa Tuzla. Five naval ferry barges
and 3 combined operations ferries which put out
this morning had to return.

I had planned to maintain supply traffic by
using the route south of Kossa Tuzla and
accepting the still existent danger of mines
(the western section of the route has only been
twice swept by FZ vessels). However, since
ice reconnaissance by plane has revealed that
the passage between Kossa Tuzla and Cape Tuzla
is ice-bound and the southern approach to the
fish-salting works also closed, the plan must
now be dropped.

Of the boats which crossed with supplies from
Kerch on 9 February, 2 naval ferry barges and
4 combined operations ferries which could not
be unloaded on that date are frozen in near the
f i s h- s a 1 1 ing wo rk s

.

1000

1030

1230

1311

Tertian

1500

Mine sweeping south of Kossa Tuzla again could
not be resumed since the heavy sea made use of
gear impossible. After a vain attempt, the
vessels put in at 1000.

The forecast by meteorological station Simferopol
for the night of 10/11 February for the area
betv/een Yalta and Novorossisk reads: E wind,
force 5-6, some rain, temperature 5-10° below
zero. Thus our own and Italian E-boat operations
for the coming night must again be canceled.

Lively enemy air activity during the day: air
raid warnings in Taman/Kerch/Theodosia , Yalta.

Seven bombs dropped.

Nine bombs in the Yalta harbor area; no naval
damage

.

From 0915 to 1215, continuous bombing attack
on Taman harbor. Direct hits on the road to
the harbor, otherwise no damage.

5th Army Command reported thst the enemy has
occ yshako base. This enables him to

•! near and east of Myshako without interference
since we can no longer observe or fire on this
strip of coast« Laying of minefield Immediately
parallel to the coast rnd east of Myshako would
afford a certain protection, at least temporarily
effectivo, against landings. I intend therefore,
as soon as possible, to lay n UMB minefield off
Myshako with the only mine-carriers available for

I DENTI AL -29-
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the t8sk, narr.ely four boat? of the 1st
E-bost Flotllli . Preparations are being
expedited so that mlnelay - t8ke plsce
provisionally en the n bt c 11/12 February

~uld + he weather be favorable.

1624 According to Pert Commander, Novorossisk,
irting at 1015 four of his platoons with-

drew frcr: the harbor area 9t the Army's
directive fc" operations on the western
fringe of the southern quarter of the city,
since the enemy had broken out of the bridge-
head northward on hill 307.

Checksweep of the eastern section of the
route south c: Kossa Tuzla was made by mlne-

"lr,ne but no min 3 ere swept.
The operation will be repeated on 11 February.

1900 Motor mine ct R 165 and R 1 are
ordered to sweep route Brown from Sevastopol
to Yalta with '-rite cutting sweep, 10 meter
long pendant wires.

Naval She ~ ider, casus reported
that "

] ft which we secured
undai off Osiereika had been destroyed
since their ture by y ras
threat tied. (See War Diary E .).

15 folic telet; rs received from
Ni vel Staff, Operations Division, signed
by Commander In Chief,

"There la heavy fighting on our eastern
front. "very naval success, how--"' all,
is of importer.?-. A aupreme effort is
needed to aid our comrades on the land ^ront.
Do not rr.iss any opportunity of getting at
the my«

Commander in Chief, ,T avy. M

I am passing on this directive word for
word to all subordinate units. r me it

na that prospect of success is the criterion
hen deciding on operations. Previously

11 number "'.' forces compelled
to pay ntion to possible losses, but

noi ;tor c f n be dis: tied so long as
full commitment promises success.

V_ -30-
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11 February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation:

0745

0830

0930

No reconnaissance results in the central and
southeastern Black Sea. Poti and Batum could
not be observed on account of adverse weather.
Shipping in Ghelenjik has decreased to about
4,000 tons of harbor defense tonnage and 40
small craft. Tuapse is unchanged at about
8,000 tons of merchant shipping. During the
morning, reconnaissance planes intercepted 1

destroyer on a southeasterly course in the sea
area Sochi, 1 freighter, 4 motor minesweepers
on a southeasterly course near Gagri, a 7,000
ton tanker and 2 patrol vessels northwest of
Sukhum

•

Main Naval d/f Station reported 1 destroyer at
1420 in the sea area off Anakriya, another
destroyer at 1625 off Tuapse. A third destroyer
was located during the afternoon off the southern
part of the oast coast. 1 'submarine central
to we stern Black Sea, 1 off the east coast and
3 in unknown position at sea.

Own Situation:

The ic
again
North
Kossa
Yenika
possib
direct
barges

e situation between Kerch and Taman has
become more acute owing to night frost,
of Kerch Strait only drift ice and off
^uzla marginal ice. Traffic between
le and Kossa Tuzla is therefore still
le. Port Commander Kerch has been
ed to endeavor to send the naval ferry

loaded in Kolonkn by this route.lying

Ice reconnaissance by Storch plane confirmed
that the landing stage at the fish-salting works
cannot be reached from either north or south
of Kossa Tuzla. South of Gape Tuzla clear water
was observed but there are no landing or trans-
port facilities there for supplies. On the
other hand, by using auxiliary supply boats it
might be possible to transport troops from there
to tho west bank. Since the beaches south of
Cape Tuzla are mined, I have requested Commander,
Kurch Strait to carry out clearance v/ork. I

calculate that by the time this task is completed
the route south of Kossa Tuzla will have been
swept so that, if necessary in an emergency,
returning transports v/ill be able to proceed by
this route within the next fcv T days.

According to the forecast, no improvement in the
weather is to be expected in the coming night.
Operations of our own and Italian E-boats must

CONFIDENTIAL -31-
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therefore still be postponed.

1030 U 19 put in to Theodosia for refuel.
From 24 January until 4. February she vac
in the operational area assigned to her
southwest of Tuapse at a distance of
approximately 20 miles from the coast.
Up to 1 February nothing sighted. At
1810 on 2 February she attacked 2 destroyers
which turned off shortly before thev were
"fired on (range 2,000 meters) . At' 2000
the destroyers were out of sight. From 4
'to 9 February she was in the patrol line off
Novorossisk; no traffic observed.

U 19 was ordered to put out at 0630 on
12 February and take up position in the
patrol line south of Novoroqsisk, remaining
there until 18 February, 'then to put in to
Const an tza.

1120 Commander, Danube Flotilla reported that
the FZ boats arc frozen in at Pavlovski
harbor. Operations of naval ferry barges
with towed loop gear on the route south of
Kossa Tuzla are likewise out of the question
due to the prevailing heavy sea which makes
it impossible to proceed with gear-.

The E-boat Flotilla has received the following
orders for the laying of the minefield at
the enemy bridgehead south of Novorossisk
(see War Diary, 10 February, 1500)?

"l. As soon as weather permits, 4 boats of
1st E-boet Flotilla' wall ley a single
line of mines as a protection against
enemy landings.

2. Thn minefield to be situated off Myahako
parallel to and as close as possible to
the coast; we are at present trying to
discover the exact site of the previous
enemy landing on this coastal sector and
a supplementary order may be issued
regarding the exact position of the mine-
field.

3. 24 DMB mines required, to be taken on
at Tl sla on 12 February,

4. Depth settin minus 1 meter; do not
aet sinking mechanism and contact release.
Block surface safety mechanism by setting
screw.

5. Distance of mines apart: 50 meters.

. Minefield must be laid unobserved by

T' [AL -32-
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the enemy. Exact navigational position
must be rioted.

7. When the task is completed, send triplicate
copy of mine report in writing to Admiral,
Flack Sea.

Additional Note :

24 UME mines now in transit from Kerch to
Theodosia where they will arrive provisionally
on the morning of 12 February.

Admiral, Black Sea C-kdos, Chefs. 78 AI

.

n

are now in transit from Kerch to
If the weather improves, minelaying

planned for the night of 12/13 February.

The mines
Theodosia
i

1500 Motor minesweepers R 165 and R 163 have swept
route Brown from Sevastopol to Yalta with
cutting kite sweep. No mines swept.

1648 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported that
three of hi3 platoons had returned from
operations south of the city and have re-
occupied the harbor positions. The forces
which penetrated the previous day in the
southern sector were mopped up. During the
morning a Russian attack was beaten off.

1900 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported that 1
transport and 3 small craft were sighted at
1845, 800 meters off the west mole. Gunfire
forced thorn off. With darkness the enemy
increased their pressure on the southern
sector.

2400 Naval Liaison 0fficer/5th Army Command reported
that the enemy is in possession of the coast
from 1 kilometer east of Cape Vyshako as far
as the block of houses at the extreme south of
the suburb of St&nitchka.

After five more covering runs, minesweeper
plane today completed checksweep of the eastern
part of the route south of Kossa Tuzlc. No
mines swept.

CONFIDENTIAL
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12 February. 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation

. c reports received from sir reconnaissance
regarding enemy forces in the central to

stern Black See. rbor reconnaissance
carried out up to and including 5a turn.

Except for 1 cruiser, all large units were
identified in the harbors of Poti and Betum.

One destroyer left Poti on a northwesterly
course at 1100. The missing cruiser was
sighted st 1130 with 1 patrol vessel in the
sea area off Cape Pitsunde, on a southeasterly
course. Shipping in ihelenjik slight,
some 2,^00 tons and 15 small craft; et Tuapse
10,500 tons of bant shipping. Ho
L-port ant change ban t shipping in
harbor at Poti end Betum. Two large merchant
rr.ips about 25 niles southwest of Betum,
one heading for 3a turn, the ether at anchor
off the coast, 3houlu be noted. They are
probable Turkish ships treeing between Batum
and Trebzcn. Otherwise one large 5,000 ten
freighter with 2 patrol vessels on a north-

- -
: rly course in the see. Brea of:' pe Pitsunde

and escorted traffic and single vessels
between Tuapse ana Ghelenjik. During the
morning a me

s

sere was receli 3 from T
St ~'!r/t tb stroyer rted at 1712
on 11 February I iio intercept servic

,

was heading southeast in area west of
C-udant, another des J

j robably in the
sea aree- off Sukhum end a third probe-bl- off

»ps -Gudant at 1030. In addition, Main
•al d/f Station Intercepted 2 suboarin

in the ral tc west ra Black Sea and 2 off
east coast.

0600 Own Situation:

0900

Port Commander, Mariupol reported that
in personal c: st with Anny iroup

Do- . Opinion there is that Mariupol is at
present in no danger. Re noval of any surplus
etc . advised and preparations for

Orders have been issued
for r : 11 val materiel from

jenrc .

Four - ferry aded with 550
barrels of fuel put out frc lonka mole
to Kosss Chuchk r

. Simultaneously two
s left for the south with the

Lc -br P "Kiel" to discover en alternative

7'
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route from Cape Takil to Cape Panagiya 8nd
possible moorings near Cape Panagiya. The
ice situation in Toman Bay end at the fish-
salting works is unchanged. Impossible to
resume traffic.

Transportation of mines from Kerch to Theodosia
has been delayed by bomb damage to the railway;
hence the minelaying scheduled for tonight
cannot take place. The 1st E-boat Flotilla
has therefore been ordered to repeat the opera-
tion against enemy supplies off Novorossisk,
concentrating on the area between Cape Myshako
and Cape Doob, and to be in the operational
area from 1900 to 0400 on the night of 12/13
February.

The two E-boats, S 40 and S 52, frozen in near
Braila have been brought to safety. with the
help of Rumanian combined operations craft so
that there is now no fear of damage when the
ice meltu.

Minesweeping Ju plane was operating today at
the southern approach to Kerch Strait, between
Cape Panagiya and Cape Takil, for checksweep
of E-mines on what is planned eventually as
the new supply route. Five covering runs
were made but no mines swept (see War Diary
11 February)

.

0920 U 19 put out from Theodosia for the patrol
line south of Novorossisk. On account of
necessary repair to the compressor the original
sailing time 0630, had to be delayed.

0958 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported 1 transport
and 6 small craft between 1900 and 2010 on
11 February approaching from the east of
Zemeskaya Bay. When fired at they turned
off under smoke cover. At 0505 five large
transports and 2 patrol vessels were sighted
in the direction of Zemeskaya Bay. The overall
situation at the bridgehead is unchanged.

1400 The tug "Daniel 24" sank off the south dock at
Kerch after explosion. Cause as yet undiscovered.
It could scarcely be a non-contact mine in
view of the shallow water (3-4 meters). One
niai was aeriously injured, one only slightly.

1700 Four naval ferry barges loaded with 310 troops,
855 civilians (technicians and Caucasians) and
10 vehicles returned from Kosse Chuchka to
Kolonke

.
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13 February, 1945

Simferopol

En emy S i t ua t 1on ;

Air reconnaissance up to 80 kilometers off
the German-occupied coast and in the eastern
Black Sea yielded no result. Reconnaissance
of the Caucasus coast and the harbors was
made only as far as Sukhum ov/ing to bad weather
and ice. Shipping at Ghelenjik was normal
and comprised merchant shipping, 3 motor
minesweepers, 20 other craft and 1 destroyer
which put out for the south at 0700.
At Tuapse there were some 8,000 tons, 4 motor
minesweepers, 5 coastal vessels, several other
craft and 1 destroyer. During the mornin
tv:o more destroyers were Identified In the
area Tuapse -.Sukhum, probably those mentioned
in harbor at Tuapse and Ghelenjik.
Both destroyers were on s southeasterly course,
one as escort i'or a 5,000 ton freighter.
Another 4,000 - 5,000 ton freighter with 2
patrol vessel? and 1 motor minesweeper was on
a southeasterly course in the sea area off
Sochi. Also observed at 0835, 1 destroyer
off Sukhum, at 0837, 1 submarine northwest
of Br; turn. Otherwise only patrol vessels and
small craft.

At. 0935 Main Naval p/p Station reported 1

destroyer located roughly off the central east
coast in radio communication with another
destroyer. At midday, 1 destroyer some 25
miles southeast of Ghelenjik. During the
evening, 1 submarine was identified about
50 miles south of Yalta in communication with
another submarine in the central to v/e stern
Black Sea. Some small craft but no large
units Identified off north to central and
southern part of the east coast. Three
submarines were intercepted central to western
Black Sep and three off the east coast,
particularly the northern part of it, and 2
submarines central to southern east coast.

Own Situation

0800 1st Erboat Flotilla put in to Ivan Baba from
night operations. From 2130 the boats lay
in wait off Cape Deob; no shipping was observed
although visibility was good and Novorossisk
Bay, lit up by flares from German planes,
could be clearly surveyed. After 0015, boats
reconnoitered in the area between Suchuk and
Myshako. Supply traffic at enchorj no patrol

CONFIDENTIAL -37-
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vessels sighted. Air Force Staff,
Crimea, who sent Stukas out against the
reported transports, like-vise failed to
discover any enemy vessels despite use of
flares in Kabardinka and Novorossisk Bay.
Thus the report stating that transports
landed further troops last night is
incorrect

.

2014.)
(See War Diary, 12 February,

Kerch Strait

0830 The ice situation here is unchanged.
Again today only possibility of operations
is between Kolonka (Yenikale) and Kossa
Chuchka. My suggestion for organization
of a supply route from Cape tfakil to
Panagiya by making use of the favorable ice
conditions in the southern part of Kerch
Strait has been rejected by the Army
because of the inadequate communications
with the loading and unloading sites.
The naval ferry barges detailed by me to
survey the route have been recalled.

• The FZ groups are still frozen in at
Pavlovski. The driving wheel of the
motor generator of naval ferry barge No. 472
is out of order. Mine sweeping on the route
south of Kossa ,T1uzla to the fish-salting
works cannot therefore start yet.

0930 According to the forecast, calm weather
may be expected east ana west of Kerch
Strait during the coming night. 1st
E-boat Flotilla has therefore been ordered
to leave at 2000 for minelaying in accordance
with Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos; Chefs. 78
Al (see War Diary, 11 Feb.) and, after
completion of this task, to operate until
0400 against enemy supply traffic betv.-een

Cape Doob and MyshakOi Late departure is
due to the fact that the moon does not go
down until 0300; unobserved minelaying
directly off the coast cannot be effected
until then.

1053 Naval
fur the
He a vy
bundle
droppe
calibe
0300.
she Hi
for a

of the

Shore Commander, Caucasus reported
r disembarkations at Novorossisk.
air raids on Anapa; 116 bombs and
V of he^vy mortar ammunition were
d. naval bombardment with medium
1 ;uns tool- place between 2400 and
Constant air raids and repeated navel

ng directed on Anapa suggest preparations
large-scale action age Inst this part
coast.

XL
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1740 Naval ferry barges Nog. 566, 567 put out from
Sevastopol to occupy a patrol line in the lee
of the coast near Cape Sarich. They have
orders to put in to Yalta at daybreak on 14
February.

1900 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported three
direct hits on the quarters of Port Commander
16 at 1614. "aval telephone exchange put out
of action? no losses.

1945 The following is the result of today's ferry
traffic across Kerch Strait:

West east: 380 tons of military supplies.

2015

Eagt - west: 70 soldiers, 1,542 civilians,
15 vehicles, 41 tons of luggage.

Work on the anti-torpedo net barrage against
aerial torpedoes off the coaling wharf at
Sevastopol has now been concluded. Net
Barrage Croup Black Sea has orders to renew
the damaged net barrage at Ivan Baba and to
lay double anti-torpedo nets for the protection
of steamer berths at Theodosia against torpedo
attack by aircraft.

>T o reports have come in from the 3 U-boats
o ut on posit l on

.

Naval High Command, Naval Staff, Operations
Division, reported that the Italian Admiralty
has agreed to man the Italian midget submarines
in the Black Sea with Italian personnel again.

Since 1700 the weather south of Kerch Strait
has steadily deteriorated. At 1700 Anapa
reported ^iE wind, force 4; at Ivan Baba at
2000, NE wind, force 5. E-boats carrying
mines cannot weather a sea heavier than 3 since
the mine rails connected to the v/ooden dock
will not bear any greater strain. I find
myself compelled to cancel sailing orders for
1st E-boet Flotilla.

During the morning I conferred with Naval
Shore Commander, Caucasus, Captain Wesemann,
and was informed on the situation at Novorossisk
and Anapa. As a result of this conference I

made the following arrangements:

1. The principal duties of Naval Shore Commander,
Caucasus for the coming period are as follows:

a . To defend the Trman and Novorossisk coast
against attack from the 3ea.

CONFIDENTIAL
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b. To advise. Army KQ 17 on questions
of naval defense and general harbor
problems

.

Since Naval Shore Commande.r is too far
removed from Army HQ, 17 for the purpose
of task b., he will transfer his head-
quarters back to Temriuk.

2. Port Commanders in Fovorossisk and Anapa
will remain at their posts until the
Army demands; that their units be dissolved
or the harbors abandoned. Qualified
specialists will be withdrawn.

3. Naval batteries in Anapa Bnd Novorossisk
will retain their naval crews. Even if
the Army calls for the withdrawal of
Port Commander units, the batteries are
to remain in position until the Army

;es orders for the abandonment of the
harbors. Should the Naval Shore Commander
and all units of the Port Commander transfer
to the Crimea, then '/aval Shore Commander's
Artillery Officer will remain with the
batteries until the abandonment is ordered.

4. Naval Shore Commander's Artillery Officer,
who has only just been appointed, is
primarily responsible for operations of
coastal batteries on the Taman coast and
near Anapa against naval objectives.

This afternoon I conferred with Group
Wetzel (5th Army Command) at Kiyevskoye.
I informed General Wetzel of the situation
with regard to the naval war, of the Navy's
resources in the Black Sea and plans for
support of Army operations. There was
complete agreement regarding future operations
of the Naval Shore Commanders.

XL -40-
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14 February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance in the eastern Black Sea
was hampered by the we ether. Survey of the
east coast and the harbors could not be
carried out. In the central Black Sea off
the Turkish coast near Kerempe Burun, 1 Turkish
freighter of 3,000 tons and 1 tanker of 15,000
tons were sighted, both on an easterly course.

At 0630 d/F Station Constantsa intercepted
1 destroyer between Sochi and Tuapse.
Three submarines were intercepted in the
central to western Black Sea, 4 in the area
off the east coast , nainly northern to central
section. Otherwise, according to radio
traffic, little movement of vessels.

Own Situation:

0305 Radar at Cape Hi lo
probably a submarine
The alarm was given
Theodosia. The ves
location just as sea
Theodosia Bay. Thi
she was a submarine,
have repeatedly laid
waters and it may be
laid in the approach

cated a small
, in Theodosia
In the harbor
sel disappeare
rchlights were
s supports the

Latterly, s

minefields in
that mines we
route to Theo

vessel,
Bay.
sector of
d after
searching
idea that

ubmarines
coastal

re being
dosia

.

0416 Theodosia harbor closed duo to suspected
mines.

The two vessels of 3rd Motor Minesweeper
Flotilla lying in Yalta, R 165 and R 163, were
ordered to sweep the route Yalta - Theodosia
and the Theodosia harbor approach with towed
loop gear on 15 February.

0845 Italian E-boata put
patrol lino between
nothing sighted.

in to Yalta
Cape Sarich

from the
end Cape Aitidor;

tonight.

lore cast promises calmer weather during
course of the afternoon. I have therefore

order 1st E-boat Flotilla to under-
outh of Mvshako

0930 The
t]

&<• t i ded, to
take mine sweeping operations

1700 Motor minesweepers R 165, R 163 put in to
Theodosia after completion of their mine-
sweeping operations. Route Brown was swept
once from point 11 to 12 and three times from

MTIAL
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to the harbor appr^jch but no mines
:-re swept. The r will be reopened.

The harbor at Anapa and the gun sit9s there
were repeatedly shelled frc durii
the past few nijhts by medium caliber runs.
Accc: '"o the results obtained by eir
reconnaissance end radio intelligence which
intercepted destroyers off the central east
ccast during the forenoon, it may well

t destroyers are responsible for t]

unfire. Repetition of the bombardment
must be expected. Furthermore, the so- -

times heavy eir raids on Anapa suggest
~ion for further landings near Anapa cr

en .the south Tanan coast. I have therefore
ordered Italian E-bo"ts to occ\ipy a patrol
line.

"Orders:

1. 2 boats of Italian E-l Lotilia will
put out from ai« t 170C on 14
Februar;- and r 20C0 will occupy a

patrol liE sh to th
. west. Lc petrol line 10

miles

.

2. At 0400 boats will 1: trcl line
-enter Th ala .at spproxims sly

0700.

3. Task: torped( 1 ta] t

.

4. Information:

a. At 2100 1st E-boat I let ill?, will
leave Ivan Baba for operations off
?~ovorcs.°: turn to Ivan Baba
ct sbeut 0800,

b. A U-boat is st ned off
fovc r ' atl-su rations
arc there Lbited.

AdriTl, -l^ck Sc "'.:'".: r. AI. "

1845 Italian E-boat s ir ''-.'- patrol line turned
)f inc n s Ln gly he a vy seas.

At 195^ turn , Itali
Ted a surfaced suu :,

" urse 90°, 1C " st of Cape Hi.
t fir torpedoes at : ran

of 500 meters which th< rine evaded by
as of rapid maneuver^ -run

fire si d. The E-l ~r' subsequent
tack with depth ch a yield: visible

results, tor minest 1 . .

T and R 16
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lying in Theodosia were ordered:

1. To put out immediately on anti-submarine
operations off Theodosia;

2. If
it
on the approach route and the stretch from
Theodosia to Cape Chauda is to be swept.

the submarine is not located by daybreak,
is to be assimed that she was mint laying

2220 Commander 1st E-boat Flotilla reported that
operations were broken off owing to the weather;

2330 boats put in to Ivan Baba

.

2330 Motor minesweepers R 185, R 163 put out from
Theodosia in accordance with orders.

Ice situation in Taman Bay and near the fish-
salting works still unchanged. Ferry traffic
between Yenikale end Kossa Chuchka was maintained.
Today 182 tons of military supplies were loaded
for Kossa Chuchka; 257 troops, 632 civilians,
60 horses, 71 vehicles and 35 tons of military
supplies were transported by return.

To ensure smooth and unified control of
transportation across Kerch Strait, subordination
Of all the transport resources of the three
services to Naval Special Transport Staff
Kerch is vital. I am therefore, submitting
the following request to Army Group A:

"1. Naval Special Transport Staff Admiral
Scheurlen at Kerch is ready to cooperate
with Commander, Kerch Strait (Corps HQ
for special duties) with regard to
transportation tasks in Kerch Strait and
control of traffic from Crimean ports.

2. The task of the Naval Special Transport
Staff is central control of all vessels
of the Navy, Army and Air Force used in
the ferry service to and from the places
of embarkation and disembarkation, and
organization of a time-table to prevent
congestion at those places and on the
routes

.

3. The Special Transport Staff will be respon-
sible for the safety of supplies carried
by sea. This includes observation of
mines, ohecksweep of minefields, minesvee ping
if necessary j anti-aircraft defense at sea
against low-flying planes, lights at night,
buoyage and determining of routes.

4. For the purpose of smooth execution of the
above tasks, subordinnt 3 on of all transport
resources of the three services to Naval

CONT tDENTT AL
'
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Special Transport Staff is imperative.

."• Request rou to issue relevant, directive
to Commander, Kerch Strr.it.

Admiral, Elack Sea 868 Al". .

Some of the barges at present employed in
ferr^- traffic are temporarily out of action
due to damage, caused by ice. 1 have there-
fore ordered four of the ferry 1 z on
call at Theodosin to proceed to Kerch on
15 February to be at the disposal of !

Tevel
Special Transport Staff,

-^currently, 1st E-bost Flotilla was ordered
to transfer four of the ferry barges with-
drawn to Sevastopol to Yalta and four more
to Theodosia on 1 ry so that In case
of further need a-' sh, these vessels
could proc there at short no J:ice. -al
ferry tsr^: .~o. .125 swept the portion
of the route south of Kossa Tuzla . ur
covering ."-uns revelled no ^ines.

A message from Commander, Convovs and Escorts,
ck Ses stated that minefield 58 (the

centre 1 section of the reinforcing fields
laid off Constentza) vie: laid on 13 ruary
by cu" c nd 'Dccis 1

' according to plan.

This morning I conferred wi": .-. ,. 17
at Stero Lltarovskaya. I explained the
naval situation in the Black Sea to Lieutenant
General Ruoff and discussed the preparation
and possibiliti: s of firry traffic across

sh Strait, At my stlon and by
egr at with Am 17 end Array Command
5, nder Betzendahl has teen withdrawn
as Naval Liaison Officer with Group Wetzel
and appointed as Liaison Offl r to Army
BQ 17. It this way the Army EQ,, which is
the nerv senter of the Army in the icasus,

Ln contact with tr ?al
3hor< Cc - end, in rergency, wi1
Admiral, Black Se r

.
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15 February , 194;

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Air reconnaissance of the Caucasus coast and
harbors was hampered by the weather and could
only be flown as far as Sukhum. Heavy seas
prevented sea-planes from starting for
reconnaissance of the central and eastern Black
Sea. Shipping in harbor at Ghelenjik
comprised about 7,000 tons of merchant shipping
and several other craft; at Tuapse about 11,40
tons of merchant shipping, 1 destroyer and
soitk small craft. Apart from 1 tanker of
2,500 tons on a northwesterly course 5 miles
south of Gudant, only slight patrol activity
discovered.

400

At 0950 according to radio intercept report,
one destroyer stood in the area of Sochi-Tuapse
and at 1000 another off Tuapse. Otherwise
survey of radio traffic disclosed only slight
activity of small craft.

Own Situation i

0950 The weather forecast for the coming night for
sea area between Yalta and Fovorossisk is as
follows: SW wind, force 4. The decision
regarding operations of 1st E-Boat Flotilla
and Italian E-boots will be made after the
weather chart for 1400 has been submitted.

1157 Meteorological station Simferopol issued gale
warnings for the south and west Crimea with
SW winds, force 7, veering W to NW, force 7,
during the afternoon. Thus operations of the
1st E-Boat Flotilla and Italian E-boats are
out of the question.

1200

1705

1900

Motor minesweepers R 165, Pi 165 put in to
Theodosia after unsuccessful anti-submarine
operations. Route Brown, points 12-13 and
13-14, were each swept twice with cutting kite
sweep; no nines swept*

'• 24 reported that she was about to return
•om the operational area between Adler and

Pltsunda for Constant zo. The Air Force have
or. prohibited anti-submarine operations

t r> i • +• nmn r\ r> q q b ito _over her return passage.

Port Commander, Fovorossisk reported the situa-
tion at the bridgehead unchanged. The night of
14/15 February was peaceful. Lively artillery
activity of both sides by day. Bombs were
dropped en German infantry posts and the southern

I m -45-
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quarter of the city. Hit scored on
Sea transportation" Sect: on, buildings
damaged. e vy artillery bombardment
of the southern town at 1550; hits were
scored on the quarters of Port Commander
18, the Battle HQ, of Port Commander 16
and the hospital. - losses sustained
apart from damage to buildings.

2035 Ferry traffic between Yenikale and Kossa
Chuchka wss continued ^oday by naval ferry

rges and combined operations .craft

.

35 soldiers and 245 tons of military suppli
were shipped to the east] 288 soldiers,
20C Todt Organisation personnel, 287 civilians,
84 horses and 32 vehicles were shipped back.

V8l High Command, "Naval Staff, Operations
Division, informed that Command of 4th
Air Force had rtcei" orders to counter
further landings south of Novorosaisk and
to attack y ships and harbors, also to
mine Kabardinka E ad the inner Zeneskaya
Bay. In order t further operations
of" 1st E-boat Flotilla off Novorossisk Bay
should not b< Imperilled and to ensure
more effective mining of the en "--occupied
coast n< hako, I have requested the
6th Ai^ Corr^s to see to it that the Air
Force does not drop mines south of the line

pe Doob to Kossa Suchuk.

Phe route south of Fossa Tuzla was today
swept by an FZ-group and F 125, with towed
looo gear* A non-contact mine was swept
in 45° 13.9' IT, 3

" 3«5« E, in water 8
ters deep, some 2C \ outside the

loop of the sweeping gear* The Commander,
Don Flotilla received orders to continue
chc-cksweep south of Kossa Tuzla with all
available r1 on 13 February.

oesweeping plane made a checksweep of the
stern part of the route end the channel

v _tvr: 5SS8 Tuzla and Cape Tuzla as f
as 5 mile- the east; " ten covering runs
re T,

e
r led no

Th ' course for mine section 1

ir. tl • >aeh to Kerch Strait
was sounded -3d cut.

-45-
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16 Pet

r

uary, 1945

Simferopol

Enemv Situation:

Air reconnaissance of the central and eastern
Black Sea produced no result. Air reconnaissance
of the east coast and harbors took place in
spite of adverse weather in some places; a 1*1

ports, apart from Tuapse, were observed. All
the heavy ships of the enemy fleet, also 1

light cruiser, the large destroyer "Charkov"
and 6 destroyers, were identified in harbor
at Poti and Batum. Shipping at Ghelenjik
which comprised 1 merchant ship of 1,000 to
1,500 tons and 4 coastal vessels had
considerably decreased compared with the
previous days. Only slight traffic was
observed over the whole coastal area.

During the morning Main Naval D/F Station
Constnntza intercepted the destroyer reported
at 0950 yesterday.. She was on a southeasterly
course in the area Sochi/Gudant

,

During the evening radio reconnaissance
intercepted another unit in the area Poti/Batum,
probably a destroyer. Radio traffic revealed
3 submarines in the central and western Black
Sea, 1 off the east coast.

Survey :

The almost daily change in the shipping at
Ghelenjik seems to indicate that it is the
principal supply port for transports taking
men and materials to the Novorossisk sector
and that vital naval traffic is continually
passing through the Tuapse/Ghelenjik coastal
waters

.

Own S ituation :

On her return to Constantza, II 24 reported
following incidents in her operational area
between Adler 2nd Cape Pitsunda:

1. Salvo of 2 torpedoes on destroyer; pistols
t' nod,

:i. No supply traffic observed; destroyers
were proceeding at a distance of 15 to 20
miles from the coast.

3. Repairs will require three weeks in the
shipyard, including four days in dock.

CO""TDSFTIAL -47-
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U 24 was in her operational area from
10-15 February. During that tine the
Air Force repeatedly sighted steamers in
the aree northwest and southeast of Cspe
Pitsundc. Hence U 24' s report as under
fig. 2 requires some explanation.

1128 Air attack on the naval ferry barges
proceeding from Sevastopol to Theodosis
south of Cape Aitodor. Four bombs fell
approximately 2C0 meters from the leading
vessel but no damage was done.

^he necessity for unified and strict
control of ferry traffic demands that all
naval units and army offices participating
should be subordinate to the Naval Special
Transport Staff at Kerch.

I therefore order that:

"1. Naval Spec! 1 Transport Staff, Kerch
will be formed to deal with transportation
across the Kerch Strait, Admiral Scheurlen
to be in command*

2. '"aval Special Transport Staff, Kerch
will be responsible, subject to the
directive of Admiral, Black See, for
the entire suDply traffic s cross the
Kerch Strait."

3. For operational purposes the following
will be subordinate to Naval Special
Transport Staff, Kerch:

a. Commander, 3rd Landing Craft Flotilla.
In addition to the 3rd Landing Craft
Flotilla, all those naval ferry

rges of the 1st Landing Craft
Flotilla employed in ferry traffic
across the Kerch Strait will be under

: command for operational purposes.

b. Sea Transportation Section, Kerch
with its tugs and lighter s and the
branch sections at Faman, Sennaya
and uk«

c. Port -. iers, Kerch, Tainan ^nd
, In all matters to do with ferry

tr* ffic.

d. Naval Fitting-Out'Depot, Kerch in
all - rs to do with repair and
maintenance of ferry servi~.es.
Such repairs have Bbeolute Driority.

-48-
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e. Group Krommweh of the Office of the
Naval Pilotage and Seamarks Authority,
Sevastopol, for the buoyage of the
routes in the Kerch Strait and the
organization of lights by night.

f • Those. Groups and boats of the Don
Flotilla and the 3rd Motor Minesweeper
Flotilla employed on transportation
across the Kerch Strait.

4. Supplement to 3a.' and b.:

At the request of the Special Transport
Staff, Admiral, Black Sea will transfer to
Kerch naval ferry barges lying in Crimean
and west coast harbors, also tugs and
lighters, as soon as ice conditions permit
an increase in ferry traffic.

5. Naval Special Transport Staff, Kerch will
be in touch with all those Army and Air
Force stations concerned in transportation
tasks across the Kerch Strait, particularly
with Commander, Kerch Strait, and will
cooperate directly with them.

6. Army Group A has been requested to
subordinate all Army transports used in
ferry traffic to Naval Special Transport
Staff, Kerch. A similar request will be
sent to the VIII th Air Corps.

Admiral, Eleck Sea Gkdos 926 AI."

1300 The weather forecast for the coming night
promises wind south, force 5, sea- 4 with heavy
swell from yesterday's strong southwest wind.
Operations of let E-Boat Flotilla must there-
fore again be abandoned.

The plans for minelaving off the landing site
near Myshako by the 1st E-Boat Flotilla have
been constantly postponed recently owing to
adverse 'weather and must now be shelved until
26 Febru- ry on account of the coming full
moon period? it is impossible to lay a mine-
field unobserved directly off the coast during
•bright moonlight nights. The Flotilla has
been ordered to store the mines already taken
over at Ivan Baba. I plan to use the E-boats
against '"nemy supplies in the area Tuapse-
Novorossisk during the next few days.

During her last operation E-boat S 26 damaged
her screw in a collision, probably with a

piece of drift-wood. As soon as weather

MFIDENTIAL -49-
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1300 permits the boat must go to Constsntza
for exchange. Until the arrival of
S 47, which should be ready for operations
at Constantza on the evening of 17 February,
I shell have only 3 operational E-boats at

• my dispose 1.

Motor minesweepers R 155 and 163, were
ordered to sweep the route to and from
Theodosia to Cape Takil on 17 Februarr-
with ki.te cutting sweep.

The route south of Kossa Tuzla to the fish-
es It ing works was today swept by 2 FZ-groups
and F 126 with towed loop gear.' One non-
contact mine was swept in 45° 14.2' H,
28.2' E and one in 45° 13.92' N, 35° 30.2' B.
These minesweeping successes make it impossible
for us to open the rcute yet. Commander,
Don Flotilla was ordered to continue mine-
sweeping on 17 February with all the available
gear.

A 5-km. wide strip in the sv/ept channel
between Ko.-sa Tuzla and Z c pe Tuzla was
checked by mine svree ping plane; five covering
runs jirere rr.?de but no mines swept.

The oncoming the* has to some extent eased
ice conditions in parts of the. Kerch Strait.
Kerch-Taman traffic is impossible as :

Tet
owing to strong fast ice. Some of the
naval ferry berges r.nd Siebel ferries ice-
bound off the fish-salting works are now
free. On 17 February I shall attempt to
transfer them to Kerch, blasting the ice
if necessary. The following were transported
to Kossa Chuchka by 1 naval ferry barge and
combined operations boats: 5 soldiers, 172
tons of military supplies, and by return,
663 troops, 563 civilians, 313 horses, 21
horse-drav.-n vehicles, 60 lorries, 142 tons
of military supplies and 152 prisoners of

Today six naval ferry barges were transferred
from Theodcsia to Kerch for use in ferry
traffic and mining operations. Four naval
ferry V a were withdrawn from Sevastopol
tack fee -dosia.

Apart from the attack on the ferry barge
for V-^cady renarted, Russian Air

-ce activity vac limited to bombing of harbor
.installations at Taman. The three bombs
dropped did not do any damage.

' -50-
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The situation at the Novorossisk bridgehead
remains unchanged* Enemy artillery fire
recently caused damage to buildings at the
Administration and Supply Depot, docks,
quarters of Port Commanders 16 and 18 and the
Battle H.Q. of the Fort Commander.

OENTIAL -51-
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17 February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Air reconraissan
at sea. Enemy
reconnaissance o
and 3a turn. Onl
gt Ghelenjik and
approximately 6,
motor minesv;eepe
proceeding at hi
there was also v
small freighters
minesweepers and
Sukhum.

ce observed no shipping
fighter defense prevented
f the coast between Sukhum
y a few ships in harbor
Tuapse. One tanker of

OOC tons escorted by 2
rs, course 120°, was
gh speed south of Gagri and
ery lively traffic of
up to 1,000 tons, motor
M.T.B.s between Tuapse and

The D/P Station failed to identify any
activity of larger ships off the entire east
co8st. Four submarines were intercepted
in the central to western Black Sea and 1

in the eastern Black Sea.

Own Situation ;

0930 The weather forecast for the sea area
Yclta-< Tovorossisk for the coming night is
as follows; southeast wand, force 3-4,
fair to cloudless, visibility 10 miles.

Thus operations by the 1st E-Boat Flotilla
are possible but the Italian E-boats cannot
go out. The present moonlight nights
preclude E-boat operations immediately off
Fovorossisk Bay between Cape Doob and Cape
Myshako. Another factor is that the
constant change in the shipping in Ghelenjik
harbor indicates that 8 large quantity of
supply traffic comes to this port from the
southeast. According to prisoners of war
Ghelenjik is the main supply port for the
"' ovorossisk sector. Damage to this supply
traffic will relieve the German Army. I

have therefore decided to use the 3 operational
borts of 1st E-5oat Flotilla against supply
traffic between Tuapse and Ghelenjik on the
night of 17/18 February, concentrating on
Cape Idi 3.

1st E- Jcu
J

"~'lotill r
: was ordered to stand in

this attack a:- itween 2100 and 0400 and
subsequently to put in to Ivan Baba,

1039 An enemy plane approached Ivan Bab' . As
anti-aircraft defenses fired, b bright tongue
of flame was seen to emerge from the left
motor and the plane quickly lost height.

-52-
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1100

1500

Ferry barge F 473, proceeding from Sevastopol
to Yalta, struck a drifting mine west of Gape
Chersones. The commander and 11 men were
lost. She was towed to Sevastopol by F 474.

At intervals during the day and night
Novorossisk was under heavy gunfire. Hits
were scored on the quarters of Port Commander
18 and Coastal Shipping Control Office VII,
Sea Transportation Section and H.Q. of Port
Commander 17. One bomb hit the building of
Sea Transportation Section. German attacks
on the bridgehead reached the ordered targets.

1800 To strengthen the number of transports in the
Kerch Strait ferry barges F 314, 315, 368 and
369 were ordered to transfer from Theodosia
to Kerch on 18 February. They will be at
the disposal of Naval Special Transport Staff,
Kerch.

1945 Motor minesweepers R 165 and 163 sv/ept route
Brown to and from Theodosia to Cape Takil with
cutting kite sweep; no mines swept.

2000 The persistent thaw yesterday and today again
eased ice conditions in the Kerch Strait. A
prevailing south wind has thawed the ice from
the fish salting works, freeing the 4 naval
ferry barges and 8 Siebel ferries ice-bound
there. The barges have returned to Kerch.
Two Siebol ferries resumed traffic from Kerch
to the fish salting works.

The following were taken on at Kerch toda?-:

118 soldiers, 15 vehicles, 248 tons of military
supplies; by return 375 troops, 525 civilians,
1,100 prisoners, 108 horses, 113 vehicles and
123 tons of military supplies.

Mine sweeping operations south of Tuzla continued
with three sets of gear. In the course of
the ninth run another non-contact mine, probably
a German EM, was swept.

Loading of the naval ferry barges for section 1
of the minefield was begun today. Section 1
is to be laid on 19 February and, if the good
weather continues, sections 2-4 on the following
throe days.

Minefield S 59 waa laid today according to
schedule. Thus reinforcement of the minefield
system at Constant za is now complete.
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During the day there wars repeated sir
raids or. an with a total of 39 bombs
dropped; no damage to navel property.

Convoys proceeded according to plan today.
Two s" p convoys, "Ardeel" and "Tissa ,

coining from Constant za put in to Sevastopol.

^_
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18 February, 1943

Simferopol

Enemv Situation:

0830

0900

1030

Air reconnaissance could not be flown on
account of adverse weather (mist).

Apart from normal activity of small craft
Main Naval D/F Station identified no movements
of large ships. Two submarines were intercepted
in the central to western Black Sea and 2 more
off the east coast, probably on the outward
and homeward passage.

Own Situation :

1st E-boat Flotilla put in for refuel after
the night's operations. From 2100 the boats
lay in wait off Cape Idokopas. At 0200 they
attacked a steamer of about 1,000 tons escorted
by 2 coastal vessels, course northwest. By
the clear full moon the boats were recognised
and fired upon. Renewing the attack S 28
fired 2 torpedoes which the steamer evaded.
At 0320 S 28 sank a lighter of 500 G.R'.T.
The boats again hauled ahead of the escorted
steamer and attacked a third time. Again the
enemy anticipated the attack and evaded 2
torpedoes fired by S 102, The enemy countered
with gunfire, also using her machine-guns.
None of the E-boats was damaged, A further
attack was not possible since the steamer put
in to Ghelenjik. The boats left the operational
area at approximately 0400. Apart from the
vessels attacked only 1 coastal vessel and 1
E-boat were sighted. During the night from
2100 to 0400, there was no supply traffic
between Tuapse and Ghelenjik; it was impossible
in such good visibility for vessels to slip
through unseen.

Air Force "Wuerzburg" gear at Theodosia obtained
a bearing on a plane over Theodosia Bay,
circling in heavy mist at a height of 300 meters.

tor minesweepers Nos. 165 and 163 wore ordered
to sweep the route from Theodosia to Cape Chauda.

,T 24 put in to Constantza.

U 19 started on her return passage from the
operational area south of Novorossisk' and, after
refuel at Theodosia, reported the result of
her brief operation from a position at sea as
follows: "Fired at destroyer. Missed."
She will put in to Constantza provisionally
on 19 February,

COMFIDENTI-.L
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E-boat S 47 ready for action. As soon as
weather permits she will be transferred to
Ivan Baba,

Harbor Defense Flotilla Sevastopol swept
the approach to Sevastopol end the rout
northward as far as Cape Lukull; nothing
to report.

Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Plsck S

requested acs:' at of another motor
Ineawc : , with 3 Rur n destroyers

and 1 minesweeper out of action, he has only
2 motor minesweepers and 2 coestsl vessels
at his disposal for escort of stesrer convoys
to Sevastopol. While I fully recognize
his demand and the importance of hawing the
convoys sail to schedule, T am unable to
meet his request sine - the two remalnli
vessels of "rd Mote: ^sweeper Flotilla
at present serviceable cannot be spared.
They are essential whenever there is a call
for immediate min m Ing of the supply
route off the Crimean coast j at present
vital route which is tedly mined by
Russian submarine a. top Minesweeper
R 30, the lender of the Don Flotilla* is
urgently needed for taaka in the '"ch Strait*

1300 Motor mir 161 and 153 put in to
Theodosia after completion of minesweeping
operations; nothing to report.

Simferopo

According to the weather forecast the rind
during the coming n will be north to
northeast, force 4. I have decided on
operations y bh 1st E-Boat Flotilla and
th Italian E-boats and have issued orders
ths -

I

1. '^70 boats of 1st B-Boat Flotilla will
repeat last night's Operations and
o- -

3 from 2100 to 0400 bet - Tuap^
and Ghelenjik Lnst en j supply t* fflc
just off the coast,

S. At th« same time 3 boats cf Italian E-5oat
Flotilla will operate on similar task
beti ?n he] nd Cape Mysheko.

Since UP la in the — ck area south c:

Novorossisk, th boats are forbidden anti-
submarine operations. P has been advised
of their operations.

Naval Liaison Officer at roup A informed
t my request for subordination of ?11

-56-
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vessels used for ferry traffic to Naval Special
Transport Staff could not be granted. I

again submitted my reasons and personally
repeated my request to the Commander in Chief,
Army Croup A who agreed to reconsider the
matter. Subsequently he sent me certain
queries and requested a fresh statement in
writing which I submitted as follows:

"Re direction of ferry traffic Kerch Strait:

Distinguish between:

Case a. Return transportation of men and
equipment according to plan.

Case b. Rapid evacuation of Gotenkopf owing
to enemy pressure; equipment left
behind; simultaneous naval and air
attacks against the Taman and Kerch
Peninsula and the Kerch Strait to be
expected.

Case a .

The aim is optimum efficiency with no
avoidable losses. To this end it is necessary:

1. To safeguard the sea area against enemy
action, particularly against minelaying by
aircraft. This means that the routes between
the east and west shores must be fixed,
cleared, marked, lighted and checked, and
watch kept day and night by patrol vessels.
(Admiral, Black Sea will himself take over
flank protection against the open sea in
the south and if necessary in the north.
He will have offensive naval forces, E-
and U-boats at his disposal and will also
use flank minefields.)

2. To ensure safe working of the naval transport
service. This demands weather observation
and forecasting to enable ferry operations
to begin and end at the proper time. The
effects of sea and wind on the landing sites
and the possibilities of loading and unloading
must be observed, pilot service provided in
poor visibility. Traffic to bo directed on
f vojrable routes and carried out by suitable
vesaels*

7, r
i

>Po provide naval rescue service for accidents
c.-usod through vessels being driven aground
or into minefields, or through enemy action
(mines, bombs).

4. For best possible utilization of shipping

31 AI -57-
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space, including shirs from the southern
Crimean ports, and for most efficient
defense, unified control by a staff with
experience at sea and understanding of
naval warfare is imperative. The staff
appointed by the Navy (Pavel .Special
Transport Staff, Kerch) is presented as
the nost competent for this naval task,
and for operational purposes the naval
transport resources of ell three services
must be subordinate tc ther . In the
direction of operations (partlcularl
landing places and timing) and risks to
be incurred (enemy action or weather)
they must be guided by the demands of
Corps H.Q. for Special Duties Kerch.

?ase b .

1. The tesk is fundamentally the same.
The demand for maximum efficiency in
ferry traffic emphasizes the need for
strict pooling of all resources and due
regard for tb ituatlou at Gotenkopf.
The only way to meet this need is by
V6ry close cooperaticn between the IT^val

Special Transport Staff and Corps H.Q.
for Special Duti? Kerch*

2. Defense against my attacks will be a

matter for joint action by all three
services and naval units fighting ashore
against landings will be subordinate tc
local Army commanders. With regard to
continuance or breaking-off of ferry
traffic in thr avent of enemy action en
tl pry routes the. orders- of Corps E.Q.
for Special Duties hold seed,

val Special Transport Staff must inform
Corp? ?"

. .. of its views on the risks in-.
curred. , The Special Transport Staff is
subject to Corps H.Q,.'s decision end must
accordingly commit all resources without
regard for possible losses in personnel
and material. :"

r ct that shipping
losses may lead to considerable limitation
of tr rt facilities in the fut-

ptedji

3. Ad ~, Black Sea will order naval
operations in ;1 st collaboration with
Army Group A- (th ,'irst duty of any

ad U-boats will bo to engage
the approaching enemy) •"

:al .. 3_
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1645 Information received from Air Force Staff,
Crimea according to which, between 2200 and
2230 on 17 February in air grid squares 8550,
8560, 8580, night reconnaissance planes of
4th Air Force sighted some 15 freighters of
500 to 1,000 G.ft.T., course north to northwest,
10 freighters of 500 to 1,000 G.R.T., course
south to southwest and, south of Fovorossisk,
5 freighters of 500 G.R.T., course north.
Air Force Staff, Crimea described the sighting
report as most improbable since it did not
tally with that of 17 February,

From 2100 to 0400 on the night of 17/18
February, the 1st E-Eoat Flotilla stood between
Cape Idokopas and Ghelenjik and despite good
visibility and bright moonlight they did not
sight any of all these 30 freighters.

As mist prevented morning air reconnaissance
today further investigation is impossible.
In my opinion the report does not tally with
the facts.

Ice conditions in the Kerch Strait are
unchanged. Five Siebel ferries are still
ice-bound at Taman# Traffic from Kerch to
the fish-salting works continued and the
following were taken overt

Easterly direction: 265 troops, 30 vehicles,
365 tons of military
supplies

.

Westerly direction; 264 troops, 285 horses,
172 vehicles, 91 tons of
military supplies.

1700 The E-boats turned back since operations were
impossible owing to sudden deterioration in
the weather: wind northwest, force 5-6,
squally. Captain Mimbelli sailed by E-boat
as far as Cape Hi to observe the weather
and later the Italian E-boats likewise
reported that operations could not continue
as ordered.

Minesweeping south of Cape Tuzla had to be
broken off today on account of heavy drift ice.

Port Commander, Novorossisk reported situation
at the bridgehead unchanged. Slight artillery
fire by day and night on harbor and southern
quarter of the town. Buildings of Port
Commander 18 and Battle H.^. Port Commmder
16 were damaged.

A flight across the Taman Peninsula to Anapa
gives a striking Impression of the long flat
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coast from Cape Panagiye to Wesselovka
which affords the enemy excellent
opportunities for landing* This part
of the coast east of the Kerch Strait at
present possesses only 2 Army coastal
batteries, each with six 15.5 cm. guns
and 1 navel battery of four 12.2 cm. guns.
That la insufficient. I have sent a

message via the Naval Liaison Officer
calling the attention of Army Group A to
the fact that renewed enemy occupation of
Novoro&sisk would further endanger shipping
in the Kerch Strait and bring risk of
landings, on the south coast of the Taman
Peninsula or the Crimea. However thorough
the destruction of harbor installations r t"

Fovorossisk, the enemy would not long be
prevented from again using this natural
harbor as the starting point for naval
operations. It is therefore an urgent
matter to reinforce the defenses of the
Taman Peninsula with any Army batteries
which may be released.

Naval Liaison Officer/Army Group A today
informed me that there is a, shortage of
tractors and fuel in the Caucasus .area so
that new batteries cannot be got into
position.
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19 February, 1943

S imferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Air reconnaissance of the sea area off
Sevastopol end in the southeastern Black Sea
in varying visibility yielded no result.
Despite adverse weather, reconnaissance of
the Caucasus coast and harbors was flown.
Poti and Batum were not observed owing to the
weather, There were 2 coastal vessels and
2 small craft off the Novorossisk bridgehead
during the morning. One destroyer, some
5,000 tons of merchant shipping, several motor
minesweepers and E-boats at Ghelenjik; about
9,000 tons of merchant shipping at Tuapse
and 1 freighter of 1,000 tons off the harbor
approach. Otherwise remarkably little coastal
traffic. i

According to the D/F Station no heavy surface
forces appeared in radio traffic. Traffic of
small craft off the east coast wa3 very slight.
Three submarines were intercepted in the central
to western Black Sea, 2 in the area off the
east coast.

Own Situation ;

1300 Simferopol meteorological station forecast
wind north to northwest, force- 6-7, for the
coming night. Intended operations by our own
and Italian E-boats must be further postponed.

1330 U 19 put in to Constantza. from operations.

Continuous strong westerly winds have freed
the central and southern sections of the
Kerch Strait of ice. In the western section,
particularly on the west bank of Kossa Chuchka,
pack ice is causing serious obstruction.
The fish-salting works are ice-free so that
transports from Kerch to the works can proceed
unimpeded.

Section 1 of the minefield in the southern
approach to the Kerch Strait was laid today
by 10 naval ferry barges led by Commander,
Don Flotilla, on board motor minesweeper R 30;
106 MB mines, 16 UMA mines and 152 explosive
buovs were laid*

Kerch

1530 Formation put in again.

On account of the weather and the need for
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repairing slight damage to the ferry
barges, laying of section 2 has "been
postponed for 24 hours arid firmed for
21 February.

i' elsying by the FZ-group had to be
broken off owing to heavy seas.

Naval ferry barges Soa* 125 and 472,
equipped with cutting kite sweeps, were

.
ordered to store the equipment with
Mining and Barrage nci, Kerch so that

• it can be used by .val Special TrsnsDort
Staff.

17" Figures for ferry traffic on 19 February:

Easterly direction 370 troops, 1 anti-
aircraft platoon, 3 vehicles, 328 tons
of military suppli : .

These low figures are di:e to the fact
th^t it was impc c Le tc get sufficient
material and troops prepared at the

, loading site because of the muddy condition
of the roads 1 .;: to the fish-salting
works. The nav^l jrry nd Slebel
ferries were therefore not used to full
advantage.

ur naval ferry s were today
transferred from I . i^osir. to Kerch.
Three ferry barges proceeded from Y8lta

Theodosia carrying timber for bridge
building at the loading stations in the
»rck Strait. Two proceeded empty from

Sevastopol to Yalta, Weather permitting,
those barges which have put in to Theodosi8
are. to proceed to ".rch On 20 February;
those which have put in at Yalta, after
loading up with timber, are provisionally
to transfer tc Theodosia on 22 February

180C Naval Liaison Officer/A: p A reoorted
that after an interview between the Fuhrer
and C nder in Chief Army Group A, it has
been decided not to subordinate the combined

er?tions I to the Naval Special Transport
Staff, . : have informed Group South

in the following teletype
(for the in: ft Of Naval High Commend,

1 Staff, Operations Division) together
with my comments and a request that the affair
should be reconsidered:

"1. In accordance with instructions Army
Group A was requested to subordinst:
the combined operations boats to
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Naval Special Transport Staff, Kerch for
operational purposes. To begin with
Army Group A refused, mainly on the grounds
that healthy competition between naval and
combined operations boats would result in
greater efficiency. The final decision
is still pending.

2. Apparently today, 19 February, the Army
Group submitted the question to the Fuhrer.
According to advance information by telephone
he decided in their favor against subordi-
nation of the combined operations boats to
Naval Special Transport Staff.

3. I consider that the competitive idea
jeopardizes , the larger issue, since sporting
rivalry may lead to isolated measures which,
unintentionally, may damage the overall
scheme

.

4. Collaboration of so many vessels urgently
demands unified control.

5. This is a typical instance of the Army
mentality which demands total and supreme
command on land and refuses to accept
subordination at sea,

6. I presume that there was, no naval
representative at the Fuhrer interview.
I propose that the affair should be re-
opened, v reasons, which went into
specific situations and were submitted to
the Commander in Chief, Army Group A at
his request, will follow separately as
appendix.

Novorossisk

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos. 1021/45. "

1900 Report from Port Commander, Novorossisk:
During the day the harbor area was shelled,
hits were scored on the buildings of Sea
Transportation Section; no casualties.
German attacks on Myshako are in progress.
Naval lossesi 6 killed by direct hit from a

shell on a concrete bunker in the southern
infantry sector.

1 Liaison Officer/Army Group A reported
on 16 February that we must expect withdrawal
of the Caucasus front to the small Gotenkopf
area. This would mean evacuation of
Novorossisk, which would immediately become
a favorable base for further operations by the
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Russian Fleet. I considered It essential
to warn Army Group A of the possible
consequences of evacuating cvorossisk
and instructed Naval Liaison Officer to
pass on the following information:

"1. However thorough the demolition work
in Fcvorossisk, if it should be re-
occupied, the enemy would soon be able
to use this natural harbor again for
naval operations.

2. This would mean an increased threat
to naval traffic at Kerch end danger
of landings Dn the south coast of the
~aman Peninsula and the Crimea*

The present strength of the- Tsman
Peninsula - 3 Army coastal batteries
and 1 naval batte:';; 7 m Is by no means
sufficient, in view of the long flat
coast, for effective protection against
increased threat by enemy naval forces.
Hence, urgently request that any Army
coastal bai blob are released
should be used to reinforce the Taman
coast."

Anr.7 Group A today replied:

"The Army Group is well aware of the
consequences of the evacuation of Novorossisk,
but such action is the natural corollary
of 17th Army operations. If the coastal
batteries it vcvorossisk and Anapa can be
brought back intact, there will then be 10
batteries available, seme of which will bo
set aside for coastal protection of the
lamar Peninsula."

E-boat S 25 is fit for action and will be
rapidly transferred to Ivan Saba with S 27.
On their arrival S 102 will be r: leased for
scheduled engine overhaul at Constantza,
now overdue.
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20 Fecruary, 1945

Simferopol
"—

—

—•• -*f -

Enemy Situation :

Air reconna issance in the southeastern Black
Sea was without result. 25 miles north of
Samsun in the central Black Sea area 1 Turkish
freighter of 5,000 tons was sighted on an
easterly course. Reconnaissance of the
Caucasus coast was hampered by the weather.
No enemy shipping was identified between
Kerch and Fovorossisk. Kabardinka Bay was
unoccupied. During the morning a merchant
ship of 5,000 tons, on a northwesterly course
with strong escort, stood 15 miles southwest
of Ochemchiri. One extra tanker of 1,000 tons
was observed in G-belenjlk harbor, 1 small
freighter and 2 coastal vessels in Sukhum.
Adverse weather prevented observation of the
remaining harbors.

At 1345 Main Naval d/f Station intercepted
1 destroyer in the sea area Tuaose-Adler

.

Otherwise D/F Station reported only slight
activity of small craft off the east coast.
It intercepted 2 submarines in the central to
western Black Sea and 2 submarines off the
east coast.

Own Situation :

Ivan Babs

0730 E-boats S 26 and S 47 out in from Constantza.

0930 Weather situation: during the second half of
the night the wind slackened to northwest,
force 3-4. According -to the forecast the wind
will veer west during the afternoon and freshen
to force 4-5.

Operations of our own and Italian E-boats will
not be decided until the weather chart for
1400 has been submitted.

1500 According to the new. forecast the wind tonight
should be west to westsouthwest , force 5-6,
Ivan Baba already reports wind force 5, Thus

;ain today intended E-boat operations must be
"idoned since the boats would not be able to

make use of their armament.

Novorossisk

1900 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported slight
activity by artillery on both sides; buildings
of the Sea Transportation Section slightly
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damaged. At 1830 a boat was sighted
in Kabardinka Bay; she turned off under

. cover of a smoke screen on being fired upon.
No change in the situation on the southern
infantry sector.

1900 The FZ-group swept the western sector of
the route from Kamish Burun as far as the
Tuzla channel. Two sets of gear were used;
both sides of the line of buoys were swept
once using both sweeps together, while the
eastern sector was searched 5 times; no
mines swept.

Mines for section 2 of the minefield in the
southern part of the Kerch Strait have been
taken on by the laying formation. Weather
permitting, the minefield will be laid on
21 February.

The ice situation in the Kerch Strait is
unchanged. The route to the fish-salting
works north of Kossa Tuzla is ice-free.
Off Taman there is still fast ice and
heaped-up drift ice. A bomber plane
today began blasting a channel to Tsman.
Thus three ice-bound Siebel -ferries were
freed and put in to Kerch in the afternoon.
Ice-blasting by plane will be continued on
21 February in order to make a channel as
far as Taman.

Seven naval ferry barges today operated on
the route from Kerch to the fish-salting
works. They did the eastward passage empty
in order to bring back troops and material.
The 2 barges which returned from the fish-
salting works to Kerch brought only 3 lorries,
4 personnel trucks, 1 trailer and 30 soldiers,
since there was no further material ready
to return. This was again due to the fact
that the roads to the loading site were
blocked by mud. It was not even possible
to convey personnel. Transportation figures
today were :

'l. !Vest to east: 120 tons of military supplies,
3 searchlights with power units, 2 lorries,
67 soldiers.

2. East to west: 1,489 troops, 762 civilians,
1,721 prisoners, 515 horses, 93 lorries,
62 personnel trucks, 58 horse-drown vehicles,
9 field kitchens, 14. trailers, 10 tons of
overhead cable equipment.

Apart from the naval ferry barges conveying
loads from the fish-salting works to Kerch,
combined operations craft v.ere engaged in
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transport work between Kossa Chuchka and
Yenikale, where the ice situation permitted
traffic to cross unimpeded. The barges
assigned to the route from Kerch to the fish-
salting works, at present not being employed
to full capacity, cannot use this latter route
because the water at the loading sites is not
deep enough to permit them to go alongside.
Combined operations craft are more suitable
and their frequent use over this short passage
might result in considerable transportation
achievements/

Two naval ferry barges today transported timber
for building of landing stages in the Kerch
Strait from Sevastopol to Yalta and on 21
February will proceed to Theodosia.
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21 February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Persistent bad weather today again prevented
air reconnaissance. A reconnaissance sortie
into the central and southeastern Black Sea
yielded no result. Harbors and coast south
of Tuapse and Tuapse itself were not observed
owing to adverse weather. There was only
1 freighter of 2,000 tons and 4 coastal
vessels in Ghelenjik harbor, also 1 freighter
of 4,000 tons, course northwest, 15 miles
south of Tuapse. No further shipping wag
observed off the entire coast.

According to D/F Stction no surface ship
activity was revealed by radio traffic.
Activity of small craft res normal. One
submarine was intercepted off the east coast.

Own Situation:

Kerch

0600 Minelaying forms. t ion of 10 naval ferry
barges put out for laying of section 2.
The weather compelled them to turn back
at 0800 and return to Kerch. The task
was postponed until 22 February.

As a res
is only
saltine:
ice 300
landing
it will
Hence op
Tanan wi
time •

Kerch to

ult of the southwest wind there
loose drift ice between the fish-
works and Tauten* A strip of fast
meters broad is lying off the
stage at Taman; during the morning
be broken up by bombs and tugs,
erations of navel ferry barges to
11 be possible today for the first
Twelve of them will proceed from

1030 Commander Wegener arrived
headquarters where he had
regarding ferry operations
The Fuehrer issued orders
be regarded as the most vj

the TTor operation, t

with all the available res
given absolute priority,
vessels at p re sent In the
for the Important Crimean
assembled for ferry operst
those frozen in the harbor
Odessa will join them late
however, that the dockyard
and new construction work

from the Fuhrer's
received instructions
in the Kerch Strait,

that this task must
tal naval task since
o be carried out
ources and to be
The operational

area, unless required
convoys , have been
ion3 in Kerch Strait;
s of Nikola lev and
r. It is imperative,
period be curtailed
speeded up. This

1
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in its turn requires increased dockyard
capacity. I have therefore requested
Naval High Command and Group South:

1. To complete dockyard periods for naval
ferry barges at Varna by 10 March, for
motor minesweepers (RA group) at Galatz
by 15 March (their engines have been In
Amsterdam for complete overhaul since the
end of January). Period of overhaul must
be curtailed, rapid transport is vital.

2. To complete 1st Group of armed fishing
vessels with all possible speed and expedite
construction of new naval ferry barges at
Varna by filling up gaps in materials and
spare parts and providing extra personnel,

3. To save long sea passage and relieve Varna
for work on construction of new armed fishing
vessels and naval ferry barges by providing
personnel and materials for the complete
overhaul or occasional structural and engine
repairs, to barges at Naval Fitting-out Depot,
Sevastopol. It will be possible to use
the north dock after the end of February.
We must bG prepared for considerable damage
to barges sustained through enemy action
and wear and tear.

After talking over the matter v/ith Commander
Wegener and subsequent discussion with Army
Group A, I proposed to Naval High Command that
he should be appointed Staff Officer (Special
Duties) attached to Naval Special Transport
Staff, Kerch at the same time acting as Naval
Liaison Officer/Corps H.Q. (Special Duties)
with Commanding Admiral, Kerch Strait.

Army Group A today requested direct traffic
to Anapa as I suggested, however from Kerch
and not from Theodosia as originally proposed.
The two naval ferry barges intended for this
purpose are at present in Theodosia and will
be transferred to Kerch to be loaded there.

Naval High Command, Naval Staff, Operations
Division reported that the Fuhrer directive
ni ating that Army transport resources were not
to be subordinate to Naval Special Transport
Staff, Kerch was based on information purporting
tb r't combined operations craft were responsible
for 10% of the traffic and naval ferry barges
for only 50%. In reply I submitted the
following to Naval High Commend and Group South:

"1. The comparative figures cited cannot be
examined in detail, hov/over I do not doubt
them.
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2., The small performance of the naval ferry
barges may he attributed to

a. Their design, particularly their deep
draft, which, except on rare occasions,
precluded operations at the loading
.site at Kossa Chuchka while Taman Bay
was ice-bound.

b. The insufficient number of troops and
supplies prepared at the fish-salting
works' loading site. The barges
proceeded there as soon as the ice
situation allowed, but owing to the bad
condition of the roads to Taman the
troops and supplies were not brought
up in time, cmd the barges were not
employed to capacity.

3. During the period of restricted activity
due to ice, naval ferry barges" were
employed in

a
•
'Minelaying operations.

b. Minesweeping operations.

c. Ferry service from south Crimean ports;
transport of timber.

d. Readiness for special transport duties
on behalf of Army E.Q. 17; as naval
tugs to assist ice-breakers on the
supplT routes used by combined operations
craft.

4, Tasks listed under fig. 3 contributed
largely to the safe execution of the overall
operation.

5. Thus the percentages quoted above do not
ve a true picture of the actual achievements

or take an:,r account of thu different characr
teristics of the types of craft under ice
conditions

•

Admiral Slack Sea Gkdos 1051 AI."

1900 FZ-group continued search south of Kossa
Tuzla with t 1 its of sweeping gear; a

non-cont' t in 45° 13.6' N,
36° 29.2' F in 8 meters cf water.

Search of the Pavlovski minefields, begun
before the ice set in, was resumed by Harbor
Defense Flotilla, Kerch; there wore no mines
swept.
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2000 Of the 12 naval ferry barges and 2 lighters
which put out early this morning for Taman,
8 were loaded and began the return passage to
Kerch. With the wind veering to the north
they again encountered heavy drift ice and
only 2 of them reached Kerch; the rest were
ice-bound 2 miles from Taman. All the
available tugs were used to free the ferry
barges and 3 Siebel ferries stuck there.

Transportation figures for 21 February:

From west to. east:
of stores, 57 tons
stone, 1 tractor.

63 soldiers, 140 tons
of timber, 65 tons of

From east to west: 875 soldiers, 356 civilians,
121 prisoners, 89 lorries, 56 personnel trucks,
364 horses, 07 horse-drawn vehicles, 7 field
kitchens.

The naval barges' share in these figures was:

a. West-east: 29 soldiers, 140 tons of stores,
57 tons of timber, 65 tons of stone.

b. East-west: 64 soldiers, 5 civilians,
3 lorries and 3 personnel trucks*

The small contribution of the Navy is
the fact that, the load carried by the
barges is not included.

due to
ice-bound

All goods in readiness at the fish-salting works
have now been removed. A new flow of goods
is out of the question since there 13 no
improvement in the roads. The barges will
not go to the fish-salting works today.

Three naval ferry barges loaded with 220
tons of timber for building of landing stages

the Kerch Strait left Theodosia for Kerchin
today and 2 others proceeded with a

load from Yalta to Theodosia.
similar

2040 Observation post "Auerhahn" at Ivan Baba
reported a submarine in 120° at a distance
of 16 kilometers from the coast. Although
the accuracy of this report is doubtful since,
even by moonlight, it seems scarcely possible
to sight a small vessel at such distance, I
have issued, orders thati

1. Two Italian E-boats will put out immediately
from Theodosia on anti-submarine operations
until early on 22 February. Operations
are possible despite the bad weather as the
high coast offers good shelter during the
prevailing northwest v.'ind.

CONFIDENTIAI
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2. Motor minesv 16E end R 163 vrill
sweep route ?rown from Theodosia to Yalta
with cutting kite sweep at dawn on 22
February.

Latterly Russian Air Porce activity has
diminished considerably. Apart from the
adverse weather, I think that stronger anti-
aircraft defense and the transfer of German
fighter planes to the Crimea is responsible
for this weakening.

ruation at the ,T ovorossisk bridgehead
unchanged.
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22 February j 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance of the eastern Black Sea
was only partial on account of the weather;
no sighting reports. Adverse weather prevented
observation of Poti and Batum.

_ Usual shipping
in the other ports . More coastal traffic
than on previous days. Southeast of Tuapse
1 tanker of about 5/300-6,000 tons was identified,
course 310°.

. Six miles southeast of Tuapse a

freighter of about 4,000 tons seemed to have
run aground. Another freighter of 2,000 tons,
course northwest, lay between Gudant and Gegri.
Two merchant ships and 2 patrol vessels were
in Novorossisk Bay during the morning. Port
Commander, Novorossisk also reported 2 large
merchant ships of about 2,000 tons and patrol
vessels off Myshako during the morning.
These were probably the same ones reported by
the Air Force. ' Radio traffic revealed no
heavy surface forces. Three submarines were
intercepted, central to western Black Sea, 2
in the sea area off the east coast and 3 in
unknown po s i t i on •

.

Own Situation ;

Theodosia

0530 Italian E-boats 569, 575 put in after anti-
submarine operations as ordered. Nothing
to report.

Kerch

1200 Ferry barges P 142 and 469 put in to be loaded
with supplies for Anapa. Transfer should
take place on 23/24 February.

Since the passage from Kerch to Anapa and
return, inclusive of the time spent loading
and unloading in Anapa, cannot be undertaken
within a single day and since barges cannot
stay there overnight because of the danger from
the repeated sheliing, I have decided to organize
the times of sailing so that they proceed past
Capo makil at dawn and stand off Takil again at
dusk of the same day. Thus they will pass
through the? area most threatened by Russian M.T.B.s
during daylight. The . following orders have
been issued with regard to this task:

"1. F 142 and 469 will transport urgently needed
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fuel supplies to Anapa and will take
on 10.5 cm. ammunition there for
Theodosia

.

2. Details are:

a. Loading to take place on arrival at
Kerch on 22 February.

b. Naval ferry barges will, leave Kerch
at about 1500 on 23 February and will
anchor off Cope Tokil at dusk.

c. At 0500 on 24 February they will
continue their passage via 45° 5' N,
56° 28.5' E to 45° 6' N, 36° 41' E
to 45° 4' N, 36° 47' E to 45° 3.5' N,
36° 59' E to 440 58.5' N, 37° 13' E
to Anapa

.

d. After unloading and taking in
ammunition they will begin return
passage to Theodosia by route as
under 2 c. at 1400 at the latest.

e. After passing Takil send radiogram
to Port Commander, Theodosia requesting
harbor light*

f. The barges to be commanded by an
officer. The Commander of 3rd
Landing Craft Flotilla will report
name and number of the leading boat.

g. Communications order: radio control
by Naval Communications Officer, Kerch,
transport frequency, code M.

3. Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus will
ensure that

a. all stations on the coast between
Capo Tuzla and Anapa have full
information,

b. on approaching Anapa the naval ferry
bargea are directed to the appropriate
unloading sites,

c. loading nnd unloading are carried out
expeditiously. Proper preparations
mir made and, in particular,
sufficient personnel provided for
unloading.

4. 8th Air Corps and Air Force Staff,
Crimea are requested

a. to carry out reconnaissance from dawn

M -74-
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on 24 February, plane s to report enemy
forces, identif led by "Most Immediate"
radiogram while over sea, incoming
sighting reports to be passed on
immediately by telephone to Admiral,
Black Sea,

b. to provide fighter cover from about
1000 to 1400 on 24 February during
loading and unloading at Anapa.

5. Commander, Don Flotilla will inform the
commander of the formation and the barges
regarding the mine situation at the southern
approach to the Kerch Strait.

6. Secrecy during preparations must be
ensured and caution observed in telephone
conversation.

7. Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus to confirm.

Admiral, Black Sea Gkdos, 1070 AI. "

1300 Weather: northwest wind, force 5, visibility
good.

Operations of 1st E-Boat Flotilla are out of
the question during present conditions when
the northwest wind causes persistent heavy
swell. Since the forecast predicts a lull
during the evening 1st E-Boat Flotilla has
been ordered to stand by at immediate readiness
after 1600 so that if necessary they can put
out for operations against enemy supply traffic
between Tuapse and Ghelenjik.

The ten naval ferry barges comprising the
minelaying formation under the command of
Commander, Don Flotilla, today laid the mine
section K 3 between Cape Takil and Cape Panagiya
The minefield is situated from 45° 7.1' N,
36° 34' E to 45° 6.1' N, 36° 31.1' E, average
distance between the mines 27 meters. 153
UMA mines and 116 explosive buoys were laid.
The formation put in to Kerch at 1400 for
reloading and to prepare for laying of section
3 (K2) which, weather permitting, will be laid
on 23 February.

i

Th9 FZ-group continued mineswecping with 2 sets
of gear on the supply route south of Tuzla.
A non-contact mine was swept in 45° 13.8' N,
36° 27.6' E. In view of rocent successes
I have ordered work to continue in spite of
the numerous covering runs already made.

Minesweepihg Ju has already made ten check
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Yalta

flights covering a 200 meter broad str"
along the eastern section of the route to
within 3 kilometers east of the passage
between Kosaa Tuzla and Cape Tuzla, Dut
no nines swept.

1600 Motor minesweepers R 165 and 163 put in after
carrying out minesweepin;r operations as
instructed from Broun 6 to Yalta; no mines
swept.

Cong tar.tzs

1800 B-boat S 51
she put out

V. o vo ro s s i sk

reported ready for action;
for Ivan Baba.

1900 Port Comr.ender, Novoroaaisk reported
slight artillery and air activity on both
sides during the day* Direct hits scored
by artillery on the quarters of Port

- snder 1~. Lively shipping activi
in Zemeskaya Bay and between C-helenjik and
-shako. Fy] -d size of the vessels
could not be discerned owing to smoke sere
Situation in the southern infantry sector

:d. All the dock installations at
"ovorossisk have been destroyed s ordered.

2110 The battery at Cape Takll sighted 2 low
vessels on 155° 8,000 meters from the coast.

Theodosl r

2200 Italian E-boat No. 570 put out on
re con 1

", alas b r.ce •

2200 Weather conditions have ed very little
so that E-boat operatic ls ust still be
deferred.

-. : ian Air Force activJ cin increased
todc; . - - Lght bombs were dropped
or n from 1715 to 1735, ten bombs
1745.' 2300 on a of planes attacked
the to- - with high explosive and
lncendiar bs; no dc. reported.

rry t- re [ rch tc nan:

95 bombs were dropped on the ic- bar off
n 3nd a cl. 1 blast id, fr< the

"ry barges which have been ice-bound there
since 22 February. ] ed
?-?- .st to east and 11 in tfc opposit
direction. The barges leaving the fish-
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salting works were again not loaded to capacity
today, as the poor condition of the roads
remains unchanged. Combined operations craft
were again out over the short passage from
Yenikale to Kossa Chuchka which the naval ferry
barges cannot use on account of the shallow
water. Results of transport operations today
were as follows?

1. Total amount transported:

a. East to west: 1,071 troops, 239 Cossacks,
319 civilians, 599 prisoners, 85 lorries,
61 personnel trucks, 384 horses, 95 horse-
drawn vehicles, 4 field kitchens, 30 tons
of military supplies.

b. West to east: 1 lorry, 119 tons of
ammunition, 70 tons of stone for building,
102 tons of military supplies, 86 tons of
food stores.

2. Of

b.

this the Navy icarried:

East to west

:

394 soldi-:rs, 48 Cossacks,
25 lcirries, 15 personnel trucks, 98 horses,
17 ho rse -drawn vehicles, 30 tons of food
stores.

West to east: all transport don e by the
Navy.
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23 February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Air reconnaissance, in the central end
southeastern .Black Sea yielded no result;
no enemy naval forces observed off the
German-occupied coast. Two guard boats
and 2 freighters of about 500-700 tons
were identified in Novorossisk Bay.
Port Commander, Novorossisk reported
movement of shipping between Kabardinka
and Myshako. Two transports of about
1,000 tons, 1 destroyer and various small
craft were identified. The freighters
were probably the same as those reported
by the Air Force. Shipping at Ghelenjik
and Tuapse Is little changed, at Poti and
Batum unchanged. In the Sukhum area there
was 1 destroyer on a southerly course
proceeding at. high speed. South of
Ghelenjik 2 medium- sized warships were at
anchor. D/F Stntlon intercepted 1 destroyer
at 1810 in the sea area off Sochi and Tuapse.
Three submarines were identified in the
central to western Black Sea, 2 in. the area
off the east coast.

Own Situation:

0500

0905

Italian E-'boat No. 570 returned to Theodosia
from her reconnaissance operation,
sighted. . .

Nothing

Air attack on the convoy "Perovolyka",
"Junak" escorted by 2 naval ferry barges
took place on a level with Cape Serich;
attack failed.

1015 Attack on the same convoy was promptly driven
off by anti-aircraft fire.

In repl7/- to a query U 9 reported full
complement of torpedoes. Apparently she
has not yet hod occasion to attack.

0930 The weather forecast for the night of
23/24 February is wind west southwest

,

veering we atnorthwest after midday,
visibility 5-8 miles. 1st E-Boat Flotilla
will attempt operations.

With the moon at Its present phase the
mine laying operation at Myshako is not yet
possible. For the same reason the closely
mined and heavily patrolled area between

'•1

1
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Cape Doob and Myshako is not considered
suitable for torpedo operations against
supplies from Genichesk to the enemy bridge-
head. The space required for such operations
in bright moonlight can be found between Tuapse
and Ghelenjik, Prospects here are regarded
as favorable since supplies to Genichesk harbor,
the jumping-off base, are at present transported
in fairly large steamers.

Four boats of 1st E-Boat Flotilla were ordered
to leave Ivan Baba at 1600 end to operate
against this supply traffic immediately off
the coast of Tuapse and Ghelenjik from 2100
unt.il 0400 on 24 February.

1500 .Naval ferry barges Nos.. 142, 146 left Kerch
for Anapa with 80 tons of fuel, 50 tons of
grain fodder, 30 tons of ammunition for the
Army .(see War Diary, 22 February 1200).

Ferry operations in the Kerch Strait

The route between Kerch, the fish-salting
works and Taman is ice-free. Ferry traffic
was .carried on by 18 naval ferry barges
proceeding in both directions. Totals
transported were:

a. East to west.* 1,625 (906) troops, 550 (15)
prisoners, 388 (-) civilians, 43 (11) lorries,
51 (22) personnel trucks, 1,001' (376) horses,
230 (77) horse-drawn vehicles, 6 (- ) field
kitchens, 80 (45) tons of military supplies,
8 (3) motor cycles, 4 (4) ambulances.

b. West to east: 287 (148) tons of supplies,
.3 (-) searchlights.

(Figures in brackets denote the Navy's share
of the total.

)

Although Combined Operations contributed only
8 Siebel ferries and 2 landing craft, their
share of the total was higher than the Navy's,
since the route from Yenikale to Kossa Chuchka
is considerably shorter than that from Kerch
to Taman, to which the naval ferry barges are

lignod (2*3 miles compared with 14 miles).
The barges cannot operate on the shorter route
used by tbu combined operations craft because
of the shallow water at the Kossa Chuchka
landing stage.

The mine laying formation of naval ferry barges
today laid the mine section K2, As a result
of the swell and the drift the average distance
between the mines became 18 meters instead of

TI \L -79-
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the 20 meters- orde^eu. The last 10
mines of- the section were duds which
came to the surface and had to be shot
up.

. At 1030 three enemy planes, returning from
"a bombing raid on Taman, passed over the
•formation at an. altitude of- about 500 meters
and at 1130 a -.reconna issance plane flew over
at about 4-5,000 meter.-:. Since the ferry
ba-rges were undoubtedly sighted, air attacks
with bombs and torpedoes must be expected.
Hence on receipt of the radiogram from their
commander, I requested fighter cover from
the 8th Air Qorps; this was promi-sed.

The. Commander, D.on Flotilla was ordered to
lay the .last- mine -section, K 4, on 25
February and, as soon as this is done, to
.transfer the 10 nsv r

. 1 ferry barges set
aside for this purpose to Naval Special Transport
Staff, Kerch as reinforcement for their ferry
service.

r FZ-group today swept the western part
of the route south of Kossa Tuzla with 3
sets of gear. No mines swept.

The western part has now been swept on both
sides of the line of buoys 22 times, the

. eastern part 12 times, with double breadth
, of sweep.

A minesweeping Ju plane today re-checked
a 200 meter wide, stpip along the eastern
part of the route to the fish-salting
works south of Kossa Tusla for standard
mines. Ten covering runs yielded no result.

1820 According to an Air Force report of 22
February a steamer of about 4,000 tons is
aground off the coast 5 miles southeast
of Tuapr . The wash of the screws visible
in an aerial photograph suggests that she
is -still fit to proceed and is attempting
to get free under her own steam.

I have sent radio instructions to the 1st
Ijlr-Bqat Flotilla, now on operations between

lenjik '^nd ~-; r ps:, to detach 2 boats to
torpedo the -

s"
1

"••

2130 1st E-Boat Flotilla put in again at Ivan
Bebs. At 171C the boats righted and attacked
an enemy submarine, probably of the "Schtsch"
class, which surfaced in grid square CL 6184.
he 6 torpedoes fired by the 3 E-boets missed

and the attack was a complete failure. After
the submarine had submerged, they proceeded
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into their operational area as far as grid
square CL 64:56. There they found an
increasingly heavy sea, force 4, and strong
swell, and were obliged to return to Ivan
Baba.

Air raids on Taman (15 bombs dropped) and
the fish-salting works caused damage to a

landing stage at both places and'to a naval
ferry barge in Taman. The jetties should
be repaired by 24 February, the ferry barge
in about 2 days.

The 8th Air Force reported that plans have
been made for planes to lay non-contact mines
in Ghelenjik Bay on the night of 23/24
February. In order that operations /of our
own and Italian E-boats off Ghelenjik should
not be restricted I have requested that mine-
laying should only take place within the line
running from Gape Tonkiy to Gape Tolstoy.
My request was granted by the 8th Air Force.
Their plans to lay mines In Novorossisk Bay
have been temporarily postponed in favor of
mining of Genichesk Bay,

CONFIDENTIAL -81-
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24 February, 194;

Simferopol

0905
1015

1125

Enemy S 1 tus t Ion ;

Air reconnaissance In the- central Black
Sea and off the Gerrr.an coast yielded no
result. Only slight coastal traffic
off the entire east coast. At 0920 a

destroyer ten miles west of Gudant was
proceeding at high speed to the northwest,
"he same destroyer was observed at 1212
fifteen miles, south of Ghelenjik heading
for that harbor. The harbors of Poti and
Betum were not observed on account of the
weather. According to radio traffic, no
activity of larger units. The radio
picture revealed 4 submarines in the western
to central Black S md 2 in the sea area
off the east coact.

Own Situation :

An unsuccessful bombing r t:ack near Cspe
Sarich on the motor sweeper convoy
"Perevolyks/Erdey/Junak"

.

The steamer convoy "Hainburg/Adelheid"
escorted by "Ship 19" and ferry bar
F 524, proceeding from Constantza to
Sevastopol, was attacked by 2 enemy planes
near Cape Lukull. ley turned off after
firing.

Three boats of 1st E-Boat Flotilla were
ordered to put out at 1300 to torpedo the
steamer beached southeast of Tuapse and
still identified by today's morning reconn-
aissance in the same place (see War Diary,
1820 23 February). After completing this
task they were instructed to operate until
0400 on 25 February inst enemy supply
traffic on a level with 3aj Idokopss.
Since U 9 is st In the area between
Tuapse and Ghelenjik c-nt I- submarine operations
were forbidden.

1400 E-boat S 51, pproaching the operational
area or. e to Ivan , must be released
on account of water in the fuel which is
ceusi .ngine trouble, S 47 and S 26 will
continue ooerations.

1900 S 102 left Ivan Baba for Constantza for
er. overhaul. She is not fit for
operations

.

Motor minesweepers R 155 end R 163 were

- 2-
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ordered to aweep route Brown from Yalta to
Sevastopol with cutting kite sweep. This
operation is to be used as an opportunity
to escort the towed convoy "Perevolyka/Erdey/
Junak" leaving Yalta for Sevastopol" on 25
February.

Ferry operations in Kerch Strait

Ice conditions, favorable during the morning,
deteriorated due to the north winds which
drove heavy drift ice from the Sea of Azov
into the Kerch Strait. During the afternoon
Taman could only be reached with the help of
tugs. If the same wind prevails, Taman and
the fish-salting works will probably become
completely blocked during the night.

Today 14 naval ferry barges were employed
in traffic from east to west and vice-versa.
Combined operations craft were used primarily
on the route from Yenikale to Kossa Chuchka:
22 Siebel ferries and 4 landing craft from
west to east and 17 Siebel ferries and 4 landing
craft from east to v/est.

Totals transported on 24 February were:

a. East to west: 1,755 (599) troops, 350
(-) prisoners, 567 (7) civilians, 62 (23)
lorries, 24 (l) personnel trucks, 7 (2)
motor cycles, 441 ( 124) horse -drawn vehicles,
1,783 (590) horses, 10 (-) field kitchens,
20 tons (-) captured material.

b. West to east: 110 (53) troops, 372 tons
(28) military supplies, 3 (-) searchlights.

(Figures in brackets denote the Navy's share.)

Ferry barges F 142 and 469 today completed
their transport operation to Anapa: nothing
to report. At approximately 2000 the boats
anchored off Cape Panagiya in order to proceed
to Theodosia after daybreak on 25 February.

The minelaylng formation of naval ferry barges
hod to break off the laying of section K 4
because of a strong breeze freshening from the
northwest and a tide running across the mine-
laylng course. On return passage to Kerch
from the mining area F 143, carrying 34 inactive
UMA mines, struck a mine on the coastal route
south of Kerch near Eltingcn and sank. The
entire crew of 12 were lort.

Loss of F 143 means that, apart from explosive
buoys, there are now only 102 UMA mines on
3 ferry barges available for laying of section
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E 4. have decided to have the 3 mine
carriers lay them en 25 Februar- : the
eastern half of the section la to consist
of 2 rows of mines, average distance

zrsen tl nea 2 , the wester
If to consist of one row, distance

nes 40 a a

.

-: FZ-.grqup r?/ept the eastern part of
the route south of Xossa Tuzla with 3

ts of gear and double breadth of sweep
twice in both directions; no mines

apt* On 25 February the FZ vessels
:een ordered to operate on t

coastal route Kamiah-Burua-EH a as
r as the northern edge of the Putrid

te of .the sin of F 143).

Situation at the enemy bridgehead near
o ro s a i sV. unchangr E t be P B st

t and tin course of th

.

ny
artillery fire on Novorossisk caused
slight damage to naval quarters.
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25 February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance of the central Black Sea
yielded no result. Night reconnaissance
discovered 1 destroyer at 0135; course north-
west, off Tuapse. Another destroyer was
observed at midday, south of Datum, proceeding
at high speed, course 360°, According to air
reconnaissance, merchant shipping off the east

. • coast is again increasing. South of Ghelenjik
one 1,500- ton freighter proceeding southward,
10 miles south of Poti 1 merchant ship of about
4,000 tons on a northerly course. During
the evening, northwest of Tuapse, immediately
off- the coast, 1 freighter of 3,000 tons, not
moving. In Ghelenjik harbor there were 2
warships, probably destroyers, 1 freighter of
2,000 tons, 1 of 1,000 tons ,* several coastal
craft and about 10 other small craft.
Shipping at Tuapse included 2 destroyers
("Frunse" and "Stotosevo" class), 1 motor
minesweeper, 4 M.T.B.s, 1 freighter of 5,000
tons and 1 of 1,500 tons, 1 merchant ship of
2,500 tons sunk by the Air Force lying with
her bows under water, 1 heavy crane and about
8 coastal vessels totaling approximately 3,000
tons. The battleship, 2 heavy cruisers and
2 cruiser hulls were seen at Poti, in addition
1 large and 4 medium freighters. Two large
tankers were on Batum roads. At 0430 Port
Commander, Novorossisk reported .5 M.T.B.s,
2 destroyers, 2 freighters of about 1,000 tons,
2 tugs with 1 vessel each in tow "and some
patrol vessels off Myshako heading out to sea.
These vessels were not intercepted by air
reconnaissance. According to radio survey
there was 1 unit, probably a destroyer, at
0930 in the sea area Sochi/Tuapse. Another
destroyer was identified at 1040 in the sea
area Tuapse. Bin Naval D/F Station also
detected increasing activity of small craft
off the northern east. coast. Four submarines
were intercepted off the east coast, and 1

in the central to western Blac*k Sea area.

Own Situation :

0740 E-boata S 47 and S 26 put in from their night
operation. At 2134 on 24 February S 47
torpedoed the steamer aground in grid CL 9172
lower right hand corner. She- was about 3,000
tons and guarded by 2 gunbo?^ts. After their
attack the boats were caught in four coastal
searchlights and crmc under fire from two medium
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batteries. :

casualties

.

lay in wait
to 0300.

.There was no damage or
Their task performed they

off Cape Idokopas from 2300
v o shipping observed.

Theodosia

1030

1501

1655

Ferry barge6 F 142 and F 469 put in from
Anapa. On their- return passage they
brought communications equipment and 10,5
cm. ammunition from Anapa to Theodosia.

Army Group A requested resumption of
supplies to Anapa as soon as possible.
Since, contrary to the Army Croup's previous
assurances, supplies were not made ready
at Theodosia, F 142 and F 469
tO'move to Kerch for loading,
task must be postponed by one
the ferry barges were ordered

will have
Thus the

day. Both
to transfer

from The odo is i;

February.
to Kerch at dawn on 26

"8th Air Force reported that according to
photographic survey the freighter which
had grounded on 22 February 6 miles south-
east of Tuapse has put in to Ghelenjik.
A second, photograph revealed another
freighter of about 2,000 tons, her bows
under water, beached very close to the
first. It seems that S 47 did not
torpedo the grounded steamer but a freighter
of 'about 2,000 tons which was proceeding
immediately off the coast under escort by
2 gunboats. According to the photograph
.the steamer must be regarded as a total
loss.

U 9 reported that she is beginning her
return passage from the operational area
between Ghelenjik and Tuapse to Theodosia.
I shall request 8th Air Force to forbid
anti-submarine operations on her return
route

•

1900 Port Commande
artillery' act
the day. Na
Lively traffi
Accurate obse
cover. At a

and 2 fre3
tons were obs
at tho enemy

Simferopol

r, Novorossisk repor
ivity of both sides
val quarters hit and
c between Kabardinka
rvotion was prevente
bout 0430 5 E-boats,
ers of approximately
erved off liyshako.
bridgehead is unchan

ted lively
throughout
damaged.
and Myshako.

d by smoke
2 destroyers
1,000
The situation

ged.

2.000 Twenty- two naval ferry barges were today
employed in traffic across the Kerch Strait;
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they made the passage west to east 22 times
and east to west 11 times. Ice difficulties,
particularly off Taman, impeded and restricted
traffic again today and affected results.
The landing stages at Tainan* and the fish-
salting works could only be reached with the
help of tugs as icebreakers. Ice conditions,
which were moderately favorable during the
morning, deteriorated during the afternoon
as a result of north to northeasterly winds
which drove further masses of ice into Tainan
Bay.

The Russian Air Force continued its attacks
.on Taman and the fish salting works without
doing damage to any of the vessels. Totals
transported today were

:

a. East to west: 1,223 (378) troops, 171 (8)
prisoners, 172 (-) civilians, 96 (11)
lorries, 48 (9) personnel trucks, 7 (1)
motor cycles, 140 (110) horse-drawn vehicles,

. 477 (467) horses, 4 (2) field kitchens,
2 (2) field bakeries, 21 (2) trailers.

b. West "to east: 80 (44) troops, 86 (56)
tons of military supplies.

.' (Naval figures in brackets.)

2200 Port Commander, Kerch reported a plane 1

kilometer south of Durande ' (between Cape Chauda
and Cape Takil) at an altitude of 200 meters.
She was seen to drop objects which subsequently
exploded.

Since the mine-free route between Cape Chauda
and Cape Takil south of Durande goes through
water 25-30 meters deep, there should be no
hesitation about allowing ferry barges F 142
and P 469 to proceed on 27 February from
Theodosia to Kerch.

After loss of P 143, mine section K 4 was
today laid as ordered. (See War Diary,
24 February.

)

Thus the southern approach to the Kerch
Strait has been mined as ordered. Mine-
fields so far laid will be strengthened as
far as the general situation and the provision
of necessary mines permits.

Enemy planes dropped 8 bombs on the mine laying
formation while it was on its outward passage.
The planes were at a great height and had no
success. Before start of the minelaying enemy
planes again flew over the formation. During
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<
I * ....

.mine-laying no^ planes .'wc re sighted.
Nevertheless,* laying of the minefields
.has. prohabiy been, detected by enemy,
reponnaissance planes and bombers which
repeatedly flew over the formation on
24, 25 and 26 February. The effectiveness
of the minefields as a defense is not however
diminished or impaired in any v/ay.

On. the return passage there were renewed
attacks by 3-engined planes using bombs
and machine-guns. Ferry barge F 372
sustained slight damage, gunfire caused
casualties among the anti-aircraft crew;
1 man. killed, 2 injured.

The coastal route . from Kcmish Burun to the
Sivash was swept 5 times with towed loop
gear with double breadth of sweep both sides
of the. line of buoys; no mines swept.
FZ-boat No. 2.9 .sustained slight damage to
the upper deck from splinters during a bombing
attack* '•

Motor minesweepers R 165 and 163 swept the
route 'from Yalta to Sevastopol with cutting
kite sweep. No mine 3 swept.

Apart from raids on the formations in Kerch
Strait from. 1740 until 1815 today, waves of
planes came in to attack Kerch, concentrating
on the unloading stages (the Kolonka and
Ak Burun railway jetties). At 2245 nine
bombs were dropped on Taman and at 2400 six
more. No damage to naval installations or
ships reported.

\L -38-
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26 February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Today's reconnaissance of the German-occupied
coast and the central Black Sea was not exhaustive
owing to poor visibility in places. A
submarine was sighted about 25 miles southwest
of Eupatoria, The reconnaissance of the east
coast harbors did not go beyond Adler; -weather
conditions prevented observation of the remaining
harbors as far as Batum. There were some 5,000
tons of merchant shipping at Ghelenjik, in
Tuapse some 10,000 tons, also tankers amounting
to 7,000 tons, minesweepers and E-boats.
During the early hours of the night some motor
boats were intercepted by night reconnaissance
about 60 miles south of Cape -Chauda • Off the
mouth of the Chubka were 2 merchant ships of
1,000 tons and patrol vessels making northwest
and southeast. At 1540 Main Naval D/F Station,
Constantza reported 1 destroyer, presumably
<on a northwesterly course in the sea area C-udant-
•Adler. At 3 655 an unknown unit with the
Commanding Admiral, Light Forces on board was
identified south of Tuapse. Furthermore,
Main Naval D/F Station detected radio traffic
from surface forces and increasing submarine
activity. Six submarines were intercepted
off the east coast, 1 of them on return passage.
Another 7 submarines, 5 of them on the outward
passage, v/ere in the central to western Black
Sea.

Own Situation :

0930 Meteorological Station/ Simferopol forecast
light variable winds from east to north,
visibility 3-5 miles, for the: coming night.

In view of such conditions I have decided to
issue orders for the minelaying off the coast
near C.^pe Myshako which was already planned
before the start of the full moon period.
The weather Is also unsuitable for the Italian
E-boats. Since the 1st E-Boet Flotilla is
tonight operating in the area between Ghelenjik
and Novorosnisk recently assigned to Italian
E-bcfts, the latter will have to transfer their
attack area farther to the southeast between
Tuapse- and Ghelenjik. This means that the long
approach route must be risked.

1st E-Boat Flotilla has been ordered to put
out 3 boats (it is impossible to construct mine
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rails on the fourth boat) from Ivan Baba
at 1600 and, having laid the minefield
between Myshako and Cape Tolstoy, to
operate against enemy transports leaving
Ghelenjik for Hovorossisk Eay.

Italian E-Poat Flotilla was ordered to
send 4 boats -nst enemy shipping between
Tuapse and Ghelenjik, putting out from

, Theodosia at 1500 and remaining in the
operational area until 0400 on 27 February.

Theodosia

1000 9 put in from her third offensive.
le put out from Theodosia on 6 February

remained in the patrol line south of the
Kerch Strait and off 1'ovoross '. sk from 6-10

'
. rtrusry, in the attack area off the cos. st

between Cape Idokopas' ana Cape Olginskaya
from 10-25 February. A destroyer passed
through the area on each of the days 13,
15 and 17 February. Attack was impossible
because the range was too great. The boat
was mostly forced to submerge during the
day because of the heavy sir patrols,
night she operated on co cistal traffic as
fan as the 100 meter line* Bo shipping
was observed.

Air reconnaissance and prisoners' statements
show that there is continual supply traffic
between Tuapse end Gholenj Ik/Novorossi 3k.
That TJ 9 did not observe or engage r.uch
traffic is explained by the fact that by
day air petrol compelled her to submerge and
by night, from her position on the 100-meter
line, which rims on an :- ;e 2-4 mile?
offshore she could not detect ships proceeding
Immediately off the coast.

I shall have to give up my plan to refuel
U 9' and then send her on another 5 or 5
days' operations off the coast between Tuapse

i Ghelenjik, because' she has only sufficient
potash cartridges and oxygen on board for
two days, the echo- soundin; set is out of
actio 1" yro-compass is not working
satisfactorily, , she can undertake
a brief I 'on before her release to
Constant sj >f overhaul. For this purpose
the operation;:! area south of Anapr.' would
appear to be suit ] since during recent
nights that port haa been shelled from the
sea with guns of medium caliber (presumably
destroyers). The last bombardment took
place on the night of 23/24 February after

val' ferry barges had put in there on 23
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February, Since they will again put in on
28 February I am expecting another bombardment
on the following night,

U 9 received orders to leave Theodosia at 0900
on 27 February and from that evening until

. the morning of 1 March to occupy the patrol
line west of Cape Utrish. On the night of
28 February/l March she is to probe north as
far as the mine situation off Anapa permits.
She is to return to Constantza on 1 March.

Ferry barges F 142 and 469 were ordered to
carry out the second transport operation
with supplies from Kerch to Anapa. Plan and
timetable as in my orders for the first
operation (see War Diary under 22 February).

1720 Motor minesweepers K 165 and R 163 received
orders to sweep route Brown from Sevastopol
to Theodosia with cutting kite sweep at
daybreak on 27 February. They will also
escort the steamer "Grafenau", intended for
Special Transport Staff, Kerch, to Theodosia.

1750 1st E-Boat Flotilla broke off their passage
to the operational area on account of increasingly
heavy sea, as owing to the weight of the mines
there was danger that the boats might capsize
and the mine rails be torn from. their sockets
on the deck. On the return passage the flotilla
sighted a small submarine in grid square 6188.
The boat had dived before recognition signals
could be exchanged. In order to take the
mines on board, the depth charges had had to
be left behind and there was thus no means of
attack. The Flotilla Commander did not care
to attack while the boat was still surfaced,
as without a recognition signal he was uncertain
whether she was friend or foe. It should be
noted here that my orders did not contain the ban
on anti-submarine operations usual when German
U-boats are at sea.

Ferry traffic in the Kerch Strait was again
attacked today by Russian pianos. In a low-
flying attack with bombs and machine-guns
ferry barge F 176 received a direct hit on
the stern. Her ammunition exploded causing
heavy damage and she must meantime be regarded
as a total loss* Eight injured.

F 372 sustained slight damage from air attack;
1 killed, 2 wounded.

F 471 detonated a mine at a distance of 10
meters on the route between Kerch nnd the fish-
salting works. No damage or casualties.

Cj 1
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One heavy combined operations ferr -^ was
badly damaged near Kossa Chuchka by an
exploding mine.

Today 19 naval ferry bergBs made the passage
in both directions. Totals transported
were:

East to west: 1,576 (683) troops, 404 (227)
Turkish soldiers, 490 (-) orisoners, 269 (21)
civilians, 104 (26) lorries, 26 (18) personnel
trucks, 1,285 (655) horses, 306 (170) horse-
drawn vehicles, 3 (l) field kitchens, 2 (2)
trailers, 23 (23) wounded, 1 (l) anti-tank
gun, 26 (26) cattle, 50 (50) tons of military
supplies

.

West to east: 100 (79) troops, 140 (140)
cases of ammunition, 220 (220) tons of timber,
96 (96) tons of food stores, 50 (50) tons
of military supplies, 10 (10) tons of coal.

(Navy's share shown In brackets.

)

FZ-group, using 2 sets of gear, swept the
coastal route from. Pavlovski to Takll; no
mines.

Following F 471 ! s minesweeping success, a

:: ine sweeping Ju plane checked the ro-ite
northeast of Kossa Tuzla; twenty co^erin.-"
runs reverled no mines.

Situation at Novorossisk unchanged.

XL _ _92_
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27 February, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

No enemy forces were sighted by reconnaissance
in the central and southeastern Black Sea.
Reconnaissance over the Caucasus coast was
hindered by low cloud. Shipping at Ghelenjik
was little changed by comparison with the
previous day; owing to adverse weather the
other harbors were not, or only partly, examined.
At Poti the battleship, 2 heavy cruisers, 1 of
them in dock, 3 destroyers, "Charkov" probably
among them, 2 heavy cruiser hulls, several
motor minesweepers, submarines and M.T.B.s,
also 31,500 tons of merchant shipping v/ere

discovered. At Batum, which was only partially
examined, 1 cruiser, probably "Voroshilov",
1 light cruiser, 1 passenger ship and several
small and medium-sized merchant ships were
observed. On Batum roads there v/ere 4 tankers
totaling about 24,000 tons, in the sea area off
Batum 1 freighter of 4,000 tons on a northerly
course. Usual shipping in Tuapse harbor.
In the Tuapse area 1 merchant ship of about
1,000 tons on course 130° and 3 M.T.B.s
proceeding at high speed. During the morning
there were 7 M.T.B.s, proceeding at high speed
on a northwesterly course, in the Gudant area.
At 1700 Port Commander, Novorossisk reported
3 merchant ships, each approximately 1,000
tons, heading for Kabardinka behind a smoke
screen. Main Naval D/F Station located 1

submarine 45 miles north of Cepe Ince Burun at
2145, probably making for the north. Off the
erst coast the D/F Station intercepted mine-
sweepers and small craft. Radio traffic revealed
no activity of heavy units. Radio intelligence
intercepted 2 submarines in the central to
western Block Sea and 2 off the east coast.

0820

0850

Own Situation :

Italian E-boats returned from opera
Ghelenjik and Tuapse. From 2100 t

boats stood between Ghelenjik and C

and 2 be tween Cape Idokopas and Tua
od visibility no enemy traffic wa
art from 1 auxiliary sailing vess

of Cape Idokopaa heading for Tuapse
return passage plane3 dropped bombs
on the boats west of Cape Utrish wi

tions between
o 0400 two
ape Idokopas
pse. Despite
s observed
el southeast

On the
and fired
thout success.

U 9 put out as instructed
February 1000).

(sec War Diary, 26
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0930 Light winds are forecast for the coining
night by Meteorological Station, Simferopol.
I have therefore ordered 1st E-Boat Flotilla
to carry out the operations broken off the
previous night. Recent experience has shown
that even good weather in the open sea area
southof the Kerch Strait does not prevent
local disturbances forcing the E-boats, loaded
with mines and particularly sensitive to
surface conditions, to turn back. I have
therefore ordered the flotilla to proceed
immediately off the Crimean and Taman coast
to the operational area and have taken care
to inform all coastal stations of their passage.
Having. completed minelaylng operations the
flotilla will operate southeast of Ohelenjik
against enemy supply traffic.

0945 An enemy plane dropped 3 bombs and fired on
a towed convoy, under escort by ferry berges
F 532 and F 534, near Cape Sarich. ' No
damage sustained; German defensive gunfire
unsuccessful.

1230 Harbor defense boct'RO 33 of the Harbor
Defense Flotilla, Ochakov sank during mine-
sweeping, of f Koblevo &s a result of a fire
which started in her carburettor. Crew
saved, 2 injured.

1343 Three Russian bombers dropped 6well-p?.aeed
bombs from a medium height on E-boats putting
out ' for. operations. No damage or casualties*

1500 : ? 142 and F 469 left Kerch for Anapa, carrying
118 tons of petrol and 52 tons of ammunition.
At dusk they anchored off Cope Takil and will
proceed to Anapa on 23 February.

Ferry traffic across the Kerch Strait:

The Russian Air Force continued its attacks
on German supply traffic in the Kerch Strait.
F 535 was badly damaged during a raid on the

. fish salting works, bombs scored direct hits
on her side. .Casualties amongst the crew
were 1 killed, 2 badly and 2 slightly injured.
Of the troops embarked there were 9 killed,
13 wounded. In addition 16 horses were
killed or wounded.

Repeated air raids on Kerch, Taman and the
fish-saltirr "-re not done any damage
to naval installations.

Ice conditions have slightly improved with
temperatures about 0° (C). Traffic was
able to proceed unhindered. Twenty-two
navel ferry barges were used today but there

\I -94-
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were not enough troops for them to be fully
loaded.

Totals transported were:

East to west: 1,712 (670) troops, 1,001 (-)
prisoners, 413 (9) civilians, 149 (48) lorries,
53 (17) personnel trucks, 1,225 (366) horses,
311 (102) horse-drawn vehicles. 2 (2) field
kitchens, 6 (6) trailers, 2 (2) tractors, 19
(-) motor cycles, 10 (-) guns, 3 (3) omnibuses,
1 (1) radio car, 171 (171) wounded.

West to east: 46 (21) troops, 381 (197) tons
of supplies.

(Brackets denote the Navy's share.)

The FZ-group, using 2 sets of gear on the
route south of Kossa Tuzla, swept 1 mine in
45° 13 f

8' N, 36° 28.3* E and 1 in 45° 13.8* N,
36° 28.5' E with towed loop gear.

Last night Russian planes were observed to
drop two objects near the supply route north
of Kossa Tuzla. It is assumed that these
were mines. Minesweeping plane made 10
covering runs during check-sweep but swept
no mines. Five naval ferry barges will be
posted to the route from Kerch to Taman during
the coming night to watch and fix the positions
of mines dropped. This measure is to remain
in force.

Minesweeping of the Pavlovski minefield by
Earbor Defense Flotilla, Kerch had to be broken
off on account of drift ice.

CONFIDENTIAL -95-
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28 February, 194 3

SImferoi

Enemy Situation:

Owing to adverse weather, reconnaissance
in the central and southeastern Black' Sea
was without result-. Night reconnaissance

r ,
planes equipped with Lichtenstein- gear did
not Intercept any enemy forces between Sukhum
and .Tuapse or. in the area south of Gape
Sarich. At the Novorossisk bridgehead a

' "fr-'.-i ghter w-as' identified on the beachi
This will probably be one Q.f the steamers
torpedoed by the 1st E-Boat Flotilla.'
Ghelenjik and Tuapse were only partially
observed, usual shipping. Heavy ships were
identified in Poti. Batum harbor was not
examined, 3 tankers, each 6,000 tons, ..and

v '1 freighter 4,000 tons on Batum,roads.
Northwest of Poti a convoy with .a freighter

• of about 3,000 tons, a minesweeper and a

patrol vessel on a northeasterly course.
Otherwise only coastal vessels and patrol
activity off the east coast. According to
D/F report there was 1 destroyer in the area
off Tuapse at 1555, at 1810 another destroyer
was identified off the central east coast,
presumably on a southea sterly course.

.

Further, according to D/F Station, radio
tr-affic revealed activity of E-boats, mine-
sweepers and patrol vessels. , Sevan submarines
were located at sea, 6 of them probably in
.the central to western Black Sea and 1 in the
sea area off the east coast. At midday enemy
air reconnaissance as far bs the northwestern
Black Sea was working with the Submarine
Command Station at Saturn.

Own Situation :

0345 1st E-Boat flotilla put in to Theodosia for
refuel. After proceeding by the prescribed
route, immediately off the Crimean and Taman
coast, the flotilla stood in their operational
area between Myshako and Suchuk at about 2000.
Off Myshako the E-boats attacked enemy units
moored there for unloading and succeeded in
sinking 1 torpedoboat, 1 steamer of 2,500 G.R.T.,
1 steamer of 1,200 G.R.T. and 1 coastal vessel
of some 800 tons. The torpedoboat was hit
three times and sank. Evidence of explosions
was seen. Heavy explosions on board t he-

coastal vessel suggest that she was carrying
ammunition. No other valuable targets were
encountered.

Subsequently the flotilla laid the UMB

CONFI] _AL -96-
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0700

1200

minefield as ordered on the approach route
of enemy supply vessels to the unloading
stage at Myshako'. Position of the minefield:
from 44° 39' 25" N, 37° 49' 30" E to 44° 38'
36" N, 37° 49' 30" E to 44° 38' 14" N, 37°
49' 12" E. Depth setting minus 1 meter*

My orders ran that the minefield must be laid
"off Myshako parallel to and as close to the
coast as possible" in order to seal off the
landing stage from the sea. On their approach
to lay the minefield, however, 1st 3-Boat
Flotilla encountered the enemy vessels with
escort of patrol vessels off Myshako. After
the torpedoboat and the transports were
torpedoed, enemy patrols remained in that area,
thus compelling the Flotilla Commander to
lay the minefield farther to the. east, south
of Suchuk. As mine laying began he sighted
a M.T.B. approaching from the west and forcing
his boats to move farther up to avoid
observation. Thus the minefield became
broken up and mines were laid at an average
interval of 100 meters instead of 50 meters.
The minefield Is at right angles to the
approach route of transports coming to the
unloading atage from the Ghelenjik direction
and thus offers good prospects of success,
though the position proposed in an oblique
line in front of the landing stage would have
been even bettor. Moreover the present
position of the minefield will restrict the
freedom of movement of German E-boats in
future operations off Novorossisk Bay.

Having completed the minelaying task and expended
their torpedoes the flotilla turned back.

Ferry barges F 142 and F 469 put in to Anapa.

The ferry barges returned to Kerch loaded
with 100 bales of cotton, 4 lorries and 10,5
cm. ammunition.

The position north of Kossa Tuzla where mines
were seen to drop (see War Diary, 27 February)
was checked again today by mineswec-ping plane.
Thirty covering runs revealed no mines.

In accordance with orders U 9 will return
early on 1 March from the patrol line south
of Anopa to Constantza. I have therefore
requested 8th Air Force to stop anti-submarine
operations on her return route as from 0600
of 1 March.

1400 Good weather may again be expected during the
coming night. Since according to the general
weather situation a change is expected shortly,

n \l -97-
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I have ordered 1st E-Fcst Flotilla to
repeat operations tonight* .9 Italian
Z-boats ere also order ;t. As they have
only a limited action radius, I have
assigned them to the area off the coast
5tween Oereika and Suchuk (unlc stage

for Myshako). The 1st E-Boat Flotilla is
to operate Inst e j -

- ly traff
between Ghelenjik and Tuapse.

Orders. rere issued to the Italian B-Boat
Flotilla to put out with 4 boats from
Theodosia-at 1500 by the route taken
aaterdey by 1st E-Host Flotilla, return

tc t 0400 by the route south of t

nemy danger areas off the Kerch Strait.

it 1600 1st B-Boat r lotill left Ivan
Baba with instruction.- to put in again at
approximately 0900 on 1 ?.*arch.

flotillas have all t informed of the
oper 3 and of the re .n of U 9 in
the patrol line west c . .

U 9 has been advised ::" the passage of
Italic r. Z-'ccots tfarc ostrol line

ti 11 180C end £000 end of the return of
the flotillai jarly on 1 rch«

1424 vsl Shore Corinender, Caucasus ' rtedr

1. Guns of the "Breslau" battery, with one
rception, blown up since ell tion

expended.

2. £0 speci all

—

an
withdrawn from Port Cc ier's plstoons
in the Infentr S stc .

1430 Fort r. I \, 1 lan took over the r

jetty built by the Army. is

lsures a 1: no re Lent
transshipment at 1 i

:.-. •

1625* i>tor mineswc s R 1 163 put In
to Theodosla after ;ing as ~ ir. e .:

-

escort for 'Grafer '. swept

«

Before I

ordered cl ' route Brown bet
,odos T cilj where low- .

fl . be .

- observed and
• I shall not

i€ rou~ non-contact
nesj : li ths of 25- ters

there is no dar to a ship .»it] issing
protection

.

cers R 1 ad 16? r - ~ed
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orders to sweep route Brown from point 13
to point 17 and back with cutting kite sweep
on 1 March.

Perry Operations :

To real obstruction by ice on the route
Kerch- Taman-fish-salting works. Hence,
of the 25 naval ferry barges employed today,
6 were able to make the passage three times.
Enemy Air Force activity only slight, so
no damage sustained today. Totals
transported on 28 February were:

East to west: 2,852 (1,419) troops,
884 (211) prisoners, 120 (37) civilians,
197 (64) lorries, 62 (32) personnel trucks,
1,278 (915) horses, 291 (249) horse-drawn
vehicles, 5 (-) guns. 6 (1) field kitchens,
4 (4) trailers, 2 (2) tractors, 7 (7) camels,
27 (27) oxen, 736 (736) empty cases.

West to east: 57 (28) soldiers, 250 (162)
tons of supplies.

(Bracketed figures denote Navy's share.)

(Signed) Kieseritzki.

KTIAI -99-
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1 March, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation J

Air reconnaissance of the central and south-
er stern Black Sea was prevented by the weather.
During the forenoon an exploratory reconnaissance
detected 1 warship', presumably a destroyer or
a cruiser, on an easterly course, 6 miles east
of Yasm Burun. Weather conditions also
hampered coastal reconnaissance. When compared
with yesterday, insofar as could be ascertained,
there appeared little change in the shipping
in harbor. Off Sochi, 2 merchant ships of up
to 1,000 tons, south of Gagri 1 merchant ship
of about 2,000 tons, course northwest. Batum
roads, 3 tankers each of 7,000 tons and 1

freighter of about 4,000 tons. Otherwise only
small patrol vessels, freighters and E-boats
were active off the southern and central east
coast.

During the morning, according to Fort Commander,
No voro s s i sk there were only 2 freighters of
about 2,000 tons and 1 patrol vessel off Myshako
heading for the sea. (The observation, made
by untrained Army personnel, is hard to believe,
at least insofar as the size of the vessels is
concerned.) According to the D/P Station, in
the radio picture there were 2 destroyers during
the morning and 1 destroyer during the evening.
Radio traffic revealed no other activity of
heavier surface vessels. Apart from lively
traffic of small craft only one submarine was
intercepted off the oast coast and in the central
and western Flack Sea. "'his morning Naval
Air rorco planes were again cooperating with
the Submarine Command Station at Batum. .

Own Situation J

OdOO In accorucncc with orders U S sot out on her
roturn passago from the patrol line west of
Cape Utrish for Constant za.

0700 Pour Italian E-boats rut in to Theoaosia from
- trol lino between Oscrcika and Suchuk.

.nil' making for their operational area the
Italian boats sighted 6 Russian M.T.B.s near
Cape Dtrishonok. Thcso attached themselvos to
the Italian fo-rmation for some time, probably
thinking they were Bussian. By increasing
their speed the Italians succeeded, however,
in shaking off the enemy and avoiding an
engagement. No supply traffic or patrols v/ere

CONFIDENTIAL -1-
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encountered between Osereiks and Suchuk and
no ships at anchor by the landing stage at

shako. At approximately 0300 the E-boats
commenced their return passage.

Operations of 1st E-3oat Flotilla near Cape
Idokopas were likewise without result.
Prom 215C to 0315 the boats v/ere in lurking
position off the coast. No shipping or patrol
activity was observed.

0710 Naval ferry barges ? 142 and F 469 on their
second transport operation returned to Kerch
from Anapa. Nothing to report.

0900 1st E-Boat Flotilla put in to Theodosia to
refuel.

1120 According to Naval Shore Commander,, Caucasus
the situation near Novorossisk is unchanged.
Planes bombed and ma chine -gunned Anapa on
28 February one hour after F 142 and F 469 haa
left. wo aama go reported.

Weather forecast
(Simferopol 1400)

:

W to SW winds, force 4-5, in the coming night.
Operations of 1st E-Boat Flotilla and Italian
E-boats were therefore canceled.

1900 Motor minesweepers R 165 and
>wn from Theodosia to. Cape

. swept. The boats v/ore then
a minesweeper escort for the
Theodosia via route Brown to
2 March and there at 1100 to
two ."i-groups which will escort her to
on their sweep for ground mines.

R 163 swept route
Takil. No mines
ordered to provide
"Grafonau" from
Cape nakil on
hand her over to

erch

g-boats S 40 and S 52, ice-bound in the Danube
north of Braila are now free and have put in to

\ila. On the completion of minor repairs they
will proceed to Constant za.

"ovv that her engines have been overhauled,
E-boat S 72 reported ready for action. As
soon as weather permits, she will cc transferred
to Ivan Baba.

FZ- re be route south of Kossa
with 3 sots of gear. inos swept.

h\zl.

Combined operation:; craft between Yenikale -

Kossa Chuchka e:>: ;loded 2 mines. One mire
oxploded 10 meters away, causing no dams but
the second one seriously damaged another landing

. »aft which wasj however, successfully towed
in to Yenikale.

-2-
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Before resuming ferry traffic from Yen!kale to
Kosaa Chuchka the route was thoroughly searched
by a minesweeping plane. No mines swept*
The mines which exploded today must have either
been recently dropped by Russian planes or else
they are a type of mine which cannot be swept
by plane (e.g. acoustic mines). A mine sweeping
plane waa at once employed to check the route
but no other mines were swept. (The route
cannot be checked with towed loop goar because
the water is too shallow.) Although acoustic
mines have never been found in tho Black Sea
and there is no evidence that they have been
used by the Russians, orders to check the route
with cracker equipment have been issued for
2 March.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic ;

Traffic to Toman and the fish-salting works
proceeded today without being obstructed by
the ice. Moreover there were no enemy air
attacks and hence no delays, so that tho
25 naval ferry barges employed made the passage
64 times in both directions.

Transportation figures for the day were;

East-West; 3,292 (1.775) men, 617 (11) prisoners,
807 (437) civilians, 256 (136)
lorries, 84 (31) personnel vehicles,
9 (-) trailers, 19 (5) guns,
13 (4) motor-cycles, 6 (-) field-
kitchens. 2,111 (1,296) horses,
436 (269) horse-drawn vehicles.

west-East

;

CONFIDENTIAL -3-
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2 Llarch, 194c

Simferopol—

. Zv ^rny Situation : .

Air reconnaissance west and south of the
Crimea as far as the Z ~h coast aled
no shipping apart from 1 freighter off the
Turkish coast. Poor visibility hampered
reconnaissance of the .aastem Black kea
as far as Ochemchlri. lies northwest
of Sochi on an eastsoutheasterly course , there

2 patrol vessels with a tanker of .

2,000 tons. Shipping in port at Batum included
1 tanker of approximate!- 5,000 tons on the
roads, 2 cruisers in port, 2 destroyers, 3 rs
of 6 - 7,000 tons each and some 10 r. at
ships totaling 20,000 tons.

At 2215 Fort Commander; Novorosslsl aported
3 boats off Cape Doot an
searchi :

•

Main Naval D/B Station in epted 1 destroyer
ofi the " ral east coast in the earl" hours
of ""he morning* se radio traffic

ted no vessels. _-3s

were located off the oast coast, anc In the
central to western Black Sea.

n Situation :

07CC Inesweepera R 165 and R 1 3 left
.aodosia for rakil aa a sweeper escort

for the "Grafenau". South of Car Aul
E 165 2ut a small Russian moored mine. Pre
its appearance it ru-t only recei tly be
1 id. It was oh- 1 ircraft mine,
presumably- dropped by the 1c -flyi. ssian
plane observed be n Cap. tuda and Cape
Takil on 25 , and is v/hy I ordered
a mine 31 '' -rafenau".

Weather forecast:

0950 f the south eoast oi . rimea and
, force 4 - 5, veoj

duri] = . ._ '.7 to NW up to force ,

Operatl 1 B- . Flotilla and Italian
. -beat: : are tb ^re ox

of the question e. night*

C\
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1100 The 2 motor minesweepers handed over "Grafenau"
to the 2nd FZ-group for them to take her on to
Kerch. The motor minesweepers returned to
Theodosia streaming their sweeps. No mines
were swept, I ordered the 2 boats to sweep
route Brown again on 2 March from Cape Chauda
to Cape Takil and bock with oropcsa gear ard to
search the position where the mine was cut to
within a radius of 500 meters.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic ;

The route Kerch-Taman-fish- salting works is
completely ice-free. It waa therefore possible
today to increase transportation again and, by
using 31 naval ferry barges, to make the passage
80 times. The approach roads to Taman and the
fish-salting works are deep in mud as a result
of thaw and showers; this so hampers the bringing
up of troops and vehicles that some of the
available ferry barges could not be fully
utilized, Enemy air attacks did not interfere
with the ferry traffic, probably owing to the
weather.

Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 2,216 (1,250) men, 510 (30) prisoners,
471 (98) civilians, 192 (155) wounded,
257 (154) lorries, 67 (50) personnel
vehicles, 1,658 (605) horses, 365
(172) horse-drawn vehicles, 20 (-)
trailers, 4 (-) field kitchens,
50 (50) tons of Army supplies.

West-East: 100 (63) soldiers, 1,176 (959) tons
of supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

8th Air Corps informed us that reports of Army
Observation posts on movements of naval and
merchant vessels in the Kabardinka inlet of
Novoros3isk Bay, the Russian bridgehead and sea
area off Anapa proved, on being immediately
checked by air reconnaissance, to be nearly
a lw a y s in a c c ura t e

•

This confirms my view on the unreliability of
Army re ports expressed in War Diary, 1 March,
Enemy Situation.

The fairway in to Ghelenjik Bay has been mined
by the 8th Air Corps according to plan. (See
also War Diary, 23 February.)

TT AL -5-
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3 March, 1943

Simferopol
»

Enemy Situation :

Routine dailv reconnaissance over the eastern
Black Sea produced no results despite good
visibility. Air reconnaissance of the
Caucasus coast had to be broken off because
of the weather and atmospherics. Owing to
poor visibility (approxi 2 kilometers) a

second plan', did not take off. Using
Lichtenstein gear, air reconnaissance located
several sms 11 vessels at 0220 in grid square
6530, at 0315 in grid square 4540 and at 0340
in grid square 4450.

These reports are hard to believe since it is
unlikely that small vessels v:ould be at sea
in the weather that ytc are hsving at present.

The heavy seas would make landing operations
on the open coast impossible. I am therefore
not taking any apt cial measures on the basic
of these r- ports.

Early this morning Main Naval D/F Station
Gonstantza intercepted the destroyer identified
yesterday off the central cast coast, this time-

in the northeastern Black Sea transmitting a

short signal to -G-helen jik. Otherwise the radio
picture revealed no activity of the larger
surface forces. Five submarines were identified
at sea, 3 of them probably in the centrel to

stern Black Sea and 2 off the east coast.

Own Situation ;

Weather forecast:

0">30 'T'here is a depression extending across the
hole of the Black Sea causing SW winds up to

force 7 which will later veer from W to FW up
to gale force 8.

As s result the convoy ordered to sail from
Sevastopol to Gonstantza, timber transports off
the Crimean coast, supply traffic to Anapa and
mine sweeping ( rch Strait and between Theodosia k
and Cape Tekil had provisionally to bo postponed -r
24 hours

.

Ferry traffic from Kerch to Tainan was temporarily
intained with great difficulty.

AL -6-
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1145

1450

U 9 put in to Constantza. No report of the
operation since her departure from Theodosia
on 27 February has as yet been recoivod.

8th Air Corps reported that ice-floes v/cre

sighted in the area whero night reconnaissance
claimed to have located small vessels ', this
explains the incorrect reports.

Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported
situation unchanged off Novorossisk with slight
gunfire* The destruction of harbor
installations was- continued jointly with the
73rd Infantry Division. Supplies of mines,
depth charges and explosives have been exhausted.

2100 The heavy seas in Anapa Bay complicated and
sovercly delayed the mooring of naval ferry
barges at the fish- salting works and Anapa.
Honcc 26 naval ferry barges were only able to
make the passage 45 times.

The fish- salting works and Anapa continue to
a covering of
conditions have

there
Laya

is
Bay,

still
Road

bo ice-free but
fast ioo in Sen;
deteriorated as a result of thaw and rain, so
that motor transport vehicles cannot be used at
all and horse -drawn vehicles only with extreme
difficulty.

Difficult conditions meant that transportation
figures for the day were only;

East-West:

West-East:

1,952 (767) men, 207 (84) prisoners,
337 (127) civilians, 69 (9) lorries,
24 (1) personnel vehicles,
1,454 (916) horses, 297 (187) horse-
drawn vehicles, 10 (-) field
kitchens, 12 (4) guns, 28 (28) tons
of Army supplies, 150 (150) bales of
cotton (540) barrels, 10 (-) motor
cycles.

75 (75) soldiers, 2 (-) anti-aircraft
batteries, 446 (340) tons of
supplies. •

( Navy ' s figure s in bracko t s .

)

CONFIDENTIAL
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4 March, 1-43

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Air reconnaissance a 3d no enemy forces •

either in the central Black Sea and west of
the Crimea, where visibility was -ebout 40 meters,
or in the southeastern Black Sea in changing
visibility. Reconnaissance of the Caucasus
corst and harbors was only possible as far as
Tuapse because of the weather* Some small
craft and 1 submarine were righted in the north-
eastern Black S. . 1210 Port Commander,
"ovorosaisk reported 1 gunboat heading for

bardinka, and at 1550 two further vessels
re observed towards the headland* Apart

from small craft, (aval D/F Station
intercepted no surfi e v La off the east
coast. Six sub: P6 identified at sea
by radio Intercept service, of them in the
central to western Black Sec end 4 off the
east coast.

Own Situation!

"

0600 The situation at the bridgehead south of
vorossisk continues unchanged. >To shipping

re nts were observed* 'During the night
hich was quiet on the whole! gunfire on the

town only slight*

0930 Vo change in the weather • According to the
Keteorological Station* Simferopol northerly
vinds, force- 7, roust be sxpected to continue
off the south coast of the Crime-" and the
north coast of the Caucasus.

The resumption of convoy traffic, transportation
1 ferry barge ! liately off the Crimean

coast and to Anapa, mine in" in Kerch Strait
ad E-boat operations had to be postponed for

ther 24 hours

.

In a strong north wind Lighter No. 1242 ran
pound in Kher r with r load of cement

for th construction of r battery near Cape
•son. Salv jasures in hand.

2000 try traffic in Kerch Strait was again handi-
capped by , particularly by the high
sea : i in the north wind.
Fi- ] r a at the landing stage
at the fish-salting works and the bridge were
slightly damaged in the heavy seas. In order
to avoid further damage, traffic was stopped
during the afternoon and only 1C crossings v

de •

-:-
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Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 1,436 (314) men, 131 (-) prisoners,
313 (89) civilians, 84 (41) lorries,
9 (l) personnel vehicles, 1,369
(306) horses, 328 (89) horse-drawn
vehicles, 4 (-) guns, 9 (-) field
kitchens.

West-Easts 139 (88) men, 300 (88) tons of
supplies* •

(Navy's figures in brackets.)

Commander, Convoys and Escorts, Black Sea,
reported that he could not guarantee to run
convoys to schedule with the escort forces
allocated to him: a. convoys from Constantza
to Sevastopol, b f from Constantza to the Danube
and Dnieper and, c. off the Crimean coast.

The Commander requested the allocation of 6
boats of the 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla
for overseas convoy duties and 6 naval ferry
barges to escort the Crimean convoys.

While fully recognizing the justice of the
Commander's demands, they cannot for the moment
be granted. The Navy 1 a chief task in the Black
Sea, in accordance with the Fuhrer's orders is,
at present, to perform ferrv duties across
Kerch Strait and, after the ice has gone, also
across the Sea of Azov. C-in-C Navy issued
orders that all available resources were to be
brought into action. This applies primarily
to naval ferry barges which cannot at present
be used for escort tasks off the Crimean coast.
Boats of the newly formed 19th Harbor Defense

. Flotilla now being fitted out will on the other
hand be suitable for the purpose. They have
the necessary armament and are to arrive in
the Crimea after 25 March.

Every boat of 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla
fit for service, at present three, except for
2 boats retained for mine sweeping off the
Crimean coast and the Sea of Azov, has been
subordinated for escort duties to Commander,
Convoys and Escorts, After their repair it is
likewise intended to allocate the boats still
in dock to the Commander, unless they should

ntly needed elsewhere. The first boat
will leave dock about 15 March. Until the
arrival of the Motor Minesweeper Group (RA)
which. is undergoing a dockyard period In Galatz
until the middle of April, I cannot spare the
two Crimean boats, which in view of the
repeated mining of the supply route, are needed
for mineswoeping operations, checking the routes
etc. Commander, Convoys end Escorts will be
advised accordingly.

!0N3 fTTAL -9-
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Simferopol

•0900

_-_ - Situation :

.r rec sighted no enemy forces In
the central '.-nd southeastern Black Sea or the

uthern . Reconnaissance of the
ucasus coast identified lively traffic to

the north. At noon 2 K.T.B.s stood 5 miles
uth of Novorossisk. 6,000 tons

of t shi;
,

~>tor minesweepers
bout 25 beets in Jhclenjik harbor.

ith of C-helenjik 1 freighter :f -bout °,000
tons and 1 patrol vessel on a northwesterly

b< were identified. ^."r^ut 25 miles north-
Tuapse there wer hter

of about 3,000 tens a*nd 1 patrol vessel al
3 northwesterly "c , south of Tuepse

1 fr hter of 2,500 tons en a sout]
cours< . Approx' ly 25 miles ncrtbwest of

: merchant ships tctaling 3, GOO tons,
all on course northwest. Off Ghelenjlk
another fr F 2,000 tons on alternatii
course* Off Cape Pitsunda 2 petrol vessels
with 1 merct hip f 4,000 tons and ] [.T.B.,
course 130°. About 5,000 tons of merchant
shi] ut 10 boats' were in Tuapse with
1 fr ' hter of 1,500 t hich wa's 1 port.

wer< 11 craft, 1 submarine
and some 2,300 tons if shipping in Ochemchiri

r. Port Commander, Novorossisk observed
several at and 1 freighter of 1,000 tons in
2pffl

--c Bay.

According to an Army report,
si.

:
:r tt route froi rhelenjik
i.

beats were
to the

During the morning the D/F Station intercepted
1 destroyer off t ntral east coast. In
iditIon Main Naval D/F Station Constants

ttified lively activity of small craft off
the central to northern east coast.
submrrines rere intercept* t e , 1 in +

western Black So--, the others off
the east ce it.

n Slturtio] :

0930 fceor ;al Station, S3 sropol forecast
NW tc -•

, fore 5,

Because of t] sther, E-boat of rations will
ave to t-- abandoned durir th 1 ng night,
rticularly since yesterday's storm has caused

vy -• 11 in the Black S . .

_: - -
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tr

: Army Croup A reported a Fuhrer directive which
ordered that on account of the bad road con-
ditions to be expected in the Taman Penin3ula
during the coming months, supply traffic from
Kerch to Anapa should be increased. Up to
the present two naval ferry barges have been
operating on the route from Kerch to Anapa
but adverse weather has permit tod only
2 crossings.

Army Croup A requested an increase of supplies
to 240 tons daily. To achieve this, 3 naval
ferry barges must daily put in to Anapa go
that 9 barges will be needed. The possibility
of operations having to be abandoned because of
the weather has not been taken into account,
and this would seriously affect the transport

. ,
target.

The daily, and inevitably almost routine operations
of 3 naval ferry barges on the Cape Takil -

Anapa route will sqon be intercepted by the
enemy during his regular air reconnaissance, with
the result that his surface and air forces will
attack and paralyze this important supply traffic.
Since I have no forces available to cover theee-
unprotected sea flanks and the ferry barges are
not armed, for defense against bombs and aerial
torpedoes, I recmouted the 8th Air Corps:

1. to carry out an exhaustive reconnaissance
of air grid squares 6500, 7500 and 8500
daily, from dawn,

2. to have bomber formations in readiness for
operations against enemy surface forces,

3. to provide fighter cover for formations of
naval ferry barges during their passage
from Cape Takil to Anapa.

Operations Staff, Scheurlen received orders to
turn over another seven fully operational naval
ferry barges for the Anapa traffic in addition
to the two already in operation. I have
commissioned Commander, 1st Landing Craft Flotilla
to carr^r out the task in compliance with direct
orders from Admiral, Black Sea.

val Shore Commander, Caucnsus was ordered to
extend landing facilities at Anap« a 3 quickly as
possible, so that four naval ferry barges can
bo unloaded at a time. If 9 ferry barges are
withdrawn from the Kerch-Taman traffic, trans-
portations across Kerch Strait are bound to drop.

. , I have drawn the attention of Army Group A to
this matter. In the event of bad weather which

cm \l -ii-
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would make the passage to Anapa impossible,
it is proposed to put the naval ferry barges
used there at the disposal of Naval Special
Transport Staff for a brief period, to be
used for ferry operations across Kerch Strait.

1900 Motor minesweepers R 165 and R 16? again
checked the route from Theodosia to Cape
Takil and the place where the moored mine
dropped by the Russian plane was cut (see
War Diary 17 February). No mines swept.
The boats were ordered to sweep route Brown
from Theodosia to Yalta with oropesa gear on
6 March.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic :

2000 The enemy air force became very active today.
One naval ferry barge received 2 direct hits
from bombs dropped by two low-flying planes.
One rebounded and exploded on the water,
the other was a dud. Only slight damage
caused. One combined operations landing
craft was hit by a bomb and badly damaged.

After the wind had abated to NW, force 4-5,
it was possible with help of tugs to resume
traffic to the fish-salting works and to Taman.
The ice situation there is unchanged.

Combined operations craft were obliged 'to
stop traffic between Yenikale and Kos3a
Chuchka on account of heavy drift ice.

25 naval ferry barges crossing 45 times,
shipped:

East-West: 2,049 (1,070) men, 455 (455)
prisoners, 271 (45) civilians,
82 (31) lorries, 5 (5) personnel
vehicles, 1,434 (861) horses,
3G0 (210; horse-drawn vehicles,
14
50

(14) tons of ammunition,
(-) wounded, 2 (-) guns,

3 (1) motor cycles, 2 ( - ) field
kitchens.

West-East: 108 (108) men, 588 (508) tons of
supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

High seaa forced mine sweeping operations by
the FZ-group to be abandoned after one attempt.
Eight mine explosions were observed in mine
section K 4 of the recently laid minefields
at the 'southern approach to Kerch Strait.
The mines were unmoored by fields of pack ice
drifting south from the Sea of Azov.

L

\ 3
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Air reconnaissance today identified remarkably
lively traffic off the Caucasus coast, concen-
trated between Tuapse and Ghelenjik (see Enemy
Situation). This confirmed previous observations
that the enemy was proceeding with supply traffic
during daylight, particularly northeast of Tuapse,
in order to avoid night attacks by our E-boats.

Until such time as the Air Force's daylight
attacks on enemy supply steamers compel them
to proceed by night in the area within the
radius of action of our E-boats, only our
U-boats can intercept this traffic. During
coming operations my intention will be
again to post available U-boats just off the
Caucasus coast between Sukhum and Tuapse..
This plan coincides with a directive received
today from Operations Division, Submarine
Operations Section.

[TIAL -13-
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6 March, l r'45

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance sighted no enemy vessels
in the southeastern Black Sea. The weather
only permitted a very partial reconnaissance
.of the coast and harbors. Five merchant
ships of about 1,000 tons were identified in
Ghelenjik, 1 coastal vessel off Ghelenjik and
5 M.-£P«B.s on a southeasterly course off Cape
Adler. During the morning 5 boats proceeding
at low speed were sighted south of Novorossisk,

Naval D/F Station, Constantza obtained a

bearing on 1 destroyer west of Ghelenjik
transmitting a short signal to Coastal Radio
Station, Ghelenjik. . One submarine was
intercepted in the central to western Black
Sea and 1 off the east coast. Main Naval D/F
Station identified enemy air reconnaissance
as far as the sea area south of Sevastopol.

Own Situation:

Weather forecast:

1000 Unfavorable weather has persisted.

W to SW winds, force 5 during the day, veering
to NW and freshening to 6 in the evening.

1135 "Ship 19" was ordered to leave for anti-
submarine operations off the Crimean coast
at 1200, to occupy the area between Yalta and
Theodosia, observed to be the focal point
of submarine operations, on the night of
6 March and to put in to Theodosia during
7 March.

1300 Naval ferry barges Nos. 1^2 and 469 put out
on their third transport operation to Anr.pa.
Boats will anchor near the coast off Cspe
Takil during the night of 6 March and proceed
at dawn.

FZ-group twice swept the route south of Kossa
Tuzla, th and back with 3 sets of gear and
covering the breadth of two sweeps. No mines

ept •

1400 tor minesweepers R 163 and R 165 put in to
Yalta.

Despite poor weather conditions the boats
swept route Brown ne°r the Crimean coast with
oropesa gear. • No mines swept.

-14-
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1450 Meteorological Station, Simferopol forecast
that the wind would continue to freshen.
"Ship 19" was ordered to break off anti-
submarine operations since radar gear would
not work in the present high seas. "Ship 19"
•put in to Sevastopol.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic :

Favorable weather and ice conditions enabled
all traffic to proceed unimpeded to Taman and
the fish-salting works. The westerly and
southwesterly winds did not interfere with it.
At 1127 a fully loaded combined operations
craft, returning from the fish-salting works to
Kerch struck a mine in 45° 14,6' N, 36° 36.6' E
and sank. Of the crew and the troops embarked
there were 4 killed, 30 missing and 21 wounded.

This morning the route from the fish-salting
works to Taman was checked north of Kossa
Tuzla by a mine swee ping Ju. As a result of
the explosion the route was closed this
afternoon and a search by a minesweeping Ju
and an FZ boat with cracker equipment was
ordered. No mines swept.

21 naval ferry barges crossing 46 times shipped:

East-West: 2,064 (934) men, 478 (233) prisoners,
302 (160) civilians, 130 (130)
wounded, 75 (23) lorries, 33 (10)
personnel vehicles, 2,169 (1,114)
horses, 457 (246) horse-drawn
vehicles, 20 (18) head of cattle,
7 (-) motor cycles, 4 (-) field
kitchens

•

West-East: 26 (26) men, 450 (450) tons of
stone, 560 (253) tons of supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

In addition, 2 naval ferry barges loaded with
timber for the Army left Yalta for Theodosia.
They will proceed to Kerch on 7 March.

Eight plp.no s dropped bombs on Taman today.
Some hits were scored on the town but no military
damage was done.

Port Commander, Novorossisk reported the position
at the front unchanged. Thcrb have boon
some oxchangos of gunfire but wo have so far
suffered no losses.

E-boat S 72 has had her engine overhauled and has
now reported ready for action at Constantza, She
received orders to join the Flotilla at Ivan Baba.
S 51 will be released shortly to have hor engines
overhauled at Constantza.

5° :1 IDBNTTAL -15-
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7 March, 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Air reconnaissance over the southeastern
Elack Sea was •without result. Off the
northern east coast there was lively
activity of moderately large merchant ships,
mainly towards C-helenjik. lo the
C-helenjik area there we^e 2 merchant ships
of 2,500 tons each on a northwesterlv course,
1 freighter of 3,000 tons about 15 miles
north.": st of Tuapse end 1 destroyer on a

northwesterly course. One freighter of
out 3,000 tons heading south and 1

destroyer were sighted 25 miles southeast
of Ghelenjik. 1352 in grid square 8551
(5 miles south of G ) 1 freighter of
2,500 tons was identified, course northwest.
At 1334 in grid Square B555 (15 miles south-
east of C-helenjik) 1 ; r of 2,500 tons,
1 patrol vessel, 1 escort vessel were identi-
fied, cour?: northwest. Grid square 8558
one freighter of 3,000 tons, 1 destroyer,
course southeast (25 miles south of Ghelenjik).

:>nly alight -ity off the central
to southern sus coast* Off C-udauty there

a one 2,000-ton : r and 1 patrol
vessel, course northwest. Visual reconn-
Lssance identified the heavy warships as

s 3 des" ps in the bases of 3atum
and Poti. In the Sochi area 1 merchant ship

:out 3,000 tons £nd 1 guard vessel were
proceeding southward.

Main Naval D/P Station identified th
dei — ported on the pre- Loua day still

In t] vening
was in the Turpse . Two suhmarin

re detected at sea in an unidentified
position, 4 other? were in the : 1 to

n 51a :

Port Cc oder j "everossisk reported 1 vessel
and 1 -. r off I adlahd. Th
d r- - -unfire 5nd turned

-
"

. -

Own S
:

•
•

I -__ :

Weather forecast:

0900 South Crln . north Caucasus coast:

Winer SW force 5 - 6, ve tc '.V,

force 6 afternoon. Visibility ie.

• -i -
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The shipments of timber (3 naval ferry barges
from Yalta to Theodosi a , 2 naval ferry barges
from Theodosia to Kerch) had to be postponed
for 24 hours because of the weather.
E-boat operations were out of the question.

1800 Minesweeping operations by the FZ-group south
of Kossa Tuzla had to be broken off because of
the high seas. Two boats searched the route
north of the fish-salting works with cracker
equipment, No mines swept. Operations by
minesweeping plane over the combined operations
landing craft route from Yenikale to Kossa
Chuchka were likewise without result.

1900 Naval ferry barges F 142 and F 469 carried out
the third transport operation to Anapa according
to plan and without incident.

They anchored off Cape Takil shortly before
dusk and will put in to Kerch on the morning
of 8 March.

2000 "Ship 19" was ordered to continue anti-
submarine operations broken off on 6 March
because of the weather, on 8 and 9 March off
the south Crimean coast, concentrating on the
area between Cape Meganom and Cape Chauda.

Naval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported that
the fourth landing 3tage for which I applied,
at Anapa, will be ready on 9 March. (See
War Diary 5 March.)

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic ;

Ice conditions in Taman Bay are unchanged.

There was a broad belt of pack ice off Kossa
Chuchka so that the traffic of combined operations
craft between Yenikale and Kossa Chuchka had to
be brought to a halt. A temperature of + 5°
has considerably thawed the approach roads, making
evacuation extremely difficult.

The checksweep of the supply route to the fish-
salting works on the afternoon of 6 March having
boon without result, traffic was resumed at 0430
with 24 naval ferry barges and 1 lighter.
En ir activity was only slight during the
da: . Bombs were dropped on Temriuk and Taman.

dnms'ge was reported.

In 66 crossings transportation figures for the
day were

:

East-West: 1,968 (1,690) men, 475 (103) prisoners,
396 (37) civilians, 82 (19) lorries,

AI -17-
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13 (4) personnel vehicles,
2,218 (1,715) horses, '534 (347)
hors< - lr« -hides, 3 (-) field
kitchens, 1,076 (-) bombs, 22 (22)
tons of Army supplies, 27 (25)
draft animals* 4 (•_) motor cycles.

West-East: 127 (47) men, 12 (-) searchlights',
12o (92) tons of supplies.
( "avy's figures in brackets.

)

2215 E-boat S 72 put in to Ivan Baba from Cons t ant za.

CO! ! DSJ TIAL -18-
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iarch, 1945

S lmferopo

1

Enemy Situs t ion ;

The Air Force was unable to carry out day and
night reconnaissance because of the weather.

Port Commander, Novorossisk observed 4 vessels,
presumably M f T.E.a, leaving Ghelenjik.

The D/F Station identified 1 destroyer off the
central east coast at 1120, and another either
in or off Tuapse. This destroyer was inter-
cepted in the same area on the previous day.

Main Naval d/f Station intercepted a third
destroyer off the northern east coast during
the evening. Only 2 submarines were located
at sea, 1 off the east coast and 1 in the
central to western Black Sea.

Own Situation ;

0600 Three naval ferry barges put out from Yalta to
Theodosia with timber for constructions by the
Pioneers in Kerch Strait.

0700 "Ship 19" put out on anti-submarine operations
immediately off the Crimean coast with orders
to stand between Cape Atlama and Cape Chauda
on the night of 8/9 March.

1200 Commander, 1st Landing Craft Flotilla was
ordered to put out from Kerch with 2 naval
ferry barges at approximately 1400 for the
fourth transport operation to Anapa (cover name
"Kleiner EHr 4").

Weather forecast:

1200

1700

N-NW winds, force 6-7

An enemy submarine attacked the "Volga-
Don", escorted by 2 Rumanian coastal boats,
near Cape Tarkhankutzki . Three torpedoes
were fired and missed. The Rumanian coastal
vessels attacked the submerged submarine with
depth charges without visible success.

The attack on the German convoy on the important
supply route Constnntza-Sulina-Sevastopol has
led me to give orders that my only fully
operational anti-submarine vessel, "Ship 19", on
completion of her operations off th>. snuth
Crimean coast today, is to join Commander Convoys
and Escorts for anti-submarine patrols between
Sevastopol and Cape Tarkhaftkut.".ki.

CONFIDENTIAL
! ITX ] n
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00 Commander, 1st Landing Craft Flotilla
reported that "Kleiner Bar 4" had to be
postponed for 24 hours since the fere
barges were not loaded in time*

"fow that the harbors of Rostov, Yelsk and
Ahhtari are again in Russian hands, the
presence of light enemy forces must be
expected as soon as the ice melts; they
may proceed via the Don or possibly bo
transported by rail* Such forces, combined
with the Russian Air Force-, may considerably
hamper German suppl" traffic and the evacuation
across the Sea of Azov, due to start as soon
as ice conditions havo improved,

With reference to the situation this will
cause and the measures I have adopted I

reported to Group South us follows:

"1« I havo given orders that supply traffic and
ovacuation Via the Sea of Azov is to start
immediately the ice melts.

Main routes

:

a

,

Tcmr iuk-Kc r ch

.

b» Temriuk-Berdyansk,

c« TamanrBordyansk or Gcnichosk for the
ovacuation and supply traffic of Army
Group A fl

d. Mariupol-Taganrog for supply traffic
of Army Group South, Naval ferry
barges, tugs with lighters and fishing
vessels adapted as transports will be
used,

2, The enemy will endeavor to interfere with
and paralyze this traffic by means of s-

a« minos,

b. bombing, aerial torpedo and gunnery
attacks on vessels and ports,

c« attacks by light and auxiliary warships
usi : ; ims o:- possibly torpedoes, e, •

. . . , proceeding via the Don into
of Azov, .

3# The following necessary measures have been
adopted: ••

a, Prepare tion of minesweepers against
moored and non-contact mines,

-

CO] -20-
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Admiral, Blaok Sea has applied for two
additional flotillas, one equipped with
towed loop gear, for the purpose.
Until their arrival every available kind
of minesweeper has been ordered to operate
in Kerch Strait and the Sea of Azov.
There are in addition three nine sweeping
Ju planes which the 8th Air Corps will
operate in accordance with Admiral, Black
Sea's request*

On completion of their dockyard period,
it is proeosed to use Motor Minesweeper
Group (RA) in' operations against moored
mines. Until then, two boats of the
3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla and Motor
Minesweeper R 30 from the Danube Flotilla
will operate. Coastal Defense Flotilla
for the Sea of Azov is being formed and
will be ready for operations with motor
pinnace gear when the ice melts.

Allocation:

Six boats each for Mariupol, Berdyansk,
Gonicho sk , '.. erariuk •

b. All vessels used in supply traffic will
be armed against enemy planes and ships.
Naval ferry barges are adequately armed
and tugs and lighters must bo similarly
armed. Army Group South have promised
to assist by supplying light gun3 with
crews for vessels operating between
Mariupol and Taganrog.

c. The north coast of the Sea of Azov will
be defended by one 15 cm. battery, one
7.5 cm. battery at Mariupol, one 12.7 cm.
battery at Berdyansk West, one 12.7 cm.
battery at Yalta (Azov) and one 7.62 cm.
battery at Genichesk.
Furthermore the Port Commander and Port
Control Station will bo at Mariupol \

Berdyansk and Genichesk also Taganrog
will be reinforced with a Port Commander*
Moroover, there will bo River Police in
every port."

— '
'• Strait Terry Traffic;

The folio- shipments were made without
enemy interference today, ice situation
unchanged:

East-West: 2,976 (909) men, 235 (-) prisoners,
189 (83) civilians, 269 (34) lorries,

COVFI AL -21-
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107 (9) personnel vehicles,
2,561 (1,770) horses, 712
(451) horse-drawn vehicles,
5 (-) field kitchens, 12 (-)
trailers, 23 (-) wounded, 12
(1) motor cycles, 5 (1) guns.

West-East: 84 (2) men, 2 (-)
400 (121) tons of

lorries

,

supplies.
(The Navy's figures in "brackets.)

Faval Special Transport Staff made 66
crossings with 26 naval ferry barges.

The tender "

breaking on
operations c

their traffi
the ice-bo rr
Once a chann
to resume th
Kossa Chuchk
available on
duties.

Grafenau"
the route
raft, whi
c at noon
ier acros
el had be
eir vital
a. The
9 and 10

was employed in ice-
used by the combined

ch had had to cease
on 5 March owing to

s "ossa Chuchka.
en cut they were able
suoply traffic to
"Grefrnau" will be
March for similar

Army Group A submitted to Army High Command
a report of the troops, prisoners, horses
etc., evacuated from the Gotenkopf bridge-
head since 6 March and emphasized that this
had been achieved in the face of extremely
bad weather, not only on land but in the
air and at sea. Army Group A further
stressed that this good work was the result
of the excellent morale and cooperation of
all three services.

According to Army Group A' s .report, shipments
by the Navy and Combined Operations across
Kerch Strait totaled:

38,737 men,
10,072 prisoners,
10,171 civilians,
19,640 horses,
4,451 horse-drawn vehicles,
2,989 motor transport vehicles, guns etc.

The Naw's share cf this totaled:

2000

16,229 men,
2,483 prisoners,
2,587 civilians,
2,389 horse-drawn vehicles.

903 motor transport vehicles,
9,591 horses.

E-boat S 51 put out from Ivan Baba . for
ine overhaul at Constantza.

(J
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2045 The FZ-group swept the Burunsky Tuzla supply
route twice in both directions with two sets
of gear (towed loop gear and noise box turbines)
and double breadth of sweep. No mines swept*
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9 March, 1943

Simferopol
.— — .*. , , i

*

Enemv Situation:

0830

Wdather

1000

The weather again prevented air reconnaissance
today. Night reconnaissance south of the
Crimea and over the northern Caucasus coast
was without result.

At 1100 Naval d/f Station reported that,
according to radio traffic, a convoy was
probably proceeding from Foti to the central
or northern east coast. A destroyer reported
by Main Naval d/f Station the previous day,
was identified off the central east coast,
presumably heading south. In addition
2 submarines wore intercepted at sea, 1 of
them in an unidentified position, the second
in the central Black Sea.

Own Situation :

At 0610 naval ferry barge F 371, proceeding
in ballast from Kerch to the fish-salting
works outside the prescribed route,
a mine in 45° 14.5' N and 36° 36.3'
sank. The entire crew was lost.

struck
E and

F 371 apparently left the prescribed course
in poor visibility and struck an ELM mine
lying outside the route or a mine from the
Russian warning area immediately adjacent
to the scene of the explosion.

The route: h83 temporarily been closed.
It will be re-openod after the position
Of the explosion has been fixed.

"Ship 19*' put in to Theodosia from anti-
nubmprinG operations off the south Crimean
coast. She had nothing to report.

forecast

:

WE winds, force 4, visibility 3 - 10 miles,
temperatures around zero in the sea area
between Theodosia and Tuapse.

On the basis of the forecast I have decided
to order F-boat operations for the coming
night. Since thore will still be fairly
heavy swell snd rather rr.ugh water for
E-boats out at sea, the best way to approach
the proposed operational area between Tuapse
and Ghelenjik is by keeping in to the coast
as far as Cape Takil, then to Shelesnl Rog

SECURITY EFOiattTH
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1400

and from there again keeping in. to the south
coast of the Tamnn Peninsula. The boats
can make the return passage to Ivan Baba with
a following wind (T'-E) direct from the
operational area over the open sea south of
the warning areas off Kerch Strait.

1st E-Boat Flotilla was ordered to leave
Ivan Baba at 1500 for operations against
enemy supply traffic between Tuapse and
Ghelenjik, focal point southeast of Cape
Idokopas, and to stand In their assigned
operational area from about 2000 to 0400.

Three naval ferry, barges left Kerch for Anapa
("Kleiner Bar 4") with G4 tons of ammunition,
24 tons of straw,
30 tons of stores
timber.

50 tons of grain for fodder,
5 tons of mail, 4 tons of

A checksweep of Kerch Strait by the FZ-group
and a mine sweeping plane was without result.

1730 North of the fish- salting works, mines were
seen to drop simultaneously at various points.
The route was closed on account of suspected
mines. Orders for minesweeping Ju planes
and FZ boats with cracker equipment to check
the area have been issued for daybreak on 10
March.

1740 The 1st E-Boat Flotilla broke off their passage
to the operational area on account of the heavy
seas and will put in to Ivan Baba»

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffi c

:

Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 2,870 (631) men, 359 (-) prisoners,
556 (3) civilians, 117 (-) lorries,
53 (-) personnel vehicles, 2,547
(809) horses, 703 (221) horse-
drawn vehicles, 138 (122) wounded,
8 (-) field kitchens, 15 (-)
trailers, 4 (-) motor cycles,
35 (-) tons of bombs.

West-East

:

1,207 (26) men, 206 (109) tons of
supplies

.

(Navy's figures in brackets.)

The small proportion of the day's total
contributed by naval ferry barges may be
attributed to:

1. The closing of the route because of the min

.

accident to naval ferry barge F 371.

PTI AL
ION
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2. The heavy seas which caused difficulties
and V:

rsste of time at the loading stages,
at the fish-salting wor id Ts ..

3. Many damaged naval ferry bar~es had to
be withdrawn and: more were being used for
the -Ana-Da traffic.

."ovorossisk

_Tothing to report apart from srtillery fire.

Situation at the bridgehead unchanged,

Mote pera R 165 and R 135 escorted
the steai 'Lola" via route Brown from
Sevastopol to Yalta.

I have submitted following report of
results for February 1943 to Group South:

"l u_r.ber of warships escorted:

Number of merchant vessels escorted: '12 vessels
totaling 57,2 . ....

Enemy air attacks: 7 air attacks on our
convoys j mineswe i Lons and S-boat
Flotilla. cous attacks on bh rbors
of Kerc. . i, 3 Lsh-sa! works, Temriuk,
Yalta, Theodosia. : submarine at : _".:s.

Losses: Naval ferr P 473 sunk by
mine near Kherson, towed to Sevastopol:
total loss. 1 ry bar;:e F 143 sunk
by mine in Kerch Strait. ral ferry barge
F 176 was hit by a bomb at ?aman, burnt outj
total loss. tiiel 24" struck by a mine
in Kerch Strait. 5.0 33 caught fire and sank
in [Tendra Bay. SS 21 burnt out at Sevastopol,
total loss*

Successes (mines etc.): 0:io torpedoboat
sunk, also 3 steamers of 3,000, 2,500 and 1,200
....._. respectively, 2 coastal vessels of 500
and 250 tons, 1 lighter of IOC G.R.T.

moored rere swept and 8 non-contact
Lnes« 7 minefields wore laid."
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10 March, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Sit uation ;

f.'econnaissance on the night of 9/10 March
was without result. During the day long-
range reconnaissance sighted 3 large passenger
ships, 2 on a westerly course and the third
on an easterly course, off the central Turkish
coast* Nothing was sighted in the central
Black Sea. Reconnaissance of the Caucasus
coast as far as Batum obtained good results.
All the heavy warships were identified In their
bases. Shipping in Ghelenjik harbor comprised
some 8,000 tons of merchant shipping, several
coastal vessels and boats; in Poti harbor
several freighters, including 1 ship of 8,500
tons. At Batum, 4 medium freighters, 1 large
freighter, 3 large tankers in the roads.
At Tuapse, in addition to 1 destroyer, several
.motor minesweepers, M.T.B.s, coastal vessels
and 13,500 tons of merchant shipping were
identified. At Sochi there were 4 M.T.B.s,
3 coastal vessel? and 1 tanker of about 2,000
tons off the. harbor In the Novorossisk area
during the early morning 1 freighter and 3 patrol
vessels, course SE, were sighted. Off Poti towed
convoy heading for Poti. During the forenoon
1 merchant ship of approximately 2,500 tons
northwest of Sukhum.

Port Commander, Fovorossisk reported 1 large
vessel approaching from the south at 1405 and
2 vessels about 600 meters off the east mole
coming from the direction of Kabardinka at
1810.

0900 val D/P Station Constentza intercepted
1 destroyer south of Adler on course southeast;
also another destroyer in the r vening, presumably
off the central east coast. Two submarines
were intercepted at sea, position unidentified.
One submarine stood off the east coast and
2 more were identified in the northwestern to
western Black Sea.

0\m Situation :

0700 Two mlnesweeping Ju planes and FZ boats are
to sweep the closed route from Kerch to the
fishessiting works with cracker equipment.
There will be no traffic between the fish-
salting works and Taman.

[TIAI
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0930 Forecast for the sea area off the south
Crimean and north Caucasus coasts predicted
NE-E winds, force 5, abating to force 4
during the night.

i

1400

2100

Adverse weather prevanted FZ boats with
towed loop gear from checking the Kerch-
Tsman and Kerch-Takil routes. For the
same reason the orders which I issued to
Harbor Defense Flotilla Kerch to check the
closed route, usin^ linked sweeps, will
have to be postponed to 11 March.

nhree naval ferry barges ("Kleiner Bar 4")
returned from Anapa to Kerch loaded with
300 rounds of 10.5 cm* ammunition, 5 lorries,
36 bales of cotton, 4 tons of service supplir s

,

guns and 2 field kitchens*

The next shipment to Anapa ("Kleiner Bar 5")
has been postponed in view of the weather
and the closing of the route until 11 March.

Operations by the mine sweeping Ju plane
over the closed route were without result.
The section over which objects were seen to
drop was covered 20 times to a breadth of
400 meters and another 3 times to a breadth
of GOO meters.

Operations with cracker equipment were also
without result. • The route has been re-
opened and ferry traffic may be resumed on
the morning of 11 March provided certain
precautions are observed.

Kerch Strait Ferry Trafflc :

Two combined operations craft performed
transport operations on the Kossa Chuchka
route. Landing stages were ice-free;
nevertheless, traffic was impeded by drift
ice from the Sea of Azov,

?T nsportation figures for the day were:

East-West:' 2,051 (-115) men, 368 prisoners,
33V (8) civilians, 132 lorries,
94 personnel vehicles, 1,316 (191)
horses, 315 (82) horse-drawn
hides, 8 wounded, 11 motor cycles,

5 gun s

•

O
The fi ires refer to the naval
ferry barges which put in after
1700 on 9 March, and - ;ere not
unloaded until 10 March.

\J -28-
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West-East: 84 soldiers, 1 motor cycle,
57 tons nf: military supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

The Pavlovski minefield has now been swept.

Only two mines were swept during seven days'
operations with motor pinnace gear and
cutting kite sweep. The remaining mines
(32 of them) seem to have been dispersed by
drifting ice, by striking German vessels
and possibly by breaking from their moorings.

1 -29-
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11 March, 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

A night reconnaissance f equipped with
Lichtenstein gear located 1 vessel, pre sumably
a submarine, about 110 miles south of Alushta.

Air reconnaissance over the central and
eastern Black Sea sighted 1 patrol vessel
off the Turkish coast. On account of the
weather, reconnaissance of the Caucasus
coast and harbors extended cnl- as far rs
Ochemchiri. Troop embarkations end heavier
shipping than normal were observed at
Ochemchiri. During the early hours of the
morning there were 3 tv "is and 5 M.T.B.s
off Ghelenjik, in the harbor 3 merchant ships
of 1,500 tons each, 5 merchant ships of 500
to 800 tons j 1 H.T.8., 5 motor minesweepers
and 10 boats. Tuapse was only partially
examined anc ng in port was slight.
Shipping at Sukhun amounted to approximately
3,000 tons of merchant shipping, minesweepers
and 7 coastal vessels of 500 to 800 tons.
There 2 patrol vessels off Ochemchiri
harbor, two more entering and 2 ".

g port,
1 destroyer putting in, 1 freighter of
1,500 tons with 1 patrol vessel in the rords,
2 : rs in harbor with steam up, 1
carrying troops. Considerable loading
activity was detected on the quays.

During the morning Port Commander,
voror 'ted 1 I.I.T.5. comine from
:lenjik off the headland.

From 2045 to 2245 Main Naval DTP Station
located 3 av i between Theodosia and
Kerch Strait. In addition there was
1 submarine In the ] be western Black
Sea, one in the nor stern Black Sea and
one off 3t coast, 7<rdio traffic
not rovooL ." vy warships. " activity
other th nts or small craft was
identified.

•

-
- - jn :

0600 All ovailabl minesv/eepers were employed with
the nav 1 : -ry -roceeding in groups
of four -fie between Kerch, the fish-
salting works "n was resumed. -r

of safety (the still existing d r ~

of mines) only 50 men were embarked on each
of the 1 e used for today's operation,
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namely the shipment of 17th Army H.Q,. from
Kerch to Tarrjan. This meant that available
space could not be fully exploited and this
brought down the totals.

0800 The naval ferry barges put in to Kerch from
the fourth Anapa transport operation.

0900 The convoy proceeding from Theodosia to
Kerch comprising the merchant ship "Theben",
the tanker "Moselia" and 5 naval ferry barges
carrying timber for pioneer constructions,
was attacked by a submarine between Cape
Chauda and Cape Obok. The ferry barges
attacked- her with 10 depth charges without
visible success.

0930

1015

2000

According to the forecast, weather conditions
during the coming night will continue unsettled,
so that operations of E-boats and Italian
E-boats will have to be postponed' for another
24 hours.

The convoy was attacked a second time by a

submarine which fired 2 torpedoes. One
torpedo passed under naval ferry barge P 170
amidships, the second missed her by 40 meters
astern. The ferry barges repeated their
attack with depth charges, again without
visible success.

"Ship 19" which had previously been ordered
to carry out anti-submarine operations on
the night of 11/12 March between Cape Chauda
and Cape Atlama and then to transfer to
Sevastopol for ant i- submarine patrol between
Cape Tarkhankutzki and Cape Khersonese (area
of the submarine attack on the steamer
"Volga-Don" on 8 March) was directed to
prolong anti-submarine operations south of
Cape Chauda by 24 hours.

•

Three naval ferry barges put out for the
fifth Anapa transport operation with 131
tons of ammunition, 73 tons of stores,
40 tons of grain for fodder.

24 naval forry barges today took part in
ferry traffic across the Kerch Strait.

Transportation figures for the da?/ v/ere:

East-Wast:

CO'.'rTDENTIAL
CTZ INI

2,234 (347) men, 403 (403)
prisoners, 395 (-) civilians,
35 (2) wounded, 373 (-) lorries,
66 (-) personnel vehicles,
1,213 (469) horses, 366 (181)

vehicles, 4 (-) field
(-) trailers,

horse-drawn
kitchens, 7

-31-
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20 (-) motor cycles, 5 (4) guns,
6 (-) tractors, 1 (-) generator,
166 (88 tons) of bombs, 68 tons
of military supplies.

West-East: 1,191 (422) men (replacement
for Army H.Q. 17), 6 (3) lorries,
8 (-) personnel vehicles, 22 (-)
tents, 608 (395) tons of supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

The reasons for the barges' relatively
small contribution are:

a. They had to cross in groups, which made
it difficult for- loading and unloading
operations to be carried out smoothly
at the landing stages.

b. The naval ferry barges were not used
to capacity as the danger of unswept
mines still threatened.

c. The barges had to wait until 0600 to
begin this traffic, as the checksweep had
to be completed first.

The route Kerch-Taman-fish-salting works was
today swept by 2 FZ-groups with towed loop
gear, by Harbor Defense Flotilla, Kerch with
oropesa gear and by mine sweeping plane. No
mines swept.

Today we began the marking of the supply route
with buoys at closer intervals. This should
enable ships to keep to the channel in poor
visibility and prevent them deviating from
their course and coming into danger from
mines.

Army Group A today reported that following
changes in the transportation program (Stor
program), transportation from the harbors
of Genichesk and Berdyansk would therefore
no longer be required. They requested that
for the purpose of shipping stores from
Kerch to Temriuk, after the ice has thawed,
shipping be mode available for 400 tons of
supplies daily, later increasing to 600 tons.
With the arrival of lighters and tugs at
present in transit there will be sufficient
shipping to meet the above demands.

Enemy planes repeatedly bombed Kerch and
Taman during the day. There was no real
damage

.

CONFIDENT! AL -32- "
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1240 An enemy plan^ was n red on and hit near
Cape Aitodor. The plane jettisoned a

torpedo (surface runner).

2003 After an unsuccessful raid, an enemy plane
crashed at Theodobia near the Battle H.Q. of
Naval Shore Commander Crimea/Ukraine. The
crew were killed.

In the Novorossisk sector both sides maintained
normal artillery activity. Otherwise nothing
to report. Only slight movement of small
vessels was observed in Novorossisk Bay.

Convoys from the Bosporus to Constantza and
from Constantza to Sevastopol proceeded
according to plan. Nothing to report.

CONFIDENTIAL -33-
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12 March, 1045

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Air rocon v>a5 ssance ove:" the central and
southeastern Black Sea detected no enemy
forces. Reconnaissance wa3 made of the
harbors and the east coast as far as Batum
but no shinping was identified between
Ohelenjik and Sukhum. Off Ochemchiri
1 tanker of 5,000 tons on a northwesterly
course escorted by 2 motor min^sv'eepers.
The mouth of the Chobi could not be

reconnoitered because of the fighter defense
there. At Ghelenjik 3 freighters and 6
coastal vessels totaling 7,000 tons, and
about 30 boats, at Tuapse 4 freighters,
4 coastal vessels, totaling 11,200 tons,
and 10 boats. Off Sukhum bxrbor, 1 merchant
ship of 1,000 tons, 1 coastal vessel and
1 floating dock, and 8 coastal vessels
totaling about 8,500 tons in harbor.
Shipping at Ochemchiri comprised about
3,t;b6 tons of merchant shipping, 10 boats
and 1 destroyer. Shipping at the bases of
Poti and Batum showed little change; the
heavy warships were identified in port.
During the early hours of the morning between
Novorossisk and Ghelenjik, 2 groups of M.T.B.s
with 3 boats each and 1 ;,roup of 4 boats
were sighted on an easterly course at high
speed. Air Force photographic survey
revealed 1 destroyer of the "Frunse" class,
2 motor minesweepers, 2 M.T.B.s, 3 freighters
and 5 coastal vessels totaling 6,500 tons
at Tuapse. Four submarines, 5 motor mine-
sweepers, 2 freighters and 3 coastal vessels
totaling 4,200 tons at Ochemchiri.

Port Commander, Novorossisk reported 3 M.T.B.s
and 1 destroyer between 0045 and 0955; they
were attacked with gunfire and turned awe
to the SSE. One transport, tonnage not
identified, was intercepted heading for
Ghelenjlkt Apart from activity of small
craft off the erst coast, Main Naval D/F
Station, Constsntza intercepted only 2 submarines
in the central to western Black Sea' and one
more off the east coast. Radio traffic
revealed no movements of the larger warships.

Orn Situation :

tveen 0000 end 0100 three M.T.B.s penetrated
Kerch Strait and were located for the first
time by an Air Force radar set off Kamlsh

CON _AL -3 ' -
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Burun Bay, then picked up by searchlights and
attacked by ant 3 -aircraft batteries and one
naval battery. Two boats immediately turned
away when attacked, one continued towards
Kamish Burun Bay. At dawn three unexploded
torpedoes were discovered on the shore.
According to the results of radar observation
and to noise reports made by the three naval
ferry barges making for Anapa and meantime at
anchor near Cape Panagiya, the M.T.Bis passed
over our minefields at the southern approach
to Kerch Strait. Investigation of other
sighting reports of probable enemy forces near
Cape Takil (including 1 vessel with funnel)
made in cooperation with Corps H.Q. Foerster
(Special Duties) for the Defense of Kerch
Strait, led to the conclusion that only three
M.T.B.s had in point of fact been sighted for
certain. The searchlights playing on the
ice floes may have been deceptive.

Since the supply route may have been mined,
the rotate from Cape Takil to Pavlovski has been
closed and orders issued for a checksweep with
FZ gear and gear Tor the clearance of moored
mine s .

The penetration of M.T.B.s into Kerch Strait
as far as the immediate vicinity of Kamish
Burun without citber being sighted or impeded
by German minefields compels the adoption of
further security measures.

I therefore propose:

1. To organize a patrol service by placing a

patrol boat in the; gap in the minefield
east of Cap Takil.

2. To lay a barrage against surprise attacks
east of the gap in the minefield, and plan
a hav/ser boom from Cape Takil to Cape
Panagiya transversely across Kerch Strait
with a patrolled gap through the minefield
on the Gorman supply route to Cape Takil.

thcr fort; cast :

0930 Acordin;; to Meteorological Station, Simferopol
the wind should subside and weather conditions
be favorable for E-boat operations during the
com:>ng night. Easterly winds, force 3,
visibility over 10 miles.

1st E-Boat Flotilla and Italian E-boats will
thorcforu be able to operate. Previous
experience shows the.t the enemy endeavors to
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enter the area threatenod by E-boats ve^
early in the morn in . must therefo
position our German force a a s far to the
southeast as possible. To make the most
of the cover for our coastline, we shall
have to divide the forces at our disposal.

I have therefore ordered?

1. Two boats of 1st E-Boat Flotilla to
operate northwest, 2 southeast of Tuapse,
on the night of 12/13 March.

2. Four boats of Italian E-Boat Flotilla to
operate between Osereika and Ghclenjik.

Thus supply traffic to Tuapse, from Tuapse
to Ghelenjik, and from Ghelenjik to the
bridgehead at Novorossisk can be intercepted.
Both Flotillas have been directed to
remain in their patrol positions until
shortly before daybreak*

Commander, 30th U-Boat Flotilla submitted the
results of his report to C-in-C Navy:

1. As at the end of January, C-in-C Navy
strongly d< preoated any compromise; he
considered offensive operations to be the
basis of any success.

2. C-in~C Navy therefore ordered massing of
submarines in the areas with greatest
concentrations of traffic where the depth
of water gives them favorable chances of
breaking in.xo

3. C-in-C Nav^ refused to sanction operations
directed solely against ships off Poti
and Br turn. He considered them of
secondary importance when compared with
areas mentioned under para. 2 v/hero
opportunities of attacking warships are
greater.o J

4. In the event of Russian operations against
German supply traffic in the western Black
Sea all our submarines must make for
positions en the return route of the Russian
Fleet, avoiding however, the heavily patrolled
ha rb o r a pp ro i • ohe s .

TJ 24 will bo at operational readiness at
Constantzs on 14 March, TJ 19 provisionally
on 19 March. Commander, 30th TJ-Boat Flotilla
has received orders, in accordance with my
decisions and the directive of C-in-C Navy, to
position U 24 off the coast between Gagri and
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Cape Kodor, and U 19 between Gagri and Cape
Uchdere, in a patrol line 25 miles broad
close to the coast. 3ecau.se of the depth of
water, both these operational areas are the
most favorable for attacks close in to the
coast. They extend 50 and 35 miles respec-
tively along the coast and thus offer the
possibility of evasive action if detected by
enemy patrols, anti-submarine vessels, planes etc.
Prom Constantza the boats will proceed directly
to their operational areas and refuel at
Theodosia on the return passage.

1230 Three naval ferry barges left Kerch for the
sixth Anapa transport operation ("Kleiner
Bar 6 i?

)» They transported 182 tons of
ammunition^ 47 tons of flour, G tons of salt,
9 men. Tho task was carried out in accordance
with the usual mothods of Anapa transport
operations

•

1530 After 25 covering runs by mine sweeping plane
and motor minesweeper R 30 checking with
oroposa gear and the Harbor Defense Flotilla
with motor pinnace gear, the closed route
from Pavlovski to Takil was reopened.

1900 io minosweeping plane and the .~Z-group swept
tho route from Kerch to the fish-salting works.
."o mines swept.

Repoatod air raids on Hainan, Kerch and Tomriuk
caused no damage to naval installations.

Anti-submarine operations by "Ship 19" south
of Cape Chauda so far without result.

It was a quiet day at Novorossisk* During
the morning one of our Stuka planes attacked
I-boats off Capo Liyshako* One S-boat was
sun!:.

kjreh Strait .

o

rry Traffi c

:

2000 fie crossed today in favorable weather,
concentrating on bho fj /-salting works. All
the naval ferry barges available took part in
operations. Cros:_ roups of 4 barges

.ncd s a safety measure. Ice
i.ons have again improved, so bhat on

12 ": an attempt will be made to reach
naya with one naval ferry barge led by the

tender "Graj l"«

Transportation figures for tho day >o:

- 3st: 2,942 (1,054) men, 911 prisoners,
GOO (12) civilians, 50 (13)
lorries, 50 (2) personnel motor
vehicles. 2,580 (1,282) horses,
689 (411) horse-drawn vehicles,

\L -37-
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9 field kitchens, 10 trailers,
13 motor cycles, 11 ambulances,
102 wound'5 a, 41 (41) draught
animal?, 19 (2) tractors, 21 (8)
guns

.

West-Fast: 279 (79) soldiers, 412 (266)
tons of supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

The fifth Anapa transport operation was
carried out according to plan and without
incident. Naval ferry barges put in to
Anapa at 0730, and left for the return
pas page at 13o0. The return transportation

"unted to: 12 men, 3 lorries, 1 personnel
motor vehicle, 212 bales of cotton, 5 field
kitchens, 7 baggage waggons, 4 guns, 300 cans
of 96.

Commander, 1st Landing Craft Flotilla,
reported that the unloading a\ at Anapa
are inadequate for the loading and unloading
of 3 naval fe 3 there is
not sufficient personnel. Naval Shore
Commander, Ci aua received orders to request
Army ... L7 .mediately tc xtend the lending
sts :~ in order to 3nl their capacity, and
to reinforce th personnel working there.

3_
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13 March j 1943

Simferopo l

En ern
,

Y .^tuataon ;

ght reconnaissance with Liechtenstein gear
located 1 tanker of about 5,000 tons and several
small boats, presumably German E-boats, some
10 miles south of Gagri.

Air reconnaissance sighted no ?nemy vessels
in the central and southeastern Black Sea.
Good visibility enabled the planes to fly
reconnaissance of the Caucasus coast and

rbors as far as Batum. All the heavy
warships were- identified in' their bases.
There were about 6,500 tons of shipping and
1 destroyer at Tuapse rind 1 tanker on fire
off the harbor. This is the 3 - 4,000 ton
tanker torpedoi d on the ni -lit of 12/13 'arch
by the 1st E-Boat Flotilla. In the other
harbors shippin was much the same. There was
slight traffic off the entire east coast.
Off njik there were 3 tugs and 1 freighter
of about 1,000 tons on a southerly course.
men miles southeast of Tuapse 1 merchant ship
of 1,000 tons on a northwesterly course was
identified. Off Sochi 2 M.T.B.s on course
northwest. 150 miles to the west of Sochi
shadows were seen, presumably of submerged
submarines.

In. Naval d/t- Station, Constantza detected
only slight movements of small craft off the
east coast. Four submarines were Identified,
of these one was in the western Black Sea and
another off the east coast. The others were
in an unidentified position.

Own Situation :

0700 Four Italian E-borts put in to Theodosia
ain. Apart from lively enemy patrol activity

by M.T.B.a and patrol vessels no enemy shipping
was encountered between Ghelenjik, Cape Doob
and the headland near MyshakOi In a brief
icounter with enemy patrol forces, Italian
- ->at ;

; o. 563 scored machine-gun hits on an
'.'

. . 'fered neither damage nor casualties,
active enemy patrols are the result of our

-bo t sue s on 28 February, Future E-bost
op< ." bions In this area will therefore require
the full commitment of the boats. We will wait
a few days, howqv r, until Bu3i an activity has
subsided a little.

_39_
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0920 The steamer "Budapest", escorted by 3 naval
ferry barges, was attacked by 2 torpedoes
fired from a submarine 5 miles west of
Cape Tarkhankutzki.

The "Budapest" evaded both torpedoes, one of
which was a surface runner. Depth charges
dropped by naval ferry barge F 135 were
without result.

(

0940 The naval ferry barges of the sixth Anapa
transport operation put in to Anapa. The
seventh operation using 3 naval ferry barges
Led to be postponed to 14 March because there
were no goods waiting to be loaded at Kerch.
Army Group A was notified that, as a result,
3 barge? were not used.

•^he ferry es returned to Ke^ch at 1430.

Botor minesweepers end R 36 swept
route Brown frc vastopol irom point 1 to
point 4. No mines swept* b - 'at Ion
was broken off at point 4 because of the
weather. ie boats returned to Sevastopol.

1000 1st E-Bo&t Flotill: put in to Tvan Baba from
operation.-. Prom 1900 th bo* ;i -rood in
pairs in lurk position lramedi ly off
the coest northwest and southeast rf Tuapse*
Towards 2200 a night reconnaissance plane of
the 8th Air Corp

,
jsped with Lichtenstein

r, intercepted eemy steamer southeast
of Tuapse f gained contact end dropped flares.
It then gave a Bo a] to 1st E-Boat
Flotilla reed upon with the i Air

ps. 3 B-bO: ts ! st of Tuapse
began operations ag ist the en amy convo^,
and at 0300 atts :ed - ,000 ton tanker
escorted by 2 gunboat-: jut 3 "-lies southeast
of Tuapa . E-t - t

:

, end £ ored
hits with torpedo . The e-; aollne in the

ker caught fire and burned fiercely for
over an hour. 3° f] nes v
burning on the surface of t) fcer. smy

•ol v. ] tal batteries fired
-be v t] ir gunfir ;urate

and ineff< 2tive« r, 1st E-Boat
Flotill -eported •

• .

Coop with night reconnaissance plene,
hie . : been previously

made •;'. I th Air Corps, brought excellent
result! . today'? experienc it is
proposed to maintain bhis close cony on

using horn"- nd periodically dropping
fir res to direct the E-boats to enemy ships

• B ive b n located.

•

- D-
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1700

1800

1900

The 2 boats operating northwest of Tuapse
encountered no shipping and no patrol vessels

•

On the return passage they were unsuccessfully
bombed by an enemy plane. Fire from a 2 cm.
machine-gun was seen to hit the plane.

According to Naval Sho
2 M.T.B.s entered Anap
12/13 March. The boa
army and naval guns an
A torpedo exploded on
any damage. Prcsumab
looking for our naval
reason for not leaving

re Commander, Caucasus,
a Bay on the night of
ts were shelled by both
d one of them was sunk,
shore without causing
ly the M . T . B . s we re
ferry barges, another
them there overnight.

1200 According to the forecast the wind in the
coming night should be E to NE force 3, thus
permitting E-boat operations. I have there-
fore ordered 4 boats of the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla to repeat last night's operation.

E-boat S 26 returned
engine had failed.
continued operations

to Ivan Baba because one
The Flotilla Commander
with the 3 remaining boats.

8th Air Corps reported that according to
photographic evaluation the tanker torpedoed
by the 1st E-Boat Flotilla is of 7,000 tons;
she is on fire but still afloat about a mile
off the harbor approaches of Tuapse. Two
tugs have made fast alongside the tanker,
apparently in the attempt to tow her to Tuapse.

The 1st E-Boat Flotilla now at sea was
by/ radio.

informed

Group South reported that the Russian steamer
"Frunse" will leave Batum for Sevastopol on
13 March, or possibly later. She will
carry a Russian trade delegation.

I do not approve the project of sending U 24,
due to leave Constantza at 1400 on 14 March,
against this ship.

Reasons are a a follows

:

1. When the Gorman
the opereitional
their first ope
• pproxii itely 5
in order to dis

ppin th
thi : to ob
exclusive•ly to
may be de(finite
"Frunse" will t

CO] FTI \L -41-
TZ

U-boats were proceeding to
a off Poti and Batum for

rations there, they kept
miles away from the shore
cover the habits of the
: Turkish coast. They were
serve that this traffic keeps
t a rr ito r 5 a 1 we t er s • It
ly assumed bhat the steamer
ake the same route.
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2. In view of the political situation
she must not bo attacked within territorial t

waters

•

3. Her exact time of sailing is not known.
Should it be postponed, to send U 24
8 ainst her would delay the U-boat's
arrival in the assigned operational area.
It would mean her temporary withdrawal

. . from her principal task, namely operations
against enemy supply traffic off the
Caucasus coast.

Ker ch Strait _ Perry Prairie

:

Traffic between Kerch, the fish-salting
works and Taman proceeded today unimpeded
by the weather or ice situation. To the
north of Kerch Strait heavy drift ice from the
Sea of Azov hindered traffic to Kossa Chuchka*
The ice situation in Senaya 5ay has so improved
that one naval ferry barge led by the tender
"Grafenau" was able to call at Senaya with a
load of timber for bridge building* The
transshipment ports of Kerch, Taman , the fish-
salting works, Kossa Chuchka, Yenlkale and the
transports on passage were repeatedly attacked
by enemy planes. Six planes were shot down,
one of them probably by naval ferry barge F 331.
wenty naval ferry barges made the passage 46

t ime s •

Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 3,523 (1,492) men, 41S (2) prisoners,
340 (52) civilians, 350 (9) lorries,
35 (5) personnel vehicles, 2,620
(1,516) horses, 530 (461) horse-
drawn vehicles, 35 (-) trailers,
24 (24) tons of fuel., 14 (10) radio
vans, tractors etc., 57 (52) wounded,
16 (7) guns, 27 (-) motor cycles,
33 (57) draft animals, 212 (212) bales
of cotton.

West-East; 1S7 (10) soldiers, 321 (121) tons
of supplies, 500 (500) tons of
stone.

favy' a figures in brackets.)

The FZ- roup, arbor Defense Flotilla Kerch
and the minoswoeping plane continued mine-
reepin o orations in Kerch Strait on the

}

route between Kerch, the fish-salting works
and Taman, south of Kossa Tuzla and along tt
coastal route, from Pavlovskl to Capo Takil.
Ho mines swept.

D route south of Kossa Tuzla has now been
SW' pt 22 times with towed loop gear both sides

VL -42-
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of the ln'.n' 1 of buoys • The eastern section
of the route was i lso chocked by a minesweeping
plane. Since the last mine was swept, the
route has boon swept 8 times without success.
A total of 8 non-contact mines was swept here.
The route may be considered free of mines.

ttTIAL -43-
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14 March, T?43

Simf erorcl

Eneny Situs t ion ;

On the night cf 13/14 March night
reconnaissance planes loosted some boats
in the Adler area, probably our E-boats which
were then between Sochi end Tuapse.

Day reconnsic-sr.ce over the southeastern
lack Sea and south of Kerch Strait as far

fcs Myshako was without result despite good
visibility. Harbor and coastal reconnaissance
was made in good visibility as far as
Ochemchiri. Poti was not examined owl
to fighter cover and Batum only partially
because of the weather, ovement of

ipping a Ion; the entire coast. were
only about 3,500 tons of :hsnt shipping
in Ghelenjik, shipping at Ochemchiri was
heavier, comprising 1 merchant shin of about
2,000 tons, 1 freighter cf 1,000 tons and
7 coastal vessels totaling 3,000 tons.
Five s- ines were identified in port.
The r< raining ports had undergone no
significant change.

In the early hours of tl aorninf I -al
D/F Station, Constantza loc&ted a submari-
some 65 miles west of Sevastopol and, an hour
later, another some 70 kilometers west of

Itklava, probably the same boat. Otherwise
only activity of small craft identified.
5 ven submarines were intercepted at sea,
3 in the central to western Black Sea, 2 off
the east coast and 2 in an unidentified
position.

Own Situation :

Weather forecast:

0930 South coast of the Crimea and north coast of
the . : NE to S vrinas, force 7, increasing
to ~ale fore? 6 to 3, subsiding to 5 towards
ev ing« Visibilitp riles.

1100 Italian E-Boat Flotilla transferred 2 more
Italiar - ^ats from Yalta to Theodosia.

Flotilla now has 6 boats at operation
readiness at Theodosia.

1200 Thr boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla put
in to Ivan Baba from operations off *

icasus coast southeast of Tuapse* Until
0240 the craft stood immediately off the

I

CO! - -
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coast in grid square CL 9187. Neither
shipping nor patrol vessels were sighted.
According to air reconnaissance the tanker is
still on fire 1 mile southeast of Tuapse.
However, the boats did not operate against her
becuase the Flotilla Commander who had watched
the gasoline burning for several hours decided
that she was nov; useless and probably aground.

He rightly decided to seek new targets.

On the return passage wind was NE 5, sea 4.
At Ivan Baba they met 1 harbor defense boat
drifting with engine trouble and towed her
to Theodosia.

1200 Apart from having to tow the motor fishing
vessel, the three hours' delay in arriving at
Ivan Baba was mainly due to the sudden
deterioration in the weather. Experience
has shown such changes to be very frequent in
the Black Sea, They are particularly bad for
E-boat operations in such areas as these, which
are some 180 miles from base and where the
peculiar Black Sea weather conditions and the
lack of data from the Turkish and Caucasus
coasts make it nearly impossible for the
forecast -to give any warning.

Kerch

1230 Three naval ferry barges put out for the
seventh Anapa transport operation with a load
of 20 tons of ammunition, 100 tons of stores,
74 tons of grain for fodder, 55 tons of fuel
and 50 depth charges.

After 9 March nine naval ferry barges were
employed in the Anapa transport operation,
originally performed by 3 barges, since road
conditions on the Taman Peninsula called for
supplies to be delivered as close to the front
as possible. Once a spell of dry weather
makes the roads passable again there will be no
need to continue using nine. Since their
withdrawal has restricted shipments across
Kerch Strait I have asked Army Croup A for
permission to withdraw six of them from the
Anapa traffic and pointed out that they are of
greater value on the route between Kerch, the
fish-salting works and Taman than between

rch and Anapa.

Mine sv/e -.pin- operations in Kerch Strait by the
FZ-group and the Harbor Defense Flotilla had
to be broken off because of the weather. A
mine sweeping plane swept the route to the fish-
salting works on both sides of the line of buoys

CO:--FTDET'TT.Mi -45-
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30 times •• No In wept.

air photc :eh at 1145 reye ?d
the tanker torpedoed V- the 1st 3-2c
Lot ill 1 . aat of the entrance to

Fuapse I 3r; she is aground in about 12
cetera of 7/ater and is still burnin .

11-00 _ v.: cut for operations.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic:

1^ :.l ferry barges r r a traffic from
arch to the flab-salting works to Tanan at
:ut 0400 in favorable weather* he

weather suddenly deteriorated at 060C, with
rinds, force 5-7. At approximately 1000

traffic had to be discontinued because
icreaslngly heavy sees • king it

impossible for boats to 50 alongside the
landing stages at the fish-salting works
C - an •

At 1050 on the return re Kerch via the
ascribed route naval fen b 7 136

struck ; mine and sank. jre was on]
1 survivor cut of crew of 15

•

are 1 116 struck b te las
jpt several times da_ly since

minesweeping plane and 11 boats with towed
loop gear, iracker equipment and noise box
(turbines). Moreover, the route has been
In constant use by naval ferry barges nd
Siebel ferries. y therefore presumably
uses mines that are not only equipped '

period delay mechanism, but elso with del
clockwork. We must therefore watch for mines

dropped on the routes, particularly at
night j In such a way that - ointc re

are dropped can be accurately de.t€ tod
.1 the route 1; .. icordingly LI the

-ine becomes active and san be swept • Au
attem] fe -11 be Le to salvage a Rue

jie in order to investigate fir: nanism,
period 3 ism, delay clockwork, etc*
Group So- 111 reque a -laying Ex] ital

- - and to send specialists and divers.

While i to the fish- salting works an .an

~e of the b ~

||.,

at the 1 stages, 'orry traffic *

Yen ichka 1 aintained
combined operations sraft aloj >rt
ci rot ch which is sheltered frc i.

TIM -46-
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As a result the Navy's contribution to
today's total transportation is relatively
small. The figures were:

East-West: 2,603 (429) men, 554 (3) prisoners,
35 (4) wounded, 464 (24) civilians,
359 (13) lorries, 97 (-) personnel
motor vehicles, 2,062 (444) horses,
515 (137) horse-drawn vehicles,
37 (-) various motor transoort
vehicles, 18 (-) trailers, "20 (-)
motor cycles, 12 (-) field kitchens,

; 117 (.68) tons of Army supplies.

West-East: 83 (3) men, 373 (307) tons of
supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

19.00 3 naval ferry barges put in to Kerch from the
sixth Anapa transport operation with a load
of 35 men, 13 lorries, 60 bales of cotton,
2 limbers, 6 tons of supplies for the Armed
Forces

.

Enemy Air Activity :

There was lively enemy air activity during
the day over Kerch Strait and Temriuk.
Temriuk was bombed by 3 Rus-sian low-flying
planes, 1 bomb hit the lighter "Tina 5" in the
bows. This caused a slight leak and she lies
aground by the bow. There were repeated
raids on Kamish Burun and a total of 39 bombs
were dropped. Siebel ferries were damaged
by splinters; hits were scored on the Air
Force ammunition dump; largo stocks of anti-
aircraft ammunition and bombs exploded and
caught fire.. Naval installations were not
damaged.

DENTI \L -47-
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Sir-.:'-:'?": 1

Ens 5 -
.

-
~ ' D :

? rreor.r.s. Is

s

r rice

of I: 1 March.
was flown on the i

to the
~-boats

Air recorir. ? IsEsnce over the southeastern
Zack Sea did not Bight my enemy shipp : .

latal reconnalas extended &s fsr
rid th vy warships were identified

the 9 of Poti a] tum«
slight traffic Ln both directions

i Tuapse. Accc
Air Oorps th t - : i

1 torpedoed "r

-

sov heaat of 7- still I I km.
of: t *^s-.ce to t>or id is

ound. 'lenjik in
slight todey, total Ir >out 3,500 ton? of

nt shipping, . . . and 20 botts.
There wer roxlmately 4,000 tons of :

3 4 cc aat
~

'..
'.3 at Fuaps , ~rcr mine-

ver and 2 mj rers - -o:as n€
the burning 7,000 ton tar r.

At 1120 --. oyer and 1 mere] ship
of about 2,000 tons were identi: J : i northwest
of Sochi, at 1140 another destroyer, course
southeast, high d, w^ 3 southw< s

-

Oche: 1 . On Poti re ?n there
ti— ' f bhe z.

:' ng atr — _

h speed on slterr. course, I merchant
300 tons and 1 r. ?th

of 3atum there was 1 rship, possibly an
ant - n alternating course.
Radio survey Id ntlfied 7 subn s f 4 In

tral tc lack 5: , 3 off t'_

east coast. Oth : -: the radio pictu
3 no en y itivlty*

Own Sitv t n:

Weather forecast:

D400 nds HE, force ~, overcast, poor visil illty.

\c in Kerch Strfit, prevented
y r, could not be resumed.

0500 A rrine ] led un wal fr??-
7 475 in , 36° 37.1 » Z, shortly
after she . anchor and left her night
position to watch for

" '

: rations.
and 7 surviv
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Tho sito of the explosion is again on a route
which has been in constant use during the
past few days and which has, mo.roover, been
frequently chocked by mineswoeping plane and
boats of the FZ-group. Since no mine could
possibly havo been dropped during the past
night in the immediate vicinity of the
observation vessel without escaping detection,
the mine must have been lying for some time
on this route which has been swept and used
regularly. This further confirms my view
that the Russians are using mines with delay
clockwork mechanism (see War Diary 14 March,
1400).

We a ther forecast;

0930 Sea area Sevastopol - Novorossiski
Winds NE, force 7, gale force up to 9,
overcast.

Shipments of timber ana minesweeping operations
could not bo carried out in Kerch Strait.

E-boat operations were equally out of the question.

aval Shore Commander, Caucasus reported that
Commanding General 5th Army H.0> is expecting
enemy forces to shell Anapa during the forth-
coming full moon period. He therefore requests
increased operations of E-boats and, If
possible, of U-boats.

During recent weeks Anapa has been repeatedly
shelled at night by enemy naval forces*
'There is no evidence that the attacking forces
wore heavier than minesweepers or anti-
submarine vessels. On one single occasion
it was observed, that naval guns of medium
caliber were used, but it would be dangerous
to conclude from that that, the boats were
necessarily torpedoboats or destroyers,
because Russian minesweepers and. other small
craft are also fitted with 10 cm. and 7.5 cm.
guns. E-boat operations against enemy light
forces such as minesweepers, anti-submarine
vessels or . . . , with, superior guns and
frequently equal speed, offer small prospect
of success. .lie there is no cvidenco that
uosian destroyers have shelled tho coast, it

is by no means impossible, and I shall there-
fore attempt to station 2 E-boats in tho coastal
waters off Anapa as often as forces and commit-
ments allow « Since, however, 6 Italian E-boats
are now ready for operations at Thcodosia, I

shall probably use 2 of thorn for bhis task and
retain the boats of tho 1st E-Boat Flotill; ,

with their greater radius of action, for further
operations off the central Caucasus coast. There
are no U-boats available for this purely defensive
task.

ival Shore Commander, Caucasus has been informed.

CON!
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In reply to my request for the number of
naval ferry barges assigned to the Anspa
traffic to be reduce!, Array Croup A stated
that, in view of the Air Force's urgent
need for shipping space for conveyance of
their bombs and mines to Anapa, such a measure
is not yet possible.

The ice is breaking up in Fikolaiev harbor
and there is now a channel to Ochakov, so
that steamers and lighters with strong tugs
can resume traffic to and from Nikolaiev.

2000 Despite the ice, traffic between Yenikale
and Kossa Chuchka was maintained by combined
operations boats.

Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 1,175'men, 94 prisoners,
477 civilians, 159 lorries,
42 personnel motor vehicles,
674" horses, 54? horse-drawn
vehicles, 3 field kitchen
trailers, 3 guns, 1 anti-tank
gun, 2 repair vans, 5 ambulances,
3 tractors, 41 wounded, 10 motor
cycles

.

West-East: 31 men, 8 tons of supplies,
11 repair vans.

The Navy did not participate in this transport
operati on.

The naval ferry barges which left on 14 March
for the seventh Anspa transport operation,
anchored near Zhelosni Rog in the lee of the
coast during the past night and commenced
their return passage to Kerch at 1430.
They transported 152 bales of cotton, 4 lorries,
2 horse-drawn vehicles, 3 personnel motor
vehicles, 2 assault boats, 13 trailers, 3 tons
of oil. They again anchored near Zhelesni
Rog 8t about 1730.

eighth Anapa transport operation planned
for today has been postponed 24 hours owing
to the w< ather.

':0> "•
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Comments on the War Diary of Admiral ,

Black Sea 1-15 March, 1943

Re pa go 9 March ;

Anti-submarine operations by "Ship 19":
At 0700 on 8 March "Ship 19" put out from
Sevastopol on anti-submarine operations
immediately off the Crimean coast between
Cape At lama and Cape Chauda. She may have
reached that area towards evening. On the
morning of 9 March she had already put in to
Theodosia. Short-term operations of this kind
cannot be successful.

Re page II March :

Operations of "Ship 19" as a decoy would have
more purpose if they were undertaken with a

certain regularity. Either a longer period in
submarine-infested areas or a continuous patrol
of German convoy routes is suggested.

Re pa go 13 March ;

Since melting ico may have partially dispersed
the minefields at the southern exit of Kerch Strait,
a chance mine might have penetrated a gap in the
minefield.

Re page
. 12, March ;

Re the report of Commander, 30th U-Boat Flotilla
submitted to C-in-C, Navy:

The erroneous impression made on C-in-C, Navy by
Commander, U-boat Flotilla's report on German U-boat
operations, was clarified by a special note from
Commanding Admiral, Naval Croup South.

Signed on behalf of Naval Group Command, South,

Chief of Staff

Brinkmann.

STI AL -51-
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16 irch 1943

Simferopo l

Enemy Situation?

Night reconnaissance planes equipped with
Lichtenstein gear examined the arec south of
the Crimea as far as Tuapse, nothing to report.

No enemy ships were reported in the eastern
Black Sea by today's reconnaissance. There
was little traffic off the coast in either
direction. At 0655 three patrol vessels with
1 minesweeper and 1 merchant ship of approxi-
mately 3,000 tons were identified 5 miles
south of Tuapse, course NW.

15 miles no
minesweeper
high speed,
tons was pr
speed with
ship of app
with 1 mo to
course, 10
Compared wl
had changed

rtii of Poti 1 destroyer, motor
a end minesweepers, course northwest,

OffGudautyl freighter of 4,000
ocaeding northwestwards at high
2 patrol Vessels-, At 0820 1 merchant
roxlmately 2,500 tons was sighted
r minesweeper on a southeasterly
miles southeast of Adler.
th thr; previous day shipping in port
very little.

At 1510 Main Naval D/F Station Constsntza
reported that 2 or 3 destroyers v/ere probably
at sea, most likely proceeding from the
southeastern Black Sea to the central and
northern east coast. Although lively radio
traffic, was heard, there was no conf irmat ion
of their presena . The radio picture revealed
no btsvy surface forces. According to radio
survey 3 submarines are probably in the central
to eastern Blac:: Sea, 3 off the east coast and
3 more in an unidrntif ied position at sea.

Own Situation ;

0500 The persistent northeasterly gale prevented
the resumption of ferry traffic to Teman and
the fish-salting works. Nor could minesweeping
operations by the FZ- group and the Harbor
D - flotilla, Kerch, broken off on 14 March,

umed. Operations were therefore limited
to a checksvs^p of the route from Kerch to the
fish-?salting works by a mine swapping plane.

0800 Three naval ferry barges put in to Kerch from
the srventh Anapa transport oe:ration. The
sailing of the eighth Anapa formation will have
to be postponed until 17 Iv'arch.

[AL
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Weather forecast:

0930 NE to E winds force 6, increasing to gale
force 7, visibility 5-7 miles.

1200 The minesweeping Ju was obliged to break
off its check sweep because of increasingly
deteriorating weather conditions. No mines
haa been swept.

1415 Several enemy bombers attacked the channel in
to'Temriuk. ^he revenue cutter *'Twee" received
a direct hit. One enemy plane was shot down
by fighters.

1630 30th U-Boat Flotilla reported that U 19 'a
departure would have to be postponed by
16 hours because of s crack in. the cooling
water pipe. The boat will therefore put
out from Constantza at 0600; on 17 March.

During anti-submarine operations off the
west coast of the Crimea, "Ship 19" was today
unsuccessfully attacked 12 miles southeast of
Cape Tarkha.nkutzki .by a submarine which fired
2 torpedoes. The torpedoes exploded on land.
The" heavy seas prevented the submarine from
being located with echo ranging set and
revolving directional hydrophone gear. It
was therefore impossible to continue to
maintain contact.

U 24, proceeding off the Turkish coast on
passage to her operational area, reported no
traffic observed.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic ;

By using the route from Yenikalc to Kossa
Chuchka which is sheltered from the northeast
wind, combined operations craft were able to
maintain a limited service. Amount transported
totaled:

West -East

:

West -East

:

643 men, 32 prisoners, 135 civilians,
83 lorries, 31 personnel motor
vehicles, 240 horses, 61 horse-drawn

nicies, 14 field kitchens,
7 miscellaneous motor vehicles,

otor cycles.

45 men, 1 personnel motor vehicle,
3 tons of stores, 1 gun, 350
building clamps, 53 tons of building
material, half a ton of fuel,
1 motor cycle.

The Navy took no part in the above shipments.

CO '
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The laying of the projected hawser boom in
the southern entrance to Kerch Strait was
discussed with t] -.der of the Net
Defense Group, B] 3k S . The folloving
decisions we hed:

1. The hawser boom will be laid between Cape
Takil and Cape Fanagiya if the necessary
materi r ls are for.wr.rdod from Germany.
Net Def- -roup is to send a relevant
re que s t

.

2. With the materials at present Labi
on the Crimec , r hawser boom 1,00C ters
long will be laid in the western part of
the entrance between Cape Takil end the
minefields already in existence. For
this purpose the necessary ust
be transported to Kerch and 1 naval ferry
barge converted into e la; vessel,

2. The t is to be performed after work on
the anti-tcrpedo nets at Theodo3ia and Iv
aba has been completed and before work is

started at Ak Mechet.

Port Commander, 9o-vorossisk reported 1 vessel
of about 500 tons sighted at 0445 proceeding
from the landing stage at

,Tovorossisk out to
further to report from t

bridgehead.

3:'r.ferot)ol

With refer nc to the repeated losses caused
by mines, and the so far unsuccessful intensive
sweeping operations with towed loop gear,
noise box (turbines), cracker equipment and
rine sweeping planes carried out in Kerch Strait,
Naval High Commend, Operations Division,
submitted the following report.

"1. Enemy use of delay clockwork end period
delay machanism calls for yet further
i :nt in our countermeasures«

a. The narrow swept channel should be
closely buoyed.

b. Discipline or. the routes should be
very strict". Lni Ined.

c. A watch to be kept on aerial minelaying
coeratiens

•

d. Minesweeping plane and FZ-group should
carry out frequent check

Jtf -54-
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2. The question of sending down ammunition
divers will be investigated."

My comments are as follows:

Re:-

• The route from Kerch to the fish-salting
works to Tamon was buoyed when the losses
occurred. More buoys have been laid
in the interim.

b. Officers in charge of vessels have orders
to keep strictly to the buoyed route.
Since those in command, mostly boatswain's
mates second class, cannot be expected to

' keep exactly to the routes in poor
. visibility, I have applied for 10 junior
naval officers as group commanders, they
have been promised me by Naval High
Command and some have been already assigned*

c. From the time when the evacuation of the
Tama.n Peninsula was begun, naval ferry
barges have been posted at night along
the mine-free route to watch for aerial
minela7/ing activity. In addition D/F
stations have been erected on land.

d. The. short route from Kerch to the fish-
salting works to Taman has been swept daily
by FZ boats, weather permitting.
In addition to towed loop gear and noise
box (turbines), cracker equipment was also
used. In recent weeks. 2 minesweeping planes
covered the route as often as. 30 times a

day.
*

*

Although an unusually large number of
minesweeping devices have been employed over
a short route, no mines have so far been
swept. And yet since 24 February, four
vessels have struck mines and sunk. Since
the route was closed every time that minos
vero observed to drop "nd numerous covering
sweeps were made with all available resources,
I concluded that the enemy was using mines
with period delay mechanism which allowed for
a delay of several days (see also War Diarv
14 March, 1400 and 1ft March, 0500). Even if
the route were swept twice as 'often, it would
only lessen the r-isks, not rejnovc them. With
things as they ar< at present, the only effective
method of eliminating the danger is by changing
the route when mines have been seen to drop
on it. There are limits to this method, however,
because few alternative routes can be found in
such narrow waters.

CONFIDENTIAL -55-
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17 March, 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Mo enemy ship3 were sighted during the day* s

air reconnaissance over the southeastern Black
Sea. There was slight shipping activity in
"both directions along the Caucasus coast.
Port 3 were examined as far as Batum; shipping
was normal. Evaluation of Air Force -photo-
graphic reconnaissance showed the following
ships in Poti at 1020: 1 battleship, 1 heavy
cruiser in dock, 1 light cruiser "Krasny Krim",
1 large destroyer, 3 other destroyers,
2 torpedoboats , 10 submarines, 3 of them in
dock, 1 accommodation chip of 8,500 tons for
submarine personnel, 1 freighter of 5,000 tons,
3 of 4,000 tons each, 1 tanker of 7,000 tons,
1 of 2,000 tons, 2 cruiser hulls, 1 freighter
of 1,000 tons entering port from the north.

At 1037 photographic reconnaissance of Batum
identified? 1 heaw cruiser- "Voroshilov"

,

1 heavy cruiser "Krrsny Kavkes" on the roads,
1 S-class destroyer, 2 G-closs destroyers,
1 F-class destroyer, 4 submarines, 6 motor
minesweepers, 10 M.T.B.s, 1 destroyer hull,
4 tankers of 7,000 tons on the roads, 1

accommodation ship of 9,000 tons on the roads,
1 accommodation ship of 9,000 tons for submarine
personnel, 1 passenger ship of 4,000 tons,
2 freighters of 4,000 tons each, 4 of 1,500
tons each, 5 totaling 4,000 tons, I small ice-
break
total

er

,

ing
2 flo
4,000

ating
tons,

cranes, 6 cosstal vessels
t

3 barrage balloons.

These twc i Air Force photographic surveys again
confirmed the presence of 3 destroyers inclusive
of the "Kharkov".

Night reconnaissance planes with Lichtenstein
gear which combined with the 1st E-Boat Flotilla
on the night of 17/18 March, did not identify
any enemy ships in coastal waters.

One gunboat and several landing craft were
observed b^ Port Commander, Novorossisk, making
out to sea.

Main Naval D/F Station, Constantza identified
1 destroyer -"est of Novorossisk at 1100 and
traced her as far as Ghelenjik. During the
evening a bearing was obtained on a submarine
on the line Theodosia-Gerze (Turkey).
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During the night the destroyer reported
at 1100 was Intercepted off Tuapse, presumably
entering port. There' were 2 -submarines in
the central to wo stern Black Sea and 2 off
the east coast.

Own Si tuation

:

0600 19 put out from Constantza on operations.

Weather forecast:

0930 NE to E winds 9 force 4-5, freshening to
6 in the afternoon.

Thus operations of E-boats and Italian E-boata
may be again impossible during the " coming night,

1330 Three naval ferry barges put out on the eighth
Anapa transport operation with a load of 100
tons of ammunition and 125 tons of stores.
The PZ-group,. the Harbor Defense Flotilla,
motor minesweeper R 30 and 2 minesweeping planes
today continued sweeping Kerch Strait,
A minosweeping plane sweet 1 non-contact mine
outside -the route in 45°" 16' N and 36° 35.5' S.
This at least proves that the enemy is using
ines with electrical non-contact firing

device j a fact which dees not, of course,
exclude the use of acoustic mines in addition,

1400 According to the morning' s weather chart end
contrary to the forecast of 0930. the weather
will become more settled during the afternoon.

I have .therefore decided to send the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla and Italian E-boatc out on operations
immediately. In order that as long a line as
possible may be occupied ofi bhe Caucasus coast,
the 8 available boats are to bo ess. in pairs
to the area between *0ape Uchderc and Myshako,

24 occupies the adjoining .area off joast
south of Cape Uchdero so that about 130 miles
or the Caucasus coast arc evenly divided between
8 E-boats and 1 U-boat,

o boats of 1st E-3oat Flotilla wore ordered
to le Baba at 1500 for positions bctweon
Tuapse .acre -ana two more for positions

'•. between and Cape Idokopas until shortly
before daybr< ak on 18 larch,

wo boats of the Italian E-Boat Flotilla
received orders to leave Thoodosia at 1530
and take up a lurking position'' off Myshako
during tho coming night, whilo two others arc
to take up similar positions between G-hclonjik
and Cape Idokopas,

24 was informed,

\L -57-
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1540 Motor Minesweepers R 35 and R 36 put in to
Theodosia after having completed the task
assigned to them. They sv/ept the route
from Yalta to Theodosia with cutting kite sweep
and 15 meter oendant. An enemy plane fired
at the boats at a range of 2,000 meters. No
damage caused. The defense put up by the
minesweepers was without success. No mines
swept

.

1745 Italian E-boat No. 570 put in to Theodosia
again because of engine trouble.

1932 E-boat S 25 was obliged to break off
operations owing to a breakdown and had to
return to Ivan Baba

•

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic:

The weather improved sufficiently for the
ferry traffic to be fully resumed today.
The focal point was the fish-salting works.
The high seas still running in Taman Bay made
loading very difficult
works and Taman.

it the fish-salting

The enemy Air Force repeatedly bombed and
machine-gunned the loading stages, as well as
navel ferry barges and combined operations craft
on passage. They were not damaged but there
were 4 wounded.

Transportation figures for the day were:

East -West: 2,515 (834) men, 120 (102) rounded,
156 prisoners, 130 (59) civilians,
186 (2) lorries, 44 (3) personnel
motor vehicles, 1,107 (945) horses,
323 (290) horse-drawn vehicles,
33 (5) other vehicles, 2 olanes,
337 (36) tons of supplies", 1,277
bomb s

•

'Vest-he st

:

372 (28) men, 4 (2) vehicles,
(45) tons of supplies.

200

(U a vy i figures in brackets .

)

2300 Naval High Command, Naval Staff, Operations
Division reported that according to an agent,
34 fast lending craft, 5 torpedoboe ts, 3 tankers,
4 transports with landing troops, 2 destroyers
and 4 submarines left Batum at 1715 on 17 March.
Th --• plan to land on the Taman
Peninsula or the Crimea.

The naval forces of Naval Shore Commanders,
Crimea/Ukraine and Caucasus which are et sec

,

have been informed.
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The Air Force has yet to observe assemblies
of landing craft in Batumi nor were any
sighted today. In reply to an enquiry the
8th Air Corps stated that presence of 34
landing craft at Batum could not be identified
in today's aerial photograph. Since the Russian
Fleet has only 2 torpedoboats at its disposal,
the agent's report is certainly inaccurate in
the matter of torpedoboats . On the other
hand a large-scale enemy landing operation
against the Crimean coast, more especially the
Taman coast, now th«t the Russian offensive
against the Gotenkopf position has been
brought to a standstill and the attack from
the Novorossisk bridgehead has made no further
progress, is not unlikely. I have requested
the 8th Air Corps to carry out an exhaustive
reconnaissance over the entire Caucasus coast,
particularly the coastal waters and all the
enemy ports, on 18 March as it seems likely
that in order to evade air reconnaissance, the
enemy formation will on.^ proceed by night,
putting in to intermediate ports by day. In
view of prevailing weather conditions in the
Black Sea and the relatively limited seaworthiness
of the landing craft, they are unlikely to
proceed at a great distance from the coast.

In the course of the day, planes repeatedly
dropped, bombs on Anapa. Apart from machine-
gunning, 128 bombs wore dropped. There were
2 casualties and much damage was done to
buildings.

mThe situation at Novorossisk is unchanged.
There was lively exchange of gunfire, we
dropped bombs on the enemy bridgehead.

One gunboat and several landing craft wore
sighted off Kabardinka Bay during the day.

The anti-aircraft defenses of Kerch Strait
have been considerably reinforced by the
9th Anti-Aircraft Division, but the fact that

, several aerial mines have been dropped off
the fish-salting works during the past few days
should suggest that the enemy obviously docs
not regard the heavy anti-aircraft batteries
as a serious menace. A report of the 8th Air
Corps now states that the enemy appears only
to pay attention to light or medium anti-
aircraft. This tallies with personal experience.
I have therefore used the dropping of mines in
Kerch Strait as an occasion for requesting the
8th Air Corps to examine tho problem of rein-
forcing the anti-aircraft defenses of the Strait,
particularly with medium anti-aircraft guns.

CONFIDENTIAL -59-
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18 March, 1945

Simferopol

Snemy Sit via 1 1 on :

Between 040C and 0500 1 merchant ship of
3,000 tons, 5 patrol vessols on a northwesterly
course and 1 freighter of 1,000 tons making
for the south, were sighted by morning recon-
naissance 20 miles south of Ohclcnjik.

Today' s reconnaissance sighted 1 convoy putting
out from Ghelcn.jii: at 0S30, At 1046 two
convoys were identified south of C-hclcnjik,
steering northwesterly and southeasterly
courses respectively. The convoy sighted at
0950 was shadowed. Despite heavy fighter
cover, dive bomber formations sank 1 coastal
vessel of about 800. tons and obtained a direct
hit on a 1,500 ton vessel. Air Force photo-
graphic survey only identified 1 damaged freighter
which had ?\m aground about half a mile north-
west of Cape Idokopas. After the dive bomber
attack, traffic ceased between Chelenjik and
Tuapse.

At 1324 Ochomchiri harbor was examined and
shipping there was found to be normal, comprising
2,500 tons of merchant shipping, some coastal
vessels totaling 1,500 tons and 4 submarines.
At Tuapse there was a tanker of 7,000 tons on
fire. The remaining ports showed little change.
Shipping at Sochi was slight.

.ght reconnaissance with Lichtcnstein gear
identified no shipping south of the Crimea as
far as the Caucasus coast on the night of
18 March.

Port Commando r ITovorosslsk- reported 1 gunboat
and 1 M.T.B. in Zomeskaya Bay'.

.in Naval D/P Station identified 1 destroyer
in the southeastern Black Sea, which, according
to radio traffic, was still at sea on the
i orning of 19 March. In addition 2 submarines
were intercepted in the central to western Black
Sea and 1 off the east coast. ,

0130 The battery at Takil observed mines being
dropped in the southern part of Kerch Strait.
As the mines seemed to have fallen on or very
near the swept channel from Favlovski to Takil,
orders wore issued for the routo to be closed.

AL -60-
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OSOO Three Italian E-boat 3 put in to Theodosia
from night operations* Because Italian
E-boat No. 570 could not continue, the
Italian Flotilla was obliged to abandon its
double line patrol ana, consequently* the
positions near Myshako. From 2030 to 0315
the 3 remaining boats took up lurking positions
near Cape Idokopas. No shipping was observed
and no patrol encountered.

The freighters sighted by air reconnaissance
from 0420 to 0440 this morning between
Ghelonjik and Tuapse on northwesterly and
easterly courses respectively, passed the
position occupied by the Italian E-boats
1 horn1 after they had left it to start their
return passage. The freighters did not put
out from Tuapse and Ghelenjik, the ports of
departure, until shortly before daybreak,
as the enemy is aware that our E-boats must
leave their attack areas off the coast half
an hour before dawn*

Weather forecast!

0950 South coast of the Crimea and north Caucasus
coast, HE to E winds, force 5, visibility
10 miles, temperaturo + 8.

0940 E-boats S 47, S 72 and S 2B returned to Ivan
a. lo disablement of S 2C forced Commander,

1st E-3oat Flotilla to abandon using his craft
in groups of two and they had to lcavo the
attack area between Tuapse and Cape Idokopes.
From 2220 until 0250 the boats lay in grid
square CL 9137 southeast of Tuapso. S 28
torpedoed a lighter of about 500 tons lying
off the mouth of the Shacke. The Flotilla
Commander reported that It may have been a
wreck that was torpedoed. No other shipping
or patrol activity was encountered. At
approximately 0700 on the return passage the
E-boats woro attacked with rocket bombs by an
enemy flying boat, hypo MBR 624. Those hit the
water far astern of the E-boats. Our defensive
fire was without success.

In reply to an enquiry submitted to the 8th
Air Corps it was stated that, so far, air
recome had not identified a wreck off
the mouth ..' bho Schacko and that no wreck had
been on th ot in the wrock chart kept by
the Air Force. E-boat S 28 must have torpedoed
a vessel lying i t i nchor. The 8th Air Corps
was requested to trj and obtain more dotailed
information . ho course of their daily coastal
a . connaissancc

•
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1140 The 8th Air Corps reported that the 7,000
ton tanker, torpedoed by the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla, to- ed in to Tuapse still
burning* For several days efforts were mode
to refloat her after she went aground 1,000
meters off the harbor approach to Tuapse, and
now they hav apparently succeeded. That
the tanker will ever bi used again seems most
unlikely.

Motor minesweepers R 35 and R 35 swept the new
coastal route from Theodosia to Yalta with
oropesa ges * ~nd 15 met^r pendant. mines
swept.

The eighth Anapa transport operation took
place today according to plan. After
unloading, the naval ferry barges started on
their return passage to Kerch at 1300. The
goods transported comprised 1 ambul - nee ,

7 personnel meter vehicles, 1 lorry, 5 horses,
200 cans of oil.

!•

The ninth Anapj
for tod 11
because of the
Strait.

transport
ve to be

closing of

operation planned
postponed for 24 hours
the route in Kerch

1730 The closed route between Cape Takil and
Pavlovski was twice swept by motor minesweeper
R 30 with oropesa gear, and by the tender
"Grafenau" with towed loop gear and noise box
(turbines). No mines swept.

1800

The FZ-groups were unable to operate because
of the weather.

A minesweeping Ju plane made 30 covering
sweeps to a breadth of 120 meters but swept
no mines. Orders have been given for the
route to be ro-opened.

Two minesweeping Ju planes have covered the
route from Kerch to the fish-salting works
34 times over both sides of the line of buoys.
No mines swept,

Today ! s air reconnaissance over the sea end
the Caucasus ceast sighted nothing of the

rmation which, according to an agent's
report, put out from Batum at 1715 on 17 March,

Today's air reconnaissance reported shipping
activity and snipping in port to be normal.
There was no evidence of any special enemy
plans

.

)
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Kerch Strait Ferry T raffle

;

traffic to the fish** salting works was
resumed at approximately 0400 today in
favorable weather. Towards noon the wind
freshened from E to NE, force 6, which
handicapped unloading operations, particularly
at the landing stage of the fish-salting works,
so that traffic to Taman had to be diverted.
The time wasted meant that transportation
figures for the day were only:

East-West: 2,691 (898) men, 235 (36) civilians,
1,042 prisoners, 304 (25) lorries,
43 (4) personnel motor vehicles,
518 (326) horse-drawn vehicles,
40 (4) other vehicles. (70) tons of
service supplies, (30) tons of
bombs, (3,000) empty barrels,
1,808 (1,040) horses, 22 (20) draft
animals.

West-East: 267 (21) men, 1 lorry, (32) motor
cycles, (l) ambulance, 105 tons of
railway stock, 7 (2) tons of building
material, (100) tons of stone,
193.5 (104) tons of supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)
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March, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy_ Si tua t ion

:

Air reconnaissance during the night of 19/20
March located no ships from the southeastern
Crimea to the Caucasus coast. Despite good
visibility daylight reconnaissance identified
only slight shipping activity in coastal
waters. Various factors prevented the harbors
from being completely examined. At Poti there
was fighter cover, at Batum bad visibility,
and en.gj.no trouble prevented the plane from
examining the other harbors.

At 0720 a convoy, consisting of the destroyers
reported yesterday ot Tuapse, 1 merchant ship
of 4,000 tons and 4 motor minesweepers, put
out from Tuapse on s southeasterly course.
An aircraft shadower maintained contact and
at 0730 reported that the convoy was putting
up a smoke sere on. .

At 0437 on 19 March twelve small boats,
presumably v.?.B.s, were identified in
Gholenjik roads and in the bay. Such
lively traffic of small craft at Ghelenjik
which is a target area for our aerial mines,
suggests mine sweeping operations.

Photographic evaluation detected the following
shipping at n:ncpsoj

1 tanker of 7,000 tons newly arrived from Batum,
1 tanker of 7,000 tons still burning, (wreck),
1 merchant ship of 2,000 tons, 1 minesweeper
and several coastal vessels. At 1030, off
the harbor there were 3 tankers each of 7,000
tons, 1 of them with steam up, in addition
1 transport of 9,000 tons and 1 freighter of
1,500 tons with 1 patrol vessel making for
Batum.

0940 Port Commander, Novorossisk observed 1 small
merchant ship of 400 tons and at 1110 one
submarine leaving the jetty to make out to soa.
'he destroyer reported by Main Naval d/f
Station on 18 March was, on the forenoon of
] a 'Ch, off the central cast coast and at
0953, 15 -miles southwest of Tuapse.

0930 Another destroyer was in the Tuapse/'Cnpe Adler
area. During the day a third destroyer and
1 submarine wore identified between the central
and southern east coast.

001 .• TTI.U, -64-
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Own Situa t ion :

Weather forecast:

0500 S to S3 winds, force 5 - 6, temperature + 7°,

visibility good*

The resumption of the Constantza - Sevastopol
convoys, the other convoys and. timber
transportations off the Crimean coast had
to be postponed for another 24 hours.

Traffic across Kerch Strait was very
handicapped by the high seas at the landing
stages of the fish^salting works and Taman.
Only by making use of every boat and by
risking damage to the. piers was the traffic
maintained at all. The work of this traffic,
principally on the Kerch-fish-salting works-
Tanian route followed by the naval ferry barges,
has now been affectou 'or 6 days by strong
easterly winds which have hindered end, at times,
prevented boat a from drawing alongside at
Taman and the fish-halting works, even with
the help of tugs. On the other hand traffic
on the Yenikalo - Kossa Tuzla route, assigned
to combined operations craft, was maintained
under more favorable conditions.

According to Army Group A, the shipment of
supplies from west to east will in future be
the principal task o.C ferry traffic across
Kerch Strait. Two hundred tons must be
shipped daily to Kossa Ohuchka, ?00 tons to
Senaya, 400 tons to laman, 250 tons to Anapa.
When ice conditions improve in the northern
entrance to Kerch Strait 400 tons must be
sont to Toinriuli • Because on an average,
there arc ton clays of every month when supply
traffic has to be canceled aa a result of the
weather or of routes bsinj closed when mines
are suspected, craft sufficient to transport
1,300 tons (cxcludin Temriuk) daily must bo
maintained.

This must be accomplished by the naval ferry
barges operating in Kerch Strait and the tugs

titers available or' in course of transfer,
oven if additional timber and stone, reserves
or leave orsonnel have also to be shipped*
Arm; A WQ3 informed that if these supply
operation.; were ti ken on, the service for the
evacuation oi the Taman Peninsula was bound
to be affected as a result of the time lost
loading and unloading supplies.

1600 Two naval ferry barges out in to Kerch from
Theodosia with 216 tons of timber.
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1910 :'r.e sweeping planes operated over the route
from Kerch to the fish-salting works, making
IS coverir. with four-fold breadth of sreep,
and over the route from Pavlovski to Cape Takll,
making 39 coverin nana with double breadth of
sweep. mines were swept.

Enemy air activit-:

A bomber snd 6 fighters made a low-level
attack on Se ya, dropping 5 bombs. They
caused no dsma ; . Two bombers dropped
2 bombs on the fish-salting works, again
causing no damage f A P2 plane tried to
penetrate to Ivan Babe but was forced off by
the anti-aircraft

«

Air reconnaissance reported that the tanker
torpedoed by 1 t E-Boat Flotilla on the
night of 12 March snd later tewed in to Tuapse,
is still on fire

.

Nothing to r-port from Novorossisk apart from
the usual gunfire.

At appro." ly 0940, according to Port
Commander, Novorossisk, one coastal freighter
of 400 tons war sighted snd at 1110, one
submarine putting to sea from the landing
stage.

I am taking certain extra measures in addition
to the air tensive pr tions for
demolition at Novorossisk harbor. In order
that in the event of an evacuation, the
Russians will find it ex- aely difficult to
get the port in working cra:r again and slso
to use the still remaining landing stages,
I have given orders that:

The inner side of the --est mole and the quays
not completely destroyed are to be mined with
TMB mines. .ese will be sunk right at the
foot of the -~I J so that they will simul-
taneously destroy "esse Is drawing alonjside
and : "he mole. They will be laid at
Intervals of approximately 100 n t e. The

will be transported from
. tc Anaps tc await further trr-nsportation

to the nort] I the earliest opportunity.

On the - of 18/19 March the 8th Air Corps
again laid aerial inea In the ?n1 ice of
Ghel=~ fife ^". On 19 March, air ^. connaissance
identified several small ve la proceeding at
high speed in line al ~

; pparently mine-
sweeping. ] *.ons were hesrd at
regular intervals. y not have been
mines ho" , ut depth cl s >• ith which the
enemy endeavors to r • the Lnes«

I
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2200 Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 3,114 (663) men, 223 prisoners,
79 civilians, 235 (30) lorries,
66 (8) personnel motor vehicles,
1,754 (721) horses, 475 (162)
horse-drawn vehicles, 38 field
kitchens, 49 other vehicles,
4 lighting plants, 15 (l) guns,
(5) heav3r mortars, 9 motor cycles,
14 (l) draft animals, 2 tons of
field moil.

West-East: 200 (4) men, 2 lorries, 3 (1)
personnel motor vehicles, 275
tons of ammunition, 72 (64) tons
of stores, ? tons of field
mail, 60 tons of rail material,
170 tons of fuel, 4 tons of
building material.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

The naval ferry barges on return passage
from Anapa since noon on 18 March, put
in to Theodosia on account of the weather.
Their Commander reported that on the night
of 18 March, while the barges lay at anchor
near Cape Panogiya, the sound of several
M.T.B. engines was heard in the immediate
vicinity. There were no E-boats at ses;
presumably, therefore, the enemy sent out
his M.T.B. s against the navnl ferry barges
which have recently taken to anchoring off
Cape Panagiya at night during their passage
to and from Anapa, but on this occasion failed
to locate them lying well in to the coast.

Since the enemy will probably repeat these
M.T.B. operations, the anchorage must either
be moved a long way off or constantly changed.
Relevant orders have been sent to Commander,
1st Landing Craft Flotilla.

r .
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20 March, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

In the Trabzon area air re conns issance
sighted 1 Turkish freighter and 1 passenger
ship. There was no shipping off the east
coast between Ghelenjik and Adler, only
slight activity was identified off the southern
east coast. There were 2 coastal vessels off
Gudr.uty, 1 freighter with 2 patrol vessels on
a southeasterly course off Ochemchiri.
At 0333 shipping in Ghelenjik was slight,
about 3,000 tons of merchant shipping

•

Minesweeping activity again recognized in the
area where aerial minelaying has been
attempted. . 7,000 ton tanker identified
for the first time in Tuapse yesterday,
today returned to Batum again, a fact confirmed
by photographs c evaluation. All the heavy
ships were identified in their bases.
Photographic evaluation revealed very heavy
concentrations of merchant shipping at Pot I,
approximately 37,000 tons, 9,000 tons of
which were tankers.

Planes equipped with Lichtenstein gear flew
night reconnaissance southeast of the -Crimea
and off the Caucasus coast as far as Tuapse,
without result.

Main Naval d/F Station, Constantza reported
lively activity of small craft off the central
east coast. The Air Force intercepted very
little traffic in this area. Four submarines
were identified in the central to western Black
Sea. The radio picture revealed no further
surface fores activity.

Own Situation ;

We a the r fore c a s t

;

0930 NE to E winds, force E - 6, freshening to 7 - 8

during the afternoon, visibility good, temperature
+ 4°.

Convoys are in harbor ready to sail but no
operations possible in this weather. Anapa
transport o rations and FZ-group operations
also hold up •

1045 To prevent the barges and piers from being
damaged, ferry traffic was restricted this
morning because of the northeasterly wind,
force 5, which later forced us to cancel all
traffic on the route between Kerch, the fish-
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salting works and Taman. Traffic from
Yenikale to Kossa Chuchka continued until,
at about 1400, it was brought to a standstill
by heavy drift ice from the Sea of Azov.

Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 1,858 (576) men, 60 wounded,
150 men on leave, 151 prisoners,
47.. (4) civilians. L,481 (515)
horses, 430 (183) horse-drawn
vehicles, 14 draft animals,
87 (5) lorries, 30 (9) personnel
motor vehicles, 52 (7) miscel-
laneous vehicles, 20 (2) motor
cycles, 80 tons of supplies, 200
barrels of oil.

West-East: 392 men,. 5 lorries, 3 personnel
motor vehicles, 3 miscellaneous
vehicles, 12 tons of ammunition,
160 rounds of 12.2 cm. artillery
ammunition, (217) tons of timber,
46 tons of wood for building,
(40) tons of building materials,
(15) tons of field mail, (50) drums
of cable.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

The 3 naval ferry barges which put in to
Theodosia yesterday from the 8th Anapa

. transport operation were prevented by heavy
seas from proceeding to Kerch. At 1100 the
barges anchored in the lee of the land near
Cape Chauda.

The route from Kerch to the fish-salting
works was checked 8 times by 2 mine sweeping
planes to a breadth of 240. meters, on both
sides of the line of buoys. No mines swept.

Apart from the usual exchanges of gunfire
and enemy raids on the southern part of
Novorossisk there was nothing to report.

Enemy paratroops came down north of Anapa.
Five were taken prisoner, the rest escaped.
Their instructions were to fix demolition
charges with time fuses to naval ferry barges
in Anapa "xm! Toman. All offices concerned
wore advisod and instructed to take the
necessary procautiona 'immediately.

Air photographs of Tuapse showed that the
tanker which was torpedoed and towed in to
port there, is still on fire.

Motor minesweepers R 35 end R 36 swept the route
from Sevastopol to Balaklava and bock with oropesa
gear. There v/as nothing to report on their
return passage, they escorted the "Perovolyka"
from Balaklava to Sevastopol.
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21 March, 1945 '

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

The day's air reconnaissance identified no
shipping in the southeastern Blsck Sea,
only slight activity off the Caucasus coast,
mainly, patrol vessels'. Fighter cover

• prevented Batum and the mouth of the Chobi
from being examined.

Air photographs of G-helenjik at 0700 showed
1 freighter of 1,000 tons, 2 freighters each
of 800 tons, 5 coastal vessels totaling
1,500 tons, 16 M.T.B.s, 2 motor minesweepers
and 30 to 40 boats. The preponderance of
M.T.B.s and small craft is striking.
Presumably supply ships are not at present
calling 'fit Ghelenjik because the enemy has
either -observed or learnt that the approach
to the bay is mined. The large number of
small vessels suggests intensive mine sweeping
activity.

Tuapse was examined at 0730, There were
2 merchant ships of 1,500 tons each in port,
1 merchant ship of 800 tons, 3 coastal vessels,
2 motor minesweepers " and several boats.
Air photographs of Sochi at 0745 revealed
4 motor minesweepers, 2 freighters totaling
2,300 tons, 1 motor minesweeper and 1 M.T.E.
both putt in r out. 0810 at Sukhum there were
15 boats and 1 coastal vessel, course north-
west. 0825 at Ochcnchiri there were
5 submarines, 5 motor minesweepers, 2 submarine
escorts totaling 3,000 tons, 3 coastal vessels
totaling 1,200 tons. Compered v;ith yesterday's
photograph of Poti, today's showed 1 tanker
of 7,000 tons and 1 destroyer leaving port.

There were 2 coastal vessels off Cape Adler
and 1 freighter of 1,000 tons off Ochemchiri.

On the night of 21/22 March no ships were
• located by night reconnaissance planes with

Dichteiistein ?;ear.

Main Naval D/F Station detected no heavy
surface for--.es. On the other hand 9 submarines .

were Intercepted at sea, 4 probably in the ^ W
central to western Black Sea and 5 off the east
coast

.

Own Situation ;

Weather forecast!

Crimea and north Caucasus coast/ NE winds,
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force 7-8, visibility approximately
15 miles, temperature between and f 5 .

Ferry traffic in Kerch Strait and all other
tasks had to be postponed again because of
the weather.

Transportation figures for the day were:
(vessels which arrived on the evening of
20 March and were unloaded today).

East-West r 41 leave personnel, 555 men,
4 wounded, 34 prisoners,
24 civilians, 55 lorries,
9 personnel motor vehicles,
232 horses, 81 horse-drawn
vehicles, 2 field kitchens,
(2) Pieseler Storch planes,
(50) tons of bombs, (150) tons
of service supplies, 15 motor
cycles

•

(Navy's figures in brackets.)

West-East: No shipments.

Nothing to report from ^ovorossisk except that
positions in the east harbor were shelled,
situation at the enemy bridgehead unchanged.
There was enemy air activity between 1745 and
1930. Pianos raided the Kerch area 8 times,
dropping about 50 bombs; eighteen high explosives
and several incendiaries fell on the city itself,
naval installations escaped damage. At 1840
five bombs were dropped on Taman but no damage
was caused.

The total numbers brought over to date from
the "Gotenkopf" bridgehead, exclusive of
air-borne transportation, i.e. shipped across
by naval landing craft and combined operations
craft on the east^west route, are:

71,854 men,.
15,866 prisoners,
13,664 civilians,
42,979 horses,
10,820 horse-drawn vehicles,
6,834 motor vehicles (including 4,800 lorries).

Re/v. rrii the above shipments in tho situation
report to Arm? HJ ;h Command, Army Group A stated
that these totals had been achieved under
exceedingly difficult conditions; not only
had mines and air attacks been a constant threat,
but there had been ice and bad weather to contend
with. Those handicaps had been overcome by
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making full use of combined operations craft,
naval landing craft and air cover, furthermore
individual crews and maintenance parties at
the landing stages had collaborated to the
full in a spirit of friendly rivalry in order
to obtain the best results.-

The Navy's contribution to the above total
was :

23,702 men,
2,878 civilians,
2,891 prisoners,
19,289 horses,
5,285 horse-drav;n vehicles,
1,023 motor vehicles (including 761 lorries).

>
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22 March, 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation

:

The day's routine air reconnaissance over
the southeastern Black Sea had nothing to

. report. The Caucasus coast and harbors
including Poti were examined and photographed.
Adverse weather and fighter cover prevented
Batum from being examined. *To shipping was
observed between 0-helen.jik and Tuapse. A
convoy consisting of 1 freighter of 4,000 tons,
1 minesweeper and 3 M.T.B.s put in to Tuapse
at 0630 coning from a southeasterly direction.
Southeast of Tuapse there was 1 merchant ship
Of about 1,000 tons on a northwesterly course
and another of 1,000 tons on a southeasterly
course

•

Photographic evaluation identified 1 freighter
of about 2,500 tons with clipper stem at
Sukhum; at 0720 1 merchant ship of 2,000 tons,

.1 freighter of 1,500 tons, 2 minesweepers,
2 coastal vessels, and 1 destroyer in Ochemchiri.
At 1200 in Poti apart from the usual heavy
ships, 3 merchant ships of up to 3,000 tons
and 1 destroyer presumably putting in to port
were off the harbor entrance. Shipping in
the other ports was normal and showed little
change.

At 2050 Port Commander, Novorossisk sighted
1 M.T.B. and at 2150 1 patrol vessel and
2 freighters of about 700 tons' making for
the landing stage*

One plane equipped with Lichtenstein gear
carried out night reconnaissance but located
nothing.

At. 2205 Main BTaval D/F Station, Constantza
locnted 1 submarine some 60 miles south of
Cape Takll, According to a d/f report, at
2250 the some boat stood about 125 miles west
of Tuapse. In addition 2 submarines were
intercepted in the central to western Black
Sea and 3 off the east corst. There were
no surfac units in. the radio picture.

Own Situation ;

0600 Shortly after dropping anchor for the night,
the naval ferry barges of the eighth Anapi
transport operation lying near Cap? Cheuda
wore attacked by a submarine. From a submerged
position the submarine fired 4 torpedoes,
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2 of which passed under the ferry barges.
The submarine surfaced for about 20 seconds
after the attack and was immediately fired

by the naval ferry barges. Hits scored
on the submarine with 2 cm. anti-aircraft guns
were observed. It was probably the vibration
caused bv firing the fan-of-four which forced
the submarine to the surface because she
Immediately submerged when fired upon. .

The barges dropped depth charges at the
point where she submerged, apparently without
result. Since there is at present no vessel
suitable "for anti-submarine operations in
the south Crimean ports, I have reqvested the
8th Air Corps to carry out anti-submarine
operations off Caj hauda end, assuming that
the boat was damaged by the 2 cm. anti-aircraft,
to search more especially for oil patches.

Weather forecast:

0930 Winds NE, force 5, visibility good, temperature 0°

1400 Two naval ferry barges put out for the ninth
Anapa transport operation. The third naval
ferry t , prepared end loaded, had to remain
behind because of a defective screw. Tr

vrj- barges transported 30 tons of stores,
50 tonn of ammunition, 50 tons of bombs,
15 tons of mail, 8 tons of artillery equipment.

The route to Senaya was buoyed today. Russian
buoys with red topmarks were laid on the route
from Tainan to the fish-salting works in order
to make it more visible to the minesweepir.
planes.

A mir. pin^. plane i the route from
Kerch to the fish-salting works in 9 cover:
runs to a breadth of 200 meters on each side
of the line of buoys. No mines swept,

her prevented the PZ 'boats from
sweeping with tcved loop cear.

Enern- Air Activity ;.

In addition to an attack on a convoy and on
landing stage at T?man at 1755, 15 bombs

wer: drc on Akburna. .No e:used.
At pi ne raided Ivan Eaba, was fired
rr. :1- lrcr8ft, tut no bombs were dropped.

e>till r orted the oro visional
dates by which the 3 newly tr :. "-boats
will be ready for action: 18 on 5 Mr

,

U 20 on 5 June, U 23 on 19 J

!
?IAI

] .

'
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There were only slight exchanges of gunfire
at Novorossisk during the Is at 24 hours.
The enemy shelled installations in the
et stern and northern parts of the harbor
and the northern sector of Novorossisk South.
No damage to naval installations. The
situation in the southern sector is unchanged.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic ;

At first during the morning, ferry traffic to
the fish-salting works took place under more
favorable weather conditions, but later on
there were northeasterly winds to contend with
freshening to 5. The day's results were
again affected by difficulties at the landing
stages. Transport operations today concentrated
on supplies from west to east, using 9 naval
ferry barges;

About 1500, some 4-5 miles northwest of Taman,
a convoy consisting of the tug "Braunkohle 8"
and the lighter L 34 was attacked by a plane.
A bomb from a plane flying at low level hit
the lighter and set it on fire; it exploded
shortly afterwards. The boat was loaded with
246' tons of ammunition, 255 tons of preserved
fodder, 112 tons of hay, 24 tons of motor
oil. Of the crew 1 non-commissioned officer,
2 men from the escort detachment, 4 Rumanians
and 1 Russian woman are missing.. The tug

. "Braunkohle 8" was slightly damaged.-

Naval ferry berge F 331, lying by the bridge
at Taman, was slightly damaged by bombs in the
same attack. There were no casualties.
Our fighters went up to intercept them and
shot down 1 enemy plane.

Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 1,958 (257) men, 67 prisoners,
293 (16) civilians, 97 (3) lorries,
43 personnel motor vehicles,
13 trailers, 15 tractors, 10 motor
cycles, 1,138 (279) horses, 15 draft
animals, 278 (75) horse-drawn vehicles,
22 field kitchens, (40) tons of service
supplies

#

West-East: 1,721 (57) men, 28 (8) lorries,
10 (7) personnel motor vehicles,
6 trailers, 17 tractors, 2 motor
cycles, 2 guns, 461 (346) tons of
ammunition, 8 horses, 3 horso-drawn
vehicles, 1,264 (1,151) tons of
various supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)
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23 Ifarch, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

The day's air reconnaissance was hampered
by the weather; some harbors were only
partially surveyed. ^he weather prevented
a reconnaissance of Poti and Batum. There
was only slight traffic off the entire east
coast during the day. One eastward bound
coastal vessel wa3 sighted off Trabzon during
the day. .

Reconnaissance flown .in the early morning
detected no signs of the enemy off the coast
between Ghelenjik and Tuapse. Later on,
south of Ghelenjik, ships in tow were identified
on a northwesterly course, At 0740 one
merchant ship of 2,500 tons with 2 motor
minesweepers put . out from Sukhum. Off
Ochemchiri harbor there were 5 coastal vessels
totaling 1,000 tons at anchor, 1 minesweeper
on a south -

': os ierly course. •

Night reconnaissance planes did not take off
on account of the weather. At 1615 Main
Naval D/P Station, Constantza identified
1 destroyer in the southeastern Black Sea,
probably between the central and western east
coast. Cruiser "D" was intercepted at 2040,
presumably off the central east coast.
Otherwise no activity of the large units was
revealed in the radio survey. There were
6 submarines at sea, 4 in the central to
western Black Sea, 2 off . the east coest.

Own Situation ;

Woather forecast:

0930 South Crimean - north Caucasus coast, NE winds,
force 5, squally, abating towards evening,
snow showers, visibility 5 - 10 miles, day
temperature - 5°, at night dropping to - 8°.

In view of the weather, ferry traffic in Kerch
Strait on the very exposed route from Kerch
to the fish-salting works to Taman has had to
be canceled again. mraffic of combined
operations craft to Kossa Chuchka was handi-
capped by drift ico from the Sea of Azov but
it was maintained. It- will be impossible to
call at Senaya before 25 March because the landing
stages need repairing.

The naval ferry barges which left Kerch at 1400
on 22 March on the ninth Anapa transport operation
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anchored in the lee of Cape Opuk, since the
northeasterly wind, force 6, made it
impossible to anchor off Cape Takil.

At 0430 three M.T.B.s approached the
formation lying at anchor. We immediately
opened fire with 2 cm. anti-aircraft and
7.5 guns and they turned away at a range of
1,500 meters, disappearing from sight in an
easterly direction.

Although the Russian M.T.B.s did not use
their guns, presumably because the seas were
too rough, they were nevertheless able to
put to sea in weather

.
which keeps German and

Italian E-boats in harbor. According to
the commander of the group, the Russian
boats were completely covered with heavy
seas washing right over them at times.

M ine sweeping; operations ;

The heavy sea prevented the FZ boats and the
Harbor Defense Flotilla from putting out.
The minesweeping planes checking for standard
mines over the route from Kerch to the fish-
salting works swept one mine in 45° 18.6' N
and 36° 31' E. After 2 covering runs the
planes had to break off minesweeping operations
because of the weather*

1500 A Ju 52 come down on the water near Eltigen.
The plane drifted as far as Cape Takil by 1730.
Crew rescued by an air-sea rescue plane.
Two FZ boats which loft Kerch to render
assistance put in again ft 2000. The boats
failed to find the plane in the rough seas.

Work on the anti-torpedo net barrages for
the protection of the steamer mooring berths
has been completed.

U 23 proceeding down the Danube, arrived in
C-alatz today.

It was reported from Novorossisk that the
situation in thr. southern infantry sector
Is unchanged. There were artillery exchanges
but otherwise nothing to report.

Kerch Strelt Ferry Traffic ;

Transportation figures for the day were;

East-West: 2,539 (452) men, 9 prisoners,
75 civilians, 103 (10) lorries,
30 (9) personnel motor vehicles,
3 guns, 2 tanks, 6 tractors,
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12 motor cycles, 357 (79) horse-
drawn vehicles, 23 field kitchens,
304 (26,4) tons of service supDlies,

,1,190 (215) horses, 16 (14) draft
animcls, 40C pa ra chutes.

West-East: 168 (50) men, 4 (3) lorries,
3 personr.e?, motor vehicles,
397 (105) tens of supplies,
300 telegraph posts.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

Two combined operations ferries and 2 combined
operations craft sprang leaks as a result of
a collision. They will be out of action for
about 4 days.

-78-
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24 March, 104 2

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

No enemy ships were sighted during
daylight reconnaissance over the south-
eastern Black Sea. Coastal reconnaissance
and a survey of the ports were carried out
in varying visibility as far as Batum.
At 0700 there was no enemy traffic between
Ghelcnjik and Tuapse.

The heavy warships, 1 light cruiser and 4 destroyers
were sighted in the bases of Poti and Batum.
Both the Air Force and the Main Naval D/F
Station failed to intercept the 4 missing
destroyers.

No traffic was identified off the northern east
coast. At 0810, 10 miles south of Gudauty,
1 freighter of about 2,500 tons with clipper
stem and 2 patrol vessels were sighted on a

southeasterly course. At 1255 three guard-
boats steering alternating courses were in
Poti roads. A submarine chaser was suspected
off Ochemchiri at 1305 and at 1337 a second
one south of Gagrl on course 210°.

According to photographic evaluation a freighter
of about 1,000 tons lay stopped south of
Ghelenjik. On Batum roads 4 tankers, each
6 - 7,000 tons, were again identified.

Air photograph of Ghelenjik revealed about
5,000 tons of merchant shipping, 1 minesweeper,
4 motor minesweepers, IB M.T.B.s and about
50 boats. Shipping in other harbors was
normal.

Night reconnaissance pianos with Lichtenstein
gear located no traffic.

At 0930 one submarine was identified on the
line Theodosia-Sochi. Five submarines were
intercepted in the central to western Black
Se8 and 2 off the east coast. Otherwise
Naval D/F Station Constantza detected no
movements c hoayy surface forces.

The 7,000 ton tanker torpedoed by the 1st E-Boat
Flotilla, which disappeared from Tuapse after
20 March, has not been sighted sinco by our air
reconnaissance

•
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Own Situation :

0600 With a NE wind at force 6, ferry traffic
across Kerch Strait to the fiah-aaltlng
works and Tainan had to be canceled, since
recent experience has shown that naval ferry
barges run a great risk at the unprotected
landing stages. We cannot afford to lose any
more boats {at present 14 barges are out of
action and 6 only partially operational).
The landing stages at Senaya which are more
protected in a northeasterly wind, will not
be finished until 25 March, so that traffic
cannot proceed there until 26 March.

The crossing to Fossa Chuchka was again effected
today by combined operations ferries and
landin
landin
seas.

craft. The ice barrier north of the
stages protects them' from the heavy

Weather forecast:

0930 NE winds, force 6-5, varying cloud,
visibility 10 to 15 miles.

The naval ferry barges at readiness for the
Anapa transports (two in Theodosia and one in
Kerch), still cannot proceed in this weather. .

Convoy end escort duties will again have to be
postponed for 24 hours. Only the freight towing
vessel "Theben'' and the tanker "Moselic",
escorted by 2 naval ferry barges, put out from
Theodosia for Yalta. The passage was made
despite the v/c-ather, since the Yalla Mountains
break the northeasterly winds coming from the
land.

Minesweeping operations :

A mine sweeping plane swept the route from
Kerch to Taman, making 3 covering runs to a

width of 750 meters on either side of the line
of buoys. No mines swept. The heavy seas
prevented the FZ-groups and the Harbor Defense
Flotilla, Kerch from operating.

Enemy Air Activity :

v<- drooped on Temriuk during the
moi" . The naval installations were not
damf-geu.

There were the usual exchanges of gunfire at
Novorossisk. The harbor end the south of
the town were shelled. Two men belonging to

Port Commander 16 were wounded. The situation
at the bridgehead is unchanged..
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Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic ;

Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 1,430 men, 12 prisoners,
20 civilians, 298 lorries,
52 personnel motor vehicles,
665 horses, 208 horse-drawn
vehicles, 11 field kitchens,
28 trailers, 2 minesweepers,
140 empty barrels, 1 tank wagon,
1 radio van, 12 tractors,
8 draft animals, 33 motor cycles,
3 tanks, 11 wounded.

West-East: 119 men, 3 lorries, 4 personnel
motor vehicles, 21.5 tons of
building material, 250 tons of
ammunition, 56 tons of fuel,
7,5 tons of rations, 1 motor cycle.
(The Navy played no part.)

A conference took place with Lieut. Commander
Lutterer and Lieut, Commander Ambcrger of the
Net Defense Formation about the proposed hawser
boom across the southern exit of Kerch Strait,
(See War Diary 16 March.) Lieut. Commander
Lutterer reported that, owing to the present
shortage, it is impossible to say when the
necessary materials will be ready, since stocks
at homo have been almost exhausted for mine-
fields in other theaters of war. In parti-
cular it will take months to obtain the neces-
sary shackles and thimbles, if at all possible.
Since the barrage was planned as an immediate
safety measure for the defense of Kerch Strait,
I am compelled to look for another solution
and have decided to lay:

a. a net barrage from the northwest point
of Cape Tuzla to Pavlovski,

b. a net barrage from the southeast point
of Kossa Tuzla to Cope Tuzla,

c

.

an anti-torpedo net off Kamish Burun harbor,

d. a hawser boom 1,000 meters long in the
southern exit to Kerch Strait between our
own rain '

.1

r Id and the supply route.

These barri ges will protect the supply route
from Kerch to T?iman, Kerch roads nnd the fish-
Baiting works from the penetration of M.T.B.s
and from torpedoes fired from a distance by
M.T.B.s lying south of Kossa Tuzla, Since
the harbor defense barrage at Kamish Burun
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will protect the vessels there, I .

-erir. night will no
longer find any targets, (To try to pass
through Strait couth of Kossg Tuzla
night is at pre t of the ques
be: of the mi: " itlon«)

f

^k on thfl
.'"' ' can start at

cr.ee vith materials available in the Crimea
and intended for Ak L'eche:. The laying of

• the harbor :. ?srrsges at Ak Mechet and
Sanatoria will ve to be oned and fresh
material- r ~ted.
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25 March, 1943

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Daylight reconnaissance over the south-
eastern Black Sea was without result.
The Caucasus coast and harbors were surveyed
as far as Tuapse. There has been no report
of the area from Tuapse to Bat urn since the
reconnaissance planes have not returned.
Shipping at Ghelenjik and Tuapse was normal.

At 0420, 15 miles southeast of Ghelenjik,
there were 2 landing craft, 1 tug and 2 lighters
on o northwesterly course. About 10 miles
south of Ghelenjik there were 3 landing
craft and 4 coastal vessels totaling 1,500
tons, on a southeasterly course.
A reconnaissance plane shadowed the vessels
reported. At 0845 one motor minesweeper
was sighted off Ghelenjik on a- southeasterly
course

.

Nothing was located by night reconnaissance
planes with Lichtenstein gear.

At 1841 Main Naval D/F Station located
1 submarine south of Theodosia, at 1911
the same boat was roughly about 35 miles
south of Theodosia. No movements of the
heavy units were detected in the radio survey.
Apart from the submarine south of the Crimea
there was only 1 submarine off the east
coast.

Own Situation ;

Weather forecast:

0500 . The weather improved slightly. The NE wind
abated from 5 to 4.

Ferry traffic across Kerch Strait took place
despite considerable difficulties at the
landing stages. Naval ferry barges concentrated
on traffic from west to east in accordance with
the request of Army Group A. From now on total
daily shipments must average 1,500 tons. This
is bound to cause a drastic reduction in the

. amount transported from erst to west because
loading i rid unloading at Kerch or the east side
take so much time that the ferry barges can
only make the passage once daily.

With the improved weather conditions, the
steamer convoys which have been lying ready in
Constant zo and Sevastopol for several days,
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sailed today. "Ardeal" was escorted from
Constantza to Sevastopol by motor minesweeper
R 1G5 and 2 Rumanian destroyers. "Lola"
and "Varna" left Sevastopol for Constantza
escorted by motor minesweepers R 163 and
R 164 and 1 destroyer. In addition "Ship 19"
escorted the accommodation ship of the FZ-group
which is now going to be converted into a

submarine chaser, from Sevastopol to Sulinn.

At about 0430 1 ocean-going tug with a lighter
of about 300 tons and 3 M.T.B.s were sighted
leaving the landing stage. Activity at
Novorossisk was again confined to exchanges
of gunfire

.

During the afternoon Taman was repeatedly bombed
by enemy planes. There v/ere some casualties
and certain Army installations were damaged.
There was also lively enemy reconnaissance
activit;*

.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic ;

Loading at Taman had to be stopped at 1430
because the eastnortheaster'ly wind was
increasing to as much as force 7.

Traffic to the fish-salting works was. maintained.

Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 2,550 (423) men,: 67 wounded,
123 prisoners, 40; civilians

,

29 draft animals, 267 (3) lorries,
19 personnel motor vehicles,
393 (111) horse-drawn vehicles,
53 (2) other, vehicles, 2 tanks,
17 motor cycles, 50 (2") guns,
237 empty barrels, 1,329. (357) horses..

.West-East: 590 (42) men, (.2) civilians,
15 (11) lorries, 45 tons of railway
goods, 9 tons of hospital equipment,
254 tons of bulk fodder, 12 tons
of building materials, (54) tons of
service supplies, 236 tons of fuel,
(15) tons of mail, (430). tons of
stone, 392 (382) tons of rations,
(160) tons of grain, (l) hut, 1
motor cycle.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

The Ana p e t ran sports a nd m ine sweeping ope rati on

s

in Kerch Strait have not yet been resumed.
A mine sweeping Ju plane checked the route from
Kerch to Taman without result.

CON AL -84-
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Since persistent bad weather has
seriously delayed convoys and several
steamers are lying in harbor ready to sail,
I have turned over the two boats of the
3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla used for
minesweeping duties off the Crimean coast
to the Commander Convoys and Escorts,
Black Sea, as an additional escort for the
convoy comprising the steamers "Succeava"
and "Charkov" , on condition that they are
immediately returned to the Crimea as soon
as the operation is completed.

The anti-aircraft defenses in Kerch Strait
are quite inadequate for the protection of
the landing stages and naval ferry barges
in transit. Low*-level attacks by Russian
planes have repeatedly caused serious losses.
The anti-aircraft defenses have likewise
failed to prevent the frequent aerial mine-
laying operations. Floating anti-aircraft
batteries are therefore urgently neoded on
the roads at Kerch, at the fish-salting works,
at T8man and Sonaya.

1 have submitted the above statement to the
8th Air Corps, pointing out in my request
that there are some of the right" type of
craft, at present unable to proceed, in
Kerch Strait: namely light flak battle-
ferries. These must be equipped with two
2 cm. anti-aircraft guns with quadruple
mounting, one 3.7 cm. anti-aircraft and
one 60 cm. searchlight.

Harbor Defense Flotilla, Kerch has suffered
heavy losses in boats damaged during the
recent storms, so much so that only two
boats are able to put out. As there are
no minesweepers available for sweeping moored
mines in Kerch Strait, the Flotilla must be
immediately reinforced.

Port Commander, Sevastopol has been ordered
to transfer 2 boats of the Harbor Defense
Flotilla, Sevastopol to Kerch as soon as the
weather permits.
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• 26 Karen, 1943

Simferopol

;
r.neroy Situation :

.Two planes carried out reconnaissance over the
southeastern Black Sea. Coast and harbors
were reconnoitered as far as Sukhum in moderate
visibility. Prom Ochemchiri to Batum the
coast could not be examined owing- to the weather.
No shipping was observed between Ghelenjik and
Tuapse. • In those ports examined, shipping
.was normal. There were several - patrol vessels,
presumably anti-submarine vessels, between
Tuapse and Gudauty, also Jf.T.B. activity. Off
Sukhum there were 1 freighter of 4,000^tons,
and 1 minesweeper and 2 patrol vessels coming
from the direction of Tuapse on a southeasterly
course. Off PotJ. harbor there was orobably
1 destroyer. At 1000, about 30 miles west of
Batum, course 200° there was 1 ocean-going
tug, nationality unknown. There was 1 freighter
off Samsun, probably making for thet harbor,
and another small freighter north of Bafra Burun
on a westerly course.

A night reconnaissance plane equipped with
Lichtcnstein gear located nothing as far as the
southern east coast.

At 1721 Main Naval D/F Station Constantza located
1 s-abmarine north of Bafru Burun, at 1750 the
boat was about 75 miles north of Cape Bafr n

Burun. According to radio traffic a destroyer
was in an unidentified position at 2055,
presumably in the southeastern Black Sea.
No further fleet activity was detected.
Seven submarines were intercepted in the Black
Sea, 5 in the central to western area, 2 off
the east cor. st.

Own Situation :

0500 Nineteen naval ferry barge a and 2 lightera
resumed ferry traffic between Kerch-Taman, the
fish-salting works «nd Senaya. The high sees
again greatly handicapped work ot the lending
stares of the fish salting works and Taman.

Shipment a of timber by navel ferry barges along
the Crimean coast from Yalta to Kerch and An8pa
transport operations could not be resumed.

Two naval ferry barges, attempting to proceed
from Yalta to Theodosis, had to turn beck
because of th3 weather as soon as they had left
Yalta.
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As a result of the favorable weather
prevailing in the northwestern Black Sea

. (E winds force 2-4), the convoy of tugs
consisting of 3 freight towing vossola, 8 tugs,
8 lighters with towed cylinder gear, and
escorted by 2 gunboats and 4 FZ boats, sailed
for Sevastopol. Tugs and freight towing vossols
are intended for ferry traffic in Kerch
Strait or for traffic from Sevastopol direct
to Kerch or Taman,

Weather forecast ;

0930 Wind N to NE; force 6. Forecast for the
coming night in sea area south of Kerch
Strait, wind NE, force 5 - 4, bright visibility
over 10 miles.

1300 Four planes attacked the convoy "Prodromos"
escorted by 4 naval ferry barges off Eupatoria
and launched two torpedoes against- it; no
hits were scored. The planes turned away
after being attacked by anti-aircraft

•

One plane made a second aerial torpedo attack
at 1620, but the torpedo missed. The plane
was attacked by anti-aircraft and a hit was
observed, after which it turned away.

Commander E-boats reported that E-boats
S 42, S 45 and S 46 which are to reinforce
the 1st E-Boat Flotilla, have been transferred
to Linz and are due there between 25 March
and 1 April. I am expecting that the boats
will bo commissioned and join the Flotilla
by the middle of June

•

Again today the minesweeping plane was only
able to sweep Kerch Strait during the forenoon.
The route from Kerch to the fish-salting works
was twice swept to a breadth of 400 meters.
No mines swept. During the afternoon the
minesweeping plane was unable to onerato because
of the weather.

TJ 20 arrived at Galatz from Linz on 24 March.

E-boat S 102 is ready for. operations at Constantza.
The Flotilla has been ordered to transfer the
boat to Ivan Baba as soon as the weather permits.

There will thus bo 5 boats available for future
operations

»

About 31 March E-boat S 26 will have to be
released for engine overhaul at Constantza.

\L -87-
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Enemy Air Activit' :

Twenty-five high explosive bombs were dropped
on Taman causing considerable material damage,

lephone communications were largely destroyed,
-re several enemy raids on Theodosia,

Yalta and Sevastopol, the anti-aircraft went
into action, no tombs were dropped.

There were lively exchangee of gunfire at
Novorossisk. Installations in the eastern
harbor and the northern sector of the town
were shelled by a rocket firing gun. Re
casualties

.

2200 aval ferry barges I'os. 135 and 127 were
ordered to put out frc odosia for Kerch
with the fcug ' >hl" at about 2400, because
the weather is expected to improve during the
night snd both the t nd timber are urgently
needed in Kerch.

With reference to my application for floatir
anti-aircraft batteries to be positioned in
Kerch Strait (s: « Liery 25 March), the
8th Air Corps reported that 4 light battle
ferries had been moved ss requested off Kerch,
the fish-salting works, Taman and Senaya

.

It .proved Lmposslbl to equip them with 3.7 cm.
anti-aircr because they are at present
unobtainable, but each ferry has two 2 cm.
anti-aircraft guns with quadruple mountings.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic ;

Ferry traffic to n end the fish- salting
works had to be stopped at 1300 because of the
increasingly heavy seas. Traffic to Senaya
was maintained.

Again today the navel ferry barges were
me us^-d ^or supplies from west to east.
The goods for Senaya and Taman requested by
Quari ~ter General, Army Group A were all
shipped.

Cc- d ope^etions craft crossed unimpeded
by th ther to Kossa Chuchka and achieved

?od results.

Lon figures for the day were:

East-West: 3,9E5 (415) men, 257 (85) prisoners,
84 (26) civilians ^ 206 (19) lorries,
63 (3) personnel motor vehicles,
14 (1) motor cycl.s, 4 (3) generators,
20 field kitchens, 55 (4) miscellaneous
vehicles, 6 (4) guns, 492 (57) horse-

- :3"
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drawn vehicles, 1,896 (158)
horses, 30 draft animals. 430
(30) drums of cable, (30) tons of
cotton and hemp, (17) tons of
service supplies, 150 cartridges,
150 empty cases.

West-East: 432 (7) men, 5 lorries, 2 personnel
motor vehicles, 2 motor cycles,
2 searchlights, 1 gun, 1 listening
set, 1,616 (874) tons of supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

AL -89-
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r :,srch, 1945

Simferopol

.emy Situation ;

Kerch

Reconnaissance was flown over the southeastern
Black Sea in good visibility. One oassenser
ship of 2,500^tcns and 1 freighter of 2,500
tons were identified on Trabzon roads.
The east coast and the ports as far £s rs*:

were reconnoitered ir. changing visibility;
Poti was only cursorily examined because of
the defenses and the weather. All the heavy
units were identified at their bases. Apart
from motor nine sweepers, small craft, patrol
vessels and submarine chasers, no traffic was
observed off the entire coast. Shipping in
port v&s very little changed.

At 0750 1 motor minesweeper on a northwesterly
course was 10 miles northwest of Tuapse, at
0835 three boats were putting out from Sochi.
Off Sochi there was 1 motor minesweeper, course
southeast, high speed. There were 3 anti-
submarine vessels off Poti, anti-submarine
operations probable. Between Poti and Betum
there were 2 coastal vessels, each of 300 tons,
presumably patrol boats.

Only 3 tankers were identified on Batum roads
today, es.ch of 6,000 tons.

Hlght reconn? i-c-nce over the central Black
Sea flown for the protection of our convoys
located no ships

.

Main Naval d/F Station identified no activity
of rurface ships; there were 2 submarines in
the central Sea, 3 in the western c nd
1 in the southenstem Elack Sea.

Own Situation:

0400 "5ry available naval ferry barge took part
in transport orerstions In nd, force 4.

ivy sees continued to interfere with
loading and unloading, particular!- at Tainan.

0700 Th; '-- toi ; convoy proceeding from Odessa
tc stopol is approximately level with Cepe
Tarkhankutzki

.

In vievr of the relatively small escort (2 gun-
boats and 4 FZ boats to 11 tugs with ships in
tow) and the rc-rial torpedo attack on the convoy
"Prodromes" off Eupatoria yesterday, I have

-90-
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requested the 8th Air Corps for fighter
cover or, at least, for more protection
from bombers. Since this request could
not be met because of lack of forces, I

have ordered 3 naval ferry barges to put
out from Sevastopol to reinforce the convoy's
escort. Ferry barges F 135 and F 168 and
the tug "Fehl" carried out their orders to
endeavor to proceed from Theodosia to Kerch,
but were obliged to return to port owing to
the weather.

Weather forecast:

0930 NE winds, force 5, visibility good.

Anapa transport operations were again post-
poned for 24 hours.

U 19 reported: "Starboard thrust bearing out
of order, repair impossible. Request return
passage. If reply affirmative, will start
27 March 1600, 1 steamer probably sunk."

The boat has been ordered to return to
Constantza via the northern route and after
leaving the operational area, to ;; ive further
details of the steamer presumed sunk.

The following radiogram was then received:

"Fan of three was fired at a range of
3,600 meters at a passenger steamer of
2,000 tons. An explosion followed. The
steamer stopped but no further observations
were possible because of her defenses."

1344-
1518

Four planes launched aerial torpedoes against
the convoy "Charkov/Succeava" escorted by
2 destroyers and 3 motor minesweepers south
of Supatoria. S 4 torpedoes were fired but
no hita scored. A submarine attacked
simultaneously, No further details have
yet been received.

1500 * The Crimean towed convoy put in to Sevastopol,
Nothing to report.

In answer to the request, U 24 reported that
opportunities for attack in the assigned
operational area were observed but could not
be exploited. Hor stock of torpedoes is
still intact.

There is no need to transfer the above
operational area.

2000 E-boat S 102 put out from Constantza for Ivan
Baba.

^0
I 2 TiI
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Enemy Air Activity :

During the day Kossa Chuchke, Taman, the fish-
It ing works, Yenikale and Kerch were

repeatedly bombed.

The Army ammunition dump at Kossa Chuchka was
hit and 7 stores of cartridges were burned
out.

Otherwise no damage was caused and there
were no casualties.

At 1735 at Novorosslsk 3 M.T.B.s heading for
the landing stage from the direction of Cape
Doob were driven off by gunfire. Otherwise
nothing to report.

Minesweeping in Kerch Strait was confined to
mine sweeping planes checking for standard
mines between Kerch and the fish- salt ing
works. Engine trouble forced the planes to
break off operations after 2 covering sweeps
which were without result.

Since the prevailing heavy sea precluded use
of gear, there were no operations by groups
of minesweepers.

2200 The weather improved in the course of the
evening. Orders were issued to 5 naval ferry
barges lying ready at Theodosia, 4 of them
loaded with timber, and the tug "Kehl", to
put out for Kerch at 2400.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic :

Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West; 2,522 (399) men, 163 prisoners,
6 civilians, 394 (10) lorries,
57 (1) personnel motor vehicles,
6 armored cars, 8 armored scout
cars, 1 ambulance, 24 (2) motor
cycles* 140 (116) horse-drawn
vehicles, 501 (478) horses, (13)
draft, animals, (20) tons of service
supplies, 4 (1) guns, 80 empty
barrels.

'- st: 1,173 (15) men, 14 lorries,
2 motor cycles, 203 tons of
ammunition, 105 tons of railway
stock, 54 tons of building material,
360 (171) tons of supplies.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)
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The small contribution of naval ferry
barges to the total may be attributed to
the fact that a number of ferry barges
which at Army Croup A's request had
concentrated on shipments from west to
east could not be unloaded on 26 March..
Because loading and unloading takes so
long, they could not be made ready at
Kerch today for the next crossing.
Hence, again today only 18 crossings were
made •

CONFTD?.?
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28 ;;arch, 1943

Simferoool

Enemy Situation :

Daylight reconnaissance in good visibility
identified 1 small freighter snd 1 merchant
.ship on an easterly course off the Turkish
coast. ^he harbors snd coast were surveyed
as far as Betum in visibility that was at
times poor. No shipping was observed between
Ghelenjik ana Adler.

Off Cape Adler at 0830 six M.T.B.a were
identified on s northwesterly course.
70 miles W9st of Tuapse there was 1 patrol
boat stopped; 30 miles southwest of Adler,
course east, 1 erti- submarine vessel} 50 miles
west of Pot!, 1 submarine submerging.

Shipping at Ghelenjik at 0825 was as follows:
1 merchant ship of 500 tons, 3 coastal vessels
and 5 boats; ^pse at 0615 5 merchant ships
totaling 3,000 tor.s and G coastal vessels;
Sochi 1 small merchant ship of 1,000 tons and
2 coastal vessels. There has latterly been
very little shipping in the ports off the
north coast. In Poti at 1200 the battleship,
1 light cruiser in dock, 3 destroyers, 4 merchant
ships, each of 4,000 ton3 were identified.
Approximately 6 miles vest of Poti there were
2 guardboats and 1 tanker of 5,000 tons, stopped.
Betum could not be surveyed because of the

ther; there were 3 tankers each of 7,000
tons off the harbor*

An Air Force bomber formation reported 1 boat
in the Sea of Azov making for Primorski Aktari.

~ht reconnaissance ove >n the central Black
Sea had to be broken off because the
Llchtenstein gear vent out of action. Off
the Caucasus const, south of Tuapse, night
reconnaissance planes with Llchtrnstein gear
in combined operstions v/ith E-boets, located
2 ships on a southeasterly course about

kilometers off the cor.-st. Despite anti-
aircraft fire the reconnaissance plane maintained
contact from 2230 until 2318. No shipping was
located in the rest of the area.

Despite continuous radio traffic dur:ng the
day, the •• survey detected no activity of
heavy ships. ine submarines were intercepted
at sea, 4 of ther: probably in the central to
western Black See and 5 off the east coast.

I
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Own. Situation ;

0800 The tug "Forsch" was damaged by a mine
500 meters west of the approach buoy at
Sevastopol. The tug was brought in to
harbor. The explosion occurred about 15 -

20 meters abeam of the tug, in 20 meters of
water. The degaussing equipment was
switched on. The tug "Forsch" was towing

• o cylinder gear with a towing hawser of 30 m.
which was being taken to Kerch. The non-
contact mine must have exploded as a result
of the residual magnetism of the cylinder
gear.

The route had been repeatedly chocked with
towed loop gear without result. Port Commander,
Sevastopol has been requested to chock the
harbor entrance with towed cylinder gear to
a breadth of 500 m. as quickly as possible.

Weather forecast:

0930 South Crimean and north Caucasus coast.
S to SE winds, force 2-3, overcast,
visibility 10 miles.

The weather favors E-boat operations.
After the long interval it is imperative
that all available E-boat s and Italian E-boats
should operate against supply traffic immediately
off the Caucasus coast. According to the
Army, the enemy at the Nyshako bridgehead Is
at present suffering from a shortage of rations
and ammunition so that he is not in a position
to undertake heavy engagements, If the
supplies to Myshako or the traffic to Ghelenjik
were damaged, sources of supply at the bridge-
head would become even more precarious, a

situation which would bring great relief to
the Arrrr"

-

.

Two boats of 1st E-Eoat Flotilla were ordered
to operate against enemy supplies between
Tuapse and Cape Chugovkopas and 2 between
Tuapse and Capo Uchdere during the coming night.
They are not to leave the area until 1 hour
before daybreak.

At the same time 2 boats of the Italian E-Bo3t
Flotilla vril] occupy a lurking position off
Mysheko and 2 -nore v ill be between Ghelenjik
and Cape. Churovkopas.

Both Flotillas will put out at about 1400
and put in to their bases again pt 0900 on
29 March.

COMF1] \L -95-
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The 8th Air Corps continued to mine Ghelenjik
Bay, The fact t&et there has latterly been
very little shipping in the bay woulo suggest
that the enemy is scarcely using Ghelenjik
as a supply harbor for the Novorossisk front
because of mines* The same ' conclusion can
also be drawn from air reconnaissance which
detected loading off the cosst south of
Ghelenjik, in air grid square 8551 . This
observation was pointed out to Italian E-boat
Flotilla in tody's orders.

D

1200 Two naval ferry barges put out from Theodoaia
and 1 from Kerch for the 9th Anapa transport
operation. The targes will anchor off Cape
Takil before dusk and proceed to An*: pa at
daybreak on 29 March.

1230

In order to avoid attack by M.T.B.s, naval
ferry barges uaed for the Anapa traffic have
received strict orders to anchor north of
Cape Takil. They hove been instructed always
to leave Kerch or Teman in time to reach their
anchorage before dusk so that the batteri^
end coastal patrols can gain a clear picture
of the situation before nightfall*

The tug "Ansel 11 end a lighter, escorted by
2 naval ferry barges , were attacked off Cape
3arich by 4 planes which launched 4 aerisl
torpedoes against them; no hits were scored.
Any results scored by the defense were not
reported.

Today the "Murgescu" laid 144 UMB
deep angle-patterned minefield (S
Sulina

.

mines in the
53) north of

1515 Italian E-boats put in to Theodosia again on
account of the weather*

There was brisk air, artillery and searchlight
activity at TTovcrossisk. Bombs were dropped
and the entire harbor area came under gunfire.
Bombs hit the livinf' quarters of Port Commander
16. Only buildings were damaged.

Shipping to the bridgehead was observed from
th€ lnd. Details could not be made out on

unt of the smoke screen.

Th boats about to join the 3rd Motor Minesweeper
Flotilla, namely motor minesweepers R 196, R 197,
R 20b end R 20C, were today commissioned at the
Korneubura* dock, Vienna, with e color parade.

riAi
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Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic :

All the ferry barges and lighters at
readiness took port in ferry traffic at
0400 in good weather and unimpeded by ice.
Thus the day's transportation figures rose
considerably:

East-West: 3,414 (837) men, 191 prisoners,
72 (70) civilians, 39 (18) wounded,
283 (37) lorries, 95 (6) personnel
motor vehicles, 2,109 (658) horses,
575 (226) other vehicles, 2 generators,
(50) tons of Army supplies, 29 guns,
46 (2) motor cycles. (70) tons of
bombs, 300 sacks (3; of cotton,
27 draft animals, (1) ton of mail.

West-East: 1,230 (8) men, 456 (210) tons of
ammunition, 4 lorries, 24 tractors,
(21) tons of mail, 2,055 (1,590)
tons of supplies.
(Navy'g figures in brackets.)

Five naval ferry barges, 4 of them loaded
with timber for pioneer installations in
Kerch Strait, today put in to Kerch from
Theodosia. Two more ferr;^ barges loaded
with timber todoy proceeded from Ynlta to
Theodosia and will proceed from there to
Kerch tomorrow.

Mine sweeping Operations :

Last night searchlight personnel at Kossa
Tuzla observed a plane drop 5 mines outside
the swept channel. The FZ-group using 2 sets
of gear and the minesweeping plcne swept the
route from Kerch to the fish-salting works to
Tamon. No mines swept.

On 22 March, while searching for the wreck
of the lighter y-hich exploded when struck by
a bomb, only small fragments of metnl were
found within a radius of 500 meters from the
site of the oxplosion. Obstruction to
shipping from wreckage is therefore unlikely.

C0:;F7DE~ TTTAL -97-
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29 March, 1943

"e ropol

Enemy Situation ;

Daylight reconnaissance ex&mined the coast
and harbors as far as and including Poti.
Datum could not be surveyed because of the
weather. Off the entire Caucasus coast there
was lively shipping traffic in both directions.

In the early hours of the morning south of
C-helenjik there were 6 M.T.B.s, course north-
west, 1 small freighter and 2 patrol vessels
course southeast. At 0724, 10 miles northwest
of Tuapse, there were 3 coastal vessels and
1 motor minesweeper with 4 boats in tow on
a southeasterly course. Putting in to Tuapse
from the north were 3 coastal vessels, from
the south one convoy with a tanker of 7,000
tons and heavy escort including 1 destroyer.
Another convoy making for the southeast was
identified at 0005 8 miles south of Tuapse.
At 0816 a merchant ship of about 2,000 tone,
heading north, was identified 5 miles north
of Poti.

Shipping at Tuapse at 0918 was as follows:
2 minesweepers, 3 motor minesweepers,
8 M.T.B.s and 1 tanker- of 7,000 tons.
Shipping in the other ports was little changed.
The heavy units were identified at their bases.

Wo enemy shipping was located by night
reconnaissance in the central Black Sea.

Main Naval D/F Station, Const ant za reported
a destroyer west of Ttiapse /-Gape Adler at 0920.
id, 1045 the same destroyer was off Tuapse,
probably putting in to port. More confirmation
of her presence comes from the Air Force, who
also intercepted her. Apart from 4 submarines
in the central to western Black Sea and 3 off
the east coast no other enemy warships were detected
in the radio survey.

Own Situation ;

Weather forecast:

0930 South of Kerch Strait wind SE to E, 3 - 4, <

bright to cloudy, visibility 6-10 miles.

According to the weather forecast Italian
E-boat operations should be possible.
Italian E-Boat Flotilla was erdered to use
4 boats on the night of 09 March and resume
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the operations which m r»e interrupted
by the weather, against supplies to the
Novorossisk bridgehead.

At 1530 four Italian E-bosts put out for
operations according to plan.

1000 1st E-Boat Flotilla put in from the
night's operations. From 2030 to 0300
two boats stood northwest of Tuapse off
Cape Olginskaya . Neither shipping nor
patrol activity was observed.

From 2100 to 0300 the other 2 boats
operated in the Tuapse/Sochi area against
a steamer reported by the Air Force.
They failed to gain contact with the
steamer because engine trouble forced the
reconnaissance plane to stop shadowing
before the E-boats could arrive. No
patrols, apart from a gunboat, were encountered.
There was lively searchlight activity on the
coast between Tuapse and the mouth of the
Shache, Furthermore, from the coast the
enemy fired brilliant white flares out to sea,
^°king it more and more difficult for the
E-boats to operate unobserved off the coast.

At approximately 0730 air reconnaissance
sighted 1 tanker of 6 - 7,000 tons escorted
by 1 destroyer and 6 patrol vessels putting
in to Tuapse. The convoy did not pass
through the operational area assigned to the
southern group of 2 E-boats until after
daybreak, by which time they were already
on their roturn passage.

This is fresh evidence for my repeated
assertion that the enemy organizes his
supply traffic off the Caucasus coast so as
to pass the area threatened by E-boats
after daybreak, that is at a time when there
is no fear of E-boat attacks against well
escorted supply ships. •

Enemy Air Activity ;

From 1800 onwards Kerch, Taman, Kossa Chuchka
d Ilich were repeatedly bombed. At Taman

telephone communications sustained a direct
hit, otl se no damage reported. Anti-
aircraft fire shot down one plane over Taman
and one off Ilich.

Three Russian parachutists who had been ordered
to blow up the lending bridge at Senaya, were
taken prisoner near Senaya.

CON ^ -90-
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At about 1100, after s low- level attack on
the fish-salting works, the bombers made off
and machine-gunned the FZ-group operating on
the route to Kerch. i

To casualties. The
i"Z boats opened fire with their anti-aircraft
but without result.

At Novorossisk the- situation at the bridgehead
is unchanged. At approximately 0500 five
M.T.B.s were sighted from the landing stage
heading out to sea.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic :

Ferry operations which, in the case of naval
ferry barges, were still primarily concentrated
on traffic from west to east, proceeded in
favorable we other without being handicapped by
high seas, Ice or enemy action.

Transportation figures for the day were:

East-West: 2,679 (640) men, 18 wounded,
124 prisoners, 149 (84) civilians,
356 (31) lorries, 96 (3) personnel
otor vehicles, 1,045 (570) horses,

260 (204) horse-drawn vehicles,
67 other vehicles, 9 guns, 64 (2)
motor cycles, 200 (52) tons of
service supplies, 100 oxygen
containers

.

West-East: 510 (18) men, 6 (.1) lorries,
3 personnel motor vehicles,
(101) tons of ammunition, (169) tons
of fuel, 315 (377) tons of service
supplies, 303 (169) tons of bulk
fodder, 624 (360) tons of grain,
(52) tons of preserved fodder,
(225) tons of rations, 1 motor cycle.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

Three naval ferry barges carried out the ninth
Anapa transport operation according to plan.
On their return passe ;e the ferry barges sighted
a submerged submarine with her periscope up in
the southern exit of Kerch Strait; they pave
chase but coule not catch up because of her
superior speed.

I

Three naval ferry barges left Kerch at 1415
for the tenth Anapa transport operation, with i

50 tone of ammunition, 33 tons of fuel, 60 tons
of bombs, 30 tons of me 11 and 20 TME mines
for the mining of Novorossisk harbor.

Mlnesweeping operations in Kerch Strait :

The supply routes from Kerch to the fish-salting
works to Taman were swept by the FZ-group and
mine swe e p ing p la ne s

•
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50 March, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation ;

Reoonnaissance was flov/n and some photographs
taken in good visibility of the Caucasus coast
and harbor?, including Batum, and the south-
eastern Black Sea* Shipping in port was
normal. The heavy units, 1 light cruiser
and 6 destroyers, were In their bases. There
was no activity in the southeastern Black
Sea or in the Cfhelenjik/Tuapse area.
Shipping traffic in the coastal area was
slight during the day. During the forenoon
the 7,000 ton tanker reported yesterday in
Tuapse put out on a southeasterly course with
4 patrol vessels. One submarine was sighted
southwest of Adler.

According to air photographs there were
5 patrol vessels off Ghelonjik, 5 motor
minesweepers in Kabardinka Bay and one leaving
that area, at 0915 south of Tuapse 1 small
freighter with patrol vessel on a southeasterly
course, and 1 tanker of 2,500 tons stopped,
immediately off the coast; at 1010 50 miles
west of Poti probably 1 destroyer, on an
easterly course.

No shipping was located by night reconnaissance
protecting the German convoys in the central
and southeastern Black Sea. A reconnaissance
plane with Lichtenstein gear working with
E-boats, located a convoy at 0000 on 31 March
on a northwesterly course near Gagri and
shadowed it until 0100.

The destroyer which put in to Tuapse yesterday
at 1045, left ar;ain and was intercepted by
Main Naval D/P Station at midnight off Batum.
Prom further radio intercept reports it sceras
probable that the cruiser A is at sea. Fo
exact data, could however, be obtained from
the radio survey. Five submarines were also
identified off the east coast.

Own Situation :

0813 An 8lr reconnaissance plane reported 1 tanker
of 7,000 tons with 4 guardboats, course south-
east, mediiwi. speed (11 to 17 knots) in grid
square 9419, According to dead reckoning the
tanker should enter U 24' s operational area in
about three hours. I have requested the 8th Air
Corps to shadow her end keep J 24 continually
informed.

CO] FTJ \L -101-
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0900 Two Italian E-boats put in to Theotiosia again -
from night operations. The boats vere
immediately off the coast near Myshako and
Cape Doob until about 0130. Except for
1 fishing vessel near Cape Doob no

r

shipping
and no patrols were encountered. The boats
were machine-gunned from the land. There
were no losses. The second group of 2 boats
had to break off operations shortly before
reaching tha operational area because one of
them damaged her ecrev.

Weather forecast:,

0930 v South Crimean and north Caucasus coasts*
SE winds, force 5, winds from the sea at
midday, force 3 - 4, cloudy to overcast,
visibility 5 - 8 miles.

Five boats of 1st *E-Boat Flotilla have been
ordered to opera-te against enemy supplies off
the Caucasus coast on the night of 30/31 March,
2 of them betv/een Tuapse and Chugovkopas, end
3 between Tuapse and Uchdore.

Also on the night of 30/31 March 2 boats of
the Italian E-Boat Flotilla have been ordered
to lie in wait between G-helenjik end Cape
Chugovkopas* The flotillas have orders to
remain in the operational area until 1 hour
before daybreak.

1215 Sevastopol harbor was henvily raided by
18 planes which dropped about 20 bombs. The
planes fie'" in from Balaklava across the
mountains so that th: anti-aircraft defenses
were taken by surprise ard started firing too
late. The accommodation ship "Ev Lokie"
belonging to the 1st Landing Craft Flotilla
suffered a near miss which made her spring a

leak and sink at the pier on en even keel.
L preliminary investigation suggests that it
will be possible to salvage her.

The escort ship "Romania" was slightly damaged
by bomb splinters.

The living quarters of l
T aval Shore Commander's

Office received a direct hit. The building
was completely destroyed.

Losses-: 5 Germans killed, '22 wounded, including
Lieut. Willach ( j,g. ) who has serious injuries. , .

Rumanian losses: 40 killed and 70 wounded.
In addition 9 auxiliary volunteers were killed.

1400 U 19 put in to Constahtza.

CONFIDENTIAL -102-
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1500 The operational orders for the Italian
E-boats were canceled because of the weather.

The 1st E-Boat Flotilla put out according
to plan.

M inesweeping in Kerch Strait :

The new shorter route from Kerch to Yenikale
was swept by the Harbor Defense Flotilla
Kerch and by a minesweeping plane. No
mines swept. The FZ-group checked the
route from Pavlovski to Kamish Burun.
No mines swept.

Two mines outside the swept channels
exploded today north and south of Kossa
Tuzla without apparent cause.

Kerch Strait Ferry Traffic :

The following transportation figures were
achieved today by 27 naval ferry barges and
2 lighters in good weather and under good
road conditions which favored bringing of
supplies to and from the landing stages:

East-West: 3,841 (1,424) men, 565 prisoners,
271 (34) civilians, 43 motor
cycles, 78 personnel motor vehicles,
247 (32) lorries, 719 (303) horse-
drawn vehicles, 80 (22) miscel-
laneous vehicles, (93) tons of
service supplies, (l) motor
generator, 12 (5) draft animals,
2,427 (1,038) horses, 1.000 empty
cans, 19 (12) guns, (68) cans of
oil, (7) cans of fuel oil, 25 drums
of cable.

West-East: 569 (21) men, 2 motor cycles,
2 personnel motor vehicles, 5 lorries,
2 tons of carbide, 24 tons of gas
in cylinders, 388 (135) tons of
ammunition, (232) tons of fuel,
(20) tons of mail, 355 (70) tons
of bulk fodder, (341) tons of grain,
(164) tons of rations, 38 tons of
building material, 225 tons of
railway building material, (210) tons
of oil, (1) searchlight, (1) motor
generator.
(Navy's figures in brackets.)

The ice in the northern exit of Kerch Strait
was examined from a plane and it looked as if
the route to Temriuk might bo fit for use in5-6 days. There are still fields of drift
ice disintegrating there.
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he tenth Anap :>ort operation -pre ed
accc to plan. After the operation the
naval ferry barges anchored at about 1800

Cape

At 1400 three nore naval ferry barges put out
from Kerch for the eleventh Anapa transport
operation, with s load of 55 tons of ammunition,
71 tons of fuel, 45 tons of barley, 75 tons of
bombs, 3 tons of mail.

1 She snder, today undertook
a combined land in "ion with Army HQ 17

^st of 3 3&inst enemy forces which
he i-/anced over the marshy ound towards
Temriuk. The plan was to come upon th from
behind and e -ate ther.

.

Navel Shore Zc .er, Caucasus was in ch
of the op< t on ui to the time of the landing*

Two armed tugs, 5 rotor snd a

large number oJ '.sd or ions craft were
used. 250 men landc ier cover of gunfire
crovided by th- landing flotilla.

By about 1200 rined Operations Battalion
had com

"

I . Or.e boat of t

lanci lotille was sunk by shine- imfire,
imably fron one of our own fighters,, and

Lieutenant (j«g«); in charge of tt
landing flotilla, was seriously wounded.
Th irnc-d to Temriuk without
loss.

I r following tel -: from droop
South:

"Repeated attacks by ht n ral forces
Inst our coasts and seaborne supplies, the

tion of Rv ".I.Z.s into Keren
Strait, n wed a

r ?mbly n light
Fore - In lenjik Bay, sail for

otior he fc llowi] j ints :

1. The cocst_?&st and west of Kerch is in our
hands. approach route of E-boats end

lian E- from the Theodosia-Tvr- Babe
? long that they cannot ossibly

Lvely Int n cept snd :- Russian
- L1 tually operating or returning,

and e lso carry out their own offensive
ope rati 1" .

2. In the pr it situation it is possible
thai jvoros-slsk i ; 3hortl^
a base for nuisance raids by Russian
fo r

3. Every effort must be made to rive our surface
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forces the shortest route to enable them
to make a flank attack on the enemy vessels
on their nuisance raids.

4. Anapa is the only suitable base. Taking
weather conditions into consideration,
boats must be able to lie in wait there
if the situation end reconnaissance
suggests the possibility of enemy operations.

5. Although the weather 8nd the enemy situation
will probably only permit temporary use of
Anapa, berths must nevertheless be improvised
by anchoring a barge, a lighter or possibly
disabled naval ferry barges, even a wooden
raft, which could be used by the boats for
short spells. Anti-aircraft defenses
placed inland in the vicinity would protect
the anchorage from surprise attacks mainly
from the sea.

6. Admiral, Black Sea will fit these measures
in with his own plans and report action
taken."

I replied as follows;

M A. The Navy's primary tasks in the Black Sea
are :

1. Defense of Gorman supply traffic.

2. Interference with enemy supply traffic.

3. Defense against enemy landings on the
coasts we occupy.

Task No. 3 can be effected with the maximum
safety and the minimum sacrifice if at the
outset the enemy is deprived of the neces-
sary resources for on effective landing
operation, namely:

a. shipping

b« the .heavy warships necessary for the
support of major landing operations.

Eliminating the shipping would also
dispose of the tasks under 2, and eliminating
the heavy ships would simplif:/- Task No. 1.

Hence the few available naval forces have
so far been exclusively employed against
enemy merchant tonnage and warships from
the torpedoboat upwards. This policy has
been rigidly adhered to ever since the
arrival of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla and of
Italian E-boats in the Black Sea, with the

CONFIDENTIAL -105-
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result that since May 1942 a total of
70,000 tons of enemy merchant shipping
has been sunk without our suffering any
losses. Total enemy tonnage today amounts
to- approximately 100,000 tons of merchant
tonnage and 30,000 tons of tanker space,
the merchant tonnage including some 50
coastal vessels and lighters totaling 20,000
tons. Tonnage sunk so for therefore equals
ebout half the enemy's available shipping
space at present. Since he is unable to
replsce his losses in the Elack Sea by new
constructions and since there are no signs
that ho is receiving tonnage from outside,
if our E-boats and U-boats continue their
successful operations against merchant
shipping, they are bound to make it impossible
for the enemy to carry out effective landing
operations which hove to be constantly
supplied from the sea. The N8vy -would thus
have solved one of its ^ain tasks, if not
the task in the Black Sea, while at. the same
time also severely hitting enemy supply
traffic off the Caucasus coast.

For the above reasons E-boats have so far
been ordered to avoid encounters with enemy
patrol forces (M.T.B.a, anti-submarine
vessels, minesweepers and gunboats) unless
it was the only way of getting at a valuable
target, "his practice has bsen adopted
in order to cut losses, since in view of
the small number of E-boats available (on
an average only 4 E-boats have been operational
at one time) eech loss means a serious
reduction in forces.

It should also v
e remembered that , according

to available data obtained from air
photographs of enemy bases and prisoners'
reports, the enemy possesses about 40 M.T.B.s
and 60 anti-submarine vessels, as well as
minesweepers and motor minesweepers. ny
of these forces are faster than our E-boats,
have superior armament and, being constructed
of metal j are less vulnerable than our wooden
boats. In an engagement- against these
forces our E-boats would have to use every
weapon at their disposal "and even then their
prospects of success, armed as they are with
2 enii guns and built of wood, would be very
slight* In view of the large number of
vessels at the enemy's disposal an occasional
success 7/ould scarcely alter our relative
strength. As long as we have so few E-boats,
every loss is bound to be a g^ove one, making
the risk out of all proportion to the result
obtained.

CON \L -106-
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I would request you to investigate the
above points and to sanction the continued
use of E-boats and Italian E-boats against
large enemy warships end supply traffic.
Apart from destroying enemy tonnage, it
brings considerable relief to the Army,
particularly in the struggle for Novorossisk.

F. The use of Anapa as a jumping-off base
for E-boats has already been thoroughly
investigated here and the conclusions were
as follows:

L. Anapa is more open to enemy air attacks
than Ivan Baba and Theodosia. The
port has recently been raided almost
daily, sometimes by very heavy formations.

2. From time to time it has been shelled
from the sea by medium guns (presumably
minesweepers, largo anti-submarine vessels
and perhaps also torpedoboats )

.

3. Air raids and bombardments from the sea
would, bo intensified as soon as the
enemy identified E-boats in harbor.
Because the harbor is such a small one
it would be impossible to camouflage
the boats,

4. The shorter approach route to the
operational area from Anapa would not
enable E-boats to remain there for a

longer period when operating against
shipping off the Caucasus coast.
As their assigned area can be observed
from the coast they must not arrive there
before dark, and must leave it again
before daybreak. Daylight attacks on
traffic proceeding immediately off the
coast are out of the question because of
the superior armament of enemy convoys
and coastal defenses.

5. E-boat successes can only be achieved
by using the surprise element, and if
they are transferred to Anapa the enemy's
continual air reconnaissance is bound to
observe them and give a warning that
operations arc imminent.

6. As a jumping-off base for offensive
operations Anapa has the advantage of
having prevailing easterly winds, so
that the E-boats can put out and reach
their operational area even in bad weather
by keeping in the lee of the coast.

CONFIDENTIAL -107-
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In order to exploit the advantage described in
ra . 6 it is proposed to make Anapa o jumping-

off base for B-bo8ta« Adequate anti-aircraft
Bsrsentlal and in view of the

ot thet the naval ferry a used in Anapa
transport operations Ire need protection, I

am sending in a relevant request to 8th Air
Corps

.

Admiral, Bloc 1
: Sea Gkdos. 1355 A.l."
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51 March, 1945

Simferopol

Enemy Situation :

Daylight reconnaissance surveyed the
Caucasus coast and harbors including
Bo turn. All the heavy units were
identified in their bases. There were
2 motor minesweepers and 13 M.T.B.s in
Ghelenjik. At 0840 shipping in Sukhum
included 3 M.T.B.s, 12 boats and 2 merchant
ships totaling 1,300 tons.

At 0420 three M.T.B.s were sighted
northwest of Tuapse, high speed, co

At 0840 a reconnaissance plane repo
convoy consisting of 1 tanker of 7,
and 2 minesweepers, course northwes
south of Sukhum. A reconnaissance
shadowed it until 0930. At 0935,
west of Sukhum, a tanker was again
but without escort, on a northweste
course. Obviously it must have be
same tanker.

15 miles
urso 130°.
rted a

000 tons
t, 5 miles
plane

20 miles
sighted
rly
en the

Fo enemy ships were located by night
reconnaissance.

Fo heavy units were identified in the radio
survey. Three submarines wore intercepted
off the cast coast in an unidentified
position.

Own Situation :

Weather forecast;

0930 Fortheastern Black Sea: Winds S, force 3,
freshening at noon to 4 - 5, cloudy,
visibility over 10 miles.

Two boats of the" Italian E-Boat Flotilla
were ordered to operate on the night of
51 March/l April against enemy supply traffic
off Myahako and two others between Ghelenjik
and Cape Chugovkopas. The boats wore to
put out at 1500, be in the assigned area
towards 2000, and return to Theodosia 1 hour
before dawn*

Fo orders have been issued to the 1st E-Boot
Flotilla which has been at boe since 1500 on
50 March and puts in again today at about 1100,

1105 1st E-Boat Flotilla put in to Ivaji Baba
from night operations* One group of 2 boats
lay in wait near Cape Chugovkopas from 2000,
and the second group lay in wait southeast
of Tuapse in grid square CL 9322, lower right-
hand corn.' r.
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the minefield ordered at the proper oito
on their operation on 28 February. As
a result the landing stages at Myshako can
be approached from the south without danger.

Four boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla were
ordered to lay the minefield on the night
of 1/2 April," using 24 1MB mines, and to make
the necessary preparations immediately.

Russian planes have recently boen conducting
much heavier bomber and torpedo attacks
against* our convoys and naval ferry barges
transporting supplies off the Crimean coast.
Until now enemy planes were often forced to
launch their torpedoes prematurely. However,
we must expect that experience end tactical
training, in which British influence will
play a decisive role, will make aerial torpedo
attacks an. ever-increasing menace. It is
imperative that naval ferry barges bo bettor
armed with anti-aircraft weapons and that
crews receive more adequate training. Up
to now all newly constructed boats have been
rushed out immediately they were ready on the
score that they were needed for urgent tasks
and the crews' training has suffered in
consequence. I have therefore requested
that neval ferry barges be armed with 2 cm.
quadruple mounting anti-aircraft guns and
have directed that they undergo at least two
weeks' training before going on actual operations.

2100 E-boat S 26 put out from Ivan Baba for
Constant za for engine overhaul. Once again
only 4 boats of the 1st E-Boat Flotilla are
fully operational.

D 19 submitted the following report after
putting in from her second operation (17 -

27 March): Operational area reached 1600
on 20 March. Lively air activity off the
coast. At 1303 on 23 March attacked a 2,500
ton steamer with a fan of three in Gagri Bay.
Heard a torpedo explosion at a range of
3,600 meters. Three motor minesweepers
countered our attack. At last observation
saw that the steamer was stopped and down by
the stern. The defenses made further
observation impossible, No traffic was
observ d n 24 and 27 March, on the other
band the operational crea was more heavily
patrolled. , Was forced to return on 27 March
because of engine trouble.

Minesweeping in Kerch Strait ;

A minesweeping plane made 12 covering runs
400 meters in breadth, in a check for standard
mines on the route from Kerch t o Yenikal'

.

No mines swept.

con nti xl -111-
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-arched the same route wit
2 sets of , making 4 covering r

using double ith of sweep. I*o

sv~~ pt

.

Harbor Defense Flotilla, Kerc lent 1fled a

moc ine dropped from a plar c t -he
southern tip of Kosr Bla,* 150 miles fro

land, in 1.5 wters of water,
and I ;e 5omnandj Kerch will salvage it.

}'.: rch Strait T ~
:
— 7 re.: - :

Tainan, he fish-salting works
werv d and ma chine- punned during the da- .

be :s were not d d.

Tr-nsportatic

-

ures for the day were:

st-West: 2, r 360) men, 774 (429) Allies,
70; aoni Lj '11) rounded,
50 (17) Turkish troops, 367 (195)
pr jrs, 161 (37) civilians,

or cycles, 57 (7) personnel
motor vehicles, 458 (90) lorries,

(t
1

: -.. lies, 413 (12
horse-drawn vel s, 1,745 (290)
horses, (3) tons o: ".,30 tons
of equipment, 7 ant I -

, 3 (11) guns j (15) tons
of , 4c tons of cloth. .

West-East: B33 (77) men, 25 (4) Allies,
5 (1) vehicles, 20 tugs, 1,432 ton?
of service iuppl3 , 205 tons of

Ion, 9 tc 11.
(7otal -7 t of 71;: y Naval
51 Lai 1 nsport Staff cr.l~; full
total not •

)

elev nth An nspcrt operation rr: :d
to plen. Naval fe: ut in

tc .7 a at l'~r.C, left again at 1400 end dropped
:t 1800.

At 1
'

1 ferry bar£ Kerch for
twelfth .- apart oper "Ion with a

load of 45.3 tons of Air Force gasoline, 29 tons
'

1 Fc • Lrc , 15 s of hand
, 10 tons of mail, I is of preserved

fodder j 35 tons of rations, 65 tons of anti-
•craft nit ion.

_ ritzky,

:
"

;

"• -
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Survey for ivarch, 1945

A. Enemy naval forces sunk ; Hone.

] . Enemy merchant ships sunk ;

a. E-boats: 1 lighter 500 tons,
1 tanker 7,000 tons, burnt out.

b. U-boats i 1 freighter 2,500 tons, torpedoed,
1 tanker 8,200 tons, torpedoed,

probably sunk.

C

.

P lane's shot down ;

1 DB 3 while attacking convoy.

D. Total transportation figures ?

I. Kerch Strait

;

1. Totals;

a. East-West;

78,542 men,
9,861 prisoners,
8,115 civilians,

48,384 horses,
12,356 horse-drown vehicles,
8,447 transport vehicles,
2,716 tons of service supplies.

b. West-East;

18,081 tons of supplies,
1,688 tons of building materials.

2. Davy's contribution; (Naval ferry barges,
occasional lighter::.)

a. East-West;

22,026 men,
1,655 prisoners,
1,551 civilians,

19,835 horse

a

,

5,534 horse-drawn vehicles,
930 transport vehicles,

1,650 tons service supplies.

b. West-East:

12,768 tons r.r supplies,
1,572 tons of building materials.
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Comments by Naval Group South on the War Diary

of Admiral Black Sea, 16 - 31 March 1945

1. Re p. /18 March 0800:

At present Russian coastal traffic is resumed after
daybreak, that is after our forces have left their
attack areas. This re-emphasizes a request which
has been repeatedly submitted, either that bombers
be sent out after daybreak against the Russian
convoys or that the Air Force provide the necessary
fighter cover for E-boat and Italian E-boat flotillas
and thus enable them to undertake daylight operations
as well.

2. Re p. /para.

The results of anti-submarine operations by the
Air Force have not been reported.

3. Re p. /23 March:

That Russian M.T.B.s are more seaworthy is hard
to believe, because they are smaller than the
German boats and just as liable to capsize in
heavy seas.

With reference to anchoring off the coast, Admiral
Black Sea has already been directed to hold the
ships at immediate operational readiness or to let
them stand off and on during the waiting period.

4. Re 30 March, last para.:

In addition to the shipping noted there are
another 15,000 tons employed for war purr>03es
(e.g. ice-breakers).

Signed on behalf of Nayal Group South

Chief of Staff

Brinkmann.
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